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Hypothermia is the condition of lowered internal body temperature, caused
by exposure to gold air or water which can result. in death. Recent statis-
tics seem to indicate that hypothermia is the ma!or contributing factor in
approximately one-third of all drownings in the United States. In fact,
the Royal Navy estimated that two-thirds of their World War IZ fatalities
were from drowning and hypothermia. The rise in heating fuel costs may
increase hypothermia-related deaths among the elderly and children in
urban areas. Cold exposure has long been recognized as a ma!or killer
among outdoor and maritime workers and recreators.

While cold has always been a killer of man, the science of hypothermia
and survival/6Peatmen.t techniques is only an emerging technology. Con-
sequently, this first International Conference on Hypothermia brought
together many of the world's leading medical researchers and experts
to present technical reports and papers on all aspects of accidental
hypothermia, including prevention, treatment, and survival in urban,
field,. and lhquatic environments.

This notebook contains the papers presented to the conference as well as
supplemental articles and information distributed. These will be edited

. int;o a conference proceeding to be published lyter by VRI. The notebook
y

author! followed b miscellaneous articles Oisted in the table of con-
tents! .

Hypothermia is preventable and survivable if properly identified in time.
During the conference, the 1910's were labeled the decade of development
of survival equipment; all hoped that the 1980's will be called the decade
of development of treatment. We can see what is needed, now let us all
work together to keep warm and alive.

Neil W. Ross

Conference Chai~
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Massachusetts
Dr. Reginald C. Eggleton, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indiana
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Lorents Wittmars, University of Minnesota, Minnesota
Erling J. Oksenholt, Oregon
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ida Janus 25 1980

8:30 am - 10:30 am

Coffee break

ll:30 am - 12:00 aooa Conference summary aad evaluation
<Veil Ross, Chairman

12:00 noon - l:30 pm Luncheon  Butterfield Ca eteria!

1:30 pm - 2:30 pm

10:30 sm - 10:45 am

10:45 am - ll:30 am

Reports from afternoon panel discussions  White Hall Auditorium
�5 minutes from each panel!

Report from Traiaiag Standards Committee
Dr. Robert Posos, University of Minnesota

Special post~onference workshop to ideatify needs
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Kingston, Rhode IslandINTERNATIONAL HYPOTHERMIA WORKSHOP
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Frida Januar 25 1980

1:30 pm � 2:00 pm

2:00 pm � 2:45 pm

2:45 pm � 3:00 pm
3'00 pm � 3.40 pm

3:40 pm � 4:00 pm

4:00 pm � 5:00 pm

 Toot 11 Pool. Build"'ng!Saturda Januar 26 1980

8:30 am � 12:00 noon Rotating Workshop Sessions  one hour each!

5:00 � 8:00 pm

8:00 � 9:30 pm

Workshop welcome, program orientation  White Hall auditorium!
Veil W. Ross, Conference & Workshop Chairman
University of Rhode Island Narine Advisory Service

Conference Report
Dr. Robert Pozos, University of Minnesota

Break
Legal Aspects of Hypothermia Training
Dr. Dennis Nixon, attorney, University of Rhode sland

Accidental Hypothermia: an Overview of Urban, F'eld and
Aquatic Environments.

Dr. Murray Hamlet, U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental
Medicine

Hypothermia Experts Reaction Panel
Moderator: John Bernhartsen, U.S. Coast Guard
 possible members include: Keatinge, Mills, Lloyd, Hiscock,
MacInnis!

Dinner on own in town  please carpool!

Public Lecture: Ten Years Beneath the Artie Ice  Chafee, Room 271!
Dr. Joseph NacInnis, Undersea Research Ltd., Toc-onto
 adults $1,00, children 50', workshop participants free!

l. Outdoor Ex osure Hv othermia  West Gym!
Dr. Joseph MacInnis, Undersea Research Ltd.
Dr. Warren Bowman, National Ski Patrol System
Dr. Cameron Bangs, Oregon

2. Urban H othermia  Room 123!
Dr. Richard Pozos, University of Minnesota

3. H othermia Education  Room 122!
Fay Ainsworth, Outdoor Empire Publishing, Inc.
Robert Pratt, Universitv o= ~inc Sea Grant
Frank Pia, Water Sa ety . ilms, Inc.



Saturday  continued!

H othermia 2

8:30 am � 9:30 am

9: 30 am � ll: 30 am

10:00 am � 4:00 pm program  free!
Observe pool sessions  Gallery!
Visit exhibits  East Gym!
Survival Novie Theatre  East Gym!
Outdoor pond demonstrations at noon

Public

a

b.

Ce

d.  Tootell Pond!

12:00 noon � 1;30 pm Hot sou and ba lunches Participants only.  Room 100!

12:00 noon � 1: 00 pm

12; 20 pm � 12: 40 pm

1:30 pm � 2:30 pm
2:30 pm � 5:00 pm

Outdoor Ez osure H othermia

Urban H othermia

H othermia Education

Return to motels

Speaker: Dr. Cameron Bangs, Oregon
"Mountain Rescues Survived"

 Tootell Pool Building!Sunda Januar 27 1980

8:30 am � 9:30 am

1:30 pm � 2:30 pm

2:30 pm - 3:30 pm

3:30 pm � 3:45 pm

3.45 pm � 5:00 pm

5:00 pm � 6:30 pm

6:30 pm � 7.00 pm

7:00 pm � 9:30 pm

Immersion H othermia  Room 100!
Dr. John Hayward, University of Victoria
David Nagle, Coastal Rescue Training Center
Dr. Alan Steinman, U.S. Coast Guard

Cold Water Survival E ui ment & Rescue  Pools � bare feet only!
Cmdr, David Smith, U.S. Coast Guard
and Hayward, Nagle, S teinman

Cold Water Survival Suit Demonstration  outdoor Tootell Pond!
by Hypothermia 2 volunteers
Public and Hypothermia 1 may watch

Ice Rescue Demonstration  outdoor Tootell Pond if iced over!
by Johnston  R .I,! Fire Department � Vincent i'1onti & staff

Immersion H Dothermia  West Gym!
Cold Water Survival E ui ment & Rescue  Pools � bare feet only!

 Room 122!

 Room 122!

 Room 100!

 Room 122!

Car pool to Jamestown Island in Narragansett Bay

Hypothermia Banquet  Bay Voyage Inn!

H oothermia Worksho s � Self Selection for further discussion,
dialog, sharing and practice in sessions of c1..oice.

l. Outdoor E osure:  Room 122!
Bowman, M~ cInnis, Bangs



Sunday  continued!

9: 30 am � 10: 00 am

10:00 am � ll:00 am

 Room 100!Coffee Break

Self selected Worksho s continue

1 � 6 repeat and continue, plus this new session:
7. Scuba Rescue and H othermia Issues  East Gym!

McAniff

Great Survival E ui ment Pool Race  Diving Pool!
Competition between participant teams; team members only
on pool deck, all others to gallery seats.

11:00 am � 12 00 noon

Race Director: Robert Pratt, U. Maine
Judges: Harold Anderson, Red Cross

John O' Leary, URI

Buffet Lunch  Room 100!
 Pools!

12: 00 noon � 1: 15 pm

H othermia Pro ram Plannin Worksho s  White Hall!
An opportunity for organizations and programs o begin
planning own hypothermia training. Groups of I3 or more
 including Red Cross, Sea Grant, military!, wi Ll be
assigned rooms. Smaller groups use space as a:ailable.
Each group should appoint a spokesperson/leade.-.

1:30 pm � 2:45 pm

2:4> pm � 3:oo pm Break

Plannin Re orts from Or anizations/Grou s  Auditorium!
Moderator: Chris Duerr, Conference/Workshop publicity,

URI Sea Grant

3: QO pm � 3:45 pm

uestions & Answers from H othermia Ez erts3:45 pm � 4:30 pm

4:30 pm � 5:00 pm Worksho Wra -u: Feedback and adjournment
Neil Ross, Workshop Chairman, URI

2. Urban environments  Room 123!
3. Education H othermia Handbook A/V Aids  Room 100!

Ainsworth, Pratt, Pia
4. A uatic Rescue Unconcious Victim HELP Huddle  Shallow Pool!

Harold Anderson, Gerald Dworkin, Mike Angell
5. Cold Water Immersion Ph siolo MDR  West Gym!

Hayward, Steinman
6. Immersion Survival E ui ment  Diving Pool!

Smi th
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ABSTRACT

SIHULAT10N OF IHMERSION
HYPOTHKRHIA PROTECTIVE DKVlCKS

E ~ R. Baker, I V
R, H. Harnett
J. L. Rfnguest

Clemson Uni vers I ty
Clemson, S. C.

The use of, human subjects for testing Immersion hypothermia

protectfve devices is not without risk. Addftiona'I ly, such in vfvo

tests can be used only to mf'Id states of hypothermia  rectal temperatures

not 'less than 35'C!. A mathematfca'I model capable of sImulatlng a pro-

tected man under Immersion condlt tons would be a vfable alternative to

human experimentation. Ho models presented in the 11terature were

directly applicable to this situation. Several mdels were chosen from

those presented in the 1 fterature and modified to sImulate the presence

of a protective device. Validatfon runs were made against data obtained

by human experimentation ln a concurrent study. The fnitfal results were

di scouraglng. To fmprove the model performance, severe'I changes were

made to the metabol fc control subsystem. The modl fied models performed

acceptably for certain classes of protective devfces. The nedfffed

' models are useful. However, further human experfmentatfon must be done

to provide more comprehensive data for use In the formulation of con-

trollers. Additionally, the results may be improved by the Inclusion of

a mre detailed passive model.



A STUDY OF IMMERS ION HYPOTHERMIA

PART I I I:

Simulation of Immersion Hypothermia
Protective Devices*

by

E.R, Baker, IV, Ph.D., R.M. Harnett, Ph.D., J.L. Ringuest

College of Engineering
Clemson University
Clemson, S.C. 29631

I.O INTRODUCTION

The use of human subjects for testing hypothermia protection devices

is riot without risk. Additionally, such in vivo tests can be usec only

'to mi I d state o f hypo the rml a  rectal tempe rat ures not I ess than 3.' 'C! . A

mathematical model capab'Ie of accurately s lmulat fng the thermal responses

of a protected man in a cold envfronment would be an attract fve alternative

to human experimentat fon. In addition, the time required to perfcrm the

human experfments makes thfs al ternat ive method of device evaluation

extremely attractive,

A variety of models have been proposed for the human thermal system.

Some of the riedel s have been establ i shed From experlmentat ion while other'

have been constructed from the theories of thermodynamics and fluid mechariics.

Some models predict the behavior of the whole body while others are special ized

Sponsored by U. S. Coast Guard Office of Research and Development
Contract Number OOT-CG-72074-A



to a part fcu'lar body segment. The fnterest in this research I les in

models of the ent lre human body. Excel lent reviews of the work ln this

field are available by Hardy �972!, Mitchell, et al, �972!, Sh Itzer

 f972!, Fan, et al.  l97l!, and kwang and Konz �977!.

Mathematical models of the whole human body may be generally classff'fed

as single cylinder or multi-segment models, Further classlflcat'ion 'is
accomplished by determining whether thermoreguiatfon is Internal or external
to the model. Models with internal thermoregulatfon functions may be

viewed as a composfte of two submodeis, one far the passive system  physical

system! and one for the controli'fng system.

The compiexity of models of the passIve systems depends upon the

number of body segments rradeled, their geometries, the number of nodes and
she'i is  i ayers of segment compos Itfon! attributed to each segment and the
sophistication of the model circulatory system. The complexity of con-

troller models range from simp'le function-eva'luation types to those which

compute error signals based on variables such as average skin temperature,

core temperature and skin heat flux. All controllers determine metal»oilc
rate and ln some models, the control system also determines the sudometer

 sweating! and vasometer  variable blood flow! responses.

The models are most generally expressea as a set of differential equa-

tions, Early models were solved using analog computers. The advent of
larger, faster digital machines has resulted in most models now being

programmed for digital computers. The solution methodology most often

employed is that of finite di fferences.

The objective of this research was to determine the feasib'liity of
using an existing human thermal model In the evaluation of Immersion
hypothermia protection devices. Ta accomplish this task a review of the
literature was conducted feading to the selection of candidate models

representing the general types available. Computer codes for these models
were obtained and modified as necessary to implement them on the computer

system at Ciemson University. These modifications of the computer-based
rmdel s were not Intended to accomplish basic struct urai changes to the



models or to improve their fntrlnsic capabilities.

The selected candfdate models were to be validated aga'Inst the data

col'Iected from the human 'Immersions discussed in Part I of this paper,

see Harnett, et al. �979!. Hased on the results of these valfdatfons,
recommendations were formulated regarding the potentfal usefulness of each

selected n~del. Also, the most Important areas for model improvement were

determined and recommendations regarding their priorfties were developed

for consideration prior to undertaking any efforts afmed at improving the

capabilities of a model.

The scope of this effort fncluded only an evaluation of existing models.
No new model development or modification of existing models was requ'fred.
However, fn the course of Implementing the computer-based models and
experimenting with them, It was also possib'Ie within project cost and
schedule constraints to develop and Implement a number of substantive model
modifications. These modifications improved the performance of the affected

models and in some cases were necessary in order to give the mode'Is any

chance of performing as requ Ired for the evaluation of cold water protection

equipment.



2. 0 MODEL SELF CT ION

After a review of the I lterature it was decided that this investigation

would be I lmf ted to non-steady state models contain'fng control I ers. This

decision was predicated on two facts:  I! the human response to cold water

immers ion was unl ikely to be steady state and �! we would be unable to
externally control the model since no experimental Immersion data was
available which correlated metabolic rate, vaso-constriction and surface

blood flow to the physical parameters of the madel such as core, skin

arrd water temperatures.

References were found in the IIterature to but a tew models flttlng

these criterfa ~ Conversations and correspondence with the authors of these

models revealed several other unpublished models. However, these models

were all reported to be very similar to those found through the I'fterature
search, The followfng ffve models were obtained: Stolw'fjk,  f972!;
Montgomery,  f972!; Gordon,  l972!; Kuznet,  f974!; and Winton and Linebarger,
 I97i!. An add'Itlonal model, wfthout a cor,troller, Wlssler  f966! was re-

quested from Its author', but thfs request was not granted.

These mode'ls represented several dffferent phflosophles In the modeling
of both the passive and contro'I systems. Stolwfjk's and Kuznet's models

were in support of the NASA manned space flight program. Bath models were
implemented on Clemson's IBM 370/l65 and exercIsed with test data as speclfled
by their authors. Neither model, however, was modfffed for further evaluation.
Stolwfjk's model was dropped from further fnvestigation because Montgomery's
model was determined to be an extension of it which had been used for div'Ing
studies. Kuznet's model was dropped because of Its similarity to both the
Gordon and Montgomery mode'ls. The three remaining models, Winton's,
Montgomery's and Gordon's were chosen because of the contrasts among them
in terms of their general approaches and complexity.

The Winton and Linebar er Model

The Winton and Linebarger  l97I! model fs the sirrplest of the models
studied. This model was intended for study of both the steady-state and

transient response of the human thermoregulation system to various degrees
of internal and external thermal stress. Emphasis ln this model was placed



on the feedback structure and controller mechanisms Involved in tl-ermo-

regulatfon, This rodef has been exercfsed using both analog and digital

simulation.

Wfnton and Linebarger represent the shape of the body as a cylinder

having three concentrfc 'layers. The inner-most layer represents the core

of the body, which Is composed of the deep tissues and Internal o -gans.

Surroundfng the inner core fs a middle layer made up of muscle and fat.

The skin comprises the outer layer of the cylinder. For purposes of

analysis the thermal properties of the three-layer model are represented

by an analogous electrical circuit. The thermal system and its e'lectrfcal

analog are governed by identical differential equations which form the

basis of this model.

Three primary control mechanisms are Included In this model: sudometer,

vasometer and metabolic. These control mechanisms are Incorporated Into

the mode'I by varying the related parameters of the cfrcuft analog in an

appropriate manner. Physiological studies have shown the importance of

both core and skin themperatures In the rmoregufation. Based on these

studies feedback signals from the core and skin have been fncluded ln this

model,

The Mont orner Model

The Montgomery model fs an extension of the Stolwfjk �970! r..odel

intended to ai'Iow investigation of heat loss/gain durfng underwater diving

work. Its thermoregulatory system ls divided into two distinct subsystems:

the physical-controlled subsystem and the dynamIc-controlling subsystem.

The controlled subsystem consists of the physical portions of the body.

The controlling subsystem contains the central hypothalamlc thermo-

integrator, the central set point temperature and assocfated afferent

and efferent signal pathways. The controlling subsystem receives afferent

signals from a 1'I portions of the body, fntegrates the signals, cor.pares the

results to the central set point and dfstributes the appropriate effector

command signals to all portions of the body.

The controlled subsystem, Figure Ill-l,consists of the head which fs

considered a sphere and cylinders representing the trunk, arms, hands, legs and

feet. Both arms, hands, legs and feet are represented, because of symmetry, by one
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cyl inder each. Each body segment Is composed of eleven concentric

layers: four representing the body core, four representing the muscle

layer, and one each represent'Ing the body layers of fat and sklr, and

one representing the outer wet suit layer. A central blood compartment

simulates the body's central blood pool which exchanges heat with all other

body compartments, vta convective heat transfer, through simulated blood

flow to each compartment. Each of sixty-one body compartments Is represented

by a heat balance equation which accounts for Internal heat gene ration,

conduct I ve heat trans fer between adjacent compartments, and cons ect I ve

heat exchange with the central blood compartment. Where appl Icable,

respiratory heat generat lon and heat 'loss are Included In the bcdy compart-

rent heat equat 'Ions. Addi tlonal heat balance equat lons represent a wet

suit on the six body segments and Include the effects of conductive heat

transfer with the skin and conduction-convect'fon with the ambient water.

Each of the sixty-seven heat balance eq~atlons Includes the thermal capaci-

tance of the compartment enabling the transient response of the compartment

to be simulated.

The Gordon Model

The Gordo n mode'I is the most complex of the three model s examined.

Gordon also divides the temperature regulatory system Into two major subsystems:

the passive subsystem and the control subsystem. The passi ve subsystem Is

divided into ten body segments. Cylinders are used to represent the neck,

thorax, abdomen, arms, hands, legs and feet. A cylindrical segment represents

the face and spherical segments represent the head and forehead. All seg-

ments consist of four concentric layers. Both the number of segments and

the number of Integration nodes per layer is variable. The model was

implemented at Clemson with the segmentation described above and eleven

nodes per segment. Both of these choices were used by Gordon in his initial

validation of the model. They represent a logical balance between computational

burden and numerical precision.

Since the body Is modeled as concentric spherical or cy'linc rical shells,

 Fig«e lii-2! the governing equations were obtained by considering a she' ll of

~niform propert ies. An energy balance equation is used for each shell. To

complete the passive subsystem model, heat transfer Involving the blood pool was

modeled, including counter-current heat exchange between certatr body elements



and the blood pool. The partial differential equations  which from the
energy balancing! are nonl 'lnear and are solved by finite di fference

techniques.

The control subsystem In thfs model generates several "error signals"
which are devfatfons of average skin heat flux, average skin temperature,

and hypothalmus temperature from set"point values obtained passively during
basal conditions  resting with no food in stomach!. Combinations of these

error signals are weighted to produce the control subsystem signal. The
equations which descrIbe this control signal make up the control system
model. Although the orig'fnal emphasis of this model was to simulate
exposure to cold air, provisions were made for the future addlt1on of a
warm-environment controller, The computer code for the Gordon model was

written fn FORTRAN.



3.0 EVALIJAT I ON OF THE SELECTED MODELS

The models selected were modified to accept the 'Inputs from the

thermal testing described in the last chapter. This simplified the
process of exerc Ising the models for the var'Iety of test articles con-
s idered in the study. I t was al so necessary to modify by adding a layer
to represent the protection equipment. Further, it was necessary to
modify the model ing of convective-conductive. heat transfer at the Interface
with the environment to reflect the differences resultIng from water as

opposed to air Immersion.

3.1 The Wlnton and Linebar er Model

The Winton and Linebarger model Is the simplest of the three selected for
eva! uat ion. The three-layered cyl inder used to model the body ~as represented
by the electrical circuit analog shown In Figure I I I-3.

F I GURE I I I -3
WINTON-LINEBARGER 3-LAYER MODEL

The model, original ly Implemented on an analog device was later written Ih
I:SMP. A CSMP version of the madel was Implemented and eva'Iuated fn this

study. Figure III � 3, H is a current source which represents basal metabolic
c



thermogenes is, shivering thermogenes Is and respl ratory heat loss. G I s
v

a resistor representing the net heat conduction of the body tissues and G
a

represents the net conduction from body to environment. C is a capac I tor
c

representing the heat capacitance of the body tissues except for the skin
which is represented by C ~ H Is a current source representing evaporat'ive

1
heat loss. T Is a voltage source represent Ing ambient environmental

a
temperature and T and T represent core and skin temperatures, respectively.

c s

To accommodate model lng of a thermal protective device It was necessary

to modl fy the circuit In Figure I I 1-3. Figure 111-4 shows the modif'ied

mode I .

FIGURE I I I -4
MODIFIED WINTON-L INE8ARGER MODEL

Here G represents the conductance of the protective device, and C its
w w

thermal capaci tance. The current source, H, was Included to al 'low the model lng
w

of devices which, themselves, produce heat. T Is the temperature of the pro-

tective device. For immersion simulation H Is set for zero. All of the
e

protective devices considered in this study are passive, so H was set to zero.
w

The model performed wel 'I cons Idering Its simpl Iclty. Core temperature



losses were of the same magnitude as those observed during a human

immersion. The t Ime trace 'I tsel f however was not the same as ls seen ln

Figure I I I-5. The model loses a significant amount of heat before the
metabol lc process can begin to compensate. The metabol lc rate Is driven
as high as necessary to overcome the rate of heat loss and the model
final ly exhibits a plateaulng.

FIGURE Ifl -5
TIME-TEMPERATURE PROFILE

FROM WINTOhl'S MODEL
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The Initial large loss of heat, as reflected by a rapidly ceclinfng
core temperature, Is attributed In the main to the control'Iers Inabti ity
to react to the high grad fent exper fenced upon Immersion. As with many

models, Winton's was developed for use fn estimating steady-state condf tions.
As a consequence, large continuing charges are required In core and skin
temperatures before the metabol lc rate becomes sufficiently e'levated to



overcome the rate of heat loss due to the ittmersfon.

Model

As described in Sectfon 2, Gordon represented the body by a set of
spherical and cylindrical segments consisting of concentric layers. Each
layer was subdivided to finally represent each segment as a set of partial
d I fferent i al equations across eleven nodes . Each node was centered In a
shell of uniform material. The resultfng equations are solved using finite

difference techniques.

The addition of a protective device to this model required only two
small changes to the model. An additional ' ayer was modeled fot each body
segment covered by the device. Each segment originally had four layers.
Because of the rapid transient temperatures to be experienced In this 'layer,
it should be modeled with not less than two integration nodes,Wlssler  l971! ~
Thus, at a minimum, the model would consist. of thirteen differential equations
for each protected segment.

The second change requ Ired was fn the control subsystem. In tl'e
original model, the controller is hooked to the last Integration node, that
of the skin. Since the model was built to accept a varying number of nodes
per segment, the addition of the protertlve device would cause the controller
to use as input temperatures and fluxes ca'1culated for the furthest node
from the segment core which would be protective device surface temperatures

and fluxes. This is easily

may fix the number of nodes

remedied in ei:ner of two manners. First, one

representing body in each segment thus affixing
number. Al ternat I vely th node number representingto the skin a constant node

the skin may be ca'Icuiated by including as Input the number of node' «ed
to represent the protective dev'Ice on each segment.

Making the model more useful for evaluat fng protect lve devices would
require modl flcatlon of the controlling subsystem. Because the model
represents the surface of the subject as a single cyl lnder, 'lt Is appl icable
only to the study of full body protective devices. Some generalizations
'to this model are possible. With modification of the =ontroller good estimates
of cooling rate may be poss fbi e for full body su'f ts, Sf nce the model requires
small amounts of both computer time and storage, there may be sufficient
justification to warrant this modification effort.



As ment toned above' The three models to be mod I f fed were f i rst examined

under conditions for which they had been desfgned. In this testing Gordon's
madel was found to be the best overall analog. Before modifications were

made to model the protective devfce, the model was set up to simulate a
nude cold fmmersfon. As a result of these runs, a major problem was

observed fn the Gordon model. One wou'Id expect that, after an Initial

rIse in core temperature, a decrease would occur which may or may not fInd
an equilibrium level. The period of Initial rise and the magnitude of the

rise can vary. Wowever, from experimental evidence one would expect the

pertod to be retatfvely short with a magnItude of at most a few tenths of

a degree celsius for a nude man In cold water. The Gordon model exhibited

the tnittal Increase upon immersion. However, the core temperature cont.'fnued

to climb as the simulated ImmersIon continued. At the end of a 5-hour simulated

immersion, the core temperature had reached approximately 42'C.

A re-examination of the model under the conditions for which It was

validated by Its author showed that the problem could have existed at that

tfme. It was valtdated during relatIvely short � hour!sImuiatlans of ex-

posure to cold air �'C!. Increasing core temperatures were expected durfng
this period. Their appearance fn the simulation results seemed to fndicate

that the model was working well. Unfortunately, the valfdattons with cold

air immerslons did not extend Into the tfme period when core cooftng occurs.
This problem was not observed In the fnitfal testing at C'Iemson because the

simulattons were a'fso of relativeiy short duratIon.

The Gordon model employs the most detai'Ied mode'Ifng of the numan physical
structure of the three models examined. It was anticipated that It would
prove to be the most accurate of the three selected models. For this reason,
while it was not an objectIve of this effort to fdentffy and correct modelfng
errors, an attempt to do so was made. The equatfons for the physical system
were verfffed by rederivation. The coding was checked and several sfmpltf I-
catfons were made. Mowever, the problerlt could not be Identiffed, It was
finally decided to terminate efforts to correct the Gordon comput er code, in
favor of concentrating on the Montgomery model.

3.3 The Mont orner Model

As suggested earl fer, the Montgomery model fs basicaily an adaptation

t3



of Stolwljk's model designed for use fn evaluating the thermal aspects of

diving activity. The model divides the body into ten compartments/segments.

Each segment is subdivided Into eleven concentric layers. Each compartment

represents a lumped thermal capacitance with appropriate modes of heat

production and heat transfer to other compartments. Each body layer gene-

rates metabolic heat at a basic rate and exchanges convective heat with

the central blood pool. The eleven compartments of each segment exchange

heat via conductive transfer with adjacent compartments as function of

Iay«g«metry and tissue thermal conductivity. Each wet suit segment

exchanges heat with the envf ronment as a functIon of wet suIt propertIes

and ambient water condit lons ~

The starting point in the development of the thermal network for a

given subject Is to estimate his percent body fat from his height and

wel ght. His total surface area Is al so est imated from his hei gtt and

weight ~ The surface area of each segment Is then calculated from the total

surface area.

The relative weights of the various segmental layers are calculated

from the subject's total body weight and a percentage weight dfstr'lbution.

The various compartment weights, when multiplied by the corresponding

specific heat vaiue, yIelds the thermal capacitance value for each compart-

ments~ Sfnce the core of each segment consists of both skeletal and visceral

tissue which have different specific heat values, they must be treated

separately and averaged.

The central blood compartment, representing the blood In the heart and

the great vesse'Is, Is assumed to contain 2.5 liters of blood. The thermal

capacitance of the central blood compartment is subtracted from the total

thermal capacitance of the trunk core. The metabolic heat generatfon ln

each body compartment ls calculated using the d Istributlon given by Stolwljk

and Hardy �966!.

The convective heat exchange that takes place between each body compart-

ment and the central blood pool as a result of blood flow fs calculated

using the basal blood f]ow values for each compartment. The thermal con-

ductances of each compartment are assumed to be uniform, concentrated at

the compartment's center of mass and only dependent upon compartment tempera-

ture. Thermal conductance between layers is a function of the thermal



conductivity of the material between compartments, the distance between

compartments, the area of the heat trarisfer surface located at the mid-

pl ane between compartments and the temperature of the two compartments.

The wet-sui t-to-ambient-water heat transfer coeff fclents are

dependent upon the geometr1c shape of the body segment, the ambient

temperature and pressure; the viscos ity, thermal conductIvity, heat capa-

city and density of the surrounding water; and the water velocity relative

to the body segment. Wet suit compartment thermal capacitance values are

calculated as a function of wet suit speci flc heat and wet suit density

for each segment.

The Stolwljk �970! biothermal model was used to form a basis for the

contrail ing subsystem. The first change that was made to the Stoiwfjk model

was to provide more compartments to represent the core and muscle t'fssue

of each body segment. Finite di f ference methods of solut fon us ing lumped

nodes will produce errors when new gradients develop fn the relatively

thick muscle and core layers. This type of error may be decreased by

introducing addit tonal compartments in the core and muscle port fons of

the control led subsystem. This method was used by Wf ssler �965! to 'Improve

the s imulated response to col d exposure.

The core and muscle port fons of each segment were dlvlded into four

compartments, each having one-fourth of the core of muscle mass of the given

segment. An addftiona'I compartment was also provided to represent the wet

suit covering each body segment.

The effect of evaporative heat loss from the skin compartments is

negligible under diving or totally Immersed condit'fons. The evaporative

heat 'loss from the t runk core fs equaf to that amount of heat that fs

carried away from the body during explratfon of the respIratory gas ~ 'The

quantity of heat loss from the respiratory tract for any gas mixture can

be calculated from the phys Ical properties of the gas mixture and the

thermal and dynamic characteristics of the resp1ratory system. <espiratory

heat loss fs proportiona1 to the respiratory m'fnute volume, which Is in

turn related to the amount of oxygen required to provide energy For

metabolic needs. The respiratory loss of heat is somewhat offset by the

work of breathing. the net amount of evaporative heat loss from each of-

:he trunk core compartrents Is taken to be one-fourth of the difference

15



between the total respiratory heat loss and the total heat generation

due to respiration.

Net heat flow into or from each compartment fs then calculated. The

skin compartment In each segment 'loses, through conduct fon to the wet

sul t, an amount of heat equal to the heat transfer coef ficlent mul tip] led
by the temperature difference between the skin and wet suit rompartments.
S]nce a diver does not receive solar heat lrput and does not transfer

radiant heat to hfs surroundings, the envfronmental heat transfer coefficients
used by Sto]wlj k �970! have been replaced by convective-conductive heat
transfer coefficfents between the wet su'it and ambient water, The water-

neoprene skin surface heat transfer coefficient Is dependent upon the

geometricaf shape of the body segment; the ambient temperature and pressure;

the viscosity, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and density of the,
sE!f round i ng water; and the water ve 1 oc 1 ty re] at I ve to the body segment .

Ll ttle modification was necessary to the physical system of Montgomery's
mode] since I t already had provis fons for an additional layer between the
skin and environment. Init fa] modl fications were directed toward fncreasing

the f]exibility of device modelfng to allow simulation of other than ful'I
body suits. In addition, modifications suggested by Montgomery  persona]
communications! were implemented to simulate immersion of the body with
the head and neck  mode]ed as a single segment! exposed to air. These
changes were made in the WETHAN subroutine of the model computer code.

T ica l Results with Mont orner 's Model

Runs were made to simulate several of the devices included in the cold
Immersion test described In Part I of this paper. The results of one
series of these simulations 'Is shown In Figure 111-6. The art Icle modeled
 ~P ! was a jacket-type device providing protection basically to the trunk
and arms. The figure presents the simulat]on resu]ts, for a man 172 cm
ta]] weighing 74.4 kg, and the experImental observat]ons for five volunteers
testing this device.

Considerable variation In response is exhibited by the ffve experimenta]
observations, largely due to somatotype differences among the subjects. None
of the individual responses is represented we]l by the model resu'Its,. The
model' s metabol I c control subsystem in] ti a] 1 y fa I] s to recognize the heat
drain caused by the cold immersion. This results in a too slow Increase
in the rate of thermogenes'Is and a rapid coolIng short']y after 'immer. ion.
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'4lhen the metabo'I ic control 1er does recognize the loss It elevates the

metabo'I Ic rate by large steps to compensate for the decl 'ine In average

skin* and head core temperature. The result ls a complete stabil izat ion of
core temperature.

Mont orner 's Metabolic Rate Control ler

The controller for metabol lc rate formv1ated by 5tolwljk and used by

Montgomery cal cul ates changes ln metabol ic rate based upon the fol lowing

formulation.

~MR ~ C ~  ~T + R eT !+C - hT +R ~ T!+
c c c c s s s s

C ~  ~T + R ~ T ! ' AT + R ' T !
c c c s s 5

where 4MR ~ change In metabol ic rate

C, C, C, R and R are weighting factors
c s c 5

deviation of head core temperature from a
set point va'fue

rate of change af head core temperatureT
c

deviation of average skin temperature from a
set point value

T = rate of change of average skin temperature
s

The weighting factors  constants! are def ined as fo'I lows.

R 0
c

R ~ 003
s

C = 0
c

C = 0
s

C = 21.0

metabolic rate controller slmpllf les

hMR ~ 2I AT ~  bT +
c s

0.03 T !

"<ve rage skin temperature is defined as the ave rage of the outer surface temperatures
of each compartment, weighted by their proportional amounts of surface.

The def ini t ions of C, C and C were
c s

mentai evidence of Benzinger, et al.

used by Stolwljk based upon the experi"

�963! . WI th these def initions the

to the fo'Ilowlng.



This simpl i fied mode'I ls completely insensitive to the rate of

head core cool ing and Is not particularly sensftive to the rate of skin

cool tng. The model is largely based on the amounts of cool ing In these

two temperatures and places essentfal 'Iy equa'I emphasis on the two.

Initially, there wf il be a rapid decrease In average skin temperature

but very little change In core temperature. This Implies that the product

in the above equat fon wl I I be sma I 'I, resul t Ing ln smal'I Increases In the

metabolic rate, until there has been a significant decrease in head core
temperature.

Thts helps explain the behavior of the model as depicted Ia Figure

III-6. It is obvious then that there is consfderable room for Improvement

In modelIng metaboiic control. While not fnciuded fn the scope of thts

project, the development of a new control'Ier was seen to be ess nttal to

a positive finding that a model can serve the purpose addressed in this

study.

The validity of Montgomery's  Stolwijk's! metaboiic controlier for

certain conditions  e.g., a nude man In caid air! has been shown by many

people Inc'Iuding Stolwij k. It was, as stated above, based on experimental

data' It was decided, therefore, to formulate a new controller for the

Immersion environment based on the data collected In the human "mmersfon

portion of this study summarized 'In Part I of this paper.

Im roved Metaboitc Controllers

Relevant data avaIIab'Ie included recta'I temperature at Ig cm, skin

temperatures at the toe, thigh, forearm, bicep, grofn and subscapular sites

and periodic measurements of metabolic rate. The procedure used to develop

the controller was to establish,through regression analysis, linear models

relating changes in metabolic rate to changes tn the rectal and skin tempera-

tures. The basis of comparison for determining these changes were measurements

made following a 30-mtnute rest period prior to commencfng cold Immersion.

The initial attempt was based upon regression analysis applied to the

pooled sample of observattons obtained in the laboratory. When the result tn9

metabolic controller was imp'Iemented fn Montgomery's model, fair predfctfons

of cooling rates resulted for most of the wet-mode suits but the predfctlons

for the abandon-ship type dry suits were much worse-

The experfmental data was then segregated tn two subsets -- one obta'Ined

during Immersion in II.S'C water with wet-mode suits and one obtained durfn9
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immersion in l.7'C water with dry-mode suits. These data sets were

analyzed separately to produce a metabol ic controller for each condition.

For the wet-mode suits the, following model was obtained.

AMR ~ 7. 004 - 5. 822 ~ AT � 2. 407 ~ AT � 37. 382 AT
th ' f r

where AT = change In thigh temperature
th

AT = change in forearm temperature
f

AT = change in rectal temperature
I

This model had a correlation coeff fcient  R- value! of 0.77. The

accuracy with which regression relations conform to the data is often

expressed by "F test statistics". The significance of these statistics

may be interpreted by the "level of signif'fcance" at which the hypothesis

 that the observations follow the model! may be rejected. Small levels of

significance indicate that the regression conforms well to the observat'lons.

The "level of significance" for this regression was 0.001.

The control model obtained from regression analysis of the data obtained

with the dry-mode suits is the following.

AMR I.987 � 2.654 .AT - 4.595 ~ AT
t th

5. 361 ~ AT - 8. 920 ~ AT
r

where AT = change In toe temperature

AT = change in bicep temperature
b

other symbols as previous'ly defined

This model had a correlation coefficient of .85 and a "level of significance"

of .000I.

These two relat'Ionshfps were Implemented in the Montgomery model.

lt was necessary to accept some approximations ln marrying the 1 ist of

var fables required by the control lers with those ava liable In Montgomery's

rredei. The variables were matched as fol laws.



Controller Var'fable Model Variable

Average foot temperature
Average leg temperature
Average arm temperature
Trunk core temperature

Toe temperature
Thigh temperature
Bicep temperature
Rectal temperature

These approximations are unavoidable because of the s lmpliflcations In-

the body in Montgorrery'svol ved in model ing the phys Ical structure of

model.

Modei ValIdation

The question of model validity is dependent upon the use to which

the model is to be put. The objective In this case is to use the model

rather than human experimentation as the basis to estimate the survival

time associated with new developments in protection equipment. if one

accepts the survival time model and prediction procedure presented ln

Part I, then all that is required of the model Is a prediction of core

cooling rate which may than be used to estimate survival time. Th Is would

relieve the need to be particularly concerned wIth absolute temperatures

predicted by the model for various body sites or transient aspects of

the i r prof i 1 es.

Based on this method for estimating survival t lme, riedel val idity

may be determined by estab'I lshlng the accuracy of Its predictions of

the rate of core cool lng. This may be done by performing statist I cal

tests comparing the rates observed with the volunteer test subjects

 Part I of this report! to corresponding rates predicted for them by the

a two-tailed rejection region,

Nul 'I Hypothes Is  8 !: There is no di f ference between mean
0 simulated and mean experimental ly

observed cooling rates
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model. This data is naturally "paired" and so lends ltsel f to paired

analysis as a means of variance reductIon. The ''paired t test" described

by Steel and Torrie �960! was used for this purpose. The procedure is

11 iustrated below. The test was run at the 0.05 level of slgnl ficance wl th



-Kd = 2.808
2 n 5  No. of pairs!zd - 0.575

d = d/n 0. I15

I
O.I37S2

d

S- 0. 367
d

t-test statistic - d/S- = 0.3IO
d

Crit ica'I value of t at 0.05 leve'I of significance with
4 degrees of freedom = 2.776

Since the calculated statistic Is less than the critical
value we cannot reject H ~

0

4 summary of these tests for each of the devices included In the cold

immersion test ing, except for the PFD is presented ln Table I 'I I-2. From

the table we observe that the mode'I performed wel I for a'I l of the wet-mode

suits.

Those suits for which we must reject the hypothesis of sameness between

model and observed average cool'Ing rates are largely the abandon-ship suits.

Reference to Figure I-I In Harnett et al. I979! will help explain the models
failure. The model "sees" all simulated fmmerslons with the subject corn-

pletely underwater from the neck down. As can be easily observed from the

pictures of the flotation attitudes of these suits 'In Figure I-I, much of

the upper surface areas covering the legs, arms and trunk of each of these

suits is exposed to air. The heat transfer coefficient for air Is much less

than that of water. One would therefore expect the coo1ing rates predicted

by the model for these devires to be greater than that observed In the
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TABLE I I I -2

RESULTS OF PAIRED t TEST
WITH REGRESSION-BASED CONTROLLERS



experimentatlon, as is the case.

The Stearns Heavy-Duty Offshore Survival Suit and the Henderson Rip-On

Exposure Suit failed to pass the test. Reference to Figure I-I shows the

same type of f'fotatlon attitude for these sufts as for the abandon-ship

suits. In addition to the above-stated reason, the Inadequacy of the

controlIer may be contributory to their failure.

Model results for two addltfonal suits failed the paired t test In

both cases the model-predicted coolfng rate was faster than that ob'.erved

from our testing. Again reference to Figure I-I shows that both of these

devices were tested with the subjects wearfng a "water wings" type flotatlon

device which exposed a significant amount of the trunk to the air. Addit'ionally,
the f1otation device aiiowed the subjects to keep their arms and hands out

of the water. Thus a faster predicted cooling rate from the model .eems

very reasonable.

Three suits passed the test which, by the above arguments, should have
failed, the ILC prototype, Dr. Rentsch's prototype and the U. S. A'ir Force's
CWU-Wi/AP. All three af these had sfmulation predicted coolfng rates slower

than we expected. For the ILC and Dr. Rentsch's prototypes this is most
probably due to error in the estimation of their thermal conductlvlties.
The e.timated conductivltles are, therefore, probably smaller than the

reality. Thus while the mode'I saw a completely submerged suit, it also
saw a thermal resistance probably larger tl an reality. The combination of
these two "errors" acted to cancel each other.

The average of the observed cooling rates was higher than the average of
the model predictions for the CWU-21/AP. This suit, while ostensib!y a dry
suit, was observed to leak during testing, as noted In Part I. Since the
only thermal protectfon was the thin dry shell and arimld underwear, It 'Is
reasonabie to assume that the major portion of the thermal protection offered
by the underwear was lost when 1t became wet. Thus the model may have expected
rmre thermal resistance than probably existed in the experfmentation.

If one is concerned only with the prediction of cooling rates, the
model, when used on suits that do not expose a great deal of body/device
surface to air, appears acceptable. Overall, cooling rates predicted by
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the model are faster than observed. Thus, in general the cool f ng rate

obtained by sfmulatfon will lead to conservative estimates of survival

t ime when used wi th the survival -t lme prediction model presented in

Part I of this paper.

The fa I I ure of the model 1 I es In 1 ts 'Inabi 1 I ty to accurately predIct

t ime traces of body temperatures ~ Ff gure 111-7 shows a plot of rectal

temperature as a function of time for two subj ects wear'lng the U-VIC

Thermofloat. The solid lines are plots from experimental data. Broken

lines show the results obta'lned when the physical parameters of the two

subjects were put into the mode'l. Two important observations may be made.
First, there is a complete absence in the simulation results of any fnltlal
rise in rectal temperature. Second, the average slopes of the observed

and simulated rectal temperature traces  from maximal temperature to last

observation! are very nearly equal. In fact, if the model traces are

displaced to the right to cofncide wi th the return of the experirrentai trace

to entering temperature, the simulated and observed traces correspond very

wel I. Since the slopes are approximately the same, the predicted coo'1 ing

rates wi I I be very s iml 1 ar. Thus, the r,odel was able to pass the paired

t test even though the predicted and observed rectal temperature behaviors

varied notably.

Tunin the Metabolfc Controllers

For two of the human 'immersion tests we had the use of a Waters can-

tinuous reading oxygen consumption meter computer  MRM-I!. The time pro Files
of metabolic rate observed us Ing thfs device revealed several very interestfng

points. It was observed that fmmedlate'ly upon Immersion the metabolic rate,

jumps by about 40 kcal/hr above a restlrg rate of approxfmately 70 kcal/hr.
Since even the revised metabolic control models did not show this immediate

increase, an experimental controller was constructed which included 'it as

a constant. The resulting experimental controller for the wet-mcde devices

is the following.

QMR = 40 + 1.237 - g.339 AT � 4-547 ' ~T
th

The last three terms of this experssior were obtained by regress lon and had

an P,-value of ~ 69 and a level of sign i f i cance of .04. For dry-mode sul ts

tested in l.7'C water, the 40 kcai/hr constant was added to the regression
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equat fons determined above for these sul ts.

Figure I 1 l-8, shows the profile of change ln rectal temperature for
two subjects wearing the U-VIC Thermofloat. The observatfons are shown

as so1id lines while the simulation results are represented by the broken

lines. The agreement between observation and simulation ls much improved
over that depicted In FIgure III-7 for the modified controller based solely
on regression.

Table 111-3 presents the resu1ts of paired t test carried out between

the simulation pred icted cooling rates using these experimental controllers

and those observed experimentally. The results are much the same as those

presented for the modiffed controllers In Table III-2. The notable changes

are the fLC prototype and Rentsch's prototype which fall now, exhibiting

slower predicted than observed cooling rates as would be expected with a

higher average metabolfc rate. The increase fn metabolic rate afso helped
t"e SKI-DE E-P. Seastep and Stearns Heavy- Duty Offshore Survival suits to

pass the test. Overall, while these control'lers are not as ffrmiy supported

by experimentatfon, the results are subjectively more satfsfying.

Figure 111-8 presents the profiles of three skin temperatures pre-

dieted by the model for an "average" man, as described ln Part I of thfs

report, versus the average results obtafned experfmental iy. The experi-

mental points are bracketed by one standard deviation- The profiles show

only the first fifty minutes of the immersions. This 'fs necessitated by the

removal of one of the subjects at that time.

The profile of leg temperature predicted by the model, as shown in

Figure I I I-8  a!, 11 es outside of the bounds of the experfmental data. However,

the temperature plotted for the model ls an average leg temperature while

that plotted from experfmental data fs a thigh temperature. One would cer-

tainly expect an average leg temperature to be lower than a thigh temperature.

The profile of arm temperature is shown in Figure III-8 b!. The

initial deviatfon Is due most probably to the rapfd decrease in skfn tempera-
tures when the protective device lnftfaiiy floods with water. The model

does not see this f'Iooding and the simulated temperatures drop more slow/!' ~

In the model heat must be lost through the simulated devfce to the water.

The Frequent movement of the subjects  e.g., shivering! during the fmmerslon
heips to maintain some contfnual flushing. Thus the average arm temperature

from the model would be expected to be somewhat warmer than that observed.
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TABLE III-3
RESULTS OF PAIRED t TEST

WITH EXPERIMENTAL REGRESSION-BASED CONTROLLERS

Degrees
of

Freedom

TEST ARTICLES

Bayley Exposure Suit  PVC foam!

Bayley WeatherMate Plus

Helly-Hansen Survival Suit  D-6OO-O!

Henderson Zip-On Exposure Suit �080-4!

Henderson Prototype Jacket

ILC industries Prototype Survival Suit

Medalist Sk1 Shorty �010! with Flight Sui

Mus tang U-Vl C The rmof 1 oat �661!

NADC Goretex Exper Imenta1 Coveral 'I

Dr. S. B. Rentsch' s Prototype Survi val Sui
 wi thovt respiratory heat rec'iamat ion!

S.I.D.E.P. Seastep Survival SuIt

Stearns Windjammer Jacket  FJ-55!

Stearns Offshore Survival Jacket  FS-500!

Stearns Heavy-Duty Offshore Survival
Suit  FS-gl!

U.S. Ai r Force Modified Anti-Exposure
Assembly  CWU-2I/AP!
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F'igure I I I-8 c! shows the relationship between model predicted and

observed temperatures for the trunk. Experimentally the trunk temperature

was taken to be that monitored at the subscapular site. Again an Initial

deviation may be seen which Is easily attributed to Initial flooding of

the sul t. In the long run the experimental profile Is at a sl ightly higher

temperature level than the simulated one. The simu/ated data ls for the

average trunk temperature which might reasonably be expected to be cooler

than the subscapular site.
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4 0 CONCI.US I ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The potential usefulness of a simulation model for evaluation of an

immersion protective device ls without quest fon. In addition to el lmlnatlng
the risk assocfated with human experimentatlon, there are economic advan-

tages tn conduct lng eva1uat lons by slmuiat ion rather than by human experl-

mentation, Furthermore, simulation of an immersion may be accompl lshed

in a short time. The computer resources required by the model are small,

most will run fn under one minute of CPU time on an ISM 3033 and use less

than 256k of core. The cost of a typfcal run made with Montgomery's model
ln this study was approximate'ly $7.80. Obviously this Is a much more

economical approarh than direct human experlmentat ion.

An addit iona I advantage lies in evaluation of new postulated designs.

Currently, these designs must be fabricated and tested by human experl"

mentation. Using a simulation model one need not physlca'I'iy construct the

prototype. Rather, one need only desrribe It to the simulation model.

Obviously, this approach would greatly Increase the number of prototype

devices which might be examined and the cost would be much reduced.

The modlffed Montgomery model, discussed in Chapter 3, represents a

goad start toward a useful model. One may be reasonably confident of

survival times calculated from predicted coolfng rates generated by this

model. There is, however, some room for Improvement. The major areas

Include: improvement of the controlier, more detail ln the physfcal model

and improved methodology for the determination of protective device thermal

properties.

The most Immediate need Is for an improved controller. Review of the

literature has shown that ail controllers presently In use were designed

from data coil ected In low rate of heat loss experiments, generally nude
cold air fmmerslons. The validation of mode!s with these controllers has

been accomplished under the same conditions. There Is no reason to expect
that a contro11er thus developed will function correctly under the condl-

t ions one encounters durfng cold water Immers fons  e.g., high rates of
heat loss!.

As has been demonstrated, Improved model performance may be obtained

by using a control ier developed from data col lected during cold water

lmmers ions. The controllers fnvest fgated fn this study were al I based on
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simple deviat fons of temperatures at various body sites from predescribed
rest ing temperatures for those sItes. The behavior of the model, u> ing
a control! er based solely on a l fnear regression of deviations fn surface

temperatures leaves much to be tried.

It was seen In FIgure III"7 that a basic problem appears to be a

too slow start of the metabolic fu rnace. That Is, the simulated metabolic

rate did not i ncrease sufficiently, compared to the rate of heat loss, unt f 1
a large rectal temperature drop occurs. Th'Is leads one to believe that
controllers based on rate of heat loss, rate of change of various body site

temperatures or whole or partfal body heat flux may be required fn order
to obtain improved accuracy in temperature prediction from the mode'I.
One of the reasons Gordon's model was chosen for fnclus'fon In this study

was because its controller, unlfke others, used whole body heat flux in
determfnlng deviation of metabolic rate from Its basa'I level. Unfo tunatefy,
most of the experimental work has been carried out under low rate of heat
loss conditIons. That work which has been performed under conditfois of

high rates of heat 'loss has not been done with controller formulation In
mind. One finds that metabolic rates were not always taken or If taken were

taken at long intervals. During the human Immersfon portion of this study

we observed a great deal of fluxation fn metabolic rate as a function of time.

improved controllers can certainly be developed with existing data.
More human immersion work may need to be done cont Inuously recordfng meta-
boiic and temperature data In order to formulate an accurate controller.
An attempt could then be made to correlate data collected fn thfs fashion
with data from low rate of heat loss work fn order to develop a controller

good for all modeling dealing with cond Itions of heat loss.

As was discussed 1n Section 3, most of the suits which failed the pafred
t test were bel'Ieved to fa 11, at least In part, because of the modef's in-
abilityty to simulate the f1 otatfon attitude observed In the exper Imentation.
The Montgomery model assumes Immersion to the neck. Experimentally, It
was often seen that much of the trunk, legs and arms was exposed to air.
Obviously, the model should and did predict higher than observed cooling
rates. Therefore, to be app'Ifcable to the evaluation of suits of this
type  baslcalfy abandon-ship suits! the model should be modified.

An additional problem encountered with Mongtomery's model was the
inability to properly describe some of the suits. The mode'I represents



the human body as composed of a complete head and trunk, complete arms,

hands, legs and feet. There ls no way to distinguish between tf orax and

abdomen, upper and lower arm or upper and lower legs. As a consequence,

protective devices which only partfal ly covered the extremities were

modeled as not cover fng them at al 1  devices such as the daedal fs t Ski

Sho r t y and LI- V I C The rmo f I oat! .

I t is certainly possible to model thi s structure In more detai I . As,

for example, Gordon' s model does. Thl s af fords one the capab t I f ty to

more accurately describe the phys ical structure of the devtce tc be

evaluated. One would expect this to lead to much more rel fab'te predict fons

from the mode'I.

No model thus far reviewed has the deta 1 I in the physIcal system to

ai fow adequate description of f'Iotation attitude. The Inabi I lty fs inherent

in the model ing philosophy adapted by al I authors. Speclf ical ly, each

body element has been modeled as ef ther a cy'I fnder or a sphere. In order

to der tve the di fferent ial equations describing heat conduct fon wf thtn

cyl indr ical body elements, a simpl I fyfng assumption has been made: al I

heat transfer is radial and unfform. To model an element partial ly exposed

to air would necessitate consideration of longitudinal heat trarsfer. ihe

derivation of model equations tncludfng this considerat ton would not be

easy.

The changes necessary to give proper consideration to flotat fon

attitude in the model may not be necessary. We have observed that

parts of the legs, arms and trunk are exposed to air for some suits.

rough sea or other open water condftions the continual washirg of water

over surfaces expo~ed to the a fr should result fn a rate of heat toss very

similar to that which would occur I f the surface was continual ly covered by

water. Under thi s assumpt lon, the model 's prediction of cool tng rate may

be very much fn 'I ine with real lty for these types of protection devices,

Ho method has been fnc luded in the mod f f'Ied Montgomery mode I for s'Imu-

lating flushing in wet-mode sutts. Flushing is be! ieve to do two things.

F I rst, I t per iod f ca 1 I y pl aces a I arge amount of co'Id water between suit

and skin thus causing a rapid heat 'toss. Second, the water acts as addi't fonal

insul at ion, once warmed, between the subj ect and h I s envi ronment. Little

is known of the dynamics of fiushfng and no attempt was made to include its
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ef fects in these s imul at lons. In extremely rough water, flushing ~ay

play a s'Igni f1 cant role in 'Increasing the rate of heat loss.

While many refinements may and should be made to I'ontgomery's ~odel,

Its abil'Ity to pass a significant number of the paired t tests Indicates

Its potential usefulness for predIctIng cooling rates and thus survival

times. The model could, with the present modified controller, perhaps

be used in screening devices prior to in vivo tests. In the long term,

a modified model with Improved physical definition of the body, provisions

for simulating flushing and a more accurate controller would be very useful

in the suit design and evaluat'ion process. The physical system modification

can be accomplished easily. The modification of the controller may require

addIt.ionai human experimentation.
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PREvENTloN AND FIRST AID OF ACCIDENTAi. HYPoTHERMIA

War r en D. Bowman, Jr,, M. D.
National Medical Advisor

National Ski Patrol System, Inc.

Current projections call for a shortfall of some 25 million
barrels of oil per day in all of the free wor ld by the year 2000, so
that during the conversion to alternate forms of energy some areas of
the U. S, � -par ticular ly the densel y populated Northeast- � -ar e 1 ikel y
to lack f uel oil to the extent that diseases due to cold, par ticular ly
hypothermia, may be much more common than they are at present. The
purpose of this paper is to examine the exp.r ience which member s of the
National Ski Patrol and other groups which operate in cold weather and
mountainous ter r ain have had in cold weather survival and the
prevention and fir st aid of hypothermia, and to apply any lessons which
can be learned, particularly to urban hypothermia. The recent rapid
increase in popular ity of outdoor spor ts in cold weather has provided
an increasing number of victims suffer ing from immer sion and other
types of acute and subacute hypothermia. Much of our knowledge of
hypothermia has come from Great Britain wher e large number s of elderly
people have developed hypothermia due to inadequate heating in housing
uni ts.

Prevention of hypothermia requires at least a working knowledge of
the principles of production, conser vationn and loss of heat by the
body and of heat, exchange between objects in the environment, Human
beings as well as all other warm-blooded creatures are homeothermic,
which means that they must maintair. their temperatures within
relatively narrow limits for survival and within even narrower limits
for optimum function. This is largely because the enzyme systems on
which body metabolism depends are temperature dependent and function
best at normal body temperature or slightly above it. The body will

0not survive foz long at temperatures of above 108 F or belo~0
80 F. The obser ved body temper atur es *re the net result of the
action of opposing mechanisms tending to increase or decrease heat
production on the one hand and to increase or decrease heat loss on the
other . These mechanisms include not only those mediated by the
autonomic and endocrine systems but also somatic effects and behavioral
changes.

Basal heat production in man proceeds at a rate of about 00
Kcal/hour and can be increased by muscular activity both involuntary
or shiver ing and voluntar y,' and by eating, exposure to cold, and
fever . Cold exposure appears to increase hunger and the sec etion of
adrenal medullary hormones such as epinephrine and norepinephr inc, and
perhaps also TSH with a resultant inecrease in thyroxine secretion, all
leading to a slight increase in the BMR. Semiconscious activity such
as foot stamping and dancing up and down is stimulated, and rhe
individual instinctively tends to curl up in a ball so as to present
the smallest possible surface area to the cold,



Heat can be actively added to the body by external means such aa
the Sun, a fir e Or other heat SOurce, and internally by hOt food and
dr ink.

Heat is lost from the body in 5 ways---by conductian, convect,ion,
radiation, evaporation and respiration. To give some idea of the part
each of these playa, in resting man body heat loss is about 55$ through
r adiation, 15$ through convection and corduction, 2~-27$ through
insensible evapor at.ion fr om the lungs and akin, and 2-9$ from the
wafming of inspired air. As external temperature decreasea,
propor tionally less heat loss is from radiation and proportiona11y more
from conduction, convection and evapor ation  Hedblom!,

When exposed to caid, the body attempts to deer ease heat loss by
gr adual ly r educ ing cir cul ation ta the body shell---the skin, muscles
and extremities- � and by decreasing sweating.

With these basic principles in mind, what can be done to prevent
the development of hypothermia?

The body can be kept in the best, possible "condition" �-
r eated, wel 1 fed and ex er cised, so that heat production will be max imal
and can be maintained.

2. Loss of heat can be. kept to a minimum. This requires:
a. Insulation through proper clothing. Clothing must be of

the proper mater ial, thickness, looaeneaa, size and shap., and the
layer principal must be utilized. Wool, down, foam and older
synthetics ar e still the standbys, such as Dacron and Orlon. Garments
must. be generously sized and designed so aa to protect, the neck and
wrists and long enough to protect the waist and hips. Hats must,
pr atect the ears and face masks must be designed ao that wearer a of
spectacles can wear them without fogging. Mittens are preferred to
gloves, boats must be spacious enough to admit several pairs af heavy,
wool socks, and tight clothing must be avoided.

Al though proper clothing ia available in mauntaineer ing shops and
other outleta cater ing to outdoar amen, and to some extent in Army
Sur plus stores, the design of generally available winter clothing is
woefully inadequate and the general public will have to be educated in
what to look for ~

b. Awar eness of the windchill effect. Windproof outer
garments such as a parka with hood, overmitts, wind pants and face mask
must be available. Per sons must be adivsed to seek shelter when

windchill factor s of 1400 or higher exist- � easily reached by a moving
a

skier or anowmobiler at -10 F.

c. Awareness of the effects of moisture, especially when
combined with wind. The layer pr incipal ia used ta avoid overheating
with excessive per spiration and loaa of heat by evapor ation,
remember ing that wet. clothing canducts heat many times faster than dry.
Per sons who become wet, aa by falling inta a mountain stream, should
change immediately to dry clothing if possible.

d. Adequate coverings available for body par ta with a l arge
sur face area to volume ratio, such as the head, ear a, noae, hands and

a
feet. Remember that at 5 F you can lose up to 70% of your total



body heat production by radiation . rom ar. uncovered head.
e, Avoidance of heat loss by conduction by sitti!:g down or. a

log, pack or piece of ensolite r ather than in th snow or on a cold
rock. Don' t handle metal objects with your bare hands and don't spi11
gasoline or other liquids with a fr.eezing point lower than water on
your skin.

f, Prevention of heat. Errss from respiration by avoiding
over exer tion ar!d over heating with excessively heavy br eathing in cola
weather . When it is extremely cold, prepar e shelter and ge'. into it.

3. Princip1es of cold weather survival should be learned.
Remember that snow is your- fr iend and has gr eat insulating value.
Persons outdoor s in cold weather in isolated ar eas or dr iving long,
distances should carry:

a. Adequate clothirg for the most severe temperatures and
chill factors likely to be exper ienced.
b. Shelter constructing equipment- � tent, snow shovel, snow
saw, tarp, ax, saw, cord.
c, Emer gency food and water .
d. Fire-building equipm. nt: stove, fuel, matches, cooking
utens i.l s.

e. Fir st aid kit.

FIRST AID OF HYPOTHERMIA

The following principles are < ur rently being taught to member s of
the NationaE. Ski Patrol through its Winter Fir st Aid Cour se. The
insidious natur-e, high mor tal ity and ear ly and late signs and symptoms
of hypothermia are emphasized. Du, to the difficulty of obtaining
low-reading thermometer, tho NSPS ! s cur rertly stocking a suitable ore
which car. be obtained from your Eocal Patrol for 53.95.

For ped agog ic pur poses, we c1assi fy hypo therm ia into acute,
subacute and chronic. The acute typ is the typical immersion
hypothermia, in which early or. at ' east ser ious metabolic and
electrolytic abnormalities have not had time to develop. The chronic
type is the type found in seniles�alcoholics and other per sons with
ser ious medical problems. The subacute type, which is the .ype seen by
ski patrols and mountain rescue organizatior.s, is 'the type which occurs
in basically healthy, young per sor!s who become hypothermic because ot
inadequate insulation or environmental stresses.

The 4 principles of first aid are

Prevent further heat loss

R warm as safely and rapidly as possible
Rewarm the core in advance of the shell if possible
Avoid the serious compE ications of ventricul.ar fibrillatior,
and r ewarming shock



The fir st aid is d ivid ed into two catagor ies:

0~Cate or I. Rectal temperature 55 R or above, victim
conscious. When a member of a par ty begins to show sigrs of
hypothermia, or when a search party finds such a victim, the party
should stop immediately and make shelter . The victim must be gotten
out of the wind and insulated against the cold replacing wet clothing
with dry if necessary, and getting him into a sleeping bag. Heat must
be added to the victim in any way possible; this includes the use of
canteens filled with hot water, hot, sweet dr inks, hot rocks, and naked
human bodies. A useful first aid device is the "hydraulic sarong", a
nylon blanket large enough to encir cle the trunk with plastic tubes
sewn ir, it through which hot water can be pumped using a pot, a
backpacking stove and a bilge pump. If a tub is available, the victim

0
can be placed in it in water at 105-110 F, with his arms and legs
left out.

0

unconscious. The mor tality is quite high in these people, even in the
hospital. Therefore, since they are literally in cold storage, we feel
that the best results will be obtained by preventing further heat loss
and spending your time evacuating them, r ather than trying to rewarm
them in the field. Ther e has recently been considet able inter est in
the use of cor e rewarming as a fir st aid device, par ticul arly using
gadgets for warming the inspir ed air, and I am sure that Dr. John
Hayward and other s will br ing us up to date on these- � there is a great
need for a light-weight, por table, effective model .

The victim should be transpor ted ver y gently, avoiding sudde~
jolts, with his head downhill. An intravenous of 5$ glucose in saline
should be started and 2-3 ampuls of sodium bicarbonate given.
Ventr icular fibr illation should be treated with closed chest massage
and mouth-to-mouth or mechanical ventilation.
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ABSTRACT

MULTIPLE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE SAFETY OF
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED PEOPLE IN COLD MATER

N. Bradley
Department of Physiology

School of Medicine

University of Minnesota-Duluth

Approximately 10-20 million people in the United States are classified
as physically handicapped. A significant number of these people use the
waters for recreation. Many factors contribute to the potential hazards
which the cold water presents to the physically handicapped. Cold water
increases the sensitivity of the stretch receptors in the muscles and
increases spasticity and possibly bradykinesia in physically handicapped
people. The net result is that physically handicapped people would not be
able to move as well in cold water. In addition, various kinds of physical
handicaps would contribute to possible altered centers of buoyancy. Thus
the design of personal flotation devices might have to be altered due to
this fact.



Personal Flotation Devices for the Handicapped

N, Bradley, R. S. Pozos, and L. E. Wittmers, Jr.
Department of Physiology, School of Medicine

University of Minnesota � Duluth, Duluth, Minnesota 5581:?

He rrright not be able to manage a tricycle, but he had
thr. fre< dom of a large safe br «< h where he could run for a mile
i F hc fr I t inclined. Beach halls eluded him--he could neither
throw nor catch--but there was the warm sand to mess wi.th, and
the water itself. The big movement of Mike's young life came
at three � and-a-half, when he learned to swim... The beach
baby turned in.to a water rat. Bv five he could swim safely out
of his depth, and by six he not only had a crawl stroke, but was
so at home in the water that he literally did not seem to know
if he was on it or under it. ,1

A number of recent developments and new laws have provided more oppor-

tunities and facilities for the physically handicapped to use water for their

therapeutic and recreational needs.

The focus of attention on special education and recreation by such a

large segment of our population  approximately 22 mf.llion people with varying

degrees of di.sabf.lity! has provided thr stimulus to increase the number of

programs on/in/around the water, which is the most desirable medium for the

handicapped. Water presents a challerrpe whether:it's an individual with

cerebral palsy swimming competitively or a paraplegic out for a day of. Fishing.

Water is physically and mentally beneficial since it provides opportunities

for socialization. Personal flotation devices are the mainstay of any aquatic

program dealing with physically handicapped individuals. PFD's are widely

used but their effectiveness is rruestionable and has never been tested.

Therefore it is important to quantitate the abilitv of personal Flotation

devices to maintain buoyancy and also to take into account the various

Louise Clark, Can't Read, Can't Write Can't Talk Too Good Either

 New York: Walker 6 Company, 1973!, p. 9.



phy»i»logical factors, i.e. weak neck muscles which would impair motor

function of the physically handicapped individual using such a device.

The ability of an individual to maintain themselves in water i»

dupe»dent on several factors: buoyancy, wave action, and water movement.

A person may not be an efficient floater but compensates for that by using

hi» muscles to maintain himself in the water. Conversely, a good floater

can minimize motor control since buoyancy compensates for this.

At present the institute is identi fying physically handicapped individu-

alss with regard to their aquatic and recreational uses of the water. In

our i»i tia l study, it has been found that the present day design ot PFD' s

is geared to the non-handicaoped »erson,

There are al»o concerns with the present PFD's promoting discomfort,

in»tabilitv, and confined movement and possibly jeopardizing a person' s

lif~. All of th» above nroblem areas are magnified by the person's degree

of di»ability.

gince a large segment of the handicapped population uses water either

for recreational and/or for some form of therapy, the need exists to quanti-

tate how e f fect ive personal flotation devices are in these groups. It should

be noted that physically handicapped individuals at present have housing,

boats, and automobiles that are individually customized to their handicaps.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the same kind of attention be given

tn their PF7! and water safety.

In our preliminary studies information has been collected in the

following areas with regard to the physically handicapped:

Buoyancy

It has been demonstrated that not all physically handicapped persons

can assume a horizontal float or even float with the head above water. This



information has significant importance as to the quantity and correct d.istri-

bution of flotation material necessary to maintain adequate freeboard and

mohi lity of the individual wearing the PFD. Refer to pictures ' and 4.

1'qu I li br i um

Photographs were taken of subjects while in the water thus demonstrating

differences with regard to individual orientation. Refer to pictures 4 and 6.

Freeboard

Dif ficulty with a consistent breathing pattern magnifies the problems

involved in maintaining a good surface position while in the water. Therefore

a motor impaired person depends upon the additional support provided by their

PFD for a safe measure of freeboard. Refer to oictures 3, 5, and 6.

Movement

A person must apply force to move or to keep in motion. Therefore PFD's

fitting improperly cause more resistance, consequently increasing even more

the high energy cost of swimming. Refer to pictures 3, 5, and 6.

Donning a PFD

Many factors govern the methods and techniques used by the disabled

while donning a PFD. Listed below are some of the problem areas of which

we are already aware. Refer to pictures l, 2, and 3.

� Respiratory problems � improper breath control decreases buoyancy

and increases the possibility of water entering the mouth and/or

nose.

Improper or partial use of upper limbs--difficulty with closures

and movement of limbs--quickly fatiguing the person.

-- Lower limb disability � increases downward null or negative buoyancy

thus creating anxiousness and fatigue.



EMG Studies

The electromvographi < studies wi.11 <I  t < rmine whi ch musc1es ar  working

c<!rr«<.tly or. being f«tigued, FMC','s wiII I>rovido Lhc information n=cessary

L > Ln<! ividu, lly;!sse! s suh j«<.Ls '  !!<!!  >r <m> t«!!l«rlL '!n l comp >re. Lh«<I I! F«r<"I!<.e s

I!;!n<E I <;!ppc<! p<! p<! I n! i ons.

Th«re I s I I I! I    l<>uhr th !t ! h  n '  d <>f pors<>n ! I flotation devi c<!s for

tl«. Erand ie «pped p<>p< l.,! t ion has been ! arg< I v ignore d. 1dith the inc reases i n

acIuati c programs g<'ared for the disabled, it is imperative they have some

mua. ure of safety <' Eue l to the non � disable<!.

Picture l. Motor impairment inhibits closure of PFD.
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ABSTRACT

NON-INVASIVE TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION FOR THE
HYPOTHERMIA VICTIM UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS.

R. C. Eggleton
Indiana University School of Medicine

Temperature data on hypothermia victims is very limited and field
measurements are completely lacking ia the literature. Tvo reasons account
for this: first, there is no suitable field instrumeat for making such
measurements aad second, the paramedical personnel are not trained to make
temperature measurements oi the hypothermia victims. Such data are needed,
however, for proper management of the patient as well as being required
for a better understanding of the basic mechanisms of thermal regulation
ia the human.

The physiology of homotherm temperature regulation has been studied in
animals and the regulating centers have been identified in the hypothalmus
that make reflex responses to deviations from a temperature norm. Impulses
from temperature receptors are transmitted via the lateral spinal thalamic
tract and the thalmus to the hypothalmus from which various anatomic reflexes
responses are activated. The hypothalmus also contains temperature sensors
which respond directly to blood temperature. Despite our knowledge of the
temperature regulating mechanisms of animals, we have insufficient understand-
ing of the human clinical picture for proper management of the hypothermia
victim. To correct this deficit, it is proposed that emergency vehicles
carry simple but accurate temperature measuring equipmsnt to determine
non-invasively the temperature of the core and extremities.

We propose a thermistor type probe for core temperature using a short
time constant digital readout. The probe consists of thermistor imbedded.
ia the flexible rectal catheter. The temperature of the extremities can
be determined non-invasively by measuring the speed of sound in the tissues
of the limb. Then speed of sound can be equated with temperatures using
the nomogram designed for this purpose. Other data required will include:
air temperature, water temperature, time of exposure, conditions of
exposure, patient weight, height, sex, etc.

When such data is compiled for both acute and chronic hypothermia, it
will be possible to prescribe more precise emergency care and ad.nimising
complications such as after drop, electrolite imbalance and other trauma
which are all too frequently the cause of morbidity or mortality in the
hypothermia victim.



NON � INVASIVE TEMPERATURE DETERMINATION FOR THE
HYPOTHERMIA VICTIM UNDER FIELD CONDITIONS

by

R. C. Eggleton
Indiana University School of Medicine

Introduction

Temperature data on hypothermia victims is very limited and field measure-

ments are completely lacking in the literature. Two reasons account for
this: first, there is no suitable field instrument for making such measure-

ments and second, the paramedical personnel are not trained to make tempera-

ture measurements of the hypothermia v ictims. Such data are needed, however,

for proper management af the patient as well as being required for a better
under standing of the basic mechanisms of thermal regulation in the human.

The physiology of homotherm temperature regulation has been studied in
animals and the regulating centers have been identified in the hypothalmus
that make reflex responses to deviations from a temperature norm. Impulses

from temperature receptors are transmitted via the lateral spinal thalamic
tract and the thalmus to the hypothalmus from which various anatomic reFlexes
responses are activated. The hypothalmus also contains temperature sensors

which respond directly to blood temperature. Despite our knowledge of the
temperature regulating mechanisms of animals, we have insufficient understand-
ing of the human clinical picture for proper management of the hypothermia
victim. To correct this deficit, it is proposed that emergency vehicles carry
simple but accurate temperature measuring and recording equipment to determine
non-invasive ly the temperature of the core and extremities .

Two instruments are env is ioned, one of whi ch wi 1 1 read the rectal tempera-

ture, and the second will read the temperature in the extremities. These two



instruments will be designed for field use and will not only measure tempera-

tures, but also record them. The temperature history is, perhaps, more impor-

tant in assessing the state of the patient than the actua1 temperature. When

such data are compiled for the acute and chronic hypothermia victim, it may be

possible to prescribe more precise emergency care and to minimize complica-

tions such as afterdrop, electrolyte imbalance, cardiac arrest, etc. which are

all to frequently the cause of morbidity or mortality in the hypothermia vic-

tim.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation for measuring and recording core temperature should meet

the following minimum specifications:

1. The equi pment must be capable of operating under field conditions in-

cluding cold, snow or wet environments.

2. The unit should be suitable for attaching to the victim's thigh with

Yelcro tapes or other quick connecting straps.

3. A rectal probe should be constructed of a flexibi!e biocompatible

plastic with smooth edges which can be cleaned and sterilized.

4 . An indicator display should read the temperature in C to the nearest

0.1 and displaying a 3-digit number.

5. A digital record of the victim's temperature  in three digits! should

be stored every 5 minutes for a period of at least two hours.

6. A means of interrogating the memory sequentially by operating a se-

quencing button, thereby enabling the physician to transcribe the recorded

temperatures. A 2-digit number will show the entry number.

7. The accuracy of the temperature reading should be within +0.5 C abso-

lute and +0.1 relative.



8. The temperature calibration should be insensitive to environmental

changes and if the instrument indicates either a rise or fall in temperature,

this must correspond to a rise or fall in temperature at the probe, and not a

response to an environmental change in le«<perature for the circuit. Tempera-

ture trends are very important in the treatment mode; therefore, a change of

0.2 C indicated must correspond to an actual temperature change within the

victim.

9. The circuits shall be sealed and potted to protect them against damage.

iO. The power supply shall consist of long-life batteries. The device

will receive infrequent useage, but then be operated continuously for several

hours.

ll. The circuits shall be designed to minimize power drain, which shall

be as low as practical The stored temperature data shall be protected

against loss due to low supply voltage.

The system specified is shown in Fig. 1, and consists of a digital type

probe for recording core temperature using a short time constant digital read-

out and digital memory to record the temperature history of the victim. The

probe contains a sensor embedded in the flexible rectal catheter and a water-

proof circuit module which straps to the victim. Although no such recor ding

thermometer has been constructed, the technology is straightforward, and such

an instrument can be constructed for relatively low cost.

The technique for the measurement of limb temperature, however, is not so

far advanced. To find the temperature of the extremities on a non-invasive

basis requires a new approach. The speed of sound, for example, offers possi-

ble means of determining the temperature because the speed of sound in tissue

is temperature dependent. By recording the speed of sound across the
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Alert Fig. l A rectal probe senses the temperature of the hypothermia
victim, and a digital circuit records and displays this data.



extremities of the hypothermia victim, it would be possible to estimate the

temperature. A precise temperature determination, however, wil'i require cali-

bration. This ca'libration can be achieved in any one of several ways. 1! A

speed of sound calibration can be made after the patient recovers and returns

to normal temperature; 2! the calibration can be determined invasively in the

hospital setting using a needle probe; 3! a nomogram can be used for calibra-

tion which takes into account the path length in muscle, fat and skin based on

the physical condition of the victim. The need for calibration is based on

the fact that fat and skin have different temperature dependencies. Fat has a

slower speed than the speed of sound; and the more collagen in the pathway,

the higher the speed of sound. The nomogram would be used to estimate the

contribution of these two tissue components can be estimated.

A very precise method for measuring the speed of sound has been devised.

This method makes use of a phase lock loop in which the frequency of the sound

is adjusted to maintain a constant number of wavelengths at a constant phase

across the propagation pathway. The system is shown in block dia.gram in Fig.

2, where the transmitted and received waves are compared in the Phase Detector

 PD!. The output of the phase detector is a signal whose amplitude depends on

the degree of phase shift between the transmitted and received signals. The

output of the phase detector is an error voltage is applied to the Volt~a e

Controlled Oscillator  VCO! which, in turn, adjusts the frequency to maintain

a constant phase relationship between the transmitted and received signals.

The operation of this circuit can be appreciated by examining the simple but

fundamental relation, c = fx, where c is the speed of sound, f is the frequen-

cy, and x is the wavelength. If z remains constant, then c is equal to f

times the constant and evaluation of the constant ! . The evaluation of the
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constant i is the calibration required by this method and is the subject of a

paper now in preparation for IEEE Transactions on Sonics-Ultrasonics. The

speed of sound has been measured across the arm of several individuals with

normal body temperatures. The speed of sound has also been measured in ex-

cised muscle at various temperatures ranging from 40 C to 20 C for the purpose

of illustrating the sensitivity of the method. These data are shown in Fig.

3. The absolute level and the slope of the curve will differ for skin and fat

and, therefore, to use this method for precise temperature determination, it

is necessary to have an individual calibration or some means of estimating the

amount of propagation pathway devoted to the three primary constituents, name-

ly, skin, fat and muscle. To implement the measurements, the device is de-

signed to hold the transducers in contact with the skin on either side of the

arm, as shown in Fig. 4.

The Afterdrop Hypothesis

Everyone has personally experienced the operation of temperature control

mechanisms within their bodies in which circulation is shut down in the ex-

tremities to prevent further heat loss from the core. In this heat conserva-

tion mechanism, blood is shunted away from the skin of the affected limbs.

The limb continues to cool because of the interruption of flow through 'the

periphery. With the temperature of the limb well below core temperature,

there would be a drop in core temperature if circulation through the extremity

were allowed to return to normal. Such f'low can be initiated wi th warming of

the skin receptors; thus a potentially dangerous situation could occur if the

core temperature of the victim is close to the critical temperature, and warm-

ing of the limbs caused flow to commence through the cold tissues of the ex-

tremities before sufficient re-war ming of the arms and legs had occurred
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with the result that blood cooled below the critical temperature would be re-

turned to the heart at a temperature below the critical point. The victim

would go into cardiac arrest as a result of the improper re-warming technique.

Future Possibilities Using Miniaturized Di ital S stems

In addition to recording the temperature of the hypothermia victim in dig-

ital memory, digital processing systems could be used to warn the emergency

medical personnel of potentially dangerous situations for the hypothermia

victim; during transport and intensive care stages. A checklist of tests and

suggested treatment modes for the re-warming process as well as warning cr it-

ical conditions could be programmed into the microcomputer. Algorithms may be

generated in the future which will optimize the status of the patient at any

particular temperature and a set of physiological conditions. Such a device

could materially aid in the treatment of the patient subjected to low tempera-

ture trauma. But, before any systems are designed or computers programmed to

assist the hypothermia victim, it is necessary to have the basic data which

the study presented here is designed to acquire.
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ASS TRACT

David J. Franz

Department of PhysioLogy
Baylor College of Medicine

Cold-induced vasodilatation was assessed from records of foot pad
temgeratures of six domestic cats during immersion of the hind feet in
a 0 C ice water bath. Animals were anesthetized with phentobarbital
Na. Four days after the control recording, the animals were given
indomethacin, 5 mg/kg, I.V., and the cold-induced vasodilatation response
was tested once again; a third test was performed four days after the
treatment with indomethacin. Periodic rises in foot pad temperature
 cold-induced vasodilatation! were less in magnitude  P <0.05! and
delayed in onset  P <0.05! on the day of treatment with indomethacin.
Zt is proposed that cold-induced vasodilatation involves a balance
between central sympathetic tone  vasoconstrictor! and periodic Local
prostaglandin release  vasodilator! .



Ralph F. Goldman
U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine

Natick, MA 01760

Presently the principal consultant to the Department of the Army
on Environmental Physiology and Director of the Military Ergonomics
Division. Dr. Goldman has his BA in chemistry from the University
of Denver �949!, MA in biology from Boston University �951!, PhD
in physiology from Boston University �954, and MS in mathematics-
physics from Northeastern University  l962!. He currently teaches
at Boston University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He has published some 100 publications, 103 abstracts, 27 technical
reports and 4 classified reports. In 1976 the Secretary of the
Army presented Dr. Goldman with the "Exceptional Civilian Service
Award."





ABSTRACT

INSULATING AGAINST HEAT LOSS IN AIR AND WATER ENVIRONMENTS

Ralph F. Goldman
U. S . Army Research Institute o f Environmental Medicine

Natick, MA 01760

Hypothermia, whether from exposure to cold air or cold water, simply
reflects an imbalance between the heat produced by the body and the heat loss
from it. The accumulated hest debt can be considered to be apportioned
between at least two body compartments: �! a "shel!", the skin, repre-
sented by only the outer 1.6mm thickness of the 1.8m body surface of an
average man but comprising about lOX of his 70 kg mass, depending on the
amount of blood contained; �! a "core", represents.ng the rest of the
body. The skin compartment loses heat most readily and, because of its
large surface area in proportion to mass, skin temperature approaches water
temperature rapidly following immersion. In contrast, core temperature
will usually increase during the first 20 to 30 minutes of cold exposure
since heat production, which occurs in the core, is maintained at the 105
watt resting level or slightly increased by apprehension on immersion,
while the heat transferred from the core to the skin is dramatically
reduced as a result of vasoconstriction; heat flow from core to skin can
be limited, depeyling 3n the thickness af the subcutaneous fat layer, to
between 5 to 9W/m per C of difference between core and skin temperature.
Each 1 C drop in mean body temperature  i.e., T ~ X shell temperature! +
�-X! core temperature! is equivalent to a loss of body heat. Accordingly,
a loss of about 6 kcal from the shell results in a 1 C lower skin temgera-
ture, compared to a loss of 52 keel from the core to reduce core by l C.
While skin temperatures maintained well above +15 C can result in cold

0

inguries, if prolonged, an individual with a core temperature below 35 C
0

is at risk f rom hypothermia, with ventricular f ibrillation as a result o f
0

cardiac irritability peaking at about 28 C core temperature a frequent
cause of hypothermic death even though some individuals have been

0
resuscitated de spite core temperatures near 15 C .
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R. M; Hamilton, Jr., PS.D.
Ham&ton Research', LtN

If things go as plaegLsd I should have aoae significant hypothergga
research to Iwke a brief report on, and in ~ case vill have a prob~

throe before the group.

The proMem relates to surviving in a Lost diving bell, preaturiiad
., WA, heiioe and at a teaperature about 4 C, To have a good chance fet
- rescue, tha divers shouLd be able to survive for 24 hours. It ooght Ce
. be possible to do this with passive protection, the right type of suit,
' and a Iians of conservias breathing gas heat. Rather than unit for

"development", tha Norwegian Undersater Institute  at the request of
. ScCe&gian epd British sponsors! plans to test 3 existing thermal prot~tion

syateas under conditions of a saturation dive in early January. I +cold
3.gee to present the results of this test  assuming it does take place!
e50 aak the aeseabled experts on hypothermia for suggestions on bar to
proceed with solving tha probleii. I also hope to have a handout.

Ky role in the test is as a consulting investigator to tha Norwegian
84dereater Institute.



RESUSClTATXON OF ACCIDENTAL mrOTHERMIA VTCTrMS

Murray P. Hamlet, D.V.M.
Director, Experimental Pathology & Cold Division

US Army Medical Research Enstitute of Environmental Medicine
Natick, MA

The recognition of hypothermia as a serious medical emergency is the
first step to successful resuscitation. Patients often present cold,
cyanotic and pale, stiff as if in rigor with no palpabIe pulse, no audible
heart sounds, no visible respiratory excursions and fixed pupils. They
may be in various states of undress and if cooled in a crouched or huddled
position impossible to straighten out on an examination table. Their EKG
may be extremely bizzarre ranging from flat to ventricular fibrillation.
Because patients have been successfully resuscitated at core temperatures
of 64 F with flat EKGs, the axiom here is "no one is dead until he is warm
and dead; attempt rewarming and resuscitation of all cold patients."

There are essentially three types of hypothermia: acute, subacute
and chronic, and each has specific requirements for resuscitation and
clinical management. Acute hypothermia results from rapid cooling, such
as seen in cold water immersion. This acute drop in core temperature is
accompanied by few metabolic, electrolyte, and pH abnormalities other than
those caused by the direct effect of temperature. The slow cooling rate of
chronic hypothermia is usually produced by alcoholic stupor, barbiturate
overdose, endocrinopathies, stroke, etc., that subject a person to long-
term cold exposure. Slow cooling produces severe alterations in pH,
electrolyte balance, and serious alterations in fluid volume. This occurs
as the normal physiologic defense mechanisms against cold attempt to counteract
the cooling process. The subacute hypothermic patient falls somewhere in-
between, that is, as alcohol imbibition, rain, heavy winds, poor clothing,
etc., subject him to varying cooling rates.

Careful analysis of the immediate prior history can lead to determination
of both how and at what rate the patient became hypothermic. Both will impact
on how they are handled in the emergency room and in the hospital. Keep in
mind that freezing temperatures are not necessary for the production of
hypothermic patients.

Resuscitation Ti s:

1. Low reading clinical thermometers should be readily available in
the emergency room.

2. Core temperature should be taken rectally and is a reliable indication
of the progress of rewarming.

3. Careful handling of the patient is essential. Any changes in body
posi,tion or rough handling can initiate ventricular fibrillation.

4. The blood glucose levels of hypothermic individuals may give a
clue to the type of cooling that occurred. Acute hypothermia produces
hyperglycemia, while chronic and subacute cooling produces hypoglycemia.
The long term shivering of the chronic hypothermic utilizes vast amounts of
blood glucose, and, conversion of glycogen to glucose decreases as temperature
decreases.



5. Atrial fibrillation is more common in acute than in subacute
or chronic hypothermia.

6. Renal failure after rewarming is more common in chronic hypothermia.

7. Current British literature suggests that in acute hypothermia,
rapid external rewarming is usually indicated. In chronic hypothermia
they prefer slow rewarming to allow for reversion of metabolic aberrations.
This author feels however that ra id internal rewarmin of chronic
h otherad.a is a more h siolo ic rocedure.

PHYSIOLOGY OF HYPOTHERMIA

Hypothermia, the lowering of core body temperature to 94 F or below is0

a potentially lethal disorder requiring aggressive therapy. As body temperature
decreases below 94oF, central nervous system functions are depressed. Initially,
patients exhibit behavioral changes, then depression of consciousness,
culminating in coma. The respiratory center is progressively inhibited until
apnea supervenes. Cardiac output. falls to such extent that despite maximum
peripheral resistance the blood pressure falls. The pulse rate decreases.
Conduction and heart rhythm abnormalities occur. The "J" wave, various
degrees of heart block, atrial premature contractions  APC's!, atrial flutter
and fibrillation, ventricular premature contractions  VPC's!, ventricular
tachycardia and fibrillation  VF!, and if the patient is cold enough,
ventricular standstill can take place. The shift of water out of cells and
the intravascular space into the extracellular space as well as decreased renal
tubular fluid resorption can render the patient hypovolemic. Some profoundly
hypothermic patients exhibit a syndrome similar to disseminated intravascular
coagulation  D.I.C.!. Since insulin release and glucose utilization decline
with temperature, blood glucose tends to be normal or elevated. Acid-base
and electrolyte parameters are little affected by temperature alone but are
often deranged by the disorder underlying the hypothermic episode.

The physician must bear in mind that patients who present with hypothermia
often have underlying disorders which prevent appropriate physiological responses
to the cold environment. Such illnesses include stroke, central nervous system
trauma, shock, sedation, use of tranquilizer, or ethanol overdose, endocrinopathies
like myxedema and hypoadrenocorticism, hypoglycemia, and old age.

Over medication while cold is a common problem. Subsequent rewarming brings
patient into toxic areas for the drugs used. Most drugs are contraindicated
in early hypothermia resuscitation.

Much controversy exists over which method of resuscitation, that is,
active or passive, external or internal, yields the lowest mortality. The most
frequent mechanism of death from hypothermia itself is ventricular fibrillation
or standstill. These events can occur at temperatures in the mid 80 'sF �7 C!
and below. Apnea can occur somewhat higher but usually occurs at lower levels.
External warming techniques, active or passive, can actually increase the like-
lihood of fibrillation during the early phase of resuscitation. The application
of heat to the body surface causes peripheral vasodilation, leading to the
draining of heat away from core organs, the return of large volumes of cold
blood to the core and thus the lowering of core temperature to increasingly
dangerous levels, and a drop in the already low blood pressure. Although this
reasoning militates for methods of rewarming the core before the periphery, as
through peritoneal dialysis and extracorporeal blood rewarming, the literature



suggests that with close monitoring and rapid correction of life-threatening
aberrations, external rewarming, both active  with a heated bath or hypothermia
blanket!, or passive  by wrapping the patient in blankets to prohibit the
escape of body heat! yield high survival rates. The author feels that it is
physiologically more reasonable to use active than passive methods.

Because of the potential for cardiopulmonary death, the hypothermic
patient must be admitted to the intensive care unit. Skull and chest x-ray,
blood gasses electrocardiogram, blood count, BUN, creatinine, electrolytes,
amylase, calcium, blood sugar, fibrinogen, prothrombin time, and platelet
count will help in imnediate management. If possible the attending physician
should be cognizant of the mechanism of the patient's loss of proper thermo-
regulation. Continuous electrocardiographic monitoring should be instituted.
Bizarre EKQ tracings are to be expected. Respiratory support including
intubation and mechanical ventilation is almost mandatory to keep the supply
of oxygen ahead of the rewarad.ng organ demand. Care should be taken during
intubation as any rough manipulation can lead to ventricular fibrillation.
Ventricular premature contractions are abolished by lidocaine infusion and
correction of hypoxia and acidosis. APC's atrial flutter and fibrillation
will s ontaneousl revert to normal without medication as a i

a roaches normal. Atropine and electrical pacing have little beneficial
affect on conduction in the hypothermic heart. On the contrary the irritation
of the myocardium by the pacemaker electrode itself or by its discharge can
lead to VF. If ventricular tachycardia fails to respond to lidocaine or if
VF takes place, rapid extracorporeal blood rewarming must be instituted
immediately. Because the h othermic heart is unres onsive to countershock
cardiac te erature must be raised before cardioversion can be successfull

equipped with heat exchanger, connected to the femoral artery and vein has
been successfully employed. Like any cardiac arrest this situation calls for
continuous closed cardiac compression and forced ventilation until the
appropriate machines can be placed in operation.

Hypoxia and acidosis are major factors predisposing to ventricular
arrhythmias. pH, PCO2 and PO may appear to be low but may in fact be
correct for the organ and brain demand at the depressed temperatures seen in
hypothermia. Blood gasses and pH, corrected for te erature should be
determined, and abnormalities corrected by adjustment of respiratory parameters
or bicarbonate infusion, whichever is necessary but do not overmedicate.
Intubation and suction may be necessary to manage bronchorrhea, the physiological
response of the airway to exposure to cold air. The rate of spontaneous
respiration will increase as the temperature rises.

Maintenance of the central venous pressure at 5-IOcm water, with suitable
volume expanders, will insure that intravascular fluid volume keeps pace with
the capacity of the intravascular space, enlarging in response to peripheral
vasodilation which in turn is caused by external rewarming. Thus, when cardiac
temperatures and correspondingly cardiac output and heart rate begin to rise,
blood pressure will follow suit. Avoid the use of pressor agents which have
no effect on the maximally constricted vessels but which increase the likelihood
of ventricular arrhythmias. Similarly, in order to avoid myocardial irritation
leading to VP the CVP catheter tip should not be advanced into the heart until
some degree of rewarming has occurred and the myocardium is not exceptionally
sensitive to physical irritation by the catheter tip. As with respiration, the
heart rate will rise spontaneously with temperature. Begin intravenous heparin
therapy if clotting tests indicate the occurrence of a DIC-like syndrome.



Other fluid, electrolyte and metabolic abnormalities should be treated
as the clinical situation dictates. Therapeutic doses of steroids may be
given if hypoadrenocorticism is suspected. Because of the high failure
rate of resuscitation of hypothermic myxodematous patients, the latter
state must be recognized and treated immediately. After the patient' s
condition has stabilized, perform whatever additional studies are called
for to determine the disease process underlying the hypothermic episode.

HYPOTHERMIA CHECKLIST

Recognize that the patient is hypothermic � use low temperature
thermome ter .

2. For patients with compromised mental status or cardiovascular
irregularities intensive care is necessary.

3. History of predisposing disease �  Nyxedema, hypoadrenocorticism,
etc.!

4. Begin, continuous or frequent temperature recording with low
temperature recording thermistor or thermometer.

5. Install I.V.,  possibly an arterial line!, C.V.P., foley catheter
 may be extremely difficult!.

6. Begin continuous cardiac monitoring.

7. Frequently monitor vital signs and urinary output  at least every
hour oz more frequently as necessary during rewarming!.

8. Wrap patient in rewarming blanket and set to as high a temperature
o

as can be tolerated without burning the patient �04-110 F!.

9. Give respiratory support - oxygen by mask 'or by endotracheal tube
 may produce VF! with mechanical ventilation - Aim for high PO normal pH

2
and PCO, and clearance of secretions. Monitor arterial gasses and pH as
frequently as necessary.

10. Tests: CBC, BUN, crea tinine, elec trolytes, glucose, amylase, calcium,
fibrinogen, prothrombin time, platelet count, chest and skull x-rays, 12
lead E.K.G., arterial blood gasses and pH  corrected to core temperature!.

ll. Maintain C.V.P. between 5 and 10cm with appropriate expanders or
fluids calculated to correct electrolyte imbalance gradually.

12. Give bicarbonate to correct acidosis.

13. Treat VPC's with standard boluses 1.5mg/kg of lidocaine and the
correction of hypoxia and acidosis. If ventricular tachycardia, fibrillation,
or standstill occur begin closed-chest cardiac compression and assisted
ventilation until extracorporeal blood rewarming can be instituted with
cardiopulmonary bypass with heat exchanger. Electrical cardioversion will
succeed when the heart warms sufficiently. Atrial premature contractions,
flutter and fibrillation will revert to normal with rewarming,

14 . Give therapeutic doses of corticosteroids or thyroid hormone if
called for.

15. Give heparin for a D.I.C. like syndrome.
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A STUDY OF IMMERSION HYPOTMERMIA

PART I I:

An Experfmentaf Comparison of Methods for
Rewarm1ng from Deep Hypotherm'fa ln the Field>

by

R.M. Marnett, Ph.D., E.M. O'Br ien, Ph.D.,

F.R. Sfas, Ph.D. and J.R. Pruitt, M.D.

College of Engineering
Clemson Unlvers1ty
Clemson, S.C. 2963I

I.O INTRODUCTION

The objective ln rewarmlng victims of immersion hypothermia ls the

restoration of normothermia without preclpltating additional fatal side

effects. Since ft ls known that victims of mild hypothermia wf1 I normally

recover if they are simply removed from the cold, the primary concern ls in

the treatment of profoundly cofd peop'le.

Profound hypothermia is defined to be the level of hypothermia In which

the method of treatment received by the patient can materially effect his

prospects for survival. Based on the literature survey by Marnett, et al.

�979! profound hypothermia is taken to fnvolve core temperatures at or

+ Sponsored by U. S. Coast Guard Offfce of Research and Development
Contract Number DOT-CG-72074-A



below 3l C  about 88 F!. Above this level the patients are generally0 0

consrious and shivering, their respiratory function is not significantly

depressed and myocardial irritability is not sufficiently pronounced to

necessitate delicate handling. Below this 'level the patients are genera'lly

unconscious and not shivering, their respiratory function becomes progressively

more depressed and myocardial irritability increases.

intense debate has persisted over the best approach to treating such

patients and was summarized by Harnett, et al.  l979!. While the present
purpose is not to reiterate the details of this debate, it wi'll be useful to
state the major points. The debate has produced two schools of thought-

one supporting "rapid" rewarming by the application of "active" rewarming

measures and the other supporting "slow" rewarming through a more "passive"

approach. The debate has been fue'led at least partially by the ambiguity

of the terms rapid and slow, but there are two basically different under-

lying philosophies. Individuals advocating active rewarming cite the

desirability of minimizing the amount of time the patient is in the hypo-

thermic state and claim that active rewarming can, when proper'ly applied,

minimize the tendency toward afterdrop  additional core cooling after

removal from the cold!. The advocates of passive rewarming cite the

tendency of active rewarming to produce hypotension and to restore heat

to parts of the body before the distributions of electrolytes, the acid-
base balance, the respiratory minute volume, and the distribution of
fluids within the body return to near-normal. However, the preponderence

of evidence for and against specific therapies is expressed in terms of

their thermal performance.

A phenomenon termed "post-rescue collapse", in which individuals rescued
from cold-water immersion die within the next half hour or so, has been

well documented  Keatinge, 1969!, Unfortunately, the cause of these deaths

remains a matter for conjecture. For some time the leading explanation has

been afterdrop in the temperature of the heart resulting from the return of
relatively cold blood, associated with increased circulation through the

limbs. However, relatively recent British research  Go'iden and Hervey, 1977!
has cast doubt on this mechanism.

Golden and Hervey �977! demonstrated that profoundly-cold, anesthetized

pigs  rectal, esophageal and central venous blood mean temperatures all of



30,7 C! when put in a hot bath �1 C! exhibited some recta'1 afterdrop {mean0 o

about 0.4 C!, less esophageal afterdrop {mean about 0.2 C! and essential ly0 0

no afterdrop in central venous blood temperature. Furthermore, Golden and

with rectal and gastric temperatures lower than central venous."

This report has provided the basis for a new trend in thought which may

be characterized as follows:

1. Probably too much' has been made of the phenomenon of
afterdrop which is so regularly observed at the recta'I
site but which does not occur at core sites of greater
concern, e,g., the heart,

2. Since afterdrop does not require circulatory redistri-
bution of heat to occur, it is not significantly
influenced by peripheral vasodilatation during initial
rewarming. Thus, attempts to heat the core without
promoting peripheral vasodilatation are wasted effort.

No new trend in thought has yet come forth to replace afterdrop as an

exp'ianation for post-rescue col'iapse.

These views are, of course, not universally supported. Criticisms

of this new trend in thought include the following.

The pig is a poor analog for man in regards to peripheral
vascu'Iature. It has only about 15 percent of its body
mass in the limbs compared to 40 percent for man; and
there are obvious differences between hoofs and highly
vascularized feet and hands. The pig therefore makes a
weak case against the involvement of peripheral vasodila-
tation in promoting afterdrop in man.

The amount of the afterdrops occurring without
circulation were not mentioned by Golden and Hervey,
therefore, they can not be meaningfully compared to
those occurring with circu1ation.

2.

The hot bath rewarming used by Golden and Hervey is
widely recognized to minimize afterdrop as compared to
other techniques of rewa rming. Hot bath rewarming
therefore makes a weak case against the occurrence
of' afterdrop at any particular core site.

I t ignores the observations of Cooper and Kenyon �957!.
They demonstrated the involvement of circulation in the
rewarming of profoundly cooled surgical patients who,

Hervey indicate that when rewarmed with circulation stopped  by cessation

of cardiac function!, the pigs' core temperatures; "again showed afterdrops



when circulat ion was instantaneously restored  by
removal of aortic clamps!, began a sl ight recession
in rectal temperature and a larger recession in esophageal
temperature.

There is no clear understanding of the nature of the response of pro-

foundly cold humans to removal from the cold and the application of different

rewarming treatments. As a result there is no well established criterion for
evaluating the merits of alternative rewa rming treatments. Candidate criteria

include, but are not limited to, the following.

I. The propensity to preclude afterdrop  intended to
avert post-rescue collapse!

2. The rate of rewarming  with some individuals
supporting slow and others supporting rapid
approaches!

3. The stabilization of blood pressure  intended to
preclude hypovolemic shock!

4. The prevention of significant electrolyte
disturbances.

Of course, some combination of these and other criteria could be used as a

basis for selecting a rewarming treatment.

Regardless of what evaluation criterion is used, the therapy evaluation
must be based on the following three imperfect sources of information.

1. experiments with miIdly cooled human volunteers

2. experiments with profound'ly coo'led laboratory animals

3. clinical observations

Experiments with human volunteers present difficulties in getting core
temperature measured at the heart site because of adverse effects of the
instrumentation. And even if this problem is circumvented, only mild
depressions in core temperature may be induced with reasonable safety.
Thus the determination of selection criteria may have to compensate for
indirectness of measurement as well as the mildness of the hypothermia
being treated. Experiments with animals allow the treatment of profound
hypothermia and direct measurement of temperatures at core sites of greatest
interest. However, the applicability to man of conclusions regarding thera-
peutic effectiveness based on animal studies is difficult to establish



beyond reasonable doubt.  This contrasts with the use of anima'ls to

identify "potential hazards".! CI lnlcal observations may be obtained from

cases of profound hypothermia but the temperature measurements are often

superficial and are obtaIned In a mil 1 ieu designed to save I Ives not to

gather control led scient I fic data. WhI le cl inica'I observat lons may suggest

frul tful d'i rections for systematic study, they are slow to provide a basis

for evaluating therapeutic effectiveness,

The objectives of this Investigation were to postulate candidate

methods for rewarmlng vlctlms of hypothermia ln the emergency environment

and to design and execute and experiment to determine their effectivenesses

as rescue techniques. The rewarm'ing methods were limited to those which

could be performed by an Individual trained at the level of an emergency

medical technician. They were formulated to make maximum use of equipment

that was commercially available. The present effort Included no development

of new prototype equipment. The therapies were evaluated for their pros-

pective effectiveness in treating profound hypothermia. The experimental

evaluation of the therapies was performed in conjunction with testing of

cold-immersion protection equipment. The evaluation was based upon data

which could be obtained by applying the therapies to volunteer subjects

following their cooling dur'Ing the cold-immersion experiments.



2. 0 THERAP I ES SELECTED FOR EVALUAT10N

The therapies selected for inclusion ln the experfmentai evaluation

are the following:

I. Spontaneous rewarmlng
2. Trunk Immersion
3. Inhalation therapy
4. Heating pads
5. Plumbed garment
6. Combination of Inhalation and heat Ing pads
7. Combinat'fon of Inhaiat ion and plumbed garment
8. Body-to-body heat exchange

Therapies 3 through 8 were included because of their potential for

effective use in the rescue environment. Therapies I and 2 were included

for their usefulness as standards of comparison for the others. In the

following secttons of this chapter the conceptual basis for each therapy

is discussed, the manner In which It was app'fled during the experfmentation

fs described and all equIpment used ln adminlsterlng the therapies is identfffed.

2.1 S ontaneous Rewarmln

Spontaneous rewa rming by shivering thermogenesls was used as a control

experiment fn the evaluation. No active heat'fng of any kind was given the

subjects. They were simply undressed to their undershorts, towel dried  ff

they were wet!, placed ln a reclined posft Ion on a 4 fnch thick foam rubber

mattress  covered by a cotton mattress pad! and Immediately covered wfth a

standard acryl lc blanket. This Is Il lustrated In Figure I I" I  a!. This

position and these materials were used In al I "dry" rewarmlngs with only the

exceptions cited In the later sections of this chapter.

Two approaches were considered for determining when to cover the subject

with the blanket. The sImplest was to cover him at the beginning of the re-

~arming period. The other was to cover him when his average skin temperature

had spontaneously risen to the ambient temperature of the experiment area.

Because reliable monitoring of skin and ambient temperature in the rescue

env'fronment would present an operational complexity and since afterdrop could

potentiaf'ly be minimized by insulating the su rface of the co'ld body from an

environment perhaps warm enough to promote peripheral clrculat Ion but not

warm enough to produce significant warmIng, the simple approach of covering

the subject at the beginning of rewarming was used.
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Heat Exchange
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2.2 Trunk Immersion Thera

The Immersion of the body in hot water is generally recognized to be

an effective way to restore heat to the core. The technique has been

examined In previous research with various parts of the body Irmersed In

the hot water with the trunk. The results have varied and are difficult

to compare directly. Based on the simple notion that heat can be effectively

gotten into the body core while m'Inimizing afterdrop by applying the heat to

the area immediately surrounding the core, it was decided to apply the hot

bath therapy only to the trunk of the body. The subjects were not dried

fol lowing the immersion phase of the experiment. They were I lfted by

members of the research team and placed on their backs In a "claw foot" bath

tub hal f filled with 32.2'C  90'F! water. This posit'ion Is il lustrated ln

Figure I I- I  b!. Their arms and legs were kept from coming In contact with

the water at any time during the experimental rewarming. The water temperature

was raised to 43.3'C  I t0'F! over a period of approximate'ly 5 minutes and was

maintained at this temperature for the duration of the experiment. The water

level was adjusted to cover the chest and the water was continual ly agitated

to el imina te thermal strati f l cat'Ion ~

With the subject in this quasi "reclined position his breathing passages

were generally below the top of the tub and were a short distance above the

surface of the water. One would expect that this would serendipitously provide,

during trunk immers ion therapy, some of the heat balance benef i ts of lnha I at Ion

therapy.

2.3 Inhalation Thera

The therapeutic objective of Inhalation therapy is to terminate respi-

ratory heat loss and to promote heat uptake by the tissues of the lung and

the blood circulating through them. This is accomplished by providing the

pat tent a warmed, humidl fled gas to breathe. Some heat is carr led by the

molecules of gas and some ls released in the lungs by the condensation of

water vapor. Inhalatlon therapy was conceived to permit the treatment of

hypothermia ln remote locations and In unfavorable conditions.

There is considerable latitude In the choice of a gas mixture to be used

In the therapy  see Harnett,et al., 1979!. Because the thrust of these experI-
ments was toward the thermal performance of each therapy and mildly cooled



test subjects were used, the therapeut'Ic, advantage of most m'Ixtures  e.g.,
varying oxygen content! would be Imperceptible ~

For experimental purposes the therapy was formulated to use ambient

air heated and humid'Ified by a Bennett Cascade Humldlfler. An open loop

circuit was used to avoid the problems of sterfllzat Ion of a carbon dioxide

absorber. The thermostat was adjusted to maintain the temperature of the

gas at 42 to 44'C In the mask. This requ'ired continua'I monftorfng of the

gas temperature and periodic manual adj ustment of the thermostat� . The

therapy was applied with the subjects in the standard position as shown in

Figure II � I  c!.

2.4 Heat In Pads Thera

If one accepts the notion that afterdrop fs promoted by peripheral

vasodllatatlon, the question then arfses: "Is lt possible to rewarm the core

by applying heat only to selected surface areas and thereby avoid promot'ing

afterdropf". The heating pads therapy was formu'lated to answer th'fs question.

The surface areas to which the heat was applied  neck, lateral thorax and groin!

were selected on the basis of thermographs by Hayward, et ai,,�973!. They

revealed that these areas radiate heat from cold subjects �5 minutes in 7.5'C

water! at relatively high rates. It was postulated that since these areas

mediate high rates of heat loss, they might, with sufffclent heat applied,

mediate high rates of heat uptake by the core. The posit'Ionlng of the heating

pads is Illustrated In Figure II-I  d!. The therapy was applied under the

standard acrylic blanket.

The heating pads utilized were 55 watt electric pads with a three-position

control. They were operated on the "high" setting. Heating pad/skin interface

temperatures around 44oC were achieved. The pads were preheated to thermal equi-

librium prior to initiating rewarming. Terry cloth swatches moistened in warm

water were placed between the pads and the subject to facilitate heat t ransfer.

2 ' 5 Plumbed Garment Thera

The plumbed garment therapy was conceived to perform in the same genera'I

manner as the heating pads therapy -- by surface heating of selected body

areas. It was desired that the device tested be essentially one that ls

commercla'Iiy ava Iiab'Ie. The cap and vest garment shown In Figure II-I  e!

was se'Iected. The device is marketed as shown by the Aerotherm Group of

Acurex Corporation located In Mountain View, Calffornla. For purposes of the



research the garment was modi fled to include two additional bladders
which cauld be pos'itloned to warm the groin area. Pressurized hot water
was supplied to the garment by the termal conditioning cart -shown in
Figure Il-I f!. The cart  part number 245-30013A! was operated at the
temperature setting �14' F! indicated by the manufact urer to be the
maximum safe 1evel.

The plumbed garment therapy was applied with the subjects genera'Ily
In the standard position. However, the subjects were rolled slight'Iy toward
their right side, This was determined to be necessary to avoid kinking of
soft rubbe r connectors on the lines carrying the heated water to the garment
and back to the cart. The garment was preheated to thermal equilibrium and
Its surfaces which contact the subj ects were moistened, to facilitate heat
transfers, prIor to InltiatIng rewarm'Ing.

2.6 Combinat Ion Thera les

Two therapies were considered which were formulated as simple combinations
of therapies previously described in th'Is chapter. A combination of Inhalatlon
and heating pads therapies was studied as was a combination of inhalation
and plumbed garment therapies. Because of the simple way in wh'ich these
therapies combined, no additional descriptions are needed.

2.7 Bod -to-Bod Heat Exchan e

It has often been recommended In popular publications that emergency
treatment of hypothermia shou'id be performed by placing a normothermlc indivi-
dual in a sleeping bag with the vlctlm if better methods of treatment cannot
be applied. The potential exists for the moderate surface heating contri-
buted by the normothermic companion to promote signif leant afterdrop while
contributing litt'le to the restoration of core heat. No objectIve data has
existed to support or refute the treatment of hypothermia by the exchange of
heat from one body to another,

in formulating the body-to-body heat exchange therapy lt was decided
that the therapeutic effect to be investigated would be restricted to simple
heat transfer without Introducing effects of arousal resulting from close
contact between members of opposite sexes. Since the immersion volunteers
were all males, only males were used as heat donors In the heat exchange
therapy. To achieve procedural simplif lcations three of the authors served
as heat donors. Their general physical characteristics are shown in Table
I I- I .

IO



TABLE I I- I
HEAT DONOR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

29 I70.0 6g.8

177.8 79 4

34 182.9 86.3

Donor

O' Brien

Slas

Harnett

The selectIon of a heat donor to participate In each rewarmlng experiment

was generally made so as to match the heights and weights of the heat donor

and the heat recipient as closely as possible.

The body-to-body heat exchange therapy was formulated with the donor and

recip'lent lying on their left s Ides and clad In shorts. The donor's chest

and stomach were In contact with the recipient's back. Their extremities

were kept apart. They were reclined on the standard mattress and covered by

the standard acrylic b'Ianket as shown In FIgure II-I  g!.

It was decided that volunteers would be positioned to max'Imize upper

body contact and that peripheral body contact would be avoided ln an attempt

to minimize the promulgation of afterdrop. Because localized vasod Ilatatlon

In response to contact with the heat donor would facilitate subsequent

heating of the subject's b'Iood  and presumably his body core as wel'I! It was

decided that the entirety of rewarming would be accomplished with heat being

app'lied to the same area of the subject's body. It was anticIpated that

there would be some surface coo'I Ing of the part of the heat donor's body

contacting the rewarmlng subject. This wou'ld reduce the temperature gradIent

between heat donor and heat recipient and the rate of heat transfer as well.

To determine the s Ignlflcance of this effect, a prellmlnary experiment was

conducted w'Ith the donor's chest in contact with the recipient's back  both

wearing only shorts!. The donor's chest  pectoral! temperature was monItored.

The donor's initial chest temperature was 33.2 C. It dropped to 30.8'C
4 minutes Into rewarmlng. It recovered to 32.9'C 10 minutes Into rewarming

re-establishing much of the Initial capacity of the donor's chest to yield

heat. This experiment revealed that there Is no compelling reason for the

heat donor to continual'ly change the area of his body which Is in contact with
the heat recipient.



3. 0 EXP ER IMEHT PROTOCOL

3. I Methodol o

It was recognized at the outset that physical exertion by the

subjects during the transition from floating fn the cold water to rewarmlng

could affect their responses to the therapies. To minimize this effect

a "chair I I ft" apparatus was lnsta'lied  see Figure I 1-2! to permit effort-

less entering and exit Ing of the Immersion tank. To further stabilize the

subjects' condition during this transition, their cold-protection equipment

and clothing were removed by members of the research team after the subjects

had been Instructed to stand still and relax as much as possible.

The rewarmfng experiments were conducted us Ing the subjects whose

comparability of results obtained ln different experiments.

To ellmlnate effects of d'lurnal varfatlon the

immersion experiments were generally started around
I:00 p.m. each day. There was some variatlon ln
the start times of the rewarmlngs but they generally
began between 3:00 and 4:00 p.m.

Parti ci pat Ion In immersion experiments, and hence
rewa rmlngs, required that the subjects have taken
no med feat/on or alcohol for 24 hours or food or
tobacco for 2 hours.

The temperature ln the research area was subject to
some control. An attempt was made to conduct each
rewarmlng in 21.1'C room air. Table II-3 shows the mean
ambient dry bulb temperatures and re'lative humldlt les
exlstlng during the conduct of each rewarming therapy.

As mentioned earl Ier the "dry" therapfes were performed
while the subjects were ln the standardized position on
the foam rubber mattress covered by the acrylic blanket.

4.

Because of the vo'lunteer's freedom to withdraw from the

experiments at any poInt, It could not be assumed that
each would perform each therapy once. As the experiment
program proceeded, subjects were assigned to therap'les
to maximize the useful comparisons among their experf"
ments If they continued no further. The resuftlng
assignment of subjects to therapies ls Indicated fn Table
11-4. The letters In the "Body-to-body" column Indicate
the initial of the heat donor from Table I I � I who partici-
pated In each experIment. No subject was al lowed to
experience any therapy more than once.

5
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morphology is described In Tab'le Il-2. The experiments were conducted between

July 7, I978 and April 27, }979. A number of steps were taken t! assure



F I GURE I I -2

HYDRAULIC CHAIR LIFT



TABLE I I-2
REWARMING SUBJECTS PHYSICAL CHARACTER I ST ICS

TABLE II-3
COMPARISON OF MEAN AMBIEhIT TEMPERATURES AND

RELATIVE HUMIDITIES DURING REWARMING THERAPIES

Relative Humidit �!Temperature  oC!
S.D.Mean

Spon ta neous Rewa rmi ng
Trunk Immersion

Inhalation Therapy
Heating Pads
Plumbed Garment

Inhalation + Heating Pads
Inhalation + Plumbed Garment

Body-to-Body

22. 2

22. 7
21. 1

21.3

21,2

22 3
21.3
21.8

1.1

2 ' 3
0.6

1.4
0.2

2.4

0.8
1.4

56. 4
59.0
51- 7
58.7
6>.3
6W.2

6O.6
58. 1

3.8
4.0
3.4
5.1
2.6
5.1

6.2
6.6



TAeLE I I-4
ASS IGNHENT OF SU8JECTS TO REWARHING THERAPIES

* Letters in this column Indicate the heat donor  from Tab1e I I-I!
partlclpatlng In each experiment

l5



The original experiment protocol involved monitoring on each subject

six skin temperatures  great toe, thigh, groin, subscapu'far, bicep and

forearm!, rectal temperature �5 cm depth!, tympanic membrane temperature,

ECG and blood pressure. However, tympanic membrane temperature measure-

m< nt was discontinued after only a few experiments. This was due to the

discomf'ort and risk of injury to the tympanic membrane resulting from the

impingement upon the temperature probes by various cold-protection devices

worn during the immersion phase of the experiment. As a result, the esti-

mation of body "core' temperature was based solely upon measurements made

in the rectum,

xperiment

it was anticipated in planning the experiment program that conducting

an investigation of rewarming therapies integrated into an investigation of

cold-protection devfces as diverse as those considered in this study

could complicate the fnterpretat Ion of the rewarmfng resu'lts. This
anticipation was based on the notion that variation ln the amounts of cooling

and rates of cooling experfen~ed by the subj ects due to varfat fons in the
protective equipment mIght af/ect the apparent performance of the therapies.
Of these two rewarming lnft'Ial cond It Ions  amount of cooling and rate of

cooling! it was thought that the amount of cooling might be the more sfgnlficant.

Therefore, a method of controlling the design of the experiment was adopted

which sought to distribute this factor as uniformly as possible across the

therapies. The specific control parameter util Ized was the mean amount of

coo'ling that occurred prior to the initiation of rewarming  Including the

period of transition From cooling to rewarmlng!. This parameter was controlled

by adjusting assignments of coo'led subjects to rewarmlng therapies. Thus

the scheduling of rewarming therapies was done In a two-stage manner. A pre-

liminary assignment was, made on the basis of the anticipated course of the

cooling phases of exper'Iments to be performed ln a given afternoon. Then

when changes in this course occurred  e. g., due to ear'ly termination of cooling

at the request of the subject! adjustments to the therapy ass'fgnment were

made to balance the anticipated final values of the control parameter. These

final values are shown, along with the mean rates of coolfng preceding each

therapy, In Table fl-g.



TABLE I I -5

MEAN INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR REWARMING THERAPIES

Rate of Cooling*
 oC/hr!

Prior Cooling
 oC!Number of

Mean

<Based on last 30 minutes prior to ini t iation of rewarming.

The mean cooling prior to each therapy exhibits a range of only 0.18 C  from 1.26
to 1.44 C!. It was, of course, not possible to simultaneously control the distri-

bution of rates of cooling among the therapies. This exhibits a range of 0.41 C/hr
 from 0.44 to 0.85oC/hr!. The three therapies for which mean rate of cooling is

somewhat lower than the rest are trunk immersion, inha!ation + plumbed garment and

body-to-body heat exchange.

One final convention was adopted to censor nonrepresentative results from the

analysis. Rewarming data was used from an experiment only if at least 0.5oC
cooling was experienced by the subject prior to the initiation oF rewarming. This

level of cooling was selected, based on the results of early experiments, as being

a reasonable cutoff point for evaluating the treatment of hypothermia. This

restriction resulted in rewarming data being obtained in only 72 of the 90 cold-

immersion experiments performed.

3.3 Instrumentation

The instrumentation used to monitor temperature data in this study was a II

manufactured by Yellow Springs Instruments, Skin temperatures were measured

with a Model 44TD, 12-channel monitor �0 C face sweep! using Model 409 probes

 I.I second time constant! taped to the skin. Rectal and esophageal tempera-

tures were measured with a Model 46TUC, 6-channel monitor �1 C face sweep!

using Model 401 probes �.0 second time constant!.

I7

Spontaneous Rewarming
Trunk Immersion

Inhalation Therapy
Heating Pads
Plumbed Garment

Inhalation + Heating Pads
Inhalation + Plumbed Garment

Body-to-Body

10

9 9
9 8
10 8
9

1.44
1.42

1.41
1.34
1*39
1. 43
l. 28
1.26

.68

.42

.70

.52

.64

~ 55
.62
.63

Mean S. D.

.82 0 73

.62 0,58

.79 1.25

.81 0.96

.85 1,01

.85 1. 26

.44 0. 37

.68 0.59



4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Basis of Evaluation

The evaluation of the performance of' the selected rewarmfng therapies

Is based on three descriptive parameters of thermal response illustrated,

for a typica'I experiment, in Figure 11-3. The parameters are the following.

Afterdrop

2. Recovery perfod

3. Rate of rewarmlng

Afterdrop is taken to be the magnItude of the maximal depression
In rectal temperature occurring after the fnltiatfon of rewarmlng.
The "recovery" period Is defined to be the time required for the rectal
temperature to return to the level that It exhibited at the Initiation of
rewarming. The determination of the "rate of rewarm'Ing" is based upon the
response durfng the f'Irst 30 minutes after the occurrence of the minimum
tempe rature, or, if less than 30 minutes data was obtained, It was based
upon the entirety of this data. These three parameters are regarded as
adequately descrfbing the response of core temperature  as approximated

by rectal measurement! to rewarmfng treatment.

4.2 Ex eriment Results

The results of the rewarmfng experiments are summarized In Table ii-6
This table gives, for each of the three descript'fve parameters, the man
value and standard error of the mean  S.E.M.! occurring with each of

the therapies.

As expected, trunk Immersion exhibited the sma'liest mean afterdrop and
mean recovery period and the largest mean rate of rewarming. Of the "portab'ie"
therapies, the afterdrop occurring during spontaneous rewarmlng was essentially
as small as any. By comparison, body-to-body heat exchange exhfbited a 6I
percent fncrease In afterdrop and a 19 percent Increase In recovery period,
but also a 35 percent Increase in rate of rewarmlng. Of the 8 subJects Indi-
cated in Table II-4 to have received both spontaneous rewarmlng and body-to-

body heat exchange, 5 exper'fenced more afterdrop and 5 experienced a longer
recovery period with body-to-body heat exhcange, but 6 experienced more rapid
rewarmlng with It ~



FIGURE I I-3

T IME" TEMPERATURE PROF ILE:
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Inhalation rewarmlng also produced as I lttle afterdrop as any

portable therapy. This was not Improved by augmenting lt with the heat'ing
pads or the plumbed garment. Augmenting Inhalatlon therapy with the
plumbed garment shortened the recovery perfod by 35 percent and Increased
the rate of rewarmlng by about 8 percent. Five subjects received fnhalatlon
therapy and Inhalation In combination with the plumbed garment. With the
combinatfon, 3 experienced 'less afterdrop, only I experienced an 'increase

In the recovery period and only 2 experIenced a decrease In the rate of
rewarming. Augmenting Jnhalatlon with the heating pads shortened the
recovery period by l04 but also exh'ib'ited a reductfon In mean rate of
rewarming of about 22 percent. Seven subjects received fnhalatlon therapy
and inhalation ln combination with the heat Ing pads. With the combinatfon,

only 3 experienced less afterdrop, only 3 experienced shorter recovery
periods and only 3 experIenced fncreases in the rate of rewarmlng.

Comparing inhalat ion comb'fned with the heating pads to spontaneous

rewarmfng, the active rewarmlng results In the same afterdrop as spon-
taneous rewarmlng but ft affects a 28 percent reduction ln the mean
recovery period and a 32 percent increase ln the mean rate of rewarmfng.
Of the 7 subjects who experienced both spontaneous rewarmlng and Inhalatfon
combined with the heatfng pads, 5 experienced less afterdrop with the active
rewarmlng, 6 experienced shorter recovery periods but only 3 experienced an

increase ln rate of rewarmfng.

Finally, comparing inhalation combined with the plumbed garment
spontaneous rewarm'ing, the, active rewarming fs seen to affect essentially
no change in mean afterdrop but a 40 percent reduction In mean recovery
period and a 95 percent Increase in the mean rate of rewarmlng. Of the 5
subjects who experienced both spontaneous rewarming and Inha'lat ion comb'ined
with the plumbed garment, 4 experienced less afterdrop with the act'ive re-
wa rml ng, 3 experienced shorter recovery periods and 4 experienced greater
rates of rewarm'ing.

4. 3 Si nlf'icance of DIfferences Amon Thera Ies

Many comparisons among the therapies are possible for each of the three
performance parameters. A common approach to 'fnvestfgating these differences
fs analysis of variance  AhtOVAj. The AMOVA would reveal whether or not Qny

significant differences exist among the therapies. If sign fflcant differences
are Ind Icated to exIst they may then be identified by applying one of several



post-ANOVA techniques. One of the requirements for ANOVA to be used is

that the parameter varlances wl thin al I therapies must be the same.

Because of the unl forml ty of sample sizes, examination of the standard

errors of the means given In Table Il-6 lnd'Icates that this assumption is

not warranted. Therefore, to assess the signlflcance of the dtfferences

among the therapies all possible palrwlse comparisons among them were

examined with the Behrens-Fisher t-Test. This yields a test statistic

which is known to be approximate] y dlstrlbuted accord'Ing to the Student's-t

distribution and It yle'Ids an estimate of the degrees of freedom corresponding

to the test stat'Istic. These could be used to determine whether or not the

differences are significant at some given level of significance. But

this conveys less information than Is ava'flable. The level of s'Ignif icance

at which each difference ls slgnlflcant has been computed. This is often

referred to as the "probability of a larger t" ~

The ieveis of s Ignificance  one-tail rejection region! are shown for
comparisons in afterdrop in Table 11-7, for compar'isons ln recovery period

in Table Il-8, and for comparisons ln rate of rewarming In Table 11-9.

The appearance of a number In a cell of these tables indicates that the

therapy correspond1ng to the cell's row Is superior to the therapy corres-

ponding to the cell's column at the level of signlflcance g'Iven by the

number in the cell. For exampIe the .08 ln the first row of Table II-7

Indicates that trunk Immersion Is superior to inhalatlon therapy  wIth

regard to afterdrop! at the .08 level of sign'Ificance. This means that If

the afterdrop associated with these two therapies are Identical, the prob-

ability of getting the experimental results obtai ned with them due to
randomness Is .08. To find h'Ighly significant d Ifferences, one should scan

these tables for small numbers. For convenience, the cells containing

significance levels of about I 0 percent or 'less have been circled. Levels

above 10 percent are generally not regarded as truly sign'Iflcant.

It Is a positive indication for a therapy to have many circles in its

row and a negative 'indlcat ion for a therapy to have many circles in Its

column. Thus In regards to afterdrop, Table 11-7 Indicates spontaneous

rewarming, lnhalatlon rewarmlng, inhaiat'Ion combined with the heating pads

and Inhalation comb'ined with the plumbed garment to be the best of the

portable therapies and heating pads and the p'lumbed garment are indicated

to be the least attractive among the therapies. Slmi'Iarly, Table II-B

22



TABLE I I-7
COHPARI SOB DP AIT ERDPDPS AHDNG THEM> IE5

TABLE II-8
CDHPARISDII OF RECDVERY PERIODS AHDNG THERAPIES

TABLE I 'I

COHPARISOHS OF REIdARHIHG RATES AHOLD THERAPIES

23



indicates that regarding recovery period, inha1 at ion combined wi th the

plumbed garment Is attract fve. No particu'lar therapy of the portable
ones Is indicated by Table I 1-9 to be attractive regarding rate of

rewarming. However, while the significance levels are not small,
'fnhalat ion combined with the plumbed garment 'Is superior to more

of the other therapies  al I but trunk Immersion! than any other portable

the rapy.

4.4 Correlations of Results wfth
Ex erfment Initial Conditions

To determine the ro'le that variation ln rewarming 'Inltla'I condftlons

 amount of cooling and rate of cooling! plays ln determ'Ining the outcome
of the rewarmlng experiments, the correlations between each of the three
rewarming performance parameters and each of the lnlt'lal conditions was
Investigated. Pearson's product-moment correlation coefflcfent was
calculated for each combfnatfon of performance parameter and 'Initial condi-
tion for each rewarmfng therapy. Table It-10 shows the correlation co-
efficients resulting from correlating afterdrop with each of the In'Itlal
conditions. None of the r values has magnitude exceeding 0,71. Table
II-II gives the results for correlat'fons between recovery period and each
of the Initial conditions. The magnitudes of these coefffc lents are also
1'lmfted to 0.7I. The correlations 'Involving rate of rewarmlng, shown In
Table ll-l2, range to larger values with 2 of them having magnftudes above

0.8.

materIal!y 'influenced by vartat'lon In

a consequence of this finding 'lt Is

rewarmlng experiements into the pro-

Ially detract from the vallcllty of

recalled that the rewarmfng experiment

among the therapies such that valid

'If thfs 'Initial condition had been

of the rewarmlng experiments were not

the rewarmlng 'In I tl af cond f tions. As

concluded that the IntegratIon of the

tect'lon equipment tests did not mater

the rewarmlng results. I t should be

des i gn balanced the amount of cooling

results could have been obtained even

found to correlate reliably with one or more therapy performance parameters.

24

Based on the 48 correlation coefficients ln Tables II-IO through !1-12,
only 2 of which have magnitudes above 0 8, It Is roncluded that the results



TABLE I I-IO

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR AFTERDROP

THERAPY

.7ISpontaneous Rewarmlng

Trunk Immersion

.70

.56 .25

.22Inhalation Rewarming

Heating Pads

~ 2 2

.44. I2

.63.I6Plumbed Garment

inhalation + H.P.

Inhalation + P.G.

Body-to- Body

.08 .27

50~ 22

-.49 .I3

TABLE II-II

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RECOVERY PERIOD

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

RATE OF COOLINGTHERAPY AMOUNT OF COOLING

" 07 -.07

I7

-.25

.27

.23

. IO

.05

� jl

- 43

TABLE I I-12

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR RATE OF REMARMING

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

RATE OF COOt.INGAMOUNT OF COOLINGTHERAPY

.OS .03

.64 .03

.85

.42

.92

.4I

.4I~ 59

~ 23 .Oi

.73

.74

.72

-37
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Spontaneous Rewarming

Trunk Immersion

Inhalation Rewarming

Heating Pads

P'Iumbed Garment

Inha'Iatlon + H.P.

Inha'Iat'Ion + P.G.

Body-to-Body

Spontaneous Rewarming

Trunk Immersion

Inhalation Rewarmlng

Heating Pads

Plumbed Garment

tnhalat ion + H.P.

Inhalation + P.G.

Body-to-Body

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

AMOUNT OF COOLING RATE OF COOLING

I9

�,36

-.2I

� .46

� .67



5.0 A00ITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Late In the sequence of experiments, one took place ln which only

about 0.3'C net coo'I Ing occurred durIng the 3-hour cold immersion.

Because this d'id not meet the 0.5'C min'fmum cool Ing crlterfony no attempt

was made to obtain data using one of the 8 rewarmfng therapies included

in this research. SInce the hot bath had been prepared and was not going

to be used for a rewarmlng experiment, the subject was Invited to sit fn

It to rewarm for comfort. Before enter'lng the 35'C  95'F! water;h'Is skin

temperatures were as follows.

The subject entered the tub unassisted and assumed a seated position. His

feet, legs and torso up to the waist 'level were immersed In the hot water.

The surface temperatures of hfs toe and th'Igh Immediately warmed to 33.0 C.

Fol lowing an In I t f a l sma I I r I se, rectal temperature fel 1 by 0. 59'C in
a 14 minute period. As shown In Figure I I-4, this represents an Increase ln

the rate of rectal temperature reduction of an order of magnitude as com-

pared to the last 30 minutes before entering the tub. After some f1uctuat'Ion

near the m'fnfmum temperature, a recovery of 0.44'C occurred In a l9 minute

period for a rewarmlng rate of I ~ 39 C/hr ~

If afterdrop was a manifestation of a conductive heat transfer phenomenon,

as was suggested by Golden and Hervey �977!, one would expect to see after-

drop proceed initial ly at the same rate as did cool lng late 'In the cold

immersion. The rate of afterdrop, when measured rectally and with legs and

lower torso Immersed In warm water, should then begin to decrease In a con-

tfnuous fashion unt Il It ls smoothly reversed. The rise ln rectal temperature

should proceed In It ial ly at an increasing rate followed by a period of slowing
in the rate of warmfng as the temperature approaches fts normal level  ft Is
assumed that the warm water would be at a temperature near normal core temperature! .

Th Is response Is, of course, Idealized and normal "blolog Ical vari ation"
'is to be expected. However, the precipitous Increase In the rate of rectal
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temperature reduction  while Initially sitting in the hot water! as

compared to the rate prevail ing pr for to entering the ho't water, trans-

cends one which can easily be explained as a bioiogical variation of a

conductive heat transfer phenomenon. It probably resulted from the

increased return of blood to the body core  rectum! after having yielded

much of i ts heat to per I pheral t I ssues  legs! ~

Two weeks later, a proper trunk Immersion rewarming was done with

the same subject fol lowing a 191-minute cold fmmers ion. The protocol

described in Section 2. 2 of this paper was followed. The net cooling

prior to rewarming was 0.93'C and the rate of cooling over the last 30

minutes prior to rewarming was 0.38'C/hr. FIgure Il-5 compares the course

of rectal temperature during this trunk immersion to that occurring wh'Iie

the subject was seated fn the hot water. It may be seen that during the

trunk Immersion no afterdrop occurred. This is taken as an indication

that the immersion of the legs during the earlier rewarming played a

causal role in promoting the precipitous afterdrop seen at that time.
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6, 0 I NTERP RETAT I ON OF RE SULTS
OBTAINED WITH MILD HyPOTHERMIA

There exists a need to make cer tain compensations in evaluating the

resul ts of these exper fments since on'Iy mild hypothermia was addressed.

The subjects were al 1 heel thy, conscious and shivering vigorously at the

time rewarmfng was Initiated. Vfctfms of profound hypothermfa may be

expected to exh'fbft reduced or ext fngufshed shivering thermogenesfs and

a very much reduced respfratory minute volume  RMV!. Compensations are

~ ecessary In selecting treatment methods for the differences between this

laboratory condition and the real world of profoundly-cold patients. These

compensations may be Imperfect but they are unavoidable since rewarming-therapy

research is restricted to mild hypothermia as a concession to subject safety.

The primary compensations are discussed In the following paragraphs.

6. I Reduced Res Iratory Minute Volume

The reductions in a patient's RMV may be expected to reduce, more or

less proport.ionally, the ability of inhalation therapy to introduce heat

into the patient's core. This might degrade the recovery period and rate

of rewarming aspects of its performance more than its afterdrop avoidance,

But this is uncertain since it is not c'tear whether the afterdrop-avoidance

property of inhalation therapy derives more from the amount of heat imparted

or the manner in which it is imparted.

The most serious implication of the reduced RMV is the doubt it casts

on the performance of the combination therapies  inhalation p'Ius some mode

of selective surface heating!. As the inhalation components of the combina-

tion therapies take on diminished roles in treatment, the combination

therapies begin to resemble conceptually the heating pads and plumbed garment

therapies. The question is, would the combination therapies continue to

perform relatively as well as they did with mildly-cooled subjects or would

their relative performances more closely resemble those of the selective

surface heating therapies,

30



6.2 De ressed Shl verin Thermo enes ls

In these experiments sh1vering thermogenesls was a major contributor to

the uptake of heat Involved ln rewarming ~ There are some fndlcations that

therapies Involving surface heatfng were negatively effected by their pro-
pensity to diminish shivering thermogenesis earl ier than occurred without the

surface heatfng. For example, the 7 subjects who experienced both

spontaneous rewarming and body-to-body heat transfer, and for whom oxygen

uptake rates were measured early In rewarmIng  first 10 minutes!, 5 subjects
exhibI ted larger rates when rewarmfng spontaneous'Iy. One mfght expect that
If no shiver'Ing had been present durIng ~an of these rewarmlngs, the oppor-
tunity wou'Id not have existed for th! s ref at 1ve penalty to occur. The

specific effects of the diminution of shivering should have Included reducing
the rate of rewarmfng and lengthening the recovery period ~ Therefore, in
compensating for the depression of shivering thermogenesfs, one would expect
with surface heating, fmprovement in recovery period and rate of rewarmfng
relative to those therapies involving no surface heating.

Ho~ever, the primary deficIency with surface heating was fn afterdrop,

not recovery period or rate of rewarmlng. Shlverilng probab'ly tends to

promote atterdrop through I ts stimulation of blood supply to the musculature

involved. Some of this musculature will be in the extremities. This shivering-
induced component of afterdrop was present In the rewarmings performed with

all therapies in thfs research. However, to the extent that surface heatfng

reduces shivering, this component should have been smaller with the therapies

involving surface heating. fven so, the therapies cons 1st'Ing on1y of surface

heating exhibited the largest mean afterdrops of all. If no shivering had

been present  and therefore no shivering-Induced afterdrop had occurred! with

any of the therapies, then the afterdrops observed with surface heatfng only,

should have compared even less favorably to those with other therapies.

There certainly is no reason to expect the absence of shivering to improve

the afterdrop performance of surface heating relative to the other therapies.



7.0 SVMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Reviewing the experimental results presented In Section 4, it may

be seen that of the portable therapies, spontaneous rewarming, Inhalation

the rapy, Inhalation combined with the heating pads and Inhalation combined

with the plumbed garrent afford superior performance with respect to after-

drop avoidance. The only one of these four therapies affording a statistically-

significant advantage with respect to the next most Important criterion

 recovery period minimization! Is inhalatlon combined with the piumbed garment
although inhalatlon combined with the heating pads 'ls near'Iy as good. The

results relating to the last criterion  rate of rewarmlng mazimlzation! weakly

support a selection of inhalation combined with the plumbed garment-

The question arises as to the real benefit ot augmenting inhaiatlon

therapy with a plumbed garment as opposed to heating pads. Reviewing the

comparisons between these two therapies in Tables Il-j, 11-8, and 11-9, one
sees that Inhalatlon combined with the plumbed garment affords slightly

smaller afterdrop and shorter recovery periods but that these differences

are not significant, statisticaily or subjectively. The plumbed garment

affords a more significant Improvement In rewarmlng rates' lt therefore

seems likely that 'Inhalation could be augmented with any selective surface

heating modality to produce afterdrops and recovery periods generally similar

to those seen In thIs study with the plumbed garment. By "selective" it ls

meant that the surface heating ls a Imed at the same general areas addressed

in this study. The rate of rewarmlng may be subject to more control through

selection of surface heat'Ing modality, since a relatively large difference

was seen between the rates resulting with the two moda'lit'ies used In this

study when combined with lnha'Iat Ion therapy.

It Is Important to notice that the heating pads and the plumbed garment,

when applied without Inhalatlon therapy, were associated with the greatest

mean afterdrops observed in these experiments. Also their recovery per'Iods

were not signlf'Icantly shorter than the longest ones seen. This indicates

that surface heating, even when done selectively as ln this study, is not

the most efflcac'Ious approach.

The combination therapies were found In these experiments to be most

attractive In the context of al'I three performance parameters. Therefore,
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one could select one of these therapies and achieve top performance in

terms of afterdrop avoidance without having to make concessions in

recovery period and rate of rewarming. This fortuitous resui t would

rel ieve the necessity for concern over imperfect ions in rectal estimates

of deep core temperature if consideration of the differences between mild

and profound hypothermia were not necessary. The behavior of a combination

therapy is unknown in treating hypothermia of various severities and with

various levels of respiratory disfunction. If the relative contribution

of the inhalation component diminishes as RMV decreases then the performance

of the combination therapy might closely resemble that of selective surface

heating alone, The corresponding changes in afterdrop avoidance would, on

the basis of these experiments, deteriorate from the best to the worst

achievable. The problem of choosing would not be so troublesome if the

surface heating alone had not performed so poorly regarding afterdrop.

Therefore, inhalatian therapy alone seems to be the prudent choice for

t reatment when afterd rop can not be tol erat 'd  profound hypothermia! .
However, the use of Inhalation therapy alone when RMV is depressed can

be expected to result in reduced rates of rewarming and possibly protracted

recovery periods as compared to a combination therapy. The afterdrop encountered

would depend much more upon the manner in which the patient is handled than

upon intrinsic aspects of the inhalation therapy. This is indicated by the

similarities of the mean afterdrops observed in thses experiments with

spontaneous rewarming and inhalation therapy, Therefore, whi'Ie inhalation

therapy alone does not increase rates of rewarming and may not reduce

recovery periods  compared to spontaneous rewarming! as much as it does

when combined with the plumbed garment, its use alone with very 'Iow RMV's

would not promote afterdrop, as the combination therapies likely would.

Anticipating the cardiac irritability normally associated with profound

hypothermia, consideration should be given to leaving such patients clothed

to avoid the mechanical irritation involved in undressing them. Their surface

is probably at thermal equilibrium with their wet clothing by the time they

are rescued from the cold water and treatment can be initiated. However,

it should be extremely important that they be wrapped in a material capable

of doing the foIlowing three things.

I. prov~ ~ng effective thermal insulation «om the pat~ent
environment.
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Preventing evaporation from the wet clothing which wouId affect
further heat drain from the patient.

3- Maintaining its thermal insulation property whtle exposed
water.

A normal blanket would not possess properties 2 and 3 and most sleeping

bags would not. The device surrounding the patient would have to be

resistant to water impinging upon it From the inside and the outside. If

any of these three properties can not be satisfied, then all wet clothing
should be removed. In any case, outer garments holding large quantities

of water should be removed.

If inhalation therapy is used alone, provisions should be made for care-

ful handling for a protracted period of time  until core rewarming is well
underway!. Selective surface heating could be added to the inhalation
therapy once rewarming is underway and the threat of serious afterdrop has
passed. But this would be minor participation in the treatment after the

critical period has passed.

One would expect that most hypothermia victims are recovered before
experiencing severely depressed RMV's. For these individua'Is the combina-
tion therapy is to be preferred. The exact RHV below which the use of a
combination therapy is contraindicated can not be determined from these

experiments.

The use of body-to- body heat exchange, which has been widely recommended
for use in circumstances where no other treatment is feasible, must be

discouraged in treating profound hypothermia. The moderate surface heating
would be expected to promote greater afterdrop than might occur if the
victim were well insulated from his environment, handIed with great care

and transported to a facility capable of rendering trea tment. With hypothermia
known to be mild, body-to-body heat exchange might offer desirable shortening
of total rewarming time  by increasing the rate of rewarming! and some subjec-
tive improvement in the patient's condition but some additional afterdrop
can be expected. If uncertainty exists concerning the severity of the
hypothermia, it would be prudent not to risk precipitating an afterdrop
that could be dangerous.

An additional problem that exists with body-to-body heat exchange is
the potential for it to be applied differently than was done in this research
and, in the process, to promote even greater afterdrop than has been indicated
here. In this research, body contact was restricted to the upper-body
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regfon of the subject. An over-zealous heat donor might reason that If a

I ittle contact fs good, then a Iot Is better ~ The resul ting 'fncrease ln the

surface warming of' arms and legs cou'ld promote even more afterdrop than

resu'its wIth upper-body contact. This potential for mlsapplicat fon of body-

to-body heat exchange Is perhaps the most troubl Ing aspect of even a qualified

recommendat'fon for Its use.

The question arfses, might the body-to-body heat exchange treatment be

more effective ff it is applied to parts of the pat'fents body other than

the back. It cou'fd easily be applfed to the chest, for example. The thermo-

graphs of Hayward, et al.  f973! showed the chest of a normothermlc man to

radIate more heat than his back. Thus a chest-to-chest arrangement might

offer some heat transfer advantage after the recipients chest-surface

vasculature had dilated. However, the thermographs show the back and chest

of a man who had held still for 15 minutes in cold water to radiate the

same amount of heat. Therefore, one would expect no heat transfer advantage

during Initial rewarmlng for the chest-to-chest arrangement. It is qufte

possible that one could accurately regard the heating pads therapy as indicating

a Iimit to performance which may be achieved by improvements to body-to-body

heat exchange. The heating pads were placed on the areas thought to maximize

heat transfer. fn terms of recovery period and rate of rewarmlng there fs

abundant potential Indicated for refinement of the body-to-body heat exchange

approach. However, afterdrops avoidance Is the single most Important con-

sideratlon in the treatment of profound hypothermia. The potential for

afterdrop avoidance through refinements to body-to-body heat exchange Is not

Indicated, by the results seen with the heating pads, to be attractive.

A final comment on trunk Immersion therapy fs fn order. This therapy

has been used only as a standard of comparison for the eva'Iuatlon of therapies

thought to be candidates for use in the field. Trunk fmmersfon fs Impractical

for such use. However, serious attempts should be made to design and evaluate

specia'I equipment to a'flow t runk- Immersion-I fke treatment In the rescue envl ron-

ment. If these attempts are successful, wfdely d ifferent results would be

achievable depending upon the water temperature used . Research would be requ i red

to refine techniques for using such equipment to minimize rfsk of afterdrop and

hypovolemic shock. Inhalatfon therapy should be used In combInation with this

equipment for Its ancillary benefits and, In the interim, inhalation therapy

represents the treatment of choice for use in the fIeld.
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POSITION STATEMENT: Airway Rewarming and Afterdrop

R. Michael Harnett

Clemson Univera i.ty

AFT ERDROP

The occurrence of fatal,ities among victims of hypothermia soon after

their rescue and removal from the cold has been described in the literature.

Explanations for this so-called "post-rescue collapse" have been sought to

provide a basi.s for refining methods of treatment to eliminate these pre-

sumably-avoidable deaths. Probably the best explanations axe

1. Cardiac fibrillation resulting from afterdrop

in the temperature of the myocardium pxomoted

by peripheral vasodilatation

2. Hypovolemic shock resulting from peripheral

vasodilatation and secondary to coRd-induced

reductions in blood volume

Post-rescue collapse is generally cited during the first half hour after

rescue and is probably distinct from fatalities reported to occur during

the l~er stages of rewarming.

The occurrence of afterdrop in "core" temperature has been reported to

occur' at the heart site following surgical hypothermia. The details of one

such report suggest that the afterdrop results from the blood-vascular re-

distribution of heat. Many observations of afterdrop in rectal temperature

have been reported following mild, experimental hypothermia. Since core

temperatures at various sites  rectum, esophagus, stomach, right atrium!

are known not to respond to cooling and rewarming in a concerted way, the

significance to cardiac fibrillation of afterdrops in rectal temperature

is questionable.

Rewazming experiments with deeply cooled, lightly anesthetized pigs

have indicated that rectal measurements overestimate the afterdrop in tempera-

ture at the right atrium when rewarming is accomplished by hot bath. It was

also shown that rectal and gastric afterdrops occurred even when circulation

was stopped at the beginning of rewarming. On the basis of these results,

some have claimed that afterdrop does not affect the temperature of the

myocardium and that rectal afterdrop is a conductive heat transfer phenomenon.



The inference is drawn that peripheral vasodilatation is of no real concern

and that surface heating may be practiced with impunity.

The results of these pig experiments should be interpreted cautiously.

The hot bath rewarming is widely recognized to minimize afterdrop as com-

pared to other techniques of rewarming. Therefore, it makes a weak case

against the occurrence of afterdrop at any particular coze site. Furthermore,

the pig is a particularly poor analog for man with respect to peripheral

vascularization. It has only about 15 percent of its mass in its limbs corn-

pared to 40 percent for man and t' he difference between hoofs and hands and

feet are obvious. Therefore, the pig makes s. weak case against the occurr-

ence of afterdrop promoted by peripheral vasodllatation.

A better understanding of the nature of afterdrop is a prerequisite

for selecting proper methods for managing profound hypathermia, particularly early

in the post-recovery period. Its propensity to occur at the heart site

and the causal involvement of circulatory heat transport must be learned. Of

course this is made difficult by the need to investigate thermal events at

the heart site during profound hypothermia. Even if humans value.teer to accept

the small risks due to instrumentation, profound hypothermia may not safely

be induced. Experiments with primates present an opportunity to obtain data

with a more faithful human analog than has previously been used. This research

approach should be pursued.

AIRWAY REWARMING

The conclusions of published experimental work with airway rewarming vary

radically. These conclusions are generally based on afterdrops and rewarming

rates observed in experiments with mildly hypothermic volunteers or profoundly

cold animals. Variations among experimental canditions and techniques for

performing zewarming may explain much of the difference in results and con-

clusions. These are too many and too detailed to be reviewed here.

An extremely important consideration in treating profound hypothermia is

the minimization of afterdrop at the heart site. Hot bath has been shown to

be very effective in minimizing rectal afterdrop. However, its inherent lack

of portability and concern over the effects of very rapid rewarming of pro-

foundly caId victims deter its use during the early stage of treatment.

Moderate applications of surface heat have been shown to be counterproductive,



even when selectively applied. Peritoneal irrigation is beyond the

capabi1ity of EÃI''s ~

The afterdrop accompanying airway rewarming has been indicated to

relate variously to that seen during spontaneous rewarming of vigorously�

shivering subjects. The benefit of the airway rewarming has been shown

to range from insignificant to significant. Additional concern is raised

by the prospects for reduced effectiveness in treating profound hypothermia,

with its associated depressions of respiration. No serious negative effects

are known to accompany airway rewarrning. The best case for its use may be

based upon the following:

1. Cessation of respiratory heat loss and some

warming of pulmonary vasculature.

2. Thermal stimulation of mucociliary transport

and vapor treatment of pulmonary congestion.





Dr. John Hayward
Department of Biology

University of Victoria
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A pioneering leader in hypothermia research and cold water
survival, Dr. Hayward has been involved with physiological
responses and survival techniques of man in cold water for
7 years. Ee earned his Ph.D. in comparative physiology
from the University of British Columbia and currently serves
on the faculty of the University of Victoria. His research
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behavioral variables on the cooling rate of man in cold
water and the thermal balance and survival time prediction
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tection packet  Mustang Coat! for which he holds patents
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ABSTRACT

Cardiac Temperature During Rewarming From Hypothermia

Or. J. Hayward
Department of Biology

University of Victoria

Core rewarming is now advocated for victims with severe hypothermia.
Experimental evaluation of techniques to accompiish such rewarming
has been limited by the difficulty of measuring the temperature o'
the most important core tissue, namely the heart. This report describes
the findings on the temperatures of the heart  by catheterization of
the pulmonary artery!, esophagus, gastrointestinai, auditory canal,
and rectal regions during three rewarmings of a conscious subject from
mild hypothermia. Rewarming methods were: shivering alone; airway
rewarming; and hot bath immersion. The results show:

1. Cardiac temperature is closely approximated by esophageal temperature
no matter which rewarming technique is used.

2. There is a considerable differential between cardiac temperature and
rectal temperature during rewarming.

3 ~ Airway rewarming shows the least afterdroo of core temperatures, and
rewarms the heart faster than shivering alone.

Al though i t i s not recommended that esophagea I temperature be used for
monitoring of core temperature of severely hypothermic persons in the
f ie id or during transport to hospi ta 1, thi s s 1 te i s most appropriate
for experimental evaluation of core rewarming procedures.

A perspective regarding the large differential in temperature of various
core regions during rewarming from hypothermia wi11 be presented by the
example of arousal from hibernation.
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ABSTRACT

LIA.ISON COMMITTEE ON EMERGENCY RESCUE KQVIPMKNT
STUDIES OF EXPOSURE AND EXPOSURE SUITS 1943

Rf.chard C. Hiscock

The interest of the past decade ia hypothermia  exposure! and anti-exposure
clothing is of great interest to me.

We are indebted to Dr. John Hayward and others for making "hypothermia" part
of the language of survival. 3ut, until last year he was unaware of the studies
that were done oa exposure aad exposure suits by US and Canadian military during
the final years of WWII. It would appear that this research was "lost" at the
.end of the war. It is fortunate that a member of my family saved much of the
original information on these studies aad also on the c~ttee that was respon-
sible for them.

During early 1943 the Liaison Committee oa Emergeacy Rescue Equipmeat  ERE!
was established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff  JCS! under the direction of the Navy
Department Coordinator of Research aad Development, the Office of Strategic Ser-
vices  OSS! to furnish the fuads and personael to operate the committee . The
purpose of the committee was to "coordinate the work concerned with methods,
techaiques aad procedures for emergency rescue or with research, development and
production of emergency rescue equipment". Further ERE was to pronate the use
of this equipmeat among the various military and civilian services, and to maintain
liaison with other Allied agencies involved in similar efforts.

At the second meetiag of the committee the "Light-weight exposure unit" was
established as a priority aced. Several major conferences were held on the in-
creasing loss of life due to exposure  hypothermia! among downed fliers.
Subsequently tests were conducted on exposure suits that were developed to meet
this crisis aad the growing crisis in the merchant marine aad Navy. The most
significant tests were performed at Halifax NS  with the cooperation of the Royal
Canadian Armed Forces! in November 1943. Much was learaed regardiag: the affects
of cold water emersion oa survival time, types of clothing aad their relative
merit, aad design aad materials for exposure suits.

As the war came to a close the functions of ERE were transferred to Air Sea
Rescue and in September 1944 Air Sea Rescue became part of the Coast Guard.

ly piecing together the Information that I have, along with the recollections
of several participants, I hope to fill in some of the gape in the history of our
understanding of exposure sad efforts to develop clothing to mitigate its affects.
It will also be impdrtant to understand the nature of the ERE committee aad the
role it played in this important effort. Although it existed for less than one
year it made some very significant contributions aot only to our understaadiag of
exposure, but other areas of survival.

Some questions that occur: Why was all this information "lost", or was it,
aad what other significant aad historically valuable information was "lost"'? I
hope that by piecing together this information, it will spark the curiousity of
others who can help answer these aad other questions. It may be that in Learning
the accomplishments sad failures of the past we can save more lives ia the future.



DEVELOPMENT OF EXPOSURE SUITS

BY THE

LIAISON COMMITTEE FOR EMERGENCY RESCUE EQUIPMENT
1.94 3

RICHARD C. HISCOCK

INTRODUCTION

The interest of the past decade in exposure  hypothermia! is of great
interest to me, for the lethal effects of exposure and the development of
"exposure suits", during World War II, have been known to me all my life.

We are indeed indebted to Dr. John Hayward and others for rekindling our
concern. However, when discussing with him the work done during World War II,
I was intrigued that he was unfamiliar with the extensive research and devel-
opment that was done then. It appeared that much if this information was, or
is, "lost". We are fortunate, however, that members of my family, who parti-
cipated in those past efforts, saved much of the original documentation
concerning the research and development that was carried out in 1943 by The
Liaison Committee for Emergency Rescue Equipment. It is for this reason that
I am here today.

What I propose is to give you some background on the reasons for, and the
development of, The Liaison Committee for Emergency Rescue Equipment and its
eventual evolution into Air Sea Rescue; and specifically, a discussion of
their concern, research, and development that led to the production of exposure
suits for military personnel.

My effort has been to bring together information that heretofore has
apparently been unavailable to many of you, who are experts in the effects of
hypothermia and its prevention, in the hope that some may find this discussion
fascinating enough to !ustify further investigation into the recent history
of emergency rescue equipment.

PART I

THE LIAISON COMMITTEE FOR EMERGENCY RESCUE EQUIPMENT

Today it is assumed in the United States that the Coast Guard has always
been the primary service involved in air and sea rescue. While it is true
that the Coast Guard has carried on rescue work situ e its inception, it was
not until 1944 that the Coast Guard  then under the Navy Department! assumed
command of Air Sea Rescue �3!.

To fully appreciate the development of exposure suits during World War
Il, an understanding of the events preceeding the consolidation of Air Sea



Rescue in the Coast Guard is necessary, for it was between April 1943 and
earLy 1944 that much research and development was carried out by The Liaison
Corrnnirtee for Emergency Rescue Equipment.

The urgent need for air sea rescue was a direct result of the military
coirr ] let of World War II. This was the first time frr history that so many
ships and planes operated under such adverse weather and battle conditions.

The Bri.tish military learned, during the Battle of Britain, that a
coordinated effort was necessary to retrieve downed fliers, In February
1941 they established an Air Sea Rescue Service �3!.

In late 1941, when the United States entered the conflict, British
developments in Air Sea Rescue assisted the U.S. rescue effort; however,
the U.S. had no consolidated connnand for air sea rescue. In early 1943 there
was a concentrated effort to overcome the U.S. deficiency. It is this effort
that we will examine now.

Recognizing the necessity for a more coordinated effort, the U.S. Joint
Chiefs of Staff. on April 15, 1943 issued Nemorandurn for Information No. 58.
upi:rn i or Organization of Committee on Emergency Rescue Equipment", which
directea the Navy Department to coordinate the efforts of all services and
agencies with regard to research and development of emergency equipment, to
evaluate and disseminate information pertaining to emergency equipment, and
to maintain a liaison with other "United Nations" rescue efforts. A liaison
committee was appointed with representatives from the Navy Department, the
Army Air Forces, t: he Maritime Commission, the Office of Scientific Research
and Development, and the Office of Strategic Services �!.

On April 20th the Navy Department directed its Office of Coordinator of
Research and Development to head the Liaison Committee authorized in Nemorandurn
No. 58 �!.

On April 26th Assistant Coordinator of Research and Development, Captain
Lybrand Smith, requested all the agencies named in Memorandum No . 58 to
appoint a representative to the "Liaison Cormnittee on Emergency Rescue
Equipment" �!.

The substance of the first meeting of The Liaison Cormnittee, heLd on
Nay 4th, is contained in a letter of May 5th from Captain Smith to the
Comnrandant of the U.S. Coast Guard �!. Several important con.sideratians were
outlined. The Committee agreed to the need for:

-a Technical Aid to the Coordinator

-a Secretariat

-a Technical Literature Research Section and

-an Exhibit Section

The Of fice of Strategic Services  OSS! was requested to furnish personnel
 except the Technical Aide!, office and exhibit space, equipment and funding
for the Committee.



The choice of the Technical Aide was given special consideration. It
was agreed that "because of the vast experience of the Coast Guard in con-
nection with emergency rescue" that a Coast Guard officer "would be most fully
qualified to cover the whole broad subject." Further, since the outbreak of
the war, the Coast Guard had been developing special protective and emergency
equipment.

ln his le,tter to the Commandant, Captain Smith requests that "Lieutenant
Commander Hiscock  be! ordered to report for duty to the Coordinator of Re-
search and Development as Technical Aide for Emergen y Rescue Equipment" �!.
Earle F. Hiscock is my father; it is through him that I atn able to compile
this report.

Lieutenant Commander Hiscock had a varied career before joining the
Emergency Rescue Equipment Section  ERES! in May of 1943. He was born in
Maine in 1903, grew up in guincy, Massachusetts, spent much of his childhood
experimenting with ham radio. During World War I he served as a radio
operator in the U.S. Navy. Later he served in the same capacity aboard
fishing and merchant vessels. He attended Harvard College and graduated
from MIT in 1932 with a degree in Naval Architecture and Ship Operation.
During the depression he was a steamboat agent office manager in Portland,
Maine.

In 1935, after the Morro Castle and other passenger ship disasters, he
joined the Commerce Department, Steamboat Inspection Service  later the
Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation!, Technical Division. He
pioneered the development of new standards for U.S. passenger and merchant
vessels, applying modern principles of subdivision and fire protection,

In 1936 he transferred to the Inspection Division to serve as Assistant
Chief. Later he was released, by mutual agreement, to the Maritime Commis-
sion to supervise the construction of the first large passenger/transport
vessels to be built under the new government regulations. When construction
was completed in 1940, he returned to the Bureau as Chief of Inspection.

At the outbreak of the war he drafted safety regulations for all American
merchant vessels, including special equipment and installation requirements,
and authored �!: Wartime Safest Measures for Merchant Marine for the U.S.
Coast Guard.

In March of 1943 before the establishment of ERES, Commander Hiscock
conducted, for the Bureau, tests in Miami, Florida on lifesaving and rescue
equipment, including: signal mirrors, florescent dye, kites, night distress
signals, reflective buttons, life preserver lights, color visibility, and
the desirable angle for best visibility �!,*

It was because of his background in safety and his experience at sea
that Commander Hiscock joined ERES. Others, who assisted in the Miami tests
were also assigned to the ERES staff:

Lieutenant N. S. Bartow, from Navy Air Force Training Center,
Jacksonville, Florida;

*Note: At the beginning of the war the Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation was transferred to the Coast Guard, where it remains today.
This explains the change to military rank.



J<>hn Nader, Special Forces Section, Army Q»artermaster Corps;
and

Dr. Henry Field, as liaison for OSS.

Ot jx rs wh<< jnir«d the staf f were:

Lieutenant Colonel George W. Holt, Army Ai r Flight Surgeon,
Captain C. M. Murphy, Air Transpor t Cammar<d;
Julia McWilliams  now Julia Child! to heac. the Secretariat

Staf f; and
Alice M. Carson  now Mrs. Earle F. Hiscock! to head the Exhibit

Staf E.

Wlten the Liaison Committee held its second meet.ing on May 15th, several
developments had already transpired. Classification of the work of ERES
was chrnged ta "unrestricted" to allow for the wide:t. possible distribution
<if inf<irmation concerning emergency rescue equipment.. A notice to a Ll
serv tres arid agencies outlining the responsibility c f L'RES and requesting
thc lr <.ooperation had been published and given wide distribution �, 8! .

The most significant decision reached at the second meeting was the
realiz<ttion that the efforts of ERES would require definitive recommendations
"that certain equipment be adopted". Candidates for immediate recommendation
bulletins were: life preserver lights, rescue signal mirrors, and light-
weight exposure suits  8! .

'I'he Committee held a third meeting on June 5th  9! and approved one
INFORMATION bulletin �0! describing the purpose of the RECOMMENDATION
bulletins and the three RECOMMENDATIONS  ll, 12, 13! discussed at the
second meeting. RECOMMENDATION Number 3 �3! i.s af the most interest to
us: "substitution of Protective Exposure Suits for 'Lifesaving suits' on
Merchant Vessels and Military Transports". The so-called "lifesaving suits"
had proved dangerous and ERES strongly recommended replacement with the
"protective exposure suit" developed for the U.S. Coast Guard by the B. F.
Goodrich Company. The suit had a neoprene coating and weighed less than
six pounds packed in a bouyant bag. ERES advised �3! "that the primary
need of survivors is for an overall garment which will protect them lrom
exposure and which is of such character that it may be comfortably warn in
boats and on rafts and of such weight as ta be readily accessible and avai:�
able in time of emergency". This is the first reference by ERES to «xposurc
suits, for naval and merchant seamen. Soon ERES's will turn its efforts to
providing exposure protection for fliers.

On July 27th the Liaison Committee held a Special Meeting to discuss
�<'<! "recommending the formation of a land-air-sea rescue force under one
command and operational group". Despite same concern by the Army Ai,r Force
that "the transition to a single command organization at the present time
waul.d necessarily be slow..." it was unanimously agreed that because of the
Coast: Guard's background and experience in the rescue field that they should
assume command for all land-air-sea rescue operations,

On July 29th the Coordinator of Research and Development  Navy Oepart-
ment! wrote a letter to The Joint U.S. Chiefs of Staff with the recommendation



f rom the Liaison Committee �5!: "that irrrmediate steps be taken to place the
responsibility for the organization in the Navy Department under the immediate
command of the U.S. Coast Guard".

It was not until February 1944 that The Joint U,S. Chiefs of Staff re-
qrrested th<. Secretary of the Navy �3! "establish in the Coast Grrard the Air
Se<r R«scue Ag«n<.:y to co<rrdinate studl<.s «onducted In these Fields by the
vrrrl<»rs United States servi<.'es, and C<! maintain liaison with servi< es of
Allied governments".

On September 9, 1944 the Coast Guard's new role was announced in a press
release issued by Vice-Admiral Waeshe; Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard �1!:
"coordinating war time Air Sea Rescue and organizing a peacetime agency for
rescue work with expanding commercial and private flying has been made a U .S.
Coast Guard responsibility...the 'know how' for the job has been developed
by  the Coast Guard! from 150 years of rescue experience ...Development of
Air Sea Rescue has been an interesting story".

Thus the role of the Coast Guard and Air Sea Rescue is confirmed for the
rerrrainder of the war and the beginnings of their peacetime purpose is estab-
lished.

The next part of this paper will concentrate on the development of
"lightweight exposure suits" for airborne personnel carried on by ERES,
prior to the establishment of the Air Sea Rescue Agency,

PART IT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPOSURE SUIT BY ERES

The Emergency Rescue Equipment Section  ERES! and the Liaison Committee
developed many survival equipment items �6! which we take for granted today.
An investigation of all these developments would be illuminating; however,
the primary concern of this paper is the development of "lightweight exposure
suits". It is of particular interest that of all items developed by ERES
exposure suits were the most critical to successful rescue �9!. Unfortunately,
exposure suits received little attention in the civilian world after the war.

That we are here, years after the end of the war, at an international
conference on hypothermia indicates a new urgency. It is distressing that a
great deal of research on exposure and exposure suits was done during the
war, and apparently ignored when that crisis of survival ended.

The information that I have compiled is by no means complete; however,
there is sufficient documentation to demonstrate the effort of ERES to
develop and provide lightweight exposure suits for airborne and naval
personnel.

What follows is a brief examination of the material available regarding
ERES and exposure suits. I hope this will excite the interest of others who
may have access to additional records that may still exist.



As we have se< n, ERFS expressed a concern regarding protective exposure
suits for naval and merchant seamen in mid � 1943 �3! . However, there is
evlde»ce that in 1917 Walter L. Fry deve1oped a "lifesaving suit" that was
te sted by the U.S. Navy in January of 1918 at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Fry's
co»sideratio» for b onstruction of his suit was �0, 26, 27!:

I! A man had to be an individual unit in himself .

2! The 'uit had to be so constructed that it could be worn all
day 1ong and still be ventilated and comfortable. When
closed, it has to be as hermatically sealed as  it! could get.

3! Simplicity.

Similar considerations are still discussed today, and were discussed
again in 1943.

Prior to the establishment of ERES, there were several references to -he
problems of exposure and the use of exposure suits. In Wartime Safety Measures
for Merchant Marine  I! there is a discussion for the use of "lifesaving suits"
as exposure suits, and the treatment of "immersion foot" and "prolonged ex-
posure to cold." As noted earlier, it is these "lifesaving suits" that lacer
proved to be unsafe and should be removed from all vessels �3, 18, 21, 23!.*

It was not until EKES was established that any concentrated effort was
made regarding exposure or protective clothing to mi.tigate its effects.

In August, 1943 ERES held a conference in Washington, D.C. on: Rafts,
Survival Equipment, and Seasickness �7!. Attending the conference rom
ERES staff were: Commander Hiscock, Mr. Bader, Lieutenant Bartow, Colonel
Holt, and Major Murphy. In addi.tion, representative.s of Naval Medic,sl Ke-
Search  particularly Dr. L. H. Newburgh!, the Army Air Forces, the Royal Air
Force, Trans � World Airlines and Boston City Hospital. The report of this
conference, which details many aspects of sea survival, reveals the urgent
need fox exposure suits.

Dr. Newburgh's experimental. work at the Naval Medical Research Institute
in Bethesda, Maryland had demonstrated that fliers were subjected to a double
hazard: first, when emersed in water, they rapidly lost body heat, «nd
secondly, after climbing into a raft, wind vaporized the water in their
clothing causing further loss of body heat. His data also indicated that
personnel emersed in water of 60 -70 F "could not survive many hours in the.
absence of an exposure suit". His most surprising revelation was that water

0
of less than 92 F would cause significant slow body cooling.

The conference unanimously recommended �7!:

 a! That there exists a general and immediate need for a ~~i ht
~wei bt ~ex osure suit for al.l airborne personnel as a part
o f the sea survival eq uipment .

*Note: There is no evidence that these "lifesaving suits" are related to
Mr. Pry's efforts of 1918 and 1943.



 b! That this need is such as to necessitate giving serious
consideration to immediate production of such suits for use
in existing rafts.

 c! That an exposure suit of the most improved design, construction,
and light weight  maximum weight approximately 26 oz.! be
provided for all new rafts.

 d! That the exposure suit provided for use on existing rafts
should be of such character as to be packed in bouyant con-
tainers or otherwise readily accessible for jettison when
rafts are thrown out of the plane.

 e! That on new rafts provision be made to pack the exposure
suits as part of the raft equipment.

It was further recommended that new rafts be provided with insulated
 inflatable! bottoms "to provide protection against cold water".

Tn late October 1943, ERES held a conference specifically devoted to
Exposure Suits for Aircraft �9!. Chairmen for the conference were Colonel
HoIt of the ERES staff* and Dr. Louis H, Newburgh of Naval Medical Research
institute. AI.so attending, in addition to Commander Hiscock from ERES, were
Wing Commander M. M, Foss, Royal Canadian Air Forces and other members of
the Canadian Joint Staff, the Canadian National Research Council, and the
U.S. Of fice of the Quartermaster Corps textile and plastics division.

All agreed that the primary need was to design an exposuze suit that
co«ld be used by both bomber and naval personnel, realizing that the
problems presented by fighter pilots would have to he dealt with at a
later date, as fighter pilots would need a suit that. could be worn contin-
uously. What was needed immediately was a suit that was: as light as
possible for the least amount of bulk; as simple as possible, without
watertight zippers; had the hands free, with adequate wrist closures; used
separate floatation jacket underneath; and could be stowed on the back of
a life vest or jacket.

There follows a fascinating discussion, particularly considering
limited availability during war, of new materials and design considerations
for prototype exposure suits, summarized here:

-The viztues and drawbacks of using nylon  a new material! versus
cotton; how many layers of material to use; and whether the
material should be coated with neoprene, one or both sides,
with how many coats, was discussed at length. The flamability
of nylon was a major concern, a coating of neoprene seemed to
solve this problem; and whether a nylon suit could be packaged
tightly enough to reduce bulk were other concerns with regard to
materials to be used.

*Note: Dr. Holt is now a practicing neurologist in Denver, Colorado.



-Zippers versus drawstrings were discussed, with many opposed to
zippers because af skepticism regarding mass production of a
truly watertight zipper.

� The siiits were being designed to be worn over winter flight
clathiny, and boots; however, it was felt that the hands must be
free to allow survivors ta abandon the craft and use other sur-
vival equipment. Possible wri.st closures discussed were: an
inflatable tube around the cuff; a still cuff, so that gloves
could be pulled aver the cuff; or a watertight zipper at the
sleeve opening.

-The use of additional floatation was rul.ed aut as most services
felt that their personnel would be, or should be, wearing
floatation equipment during combat; therefore, additional bouy-
ancy in the suits would not be necessary.*

� Quick donning and proper placement of the suits was discussed;
also the passibility of having additional suits in life rafts
for survivors who had ta abandon their craft before donning a
suit.

Wing Commander Foss expressed at the afternoon session of the conference the
urgent and immediate need for exposure suits �9!: "Why didn't we realize
before, that without this item  exposure suits! all our e]aborate items are
not worth a darn. We  the RCAF! have come to the conclusion that without
this item we might as well leave out the equipment we carry during the
winter season. It is embarrassing ta say that the emergency equipment
doesn't mean anything without the suit".

The immediate need far prototype exposure suits, to conduct field
trials, and obtain the necessary result needed to "sell" exposure suits to
the various services was expressed by many of the conferees. It must be
painted out here that although ERES and members af RCAF were well aware of
the lethal effect exposure was having on downed naval and airborne personnel,
nat all the service "brass" were convinced that exposure was a primary
killer of those wha survived the initial catastraphy.

It was understood, as the conference concluded, that Goodrich would
have two dozen suits ready for testing by mid-November. Plans were made
with Wing Commander Goss to conduct trials at a Canadian base near l.alifax,
Nova Scotia.

On November 17-19, 1943 the Joint United States-Canadian Air Sea Rescue
Equipment trials were held near Halifax for the purpose of testing prototype
light-weight exposure suits produced since the October conference in
Washington �0, 25, 28!.

+Nate: The manufacturer of the prototype suits, the B. F. Goodrich Company,
was attempting to add a small amount of floatation across the chest
and arms of the new suits.



Colonel George W. Holt of ERER was chairman of the trials. Also travel-
ing to Halifax for ERES were Commander Hiscock and Mr. Bader. Other United
States representatives included representatives of Army Air Forces and the
National Defense Research Committee. Wing Commander M. M. Foss led the
Royal Canadian Air Force team of thirteen, in addition to two members of the
Canadian National Research Council.

The principal purpoHe ol the trial ~ wus express«d by Colonel Ho! t �0!:
"to determine the course of events following an individual 's immersion in
the North Atlantic with and without a watertight protective exposure suit".

At the time of the trials �500 hours on the 17th to 0600 hours on the
0 0

18th! the sea temperature was 42 F, air temperature 36 F, winds from the
North and West at 18 to 25 MPH, with moderate snow at times during the night.

At least thirteen Canadian airmen participated in the trials, All were
checked by the Medical Officer prior to the tests and found to be in excellent
physical condition. Vital signs, particularly body temperatures, were re-
corded for later comparison.

Six subjects entered the water and climbed aboard rafts dressed in flight
clothing with exposure suits; two other similarly dressed without exposure
suits. Two other subjects were transferred directly to rafts wearing only
normal flight clothing. To sI.mulate a ditching procedure, and to test the
exposure suI t neck closures and valves, three subjects jumped in the water;
two with exposure suits, one without.

In all cases the subjects without exposure suits failed to complete the
tests and had to be removed to the sick bay.

The first entered the water and swam 35 yards to a rubber raft and had
to be pulled aboard. He had great difficulty donning his exposure suit and
forty minutes later. was ordered to the sick bay. His rectal temperature had

0dropped 3 F, he had marked redness  erythema! of the hands and feet, and
decreased superficial sensitivity to pin prick and deep pressure in both
feet.

The second entered the water, swam 25 yards and with some difficulty
climbed aboard a raft and donned his exposure suit  without shearling lined
flight boot!. He was able to play cards; however, after a total of fifty
minutes he was removed to the sick bay. His rectal temperature had dropped

01.8 F. It was noted that the foot which had been in the wet shearling lined
boot showed marked redness  erythema!, while the other foot showed no change.

Two subjects wearing winter flying clothing but no exposure suit were
transferred directly to rafts.

The first remained in the

night, while asleep, his right
thirty-five minutes later, his
he feel pressure when standing

raft for nine hours; however, during the
foot dropped into the water. When he awoke
foot was numb with no sensation, nor could
on the foot. When examined, the foot was
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found to be markedly reddened  erythematous!, pronounced in the digi ts. His
rectal temperature had dropped .8 F.

The second subject requested to be removed from the raft in less than
nine hours. His c]othing was wet through from spray. He was shivering with
cold hands and Feet. When examined, he showed mild reddening  erthema! of
tire feet, otherwise the extremities appeared normal. His rectal temperature
had dropped 2,6 F.

0

Three men jumped into the water; two wearing exposure suits over winter
flying clothing, one with only flying clothing.

'I'he subject without the exposure suit was unable to remove his parachute
harness or open the dinghy and had to be rescued in four minutes.

Io neither case, of the subjects who jumped using exposure suit.s, did
the neck closure rupture and the valves freely expel air. One jumped from a
height of sixteen feet, swam with ease 40 yards to a raft and stayec there

0
for fiFteen hours. Although he showed a rectal temperature drop of 2.4 F,
he did not complain of the cold and was completely dry at the end of the
trials. The other subject jumped irrto the water from a height of five feet,
opened the dinghy and boarded in ten minutes.

Six personnel wearing various combinations of winter flying clothing
and exposure suits entered the water and swam to and entered rubber rafts.
A<1 remained in the. rafts for the duration of the trials; up to fifteen
hours for some subjects. Their rectal temperature drops ranged front 1.2

0to 3.2 F. All felt that they could have stayed in the raf ts much longer,
up to several days, if necessary. Some even slept through the snow squalls
duri.ng the night,

OF the six, three used single-ply nylon suits, which seeped some water
causing a greater temperature drop than in those using suits which did not
leak. In addition, the completely watertight suits provided greater
bouyancy and allowed easier boarding of the rafts.

The medical officers made some additional observations regardirig
shivering and the observed temperature drops in some of the subjects.

1t is not rrncornmon, they note, to observe a temperature drop of up to
o,2 F in a normal subject during early morning hours  the trials ender. at

0600! when compared to early evening hours; the fact that subjects were
resting could effect rectal temperature as could a change from an upright
to a sitting position; further, that the effect can be even greater if an
individual lies down after mild activity.

With regard to the shivering observed in some subjects they note that
shivering: indicates a great increase in the rate that the body is pro-
ducing heat; that violent muscle contractions can increase heat production
up to three to Four times that found in a resting state; shivering is a
clear indication that the subject is attempting to compensate for repeated
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heat loss, which may prevent body cooling; however, if the conditions are
severe, there will continue to be a fall in internal body temperature,
despite violent shivering.

Other related observations were recorded by the participants fol.lowing
the trials, which answered many of the questions raised by earlier discus-
sions �0!, summarized here:

-When an exposure suit was worn over winter flying clothing,
subjects floated at the nipple line, could maintain a vertical
position, and if desired, could float in a horizontal position
for up to three hours  probably longer, if necessary!; that the
additional bouyancy provided by the air trapped in dry clothing
made swimming and boarding rafts much easier.

-That a single-ply nylon-neoprene suit allowed too much seepage and
was therefore unsatisfactory.

-That neck closures must be reasonably, but not absolutely, water-

tight.

-Loose fitting exposure sui.ts were easier and quicker to don over
wet or dry cl.othing; however, they would be difficult to wear
while flying. The close fitting suits were particularly diffi-
cult to don over wet flying clothing,

� Even with wet winter flying clothing, it was possible to survive
longer if an exposure suit was used.

-Without the additional floatation provided by an exposure suit,
it was very difficult to board a raft.  The addition of a stir-
rup ladder and knotted lines was recommended to assist exhausted
men in boarding rafts.!

-That in further developments of exposure suits "the incorporation
of an inflatable chamber in the head and neck region to keep the
neck closure above water when the subject is floating on his back"
be considered and "provision for draining the suit through the
feet may also be desirable in the event of considerable leakage".

When all the reports were compiled, the following conclusions were put
forth by the joint group �0!;

A. The major problems of a castaway are exposure, dehydration and
rescue.

B. Exposure is a highly lethal hazard to military and civilian person-
nel operating in northern latitudes. A human body cools when

0immersed in water of a temperature of less than 92 F. The warmest
h

open ocean water in any latitude at any time of the year is 84 F.
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Individuals exposed to water of this temperature undergo significant
cooling, and need the protection of a waterproof suit in the water.
Individuals, even in such warm climates, while sitting on life rafts,
loose body heat rapidly due to evaporative cooling, unless provided
with a waterproof suit. The rate of loss of body heat increases
rapidly as the temperature of the air and water falls. For example,
personnel in Aleutian areas survive less than thirty minutes.

C. Severity of exposure to cold as a lethal factor is dependent on such
variables as wind velocity, temperature of both air and water, degree
of wetness of clothing, humidity, physical activity of the individual,
duration oF exposure and variation in individual susceptibility.

D, Long exposure, though not severe enough to kill, to water and a
general chilling of the body does act locally causing gangrene.

E. It is exceedingly difficult and sometimes impossible for personnel
to climb into a life raft after heavy flying clothing has become
water soaked. Moreover, even if such sodden individual manages to
get into the life raft, he will shortly be incapacitated through
evaporative cooling, and will be unable t:o operate his emergency
equipment.

F. An exposure suit of the type tested when worn over a flying suit,
or similar clothing, will protect an individual for many hours in
cold water or in life rafts.

Additional conclusions are found in a report written by Commander
Hisc.ock for ERES �0!:

-The principle demonstrated...completely justifies the adoption
and immediate procurement of such an exposure suit.

-A joint development program should be inaugurated to bring about
improvements in the efficiency of the present type of suit, but
that this should not delay the procurement of one or other of the
present types, or of a basic type which incorporates the best
features of each type tested.

� The following definition of Aviation Exposure suit was adopted.
'THE AVIATION EXPOSURE SUIT IS ONE WHICH WILL PROTECT PERSONNEL

WHO ARE IMMERSED IN WATER, OR ON RAFTS, AGAINST LOSS OF BODY
HEAT.'

-It was further agreed that an immediate effort be made to adopt
a general specification governing the type of exposure suit to
be used by all airborne personnel.

This concludes the discussion of the "Halifax Trials".

*Note: The author is attempting to secure a copy of the film taken hy the
U.S, and Canadian team �0, 24!, if successful, viewing should prove
interesting.
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A recent conversation with Dr. Holt confirms the conclusions of the

trials of 1943; he recalls some other observations not found in the written
reports of the time �4!:

a
-In water of 32 F., mental activity stops in eight minutes and

death occurs in ten minutes.

-During World War II, Sir Thomas Lewis, a British heart specialist,
concluded that in many cases of rapid hypothermia, death is due
to ventricular fibrillation.

-That at the time of the "Halifax Trials" over 1500 men were in
Canadian hospitals suffering from "trench" or "immersion foot".

-At the height of the bombing of Germany only 20X of the airmen
downed in the English Channel were saved, An average of 800 men
per day were lost, most to the effects of exposure.

-There was a cold chamber built at Wright Field  Dayton, Ohio! by
the Army Air Forces; however, the largest chamber was built at

a
Orlando, Florida where temperatures could be dropped to -75 F.
and simultaneously pressures the equivalent of 60,000 feet
simulated.

The efforts of ERES in the development af exposure suits that culminated
irr the "Halifax Trials" ultimately led to the production of aviation exposure
salts for the Navy and Army, Air Forces �2!. These were not produced until
very late in the war. It is not known how many were manufactured or by whom.
It is significant that they were produced at all considering the lack of
interest demonstrated, early an, by some services, particularly the U.S.
Army Air Forces �2!. However, by May of 1944 the U.S. AAF was doing their
own testing an exposure suits at Wright Field and were preparing to authorize
production �0!.

In February, 1944 the Air Sea Rescue Agency was formed �3!. The Liaison
Committee continued for some time after the formation of the new agency; how-
ever, some ERES staff went on to other projects, while some transferred to
Air Sea Rescue �9!. ERES had by this time demonstrated the need for and had
pioneered the development of exposure suits in the United States.

It is indeed unfortunate that recent investigators and designers of the
modern "survival suit" did not have the benefit of this information. Despite
my life long knowledge of the hazard of exposure and the need for protective
clothing, I hever dreamed that I would be the one to put this information
together. It has been an interesting project for me. I hope that you have
gained as much from the presentation as I did from assembling the information
and talking to some of the participants.

I am sure that I have posed as many questions as I have answered. I
will answer, as best I can, any you may have.* Ky hope is that others of
you will pursue missing information, nat only regarding exposure suits, but

*Note: I have xerox copies or originals of all the reference materials
listed, with me today.
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other items of emergency rescue equipment as well which ERES developed thirty-
seven years ago. Some of them are just being rediscovered today. lt may be
that in examing the accomplishments and failures of the recent past, we can
save more lives in the future. That is after alI why we are here.

POSTSCRIPT

It is interesting that the recent interest in hypothermia is, in part,
the result of the real. ization that in many marine accidents victims succumb
to "drowning" because they were first the victim of hypothermia. This is
born out by the Coast Guard's recent concern for "level floatation" in
recreational craft and the development of "float coats" and "survival suits".

That exposure was a primary killer of maritime "accident" victims was
reaLized at least thirty � seven years ago. Why did it take so long to again
reaLize that without protection from hypothermia "all our other  safety!
items are not worth a darn" �9!?

In addition, I would note the fact that we are gathered here today to
discuss hypothermia leads me to propose the need for a new liaison committee
for emergency rescue equipment, with international participation, to coordinate
aIl efforts, not only with regard to hypothermia, but in the development of
emergency rescue equipment items necessary to successful survival.
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Liaison Committee on Emergency Rescue Equipment'
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Office of Coordinator of' Research and Development,, U.S. Navy
Emergency Rescue Equipment Section
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Subject: Airborne Rubber Rafts and Sea Survival Equipment

and Seasickness.
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 U. S. ! 'c!ar Department
Headquarters, P~y Air Forces, i'washington  D.C.!

AFF Iiemorandum No. 20-10
Subject: Organization of AAF Emergency Rescue Branch
Dated: 25 August 1943

 Office of Coordinator of' Research and Development, U. S. Navy!
Emergency Re scue Equipment Sec ti on

liemorandum to Personnel
Subject: Organization of AFF Emergency Rescue Branch
Dated: 6 September 1943

Coordinator o f Re se arch and De ve lopment, U. S. Navy
Zrrergency Re scue Eauipment Section

EiH publication P2, Survival Hints
Da t.e d: September 4
 Reproduced from: ",wartime Safet Iieasur es for l';erchant 1'!arine
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Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Ãashirgton, D. C.

Chief of I',aval Qperatior s Ar. ed Guard ">ulletin 25-43
From: Chief of ITaval Operations
To: Armed Guard Officers
Subject: Rubber Life Saving Suits
Dated: 1 December 194.3
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HYPOTHERMIA � PAST AND FUTURE

Dr. W. R. Kea tinge

RHOOE I SLANO 1980

The present energy crisis is historically only the latest

of many involving cold stress and hypothermia. It is uncert-

ain just how rapidly energy supplies in North America and

Europe wil't decline. Events in the Middle East could produce

sudden interruptions, but even without these, it is now clear

that present sources of cheap fossil fuel will dwindle before

new sources of cheap energy are available in sufficient quan-

tity to replace them. This crisis is unusual in being gradual

in onset but very wide in its effects. One unusual feature,

which reflects credit of the organisers of this conference, is

that thought is being given in advance to finding ways to

handle it before it strikes in full severity.

Let us start by looking in a simple way at the kind of

options open to us. A medium-sized family house with good in-

sulation, in air at OoC, needs more than 10 kw to maintain in-

side temperature at 25oC �2oF!. If the heating energy avail-

able fell to 5X of this it would not do much to heat the

house. People wearing warm clothing could survive in the un-

heated house but they would not be comfortable, and people

used to heated houses would not willingly tolerate this. If

they were provided with personal heating of 0.1 kw each under

warm clothing, four people could be perfectly comfortable at

little initial cost and at an energy cost of under 5'X of the

cost of heating the whole home. However, simple practical

tria'ls show that some systems of this kind are much easier to

use during some types of activity than others. Any widespread

and continuous use of low-energy systems will require a var-



iety of carefully planned> researched, and practically test=d,

systems. Convenience of use wi 1 l be as critical as phys ial-

ogical and thermal efficiency, and difficulties must be ident-

if ied and recognised before attempts are made to put them into

mass use. Once the systems are available, even an extreme

cutback in heating energy could be perfectly tolerable. Qith-

out them there would be considerable hardship, and probably

some illness and a little loss of life.

Previous crises of cold exposure have been caused by

short lived events such as sinking of ships, or military cam-

paigns on land and sea   1!. Measures to deal with them have

usually been taken only after they were over. There are many

examples - the sinking of the Titanic, with over a thousand

deaths from immersion hypothermia as peop'le floated with life-

belts in water at OoG, was followed by regulations requiring

ships to carry lifeboats for all aboard. The Second World War

involved massive loss of life at sea from hypothermia. Naval

lifesaving equipment at that time left people immersed to the
I

shoulders in water while lifeboats in civilian ships were
l

often impossible to launch from listing ships. In the British

navy alone, some 30,000 people died of hypothermia immersed in

the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. This was followed by

adoption of inflatable liferafts as standard equipment on both

naval and civilian ships, which has greatly improved the situ-

ation at sea.

The closest parallels with the crisis we now face are

more remote, and are less well documented from the scientific

point of view. For example, Napoleon is recorded as having

lost almost the whole of an army of half-a-million men from

cold on his retreat from Moscow in 1812. Civilian casualties
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Northern Europe were heavier, though they receive less atten-

tion in history books. But although hypothermia due to expos-

ure, damage to housing, and breakdown in fuel supplies, was

the prime cause of these deaths it was not working alone.

Hunger and disease due to breakdown of food supply and sanit-

ation were also major contributors. The records do not allow

the roles of these various factors to be assessed accurately,
but modern work does make it possible to be fairly confident
that failure of heating alone will at least not cause much

loss of life among people who are young, fit, healthy, wel'}
fed, wel'l housed and wel'l clothed, even in a severe winter.

This is a very limited statement but it is an i nportant one to
make on the positive side.

Let us remind ourselves of the consequences af really
severe cold stress to people without external protection.

They are best documented for immersion hypothermia. This is

still a major cause of death after accidents at sea. When the

Lakonia caught fire near Madeira, 1l2 people died of cold in

water at l6-17oC. Water carries heat away by conduction so

effectively that many people die of deep body cooling in water
at quite moderate temperatures. There is first shivering and
constriction of blood vessels in the skin. These increase

heat production, and shut down blood flow in the skin to re-

duce heat loss. If these responses fail to st abi lise body
temperature there is a rather well defined series of mental

There is first achanges as body temperature falls,

stage of general apathy in which survivors become depressed,

lethargic and unwilling or unable to take any active measures

to help themselves. There is then a period of real confusion



in which behaviour can become completely irrational and

actively dangerous' As deep body temperature continues to

fal'l, consciousness is lost at a body temperature of around

30oC. The heart can continue to beat as temperature continues

to fall, but there is an increasing risk of serious irregular-

ities of the heart; and below 25oC the output of the heart be-

comes insufficient to supply the body tissues with enough

blood. Death then eventually takes place unless the patient

is rewarmed.

The difficulty about recognising early hypothermia is

still the fact that its early mental signs are so unspecific.

There are many reasons why people can be apathetic and ir-

rational, other than hypothermia. The only way to confirm

that someone is hypothermic is to measure deep body temper-

ature, and it is not easy to do this by a reliable method in

cold conditions. Mouth temperature is extremely unreliable in

ccld air, mainly because cooling of the face, and the salivary

ducts in the cheeks, causes cold saliva to enter the mouth

�!. Rectal temperature is generally impractical in field

conditions. Some new methods have made matters easier. Urine

temperature can be used in any surroundings, and is very r eli-

able when it can be obtained in conscious people �!. It re-

quires 50- 100 ml of urine, and lags behind the temperature of

the heart when this changes rapidly, but for a single reading

it is very valuable. Aural temperature with servocontrolled

external heat to eliminate local cooling is a comfortable and

reliable method for tracking body temperature after the exist-

ence of hypothermia has been established. Once the ear has

been warmed, this provides a very accurate record and tracks

deep temperature with virtually no lag.



As regards resistance to hypothermia by well clothed
people in moderately cold air, we sometimes forget that much

of the external protection and heating we use is there for our

comfort rather than for our survival. In still air at 5oC al-

most anyone can survive wearing only scanty clothing. They

are uncomfortable, with cold hands and feet and fairly contin-

uous shivering, but deep body temperature is maintained at a

safe level. Ear ly in the last century, Darwin found the

Indians of Tier ra de l Fuego living naked in these conditions,

and we are capable of doing the same. However, in air below

this leve'l, and in water at higher temperatures, some normal

people will die while others survive. Let us remind ourselves

of the reasons for this. They were established by many

people, including Carlson in the United States, Pugh and

Edholm in Britain, and Hayward in Canada. I can make some main

points from some experiments of ours made about twenty years

ago { lj. Qhen people go into water at 1SoC, blood flow in the

skin virtually stops, leaving the skin and fat under it as a

layer of insulation, so that the rate of body cooling depends

closely on the thickness of this fat. Children are usually

thinner and cool faster than adults, and men faster than women

{0!. A'lthough subcutaneous fat is mainly responsible, the
I

small size of children and their consequent high surface area

to mass ratio also contribute to their rapid cooling. The

main practical point is that small children, and particularly

small boys, can cool very rapidly in cold water or air which

presents no hazard to most healthy adults. Exercise can in-

crease heat production as much as tenfold, but it also in-

creases heat loss, because blood f lowing to the active muscles

carries heat from the body core to near the surface. In cold



so that exercise then increases the rate of body cooling. So

exercise hinders survival in water cold enough to threaten

life. It can increase body temperature during exposure to

less cold water, and increases body temperature under almost.

all conditions in cold air, since external insulation is then

available. Even in air it can have some harmfu1 effects; ex-

cessive exercise with sweating can soak clothing and so in-

crease cooling when exercise stops, and in outdoor conditions

prolonged exercise can cause exhaustion. It is for these

reasons that standard advice if you are caught in severe con-

ditions in snow-covered country and unable to reach buildings,

is to stop and build a shelter quickly while you are sti11 in

condition to do so.

Clothes are still useful even when they are soaked. They

do, for instance, cut down body cooling during full immersion

in water by as much as 7SX, though they are much less effect-

ive than in air. Grouping {'huddling'! of survivors can also

help {5!. The partial loss of insulation oo immersion can be

prevented by sealing air into the clothing, as is done in foam

rubber wet suits. This system only breaks down in diving,

when the air bubbles compress and much of the insu'lation is

lost. There are, of course, many other thermal problems in

diving, when the diver breathes high pressure gas mixtures

which both conduct and transport heat very rapidly, and pres-

ent evidence indicates that they are probably the cause of

most of the high rate of casualties in North Sea diving at

present.

In any event, dry clothing in air can provide very

effective insulation. With clothed people, the main ill-

effects of cold exposure are due to local cooling of' the ex�
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f rostbite is the commonest hazard of severe cold exposure, and

unprotected skin can also freeze solid if it is immersed in

liquid seawater near its own freezing point of -1.9oC. Skin

freezes at -0.5oC, and even a few minutes' immersion in very

cold seawater can produce frostbite. Non-freezing cold injury

 ' immersion injury'! requires cooling of limbs to below 12oC

in air or water for many hours. It can be a very destructive

injury, but it is rare in peacetime . Chilblains are a much

less serious form of local cold injury, which can be produced

in susceptible people by quite mild peripheral cooling. They

are common during winters in Britain where homes are generally

heated less warmly than in North America. They are not gener-

ally dangerous but are painful, and will certainly become com-

moner if house temperatures are lowered without substituting

energy-saving heating systems. Cooling of the limbs also, of

course, causes considerable loss of manual dexterity and

clumsiness and discomfort, even when it is insufficient in de-

gree to produce any kind of lasting cold injury.

The reason that the limbs can cool even in the absence of

a serious fall in central body temperature is that during

cold exposure heat flow from the extremities is reduced much

more effectively than heat loss from the skin of the trunk.

Yasoconstriction is then more effective in the extremities,

there are countercurrent heat exchange systems in their blood

supply, and physical heat conduction is trivial over the long

distances to the extremities. As a result, once vasoconstric-

tion has taken place in the cold, heat flow through the

extremities is so low that even effective insulation by mitts

and footwear may be unable to keep them more than a degree or



two above surrounding air temperature. The reaction known as

cold vasodilatation can re~arm the extremities when their

temperature falls below 12oC, but it is intermittent and is

therefore inefficient. 1ts main effect is, in fact, an ad-

verse one, of increasing overall heat loss during prolonged

and severe cold exposure.

In practice the only reliable way of keeping the extrem-

ities fully warm and comfortable in cold surroundings without

artificial heating is by a combination of exercise and insu'l-

ation. If heat production is increased by exercise in a warm-

ly clothed person central body temperature will rise. This

will cause the vasoconstrictor tone to relax and blood f low

will carry heat to the extremities. As long as the extrem-

ities are insulated so that the heat is not immediate'ly lost,

they will rewarm. Equivalent amounts of heat provided to the

trunk by artificial heating instead of exercise can, of

course, produce the same effect of indirectly rewarming the

extremities.

There are situations in which exposure to moderate cold,

as with a clothed person in an unheated house, can produce

large falls in central body temperature as well as peripheral

cooling. The most dramatic is consumption of quite small

amounts of alcoho'I after exercise, and in the absence of food

�!. 28 ml of alcoho'I is insufficient to cause drunkenness

or to have any important direct effects on blood vessels and

heat loss. Howeve~, in people who have exercised for an hour

or two to use up their reserves of carbohydrate, this much

alcohol will cause a profound fall in blood glucose level and

consequent failure of temperature regulation. Simultaneous

consumption of food prevents alcohol from producing these eff-



ects. We think that they are responsible for otherwise unex-

plainedd deaths of hi 1 1 walkers and hikers in quite mi 1 ' con-

ditions. They would certainly be a hazard to a population

living in unheated houses wi:hout personal heating systems,

and turning to whiskey to relieve their discomfort. Actual

drunkenness leading to collapse in the open air is a>so a

major cause of hypothermia. Some warnings not to drink in

cold conditions without eating a mea1 are important in com-

plete energy failures such as major electrical breakdowns.

Mild exposure to cold can also be a serious threat to

people with particular diseases. Diabetics on insulin are li-

able to spells of low blood g1ucose, and can cool rapidly dur-

ing these. People with thyroid def iciency can cool because of

their low rate of heat production. There has been much debate

about whether old people are liable to die of hypothermia in

moderately cold surroundings. Early reports of a massive in-

cidence af hypothermia in the elder ly were misleading, be-

cause of the use of sublingual temperature in cold surround-

ings. Later studies have shown that old people at home, even

during total heating failures such as occurred in a miner's

strike, are very rarely hypothermic even at the minimal point

of the diurnal fluctuation in the early morning �!. The pre-

ferred air temperature for old people sitting still, in winter

clothing, is 21oc and is the same in younger as in elderly

people  K. J. Collins, personal communication!. Old people

who have genuine hypothermia on admission to hospital usually

have it as a result of some other serious underlying con-

dition. Such hypothermia is, in fact, often little more than

part of the process of dying of some other condition such as a

cerebral haemorrhage, heart fai lure, malnutrition or drug

overdose. Old people are probably on average a little more



susceptible to cold than young adults �,3!. They tend to

cool a little more readily than younger people, because they

often have fess fat, generate less heat, and do not detect

temperature changes in the skin so easily, but these differ-

ences are slight. A very small proportion of- old people have

major specific defects in their temperature regulating systems

which can allow them to become danqerously hypothermic in

quite mild conditions  8!. This minority almost totally fail

to shiver or to vasoconstrict in the cold, and do not survive

unless they stay in well heated surroundings. A few' younger

people have similar specific defects whose cause is usually

obscure, such as a man who is a working engineer and is per-

fectly normal except that he fails to regulate his temperature

and becomes unconscious from hypothermia if room temperature

drops below 25oC for long. Such peop1e at immediate risk in

cool air are rare but need special attention if heating of

houses is reduced or stopped.

There are some mild thermal conditions which can aflow

even normal young people to cool, not fatally, but enough to

impair normal function during quite mild exposure to cold.

Divers in the North Sea generally work in water colder than

goC and they are usually kept warm by hot water pumped from

the surface to flood the interior of the diving suit. The

temperature of this at the diver is regulated largely by the

diver asking for it to be made hotter or colder. Some working

divers let their body temperature fall to, and even below, the

hypothermic level without asking for the temperature af the

water supply to be raised, and if we simulate this situation

in the laboratory, normal people can cool to similar levels

without shivering signif'icantly or complaining of cold  9!.

The cooling can be sufficient for cardiac irregularities to



develop and is obviously dangerous in a working dive. The

reason for this type of hypothermic drift seems to be that in

lukewarm water the cold temperature receptors of the skin

adapt to the constant level of very mild cold and fail to sig-

nal any cold stimulus. In thin people heat loss is still sub-

stantial, and body temperature falls, but the deep receptors

alone are insufficient to trigger effective vasoconstrictor

and metabolic responses to cold. The result is progressive

and almost symptomless mild hypothermia. We need to know more

than we do about the factors that can make people prone to de-

velop this; they probably include some kinds of acclimat-

isation to cold. What is clear is that a very simi'Jar situ-

ation to lukewarm immersion can be produced by wearing heavy

clothing in cold air and keeping still, so producing a very

constant level of mild cooling of the ski n. Apart from pro-

ducing lethargy and unwillingness to work or move about, there

are indications that such hypothermia can be mildly harmful

even to people sitting quietly at home. Cold exposure can

certainly worsen the symptoms of many fevers, such as the com-

mon cold. Nore serious consequences of mild hypothermia are
 t0,11!

doubtful; the increase of deaths in cold weather /is mainly due

to different factors, such as anginal attacks when people 9G

out sudden ly into very cold air, particularly if they shovel

snow there .

We must not forget that at present most cold-re1ated

deaths of healthy people are immer sion deaths. Some are due

to straightforward immersion hypothermia. Others are indirect

for example, in very cold water at near OoC the high vis--



cosity of the water and the intense reflexes set up by cooling

of the skin can prevent even good swimmers from swimming more

than a few yards without some kind of flotation aid   lj.

We have evidence that public campaigns can reduce deaths

from cold immersion, but so far only in particular groups of

people. In 197 1 a major conference of water-sport assoc-

iations in Britain gave detailed practical advice to water-

sport clubs and schools throughout Britain. The BBC later ran

a campaign on local radio stations. The main aim of that cam-

paign was to broadcast warnings specifically when weather

forecasts predicted fine weather at weekends early in the year

when water temperatures are low. They, for example, urged

people who were planning to take out a boat that weekend to

make certain they had a lifejacket and to make sure their

children did, and described multiple accidents in previous

years to people who failed to do so. There was a significant

fall in mortality of school-age children in the four years

after these measures were taken compared to the four years be-

fore they were taken �2!. Pre-school children showed a pr ob-

ab1 e smal l er f al 1. However, there was no change whatever in

the incidence of immersion deaths in adults. We seem to have

got through to school-age children, and probably to some par-

ents of small children. Adults probably heard the advice but

were too sure of their own abilities and experience to change

their customs. We have to find better ways of persuading ad-

ultss, if we can, and we may be able to discuss possible ways

of doing this over the next few days.



As regards home heating, to come back to my first point,

there will be no difficulty persuading adults of the desir-

ability of changing to very low-energy heating systems if

energy becomes much more expensive and more scarce. The prob-

lem is to provide a range of fully researched systems which

will be acceptable for longterm use in different situations.

In a small apartment with several people living in it, highly

efficient insulation may be enough to keep the who1e area warm

at low energy cost per person. An elderly couple in a hause

may be comfortable in winter by heating one well insulated

room, and having an electrical blanket in bed. A family with

chiadren in a house may manage with one heated room but may

need personal energy heating systems for the adults so that

they can sit in comfort in other parts of the house if the

children play pop music at full strength. Some background

heating might be needed throughout the house in severe

weather. There are many variants on this, and on the design

of personal, heating systems which could be used. None of

these need to be expensive, bu: even in a severe energy crisis

people will only use them if the optimum system for particular

situations is fully researched for safety and practical con-

venience as well as physiological and thermal efficiency. If

this can be achieved we should be in the happy position of

being able to contemplate even massive reductions in heating

energy, if we have to face them, with few consequences except

some loss of personal convenience. I have tried to review

briefly the information available which could help in planning

for this.
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ABSTRACT

CROSS ACCLINAjTION BETWEEN SEVERE COLD EXPOSURE
PRODUCING HYPOTSHRfZA AND EXHAUSTIVE EXERCISE IN RATS

N. B. Kreider

Worcester State College
Worcester, Na.

One short severe exposure to cold for a period as short as 100 minutes,
where hypothermia developed, resulted in an iacrease of cold tolerance and aa
increase of oxygen coasumption in successive exposures  Kreider, M. B. Stim-
ulus for metabolic acclimation to cold: intensity versus duration. Proc.
Iateraatl. Symp. of Eavf.ron. Physiol. FACEB 88-9l, 1911! . Likewise, acclima-
tion to cold has resulted in an increase in the level of physical fitness
 Kreider, N. B. Effects of cold acclimatization oa physical fitness ia rats.
Fed. Proc. 22:341, 1963!. In this study cold acclimation was produced by
the standard long-exposure method and it is not known whether short severe
exposures would do the sam thing. Also the reverse is not known; whether
short bouts of severe exercise could influeaca cold tolerance oa another day.
This study was designed to answer this question.

Twenty rats were exposed twice to severe cold  -10C, clipped! until the
rectal temperature reached 29.4C  85F! with one day intervals betweea ex-
posures, and 4 and 6 days later exposed to an exhaustive swim each day  Group
l! ~ Another group was exposed to the same stresses in reverse order. It
was found that a partial acclimatioa to cold existed after only oae short
exposure to severe cold confirming previous reports aad similarly that improved
physical fitness resulted from oae swim to exhaustioa. The time for rectal
temperature to reach 29.4C during cold exposure followiag two swims ia Group
I �61 � 6 min.! was 40 percent higher  significantly! than in the control
 Group 2 not yet exposed to an eghaustive swim! . Swimming time fallowing two
cold exposures in Group 2 �6.5 - 3.9 mia.! was ao different from the control
 Group 1 not yet exposed to cold!. While the mechanism of cross acclimation
is not known oae hypothesis coisld be that previous exercise improves cold
tolerance through increased availability of energy for skeletal muscles while
previous exposure to cold increases energy availability for non-shivering
thermogenesis but this energy is not available for skeletal muscles.
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AIRWAY WARMINC AS A METHOD OF TREAIHENT FOR ACCIDENTAL HYPOTHERMIA

Dr . E. L. L. Lloyd
Edinburgh, Sco tland

ln the assessment of any method of treating accidental hypothermia there are
three important factors which must be considered.

l. ~Heat ain. This must be considered not only in the aspects o< absolute
quantities of heat gain which will include both heat added and any heat
loss prevented, but also from the aspect of where the heat acts.

2. Other effects of the bod . These may be beneficial or adverse and should
include consideration of cardiovascular, cerebral, respiratory and renal
f unc tion.

3. Where the method can be used. This involves consideration of the whole

medical sequence from discovery of the victim, through first aid treatment,
transport, treatment at base or hospital, to ultimate recovery.

1. HEAT GAIN

Because of the very low thermal conductivity of air, ventilation. with warm dry
air will provide negligible heat gain and, being dry, may cause a net heat
loss from the body. Ventilation with warm humid air will provide a greater
quantity of heat from a condensation of water vapour plus an additional, though
small, quantity of heat cooling of the gas and the condensed water. The total
quantity is however still small. Heat is however also being lost during normal
respiration by warming and humidifying cold dry inspired air and the humidifi-
cation is responsible for about 60 to 75Z of this loss. The air temperature
has to be minus 50 degrees centigrade before the thermal heat loss equals the
humidification heat loss. The quantities of heat lost through respiration
vary according to the respiratory minute volume and the air temperature  Table
1!, By substituting warmed humidified gas to breath< the respiratory heat loss
is prevented and there is a slight gain and the net effect can be significant.
It should be noted that shivering will increase the heat production to 500 or
1000 K. cal per hour, and therefore, in a shivering person the effect of the
respiratory heat balance �0-40 K. cal/hr.! is small and there should be minimal
benefit from airway warming. Despite this, though two reports claim no gain
from the use of airway warming with shivering; other' reports show significant
benefit. However, airway warming is worth considering in non-shivering subjects,
In the experimental situation using sheep, provision of airway warming improved
the rate of rewarming achieved by any particular level of body insulation
 Table 2! but, as is also obvious, airway warming is no substitute for adequate
insulation of the body surface. Table 3 shows the effect of airway warming in
human cases treated in hospital. As can be seen the rate of rewarming during
airway warming was always greater than the rate before airway warming was
started. Despite the Q 10 effect, the rate of rise of core temperature during
the period after airway warming was stopped, was also less than the rate of rise
during airway warming. None of these patients were in fact shiver- ng. In none
of the cases treated did the core temperature fall as a result of the introductior



of airway warming. In fact in most cases the after drop probably occurred
before airway warming was started. These cases treated in hospital confirmed
that airway warming can accelerate the rate of total body rewarming, while
maintaining normal temperature gradients.

2. OTHER EFFECTS ON THE HIhN BODY

There were no respiratory problems during or after the use of airway warming
in those patients who survived and when post-mortem was carried out there was
no evidence of damage to the larynx or trachea except in one case which had

0
been ventilated with a humidifier set at 80 C with the delivery tube being

0
lagged, which would give an endrotracheal temperature of almost 80 C, and yet
even in this case there was only some laryngeal oedema and mild tracheal
scalding. However, rate of rise of body temperature, theoretical or practical,
is not the only factor in considering a rewarming method. Two aspects of
cardio-vascular function important for the safe resuscitation of hypothermic
patients, are cardiac out-put, and arterial blood pressure sufficient to
maintain adequate perfusion of the heart and brain. In experiments with
hypothermic sheep  Figure 1! the response to the initial rise in temperature
was a rise in. cardiac out-put whether the method of rewarming was the hot bath,
spontaneous wrapped in blankets, or airway warming in addition to blankets.
With both spontaneous rewarming and the hot bath, there was a marked fall in
peripheral resistance which was still present when the sheep in the hot bath
had reached normothermia. With airway warming, the peripheral resistance
remained steady, and the arterial pressure could therefore rise after only a
moderate rise in cardiac output. This contrasts with the hot bath where the
rise in arterial pressure required a massive increase in cardiac output at a
time when the heart was at its lowest temperature and therefore most vulnerable.
This increase was greatly in excess of the base line values, even on returTr to
normothermia, whereas with airway warming cardiac output varied around the
base line values. With spontaneous warming, the increase in cardiac output
was insufficient to compensate for the fall in peripheral resistance and there
was therefore a fall in arterial pressure. This fall in blood pressure had
been noted in man at a time when spontaneous rewarming could be expected and
might be a possible cause of death during the transport of the victim, These
experiments suggest that with regard to cardiovascular stability airway warming
appears to be as safe as any other standard method of rewarming from acute
hypothermia.

In the human cases treated the cardio-vascular status was examined. In all

cases, however treated, the arterial pressure and pulse rate improved as the
core temperature rose but airway warming had a specific beneficial effect on
this. In six cases the blood pressure was unrecordable on admission and in a
further six cases the blood pressure became unrecordable after having been
present on admission. In all the cases treated with airway warming the. blood
pressure and skin colour i~proved rapidly whereas in the patient who rewarmed
without airway warming the improvement was much slower. The cases of two
elderly women will serve as an illustration. In one, previously absent blood
pressure was restored within three hours by airway warming and at a core
temperature of 27.5 C whereas in the other, allowed to rewarm spontaneously,
the blood pressure was not recordable for 22 hours and then only when the
core temperature reached 33 C. Airway warming also has a beneficial effect on

0

0cardiac rhythm and one patient who at 24.3 C showed multi-focaI supra-ventricular



and ventricular extrasgstoles was restored to sinus rhythm before her core
temperature reached 27 C.

Cerebral function also improved as a result of airway warming. In six
patients the respiratory drive which had been depressed by cold or drug
overdose, was rapidly restored by airway warming before the core temperature

0had risen 1 C. In five patients the pupils were dilated and non-reactive
when the patients were first seen. In the four treated with airway warminr,
the pupils returned to normal size and reactivity very rapidly, two before
any rise in core temperature could be recorded. This contrasts with a case
which was allowed to rewar~ spontaneously and the pupillary response did
not return for several hours.

There is one hazard of airway warming. In cases with chronic hypothermia e.g.
the elderly, airway warming is dangerous. If cases of chronic hypothermia
rewarm too rapidly, even spontaneously, the fluid shifts can cause death through
cerebral or pulmonary oedema, and because airway warming accelerates the rate
of rewarming, it may be lethal. The only safe way to treat chronic hypothermia
with airway warming is to use intermittent positive pressure ventilation  IPPV!
which will prevent the onset of cerebral and pulmonary oedema.

There are two cases which illustrate the benefits of airway ~arming in human
victims. In the first  Table 3, A2!  Figure 2! a 55 year old m"n took an
overdose of Largactil on a cold night, and opened the window. He was found
several hours later and was admitted to hospital unconscious with a core

0temperature of 27 C. He was wrapped in blankets in a hot room and because
he was cyanosed with minimum respiratory efforts, ventilation was mechanically
assisted with a bird ventilator. By replacing dry gas ventilation with warm
humified gas, a zero rate of warming, which had been static for four hours was
converted to a temperature rise. After three hours, active warming was dis-
continued and the bady temperature continued to rise and showed the characteristic
overshoot. The interesting comparison that during the three hours active warmino

0 0was used, core temperature rose 3 C, whereas the next 3 C, without airway warming
required six hours. Pulse and blood pressure improved with the rising tempera-
ture, and the active heating restored the respiratorv drive. The patient
regained consciousness and was discharged five days later. Figure 3  Tab .3, A3!
shows the progress of a young woman with severe overdose of distalgesic. She

0
was unconscious though her core temperature was only 34 C. Her metabolism
was so depressed by the drugs that she was unable to rewarm spontaneously
despite bei,ng wrapped in blankets. The introduction of airway warming on two
occasions caused the core temperature to rise and on each occasion the rise
stopped when the airway warming was stopped. This is in contrast to the previo~s
case where the initial heat stimulus was sufficient to start the rewarming
process. When the patient was first seen, no pulses could be felt anywhere,
breathing was impaired and being assisted, the pupils were dilated and not
reacting to light, and indeed, the only definite evidence of life was an
E.C.G. tracing on the oscilloscope.  If this patient had been found lying
like that in her own home, she would probably be written off as dead! . The
first thing that happened after airway warming was started was that the pupils
returned to normal size and became reactive. The pulses gradually returned
and became palpable more peripherally, and after two hours, the blood pressure



Adapted from Guild �978!
Environmental temperature of air ~ 0 Co

Airway warmirg air temperature 45 C with

100% relative humidity.

Tab. 2

Rates of rewarming achfeved by the methods used in the treatment groups

Pro!ected in-
terval for re-
turn to znitial
temperature

Mean rate
 and range!

af rewarming
oC/h!

State of
sheep No.Method

Control, non-cooled

Hot hath

Unshorn

Shorn 50 min

1 h 20 min

2 h 55 min

Airway spontaneous
ventilation

3 h 20 rein
31 h 30 min

Unshorn
Shorn

ll h 30 minSpontaneous wrapped fn
polythene and blankets

3 0.2 �.1-0. 3!
1 -0.7

Unshorn
Shorn

Spontaneous no covers Unshorn ll -0.6 [-1.4-+0.6!

2 -0.6 ',-0.4--0.8!Shorn

Unshorn

Airway assisted ventilation Unshorn

3 0.5 �.4-0.5!

3 2.8 �.0-3.4!

2 2.0 �.9-2.1!

4 0.9 <0 ' 3-1.3!

5 0.7 �.6-1.0!
1 0.1



could be recorded. The respiratory drive was also stimulated. Despite a
stormy convalescence this patient survived and eventually returned to work.

3. WHERE THE NETHOD CAN BE USED

DEFINITION

Airway warming is a method by which the body gains heat asinly through prevention
of the loss of heat and moisture which normally occurs during breathing. With
some types of equipment there may also be some additional heat gain. As far as
equipment is concerned every hospital will have a heated water bath humidifier
which provide~ the necessary warmth and humidification, and the method can
obviously therefore be used once the victim has reached hospital. The equipment,
however, can be made portable and several cases have been treated in the field
using a variety of designs of equipment. The initial design  Figure 4!
utilized the well. known reaction between carbon dioxide and soda lime which
produces heat and moisture. A totally closed circuit was used to conserve all
the expired heat loss and allow the use of a relati~ely small quantity of soda
lime with a small priming dose of carbon dioxide. Unfortunately, there was
the necessity for the use of oxygen. Equipment to this specification was
carried by the successful Bonnington expedition in 1975 and worked effectively
when tested at 20,000 feet.  It is of interest that in the first successful
ascent of Everest in 1953 the use of closed circuit oxygen gave a better
climbing performance than open circuit oxygen because of the heat and moisture
generated. In fact this caused overheating in the "warm" still weather on
the Western Cwm. The higher the altitude, the grea ter the heat loss from the
lungs from warming and humidifying the air and therefore, the greater the
benefit of the closed circuit. The fluid loss could amount to 3 L/2 pints
per day, three to four times greater than at sea level.! Another configuration
is to dispense with the oxygen and use air with a non rebreathing circuit b~ t
this, unfortunately, requires a larger quantity of soda lime and a larger
priming dose of carbon dioxide, and also exposes the victim to the possible
danger of the surge of heat from the initial chemical reaction being trans-
mitted directly to the patient's face. However, equipment with this circuit
has now been developed to a high degree of safety, and there should be very
little to choose between the two methods, the ultimate choice depending on the
operational requirements of any particular rescue service. As mentioned
earlier there are a number of other designs which have been tried but these
will not be discussed in this paper. The simplest method of producing some
degree of airway warming effect is to use a condenser humidifier. The most
efficient of these can conserve about 50K of the moisture, and therefore the
heat, normally lost through respiration. Et is a fortunate co-incidence that
the best is also the smallest and lightest, weighing only a few grams. With
the development of portable airway warming equipment the method can now be
used from the moment the victim is found and during the transport to base i.e.
times when no other method is available.

Finally though airway warming accelerates rewarming and does appear to have
some other advantages, the ultimate decision about its use will have to depend
on assessment by any individual rescue service as to whether the benefits
justify the expense of purchase, manufacture and maintenance of the equipment
and the added bulk and weight since to be of any use the equipment will have
to be carried on many occasions when it may in fact only be rarely needed.
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~E'l.. 4 Diagrammatic regreaeatatio4 of oortatl*
resuscitation equipment.

A Oxygen cylinder.

B Demand reducing valve.

C Sparklets Corkmaster  BOC! with the distal portion o the
n edle removed and connected to the gas inflow limb of E.
The oxygen supply is connected to tne normal outflow part
of the assembly.

D Reservoir bag of 6 1 capacity.

E Normal Waters valve assembly with the Heidbrink valve removed
and the reservoir bag connected. The arrangement is necessary
to transmit the inspiratory negative pressure to the demand
valve B.

F Soda-lime.

G Waters canister.

B Insulation-expanded polystyrene in the box and air in the
del'very tube.

J Facepiece or mouthpiece and nose clip as used by mine rescue
or skin divers or endotracheal tube.

K Double lumen delivery tube. The inner lumen is the respiratory
tube while the outer is closed off and acts as insulation. The
length of the tube is not critical since any build-up cf car'-
bon dioxide due to the deadspace would be beneficial in pro-
tecting the heart from the effects af hypothermia.

Rubber tubing to give a flexible mounting for the Corcmaster
C.
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Cu rent Status of rypothermia Therapy ..nd. Prophyla:.is in Germany

by

Dr .Anthony P. Low

Inept.of Nautical Yiedicine, Bernhardt Ãocht Institute,

Seewartenstrasse 9a, 2 Hamburg 11, Germanye

Germany is bordered. in the west and. east by the North Sea
0and Che Baltic Sea with average annual temperatures of abou-. 9 C

�8 7!. Thus the threat of hypothermia is imminent for Chose who

fall overboard.. In the south, mountain ranges up to approx.f000 m

height have abundant snow and. low temperatures from fall Co spring-

1. H othermia in coastal r anions:

Last year, the German Lifeboat Society  DGzRS! rescued. almost
500 casualties from the seas. Although the DGzRS d.oes not d.' fferen-

tiate between non-hypothermic and. hypothermic cases in its statis-

tics, we at the Dept. of I'Jautical I'tedicine consider the lat.er near

Co or eaual to $05. Hypothermic patients brought to shore a e treat

.d in coastal hospitals.

In 1976, we evaluated the hypothermia therapies at $0 hospitals

and. the nnmher o patienta treateL [1J. Hypothermic patients were
taken either to the intensive care units or Co the internal med.ic-'

d.epartments. Our find.ings showed that

ll coastal hospitals had had. no hypothermia cases during Che

last few years

14 hospitals dealt with not more than 1 - 2 cases per year
with no deaths among the treated. hypothermic patients, and

� 5 hospitals mentioned. annual patient averages of 6 Co 2$.

Host of the above cases stem from swimming and sports boats'

accidents and. only a few from merchant marine ships. Knowledge of

hypothermia therapies in general hospitals, internal med.ical clin-

ics and ICUs differs considerably. Each hospital seems Co have its

own mod.e of treatment. In general, slow rewarming 's prefered ver-

sus rapid. rewarming � hospitals!. 0nly one doctor ment' oned. in-

creased. oxygen needs during rewarming and, only one warned of Che

dangers of hot water baths � 4-0 C  skin burns and rewarming collaps

IC is remarkable Cha the majority of coastal ICUs only have the

mometers reading down to !l � 
 C, whereas very few are eouipped.0

with Chose showing 20 � 22 C. Even hospitals with larger casualty

~b ' 1". ~l



Some hospitals did not measure temperatures upor. admission and. ouot
55 af ter rewarming had been instigated. Thus the phrase "not

below g5 C" is thermometer caused. and maszs eventual Leep hypother-

mia. Only a fe» clinics had, experience with casualties below 
 C0

core temperature. Several physici~s became aware of the impossibi
ty of low temperature measurements with the means at hand. and, as~
for further advice from our department.

Treatment of hypothermia on board German merchant marir e ships
still is in accordance with the book "Health on board. merchant mar-

ine ships" �972! where rapid rewarzing in a warm bath of initially
$7 C and increasing its temperature to 40 � 42 C in a short time is
recommended. Lacking a thermomete=, bath water temperature should.
be monitored. with the naked. elbow. If nc ba h is at hand., pouring

water of 40 C over Che patient is advised therein.

2. Trainin of shi officers in h t>othermia there.

In Germany, merchant marine officers have to enlist or 2 or
4 week first aid courses of which. one hour is d.evoted, to hypother-

mia. Due to new research. data in this fiel<, we instruct them to

rescue ship-wrecked. persons from the sea with a minimum of manhand.-

ling, not to throw life-rings or s'mi' ar devices to Chem if the
water is very cold  numb fingers/! but Co go to their help in the
water, not Co permit them to walk but to cover them. w"th blan'<ets

� � especially head and neck region � � and to car~ them into the
ship and. there, if the hypothermia is severe, to rather perform
-assive than active re»arming. Me prefer p-ssive re»a=ming due to
the fact that ventr.fibrillation or rewarming colla se in a bath w'

overburd.en the means and the krowledge  cardiac massage! of the cre'i
If a hot bath is used, officers are instructed. Co s.art wi h 50�
$5 C  so-called. reasonable rewarming! increasing the temperature to0

40 C ia '0 � 15 minutes while continuously stirring the water and

checking its and. Che patient' s temperatures. We urge the introductic
of pr<~ature baby thermometers �7 � 28 C! on all Ge.man ships.0

E'atients should be removed, from the bath when body temperature has

reached. 55 C, and allowed. Co continue re»arming passively in bed

while under a 24- hour observation. When available, 0> inhalation
is recommended as a supplementary hera~y.

Ve do not recommend rapid. rewarming in 40 - M C as proposed by
the IIO "Besolution on hypothermia" �97$! and. by the INCO/TSA
"Prevention of hypothermia" �977! d.ue to extreme pain for the pati-



irophyia cis a hairst hypothermia is emphasized as follows:

Administer antiemetics as earl> as possible, don alter;ativ lay r=-

of clothes  shirt-pullover-shi. '. etc.!, cover feet rQ hard" tyin~
trousers at ankles and sleeves at wrists to reduce water circulatic

protect head and neck, d ink hot sugared beverages 'f av-. ilabl .

before ab~.dotting ship.

Plountain rescue

!.1. General hypothermia:

In 1979, mountain rescue patrols saved approx.7CO people and

figures are rising each year. The majority of these casualties were

hypothermic. The reasons were: over-estimat'on of one' s capabili-

ties, bad. equipment and clothin~, lack of basic urvival 1z.owledge.
In this conference we have discussed. several rewarm ng met."od.s in

the field, each with it- advantages and inherent problems. In the

outhern German mountains , rescue groups have developed and. per-

fected what they consider a highly effective core rewarming system

and have been using it for the last' 5 years with great s-cease j2 1.
Zt is known as the HIB~M warming package  HIE~ Warme ackung! and
simply consists of: l linen sheet, a thermosflask with ho. water

several blankets. Its application is as follows:

� fold the sheet 5 times and pour hot water onto it, wring sheet

put fold,ed hot sheet on und.e war of chest and abdomen
cover package wi-'.h clothes and zip parka

� wrap aluminum foil or blanket closely around body alone

then wrap several blankets around body, extremities and head,

� pour fresh hot water on. sheet package each following hour

lf used, correctly, this method leads to an immediate rise ir core

temperatu e. Zn one case it enabled rectal temp. to rise from 29 C0

to 57 C in 7.5 hours L2]. This procedure is now used in the Gar-
misch-Partenkirchen hospital  a center for mountain casualties!

instead. of' bath rewarming as it does not lead. to a rewarming colla~r

Accord.ir g to N URZUT~ZR  Garmisch! passive and 3ctive moving o

hypothermic persons should. be omitted as ''t has been. observed. that

even by stretching flexed legs of a hypothermic pa.ient a drop in

core temperature from, for example, � C to 27 C can occur. f

breathing stops, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is prefere' .'ersus

the Ambu bag as cold mountain air or cold oxygen would. enter the

lunms via the latter and eventually lead to further cooling.



Tf frostbite occurs togethe" with general hypothermia in tne
field, the following first aid measures are u-ed,:

� central rewarmirg with hot, sugared. dr nks

the EI2~ warming package
� rewwming he extremit'es by tuckinp them under rescue s own

clothing or armpits.

When fro tbite 's present without general hypothermia:
� patie.-t is encouraged to move extremity actively and. continuous

if legs are only slightly frozen he is encouraged to walk .
� when larger parts are fxozen passive transportation is used..
� if rescue doctor at scene warm  ! "7 C! 5$ glucose infusions

recommended., but no further ed,ication.

Treatment in mountain caoin:

Administer hot sugared drinks, put frozen extremity into luke warm
water �0 C!! and. increase its temperature gradually within � min0

to 40 C i: tolera'ble, otherwise slower. Then apply antibiotic pow-

d,er and. dry surgical dressings. Nove extremities continuously.
Ão vasodi' atory drugs should be given as infusions.

Curren. German mountair. rescue med.ical opinion does not favor
=apid rewaraiag of f=ozea extreaieiee t'2].

Underwatez h othermia

'Zhe locations of Germany s Unde-water laboratory "Heligoland"
during its missio~s from 1969-'79  North Sea, Baltic Sea, bW Atlan-
tic! with water temperatures Detween 2 C and 14. C in depths of
10 to 42 m make protection against hypothermia imperative. Uni-
suits and. full-face masks are compulsory. Wet suits perfused by
water of 50 C have also been used. Ls the UW-habitat, therapy of
hy�othermia is possible by means of a hot shower  max.BO C! any
time, hot drinks and. warm meals with high caloric value. We have
found that profess'onal d.ivers, paid by the time they spe"d d.iving
are apt to overlook warning symptoms of impending mod,crate hypo-
thermia more frequently than scientist d.ivers  aguanauts! ~ Among
approx.150 aauanauts who have used. our habitat between 1969 and
1979, no serious case of hyzothermia has occurred..

W Germany, our Dept. of ilautical IIedicine has been trying to
make the warm, humidified air/02 therapy  CBRW! and. its ad.vantag s
more»dely known but has met with res'stance from several sides.
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WHAT DANGERSTHREATEN MEf«I AT SEA?
Kinetosis can occur on planes, ships, and submarines

in =iorntal and adverse weather and sca conditions and

depends on the iridividual susceptability. As the ship
spends the longest time period on the water and is
in~lined to more yaw, pitch, and roll than the others,
seasickness with its uripleasant side effects dominates
herc. This is especially so in small boats and during
sIL'pwrecl;. Time «s an important factor for the outbreak
of diseases and tlrey therefore arc aiso more frequent on
ships than planes. Diseases and illness encountered most
often on ships and requiring medical aid are dental and
!aw diseases, acute and subacute appeiidicitis, bleeding
and pert'orating gastric ulcers, kidney and gall bladder
colics, acute psychosis. Accidents and injuries are seldom
=:i jets a»d submarines due to the shortness ot' their
journeys and the reIative stability of their motion. In
cur»parison, accidents and Ie hal Injuries to seafarers arc
quite nunierous.

Ship disasters, although decreasing in percentage of
«ro's sh!p tonriage, are still contiiiuing to rise after a
19 6 Inw. Vdiih the changes in ship sires, power, speed
a»J I>iirposes during the last decades, the prime causes of
disa-ter also changed. It was found that between l960
and I ~dfi9 tlic percentage of hiiman lives lost at sea can
be pnr»arily attributed to foundering, collision, I'irc and
iinc!Iy p'ounJirr~, in that order, although tlie reasons
f r disasters in forr»er days were based on inadequate
sliip construction, inadequate seamanship, charts,
weather informauon, navigational aids, or in general, on
pure lack of knowledg«c. Human errors are still the main
cau'e of maritime disasters.

As thc nuniber of oil rigs on tlie continental shelves
 Gulf ot' Mexico, North Sea! iiicrcases, the risk ol hazard
ori tlleni rises;!ild iIlus leads to new inedical problenrs in
rescue 't sca due to their remoteness, i.e. far from
regula." sbippirig!ancs, and their being occut>icd aII year
rouiid even in tire worst of weather by up to 60 men.
While .i mass disa~ter on land comprises 40-60 casualties
ii: avcragi, mass disaster .it sca, tor example on an oil rig,
cililiils as few as five or si x casualties, Ilowc ver, the other
i»en arc often at risk  explosion, fire! and vvould also
have to be evacuated.

P!aire crashes at sca occiir e ich year and often many
live ar- lost either because tlie plane exploded before or
on imtiiict a»d sar!k rinrne 'ii«ti'.y, «rr in aiiy case it sank
h«o fa.t Ior aII tl.c passengers ab..«ard to be able to inakc
ihi i r esca pe.

FIRST AID AT SEA

Except for large passe»gcr ships, thc great majority of
cargo ships and tankers have no doctors on board. So, in
thc event of an emergency, e.g. injury or sickness of a
crew meniber, they can only rely on a medically trained
officer. If a catastrophe involving more than three seaman
occurs, this officer, depending on his first aid trar'ning,
might find himself unable to cope wirii the situation,
Mcdicai training differs from country to country and
between ship agencies so it may be conclude<I tnat ships
exist where none of the crew have receive J any medical
training at all. This makes the situation even worse.

If thc iirjury or disease on board is too difficult to
treat, the next step would be to:rsk for radio medical
advice from a physician well acquainted witii nautical
incdicine, Several of these radio iiiedii;al services have
been in existence for many years, CIRKI in Rome is
without doubt the oldest and most vveII-knoivn. It is Gn
a 24 !iour duty status iii tlrrec «o foiir Ia»~~ua«ges and
reaches around the world, The U.S. Coast Guard has its
own system in conrrection with A«DRIVER as do the
lvIe theriands  radio Schcveningen! arid the I'edcralr
Republic of Germany. Help and assistance is the:e vihen-
evei' »ceded and these services make a high percentage of
correct diagnoses. This can, of course, only bc acconi-
plislicd if the sfiip's c fficer, via the navigator, ta'ves an
exact descriptiiin of tIle patient's symptoriis, wlien they
occurrei}, remedies so far, anainnesis etc., so tIiat the
doctor, maybe thousands of i:ules away, can I'orm a
correct ment rl pictur~ of the case.

Tlie thirJ means of bringing medical assistance co
ships without doctors i» by fIying so-called paramedics
to the scene by either SAR or U. S, Coa t Guard IreL'-
copicrs or ainl:hibious planeslsca pl.inca. Tliese nien have
received sp cial parachute trai»ing be..idc theu riiedical
ducation i!i «rrder i' be abh.' 'o ie" lli.' pc «pie in tltc

worst conditions.

Thc U, S. Air Force with its osvir ruse«rc urtrt, kilowri
as the AI<RS, can also assist ia Seaieix .iiid Rescue
missions at sea. Utilizing helicopters and a v.«ie,'y of
specialize J i»edified plaiics as weil as paranicilics, ARRS
is weII equipped ior rescue oI" r;it'.Ori t 'L'«.tiier .vrth
SAR, U. S. Co.ist Guar<I, or >ther ag«:ncics,:vcn in
remote»la es. In a r«umber ot I-;uropean eouiiiries '.viih
laigc deep-sea fislrirrg Ileets, radio incdic;«I .i«Ivice '»u
Iielp is also avail;ilrl» fr »n so-ceiled I'ishcry protection
boats. These follow Ilia !lect in vr;iIcrs around
 «recnlanil, Iceland, Noi";i.iy etc., have a doctor trai»cd



iii »a>! tieal ii!edicinc oii b<>ard, and;ilso a well equipped
sick b<iy;i»d operahii ti>c trc.

S!iip > with doctors on board all thc time, such as big
militaiy vessels, large passei>ccr ships a!id the FPB's just
mentioned, arc in a far b<ttcr;ituation s!<ould disaster

strike. Casualties and discs..es can bc trea!cd correctly
and wiiha«t any loss o!' tir>ic. hfedicat prophylaxis of
crew rncm!>ers and thc possil»hues of daily consultations
would decrease the probal>iiity of acute illness arising or
bein g overlooked.

ln a«cideiits at sca we must also distinguish between
those tlia! occur near the coast and those that happen
far out at sea. This is especially iinportant in view of
survival cliances, When disaster occurs on ships and oil
rigs near the sharc, two advantages are at hand. First, the
site of disaster lies within range of a helicopter �50
kilometers!, rescue cruiser �5 km in I hour!, and
amphibious pia»e �50 km in I hour!, S coi.dly,
hospit:<is ai d airfields on tire coast nearest the accideiit
can be alerted for reception of casualties and can make
appropriate preparations.

On ships far frain land when in distress, e,g. rnid
southern Atlantic or Antarctic waters, prospects of
rescue get worse. Survivors are usually out of range of
SAR heiico;>ters, the number of A> IVER-registered ships
in thc vicinity will be smaller except if distress occurs on
the main shipping lanes. Time till rescuers reach them
gets long and the dcatli toll would rise. Obtaining radio
medical advice in cases of disease or injuries on board
intact slips nught or might not be possible depending on
radio cominunication possibilities from and to these
remote locations. This is an area where a number of
medical rescue difficulties remain to be solved.

Personal rescue equipment inciudes warm clothing,
life jacket, food, lamp, whistle, radio transinitter, and
sometimes, in military aircraft, one-man rafts. The vital
importance of warm clothing for survival cannot be
stressed too much. It is esscnual that all people about to
abandon ship put on as niany warm clothes as possible',
socks, shoes or boots, gloves, and protect their necks
with scarves if the water temperature is below 25oC.
Contrary to popular belief, a man fully dressed is not
heavier in water and thus in no danger of sinking. Some
studies indicate that even damp clothing provides
considerable thermal insulation. Clothes should be
fastened at wrists and ankles to prevent water circulatiori
over the skin. Clot!ting shifts Molnar's survival-versus-
time curve �946! to the left. In water with an average
temperature of 17-18 C, insulating clothing would put
the survivor in the 21-22o C zone and thus prolong his
survival grea tly.

Life jackets are mandatory for each passenger. Of
several models in use, the o/d types and those put on like
jackets should be pliased out as soon as possible as they
are dangerous. The present optimal .tflformed life
jacl-ets, e.g. Secu.;iar 15, are stable and keep the heads

oi iincoiiscio< s p> opic above the waier lev>.1. <!nl; li!c
iacke!s w<111 a <'iotch s iap! !oil!<! be I!sod tv p < ce»t tiie
life jackc! f' >r>i slippiiig upwir<1 and t!ius in>pair>n ~ tr<e
bre,'«hi<<0 a!><i ci!aiing tlie c!!in. I'he uiilat'ibie models
should be !!i!la!ac !lot b'foi'c but after e!!l<!'!ng i.he
water to prevent possible severe in]<!ries to ar»>s.!i ck,
and chin, <>r 1'nockhig tlie person u»co!Lscious upon
impact when jurilpi»g, It is rcconlmended to use ladd rs
or ropes to !each the water. Furtlier require!r>ents !or
life jackets are: easy do»ning, su!'ficient buoya;icy, ood
fitting in svct and dry conditions, r<o restriction of free-
dom of rnovcrnent, and self-rigli ing tendency to a stable
position. Life iackets sliouid also have whistles attached
to them and preferably some sort of light, e.g. on a cap .
so that they can be located in the darkness.

ff a small radio transmitter is inc!udcd in th: personaI
resciic equipinent it sliould pcrforrii autoinalicaily on
contact with water or switches should be of the very
large toggle switch type to facilitate use. Foo<l supplies
are at present hardly found in personal rescue equip!»cut
except in those, of military jet pilots

Group rescue equipmcnt can be divided into life
boats, life rafts, food, radio, water supply, and maybe
primitive water dcsalting apparatus. For several years,
life rafts have become more and morc papular and have
led to a decline in the number of life boats. I'ood on
rafts or life boats should be ample for two to three days,
a time span considered sufficienl., m average before
rescue craft arrive at the location, Water is also a stand-
ard item  U,S Coast Guard requires three <iuarts p<.r
person!.

As regards passive or exterior rescue aids, tl esc are in
the first tnsta!ice ships in the hrimcdiate  relative!
vicinity of the distressed vessel, They either have re-
ceived the SOS call or have been alerted by AMVER,
U. S. Coast Guard or other similar aeencies.

Further passive sea rescue aids are USCG., DGzRS,
RNLI, FPH's, to quote a few national organizations that
utilize specially equipped motor cruisers. Tiiei mhcrent
disadvantages are that they operate near the coast lines
of their countries. The ranges of these rescue silups are
limited by the time it takes to get to a specific disaster
site from their base. Their range is approximately 45 kin
in one. hour, Shore-based helicopters can cover a much
larger area in a Search and Rescue operation iiaving a
range of about 250 kin in one hour, They are also in a
better position to locate single survivors in coloured L>fe
jackets and to hoist them up out of the sea. However,
due to their iclatively high gasoline consumption heli-
copters are not capable of long searching sorties.

Military SAR and ARRS helicopters and amphibious
sea planes stationed on destroyers or aircraft
carriers are the best means of bringing assistance to
distressed ships in mid-ocean, for even shore-based long
rangerescue aircraft, e,g. C-l30 Hercules, might:irrive at
the site too late to help, depending on prevailin weather
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canditioiis at the disaster location  cold, wind, rain!.
These aircrat't can drop life rafts and other rescue items
ta survivors as need be. If the sea is not too rough,
SAR/ARRS ainp!iibious planes may try a sea landing or.
at lcas! rcicasc paramedics to aid tiie survivors,

A!tliau~i in use t'or several years now by modified
ARRS C-! 30 l!ercules planes, the STAR system
 surf<ice to air rescue! seems not to be as widely known
as it should be, Utilizing STAR, it is possible to haul
injured or distressed people {maxirnaily two at a time!
up into the C-130 from land, sea, ice floes, or jungle
without the rescue p!ane liaving to land or to hover
above those persons.

Psychological survival factors can be summed up as
'the wi11 to live." It is tius svi!! alone t!iat has saved

shipwrecked persons time and again hail epochs in
situations where death was i<nminent. Persons in the
siti<ations. e.g, on life boats or together in tlic acean,
have died ivhen they sp!ritua!!y gave up, while their
eoinradcs lived on, Others have survived when all
statistics proved they shou!d have been dead. This 'wiI!
to itive" incorporates motivation and taking a correct
ment;ii ttitudc toward a certain situation. Peop!e who
p:iiiic cannot survive for long in this case. Panic stems
t'rom !right or anxiety and tliis again usually from
',gnaia icc ar incapability of doing certain tasks or using
certain pie'es of e<!uipment wlicn danger arises. Survival
practice can do a lot to l.eep panic at a minimum aiid
spirits !iigh

Piiysialagical parameters infiuencing the duration af
sea surviva! are numerous, the most important af them
being thir. t, hnmersion, seasickness, hunger, wounds,
body v eight, age, sex, and temperature, or more cor-
rectlyy liypathermia and c!aihing.

Tiie hi<man body requires 2.6 l. of v ater a day
w!iereby 0,3 l. of this amount is produced by mctab-
a!ism. During acute tiiirst the body decreases total water
riccessiry !o 0.8 l. per day, i.e. 0.5 I, from external
sources. syith this daily quantum per person in a life

bout, inde!'i«itc survival !s passible. Unfortunately, in
inany sca <iisastcrs this water quantum is eitiicr not at
ban<I or ihe supp!y is only sina!! and symptoms of tliirst
soon sct in. ~';!an loses 3"~ of body Auid a day. !f 5'% is
last physical collapse occurs, hallucinations between an
8-10,:: loss. and death at approx. a 20-22% loss of body
!'luids,

It' a survivor replenisiics lus water needs by drinking
sea water, even in diluted form, it will hasten
dchydrJtion because thc kidiicys need more water to
eliminate the high sodium and chloride can ent   3.3 G
',u NaCl! yct cail only concentrate it to max, 2 G 'a.
Thus, hirst socn incrca:cs as i4'aC! icvcis in tiie body
rise. !'ina!ly, thirst a!so inure:ises when tryin to eat dry
and taa sweet cmcri ency foods,;<s water is iieedcd fcr
ssva!!awing. A!! <'o»centraied ssvecbs cause thirst, Bitter
ciioco!ate Is bet!er !hali siveci !i<!<'ala'tc.

Aii immersed survivor in a life jacket is equally in a
very serious condition as regards accelerated dehydration
and this fact is ivortii mentioning. Theoretica!!y,
immersion would minimize fiuid lass .f not for a striking
water diurcsis, Immersion aggrav,ites water !ass;ind
according to Deforest leads to a risc in hematocrit of
3-4% in 8 hours in water of 34 C and to a 3~«weight
decrease within 10 !iours instead o!' the usua1 24 hours,
The causes of immersion diuresis arc:

1. Negative pressure breathing.
2. Vaga! discharprng activated by !cft atria! stretch

reccptors activated by diastolic 1'i!ling levels.
3. Skin prcssure, which leads to blood being forced

centrally,
Diurcsis, no doubt, would be minimized if the survivor
were to take ',ip a horizontal position in the water, This,
however, stands in contradiction to the 45o ang!e
assumed sate .vith modern life jackets.

IVhcn Anally rescued, a survivor who spent the same
time immersed as another on a raft,vithout water svou!d
be in worse condition, even when not taking his heat loss
and thermal l.a<lure into consideratian. On being taken
out of the sca, hydrasta!ic pressure would be removed
from Iiis skin and iiis reduced blood volume .vou!d be
insutficient to till the iiow availab!e v«iuine, tlius ie:i<ling
to a con<litian sinii!ar ta shock from an acute b!ood loss.

The effects of seasickness on .iurvivors spcriding
niany hours or days on tittle life boats ot rafts racking in
the waves can bc very serious. Fven the most
experienced se,inicn are not imm;inc froni it and its
devastating eff cts that niay easily 'horten suiviva1 time
on an otherwise intact life craft. It is understandable
tlicn that everyone about ta lea;c a distressed ship
sliould take sut'ficient antiemctics,in<! that tiiey s!iou!d
bc on stack in a!I life boats. Very great emphasis should
bc put on Liiis point. Seasickness ieads to yawning,
general fatigue, !ocamotive insufficic:icy, apathy, hypo-
teitsive circill;itory disturbances anti depr< ssians as vve!!
as to a consid<..rable !ass of body fiu ds,

I ood is not as essentia! for !if» as water is t'or

siiipwrcckcd penpie, especial!y:is the nia,'.<rity of
survivors on shipping lanes can be expected to bc found
ivitiiin 24-36!io«rs. Since we are used to meals at certain
times a day, however, smaIl rations <! t' food iva«!d have a
good psychological effect on aiixious people. A prob!em
in storage of;armed !'oods an open life boats is the iiigh
corrosive effect of!iumid air nd saitv sea water on the
food containers. Reports are aii fi!: o!'castasviys !iaving
to abandon quantities af food that b c;<iiie in d<b!e. iii a
short time th<augh wa!er entering rusted ca<is, b'urst
b:irrcis, etc.

Suit water leads to a loss af t!ie skiii's iiatunii ni ais-
tuie. The ski<i ilien begins io chap and bee<nues sore.
!!cad, face, !indy, start iic!iing,i;id the eye<.;itsy g"t
iriilaincd. If salt gets iiito;i ser <ted it will becoinc very
p'Ji<<!ui ail<I fur<i i<it<i a bail so<' ' 'ii ail<.' to two days.



Ullnost c <<i e sliould i!c L.'<kcii !. o use prot<.'elive skin oils
or cream. Any kind of shin, is<'< und will nol heal if in
contact;vitli sea water.

A <",irdi»al prohlcm in sca iairvival ltas always bccn
hap<»i!«!iui;i an<1 <ts Lrc:ilnie»i. Ail.hough d«ath at sea
was pievi<i«sly priiiiurily attributed lo dlowning, tliis is
rot so, lt ',s due to wct-cold, Several physiological
faclors,:., 1 ody weight. age, sex, water temperature.
and clat!«ng, can have a posilive or»cgative effect on
tli«dur«lion of survival tirnc in the wct environment.

ln the fight against hypollicrrnia at sea, clothing can
be a m:iltcr of living or dymg. Emphasis should be put
on making passengers don as many layers of warzn and
prefers blv w<iollen clothing as possible, belore boarding
thc life r:itl. or entering Lh«. wcler. Tlic insulating cl'feet,
though, does not only depend on the thickness of the
maleiial but on ilia aniount ol tiny air pockets or
bubbles it contains, Clotlics sliould fit well and be
fastened at wrists, ankles, anil neck and include some
kind of neck protection. Body weight, subcutaneous
fat-layers and skinfold thickness are also important
paramct"rs in sea survival. Fat people h;ivc a higher
tissue insulal'ion than thin ones and are able to stabilize
lheii' rceliil  einpcralurcs at far lower water teznperatureS
than lean pcopie.

Aimosl all authors are against alcohol beuig issued
prior to leaving thc ship or on the liie boats du« to its
vasodil.tory effects and its increasing the heat
dissipation from core to skin, thus encourage'ng
hypotherriiia, besides its other side effects. At least one
source, liowevcr, states that alcohol, even in substantial
amounts, dccs not noticeably i tcrease heat loss of
persons in cold water though it greatly reduces their
discomfort, Test subjects have been known to tolerate
cold water imniersions better with a little alcohol.

Therapeu lic treatment of hypothermic survivors may
be summed up as raisin" the core temperature of the
body to its normal level as fast as possible. This can be
achieved in several ways, depending on the degree of
hypothermia and whether a doctor is on board the
rescue ship or not. Nowadays, the prime method used is
to put lhe patient in a hot bath of 37oC or even higher
 max. 45 "C! wiiile keeping the four extremities outside
the bath and bandaging their proximal parts so that their
content of cool blood does not flow to the coze before

the central organs have regained their norinal
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lcill pci'at«i'e. I! <ii'if!g this procc<j <I<'<' tile cll ciila t<iry
syslcm should he monitored l'or cvcntiial <,:»s of
irnpcnding collapse. [t is <tiso iniliorla»r lhal the back of
tlic neck bc ra oi Jly re-warined C<ire l<.mperalirre sliou ld
be measured i» sliort inlcrvals,

Thaucr Llieii recoiiinicnds infiisi«iis of warm rlucose
so!utions <ui:I of iValiCO3 or "tris" buffer to count«reel
acidosis and the possible occuirenc«of hypo lherinic
cd:ina of the br.iin.

Due to the increased sensitivity ol' the hyporlicrmic
i<cart to arrytliiilia, care inusl be taken to heep ortho-
static loads to a minimum, A re-warming collapse can
often bc treated successfuIIy by applying cold water to
the face.

IVcntrup rccoinmcnds low molecuiar dextrose and
hypotonic clcctroh tc infusions as veil as anaigctics, c.g.
doiatinR, tranquilizers. and, if need bc, cortisone.

Souchon, b«sides advising rapid rc-warming and the
drur> just mentioned, includes stropltantltin, coitisone
dezivatcS and dr«~ Lo ieduce tlie fibrtiiation Lend< ncy ot
thc heart  troplucardR!,After thc survivor has b< cn suf-
ficiently re-warn<ed Souci>nn recomniends antibiotics as
a propliylactic n«iasurc agamst infections.

After re-warzning, thc suivivor shoiild remain iindcr
observation in bcJ lor at lea 1 24 hours. A]cohoiie drinks
must never be given to patients treat.d for hypotlierriia.
Hot beverages, l'or example, sugar dissolved m warm
water, may be taken but they are never a subslitulc tor a
liot batli.
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THE INCIDENCE OF HYPOTHERMIA

IN SCUBA DIVING FATAL,ITIES

by John J. McAniff*

The National Underwater Accident Data Center  NUADC! at, the

University of Rhode Island has operated over the last ten years on various

federal grants and is presently supported by funds from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the Department of Commerce,

the U. S. Coast Guard in the Department of Transportation and the

National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health of the Department

of Health, Education and @el fare. The primary charge of the NUADC has

b en the investigation and statistical analysis of underwater diving

fatalities involving United States citizens.

In the ten year period of 1970 through 1979 the NUADC has gathered

information on approximate'ty 1400 such fatalities. These have included

case histories from the recreational or sport diving field, the accupa-

tional field including search and rescue divers, scientific divers etc.

and the full time commercial diver field. The cases have included all

types of situations; from the young snorkeler to the extensively trained

professional diver working in the exotic helium-oxygen environment re-

quired in over five hundred feet of sea water.

A recurrent phenomena has surfaced in these investigations which we

have called the "sudden death syndrome". This can be best described as

an incident in which the victim has appeared to be alright at one instant

and a few seconds or minutes later is observed laying face down in the

*Director, National Underwater Accident Data Center and URI Diving Safety
Office~.
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water with no physical response. Such instances are typically noted to

involve a long and arduous dive in cold water. The victim depicts none

of the classical signs of drowning such as thrashing or cries for help

hut appears to have spontaneously co',lapsed without warning. For quite

some time the suspicion of possible hypothermia as a contributing factor

to such cases has been present.

To investigate this possibility a search was made of the NlJAOC files

covering the period 1970 through l975.  Later years' cases were in

All cases within this sub-group had occurred in water temperature below

65 F �8.3 C! and were further limited to those cases in which we had

sufficient information regarding the use or non-use of wet suit protection.

Of the 307 cases examined it was determined that 85 �7.7~! had been

possible hypothermia situations.

TABLE l

POSSIBLE HYPOTHERMIA BY RCTIVITY AND SEX

FemaleMale

Scuba, Sport

Commercial

Snor ke1 Diving

85TOTAL

varying degrees of incomplete computerization.! Of the 917 fatalities
during this period, 33.4'4 �07! were found to be worthy of close examination.



STATE 1970 - 1975

28

Idaho

Il 1 inoi s

Iowa

Ohio

85TOTAL

Al as ka

Ca 1 i forni a

Florida

Hawaii

Naine

MassachUsetts

Michigan

Missouri

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New York

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

Texas

!<ashington

wisconsin

TABLE 2

POSSIBLE HYPOTHERMIA CASES BY STATE
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TABLE 3

POSSIBLE HYPOTHEPPIA HY REGION

Percent

Great Lakes

Pacific Northwest

New England

Mid-Atlantic

California

Nissouri

i8i sc.

13

33.

10

When the 85 cases were examined for activity and sex  Table 1!,

77 of the cases involved non-professional  sport or recreational!

activities and of these there were 69 males and 8 females. Of the

remaining eight cases, two were considered to be conmercial and six

were snorkel diving and all eight were males. The incidence of females

in the total sample was 11%, very similar to the estimated 10 to 12

female partici pation in the overall scuba diving population.

A tabulation of the cases by state  Table 2! reveals no significant

trends but when examined regionally the following notes can be made.

The Great Lakes region   Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin! accounted

for 6 cases �%!. The Pacific Northwest  A1aska, Washington and Oregon!

had 13 cases �5~! while New England  Maine, massachusetts, New Hampshire-

and Rhode Island! counted 14 cases �6~! and the Middle Atlantic group

 New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Ohio! accounted for 11 case»

  13%,!. If the New England and Middle Atlantic group are combi ned, the

total of cases is 27 �2K!, almost identical to the count for the state



of California which recorded 28 cases �3%!. One other significant

note concerned the state of Missouri which accounted for five cases

�X!, all of these involved cold fresh water diving. The remaining

10% of cases were distributed among various other regions, each wi th

numbers too small to be significant.

The incidence of cases occurring in salt water as opposed to fresh

water situations was 61~~ versus 39> respectively. This is almost iden-

tical to our ten year average for all fatalities recorded.

Information was not available on 12 cases as to depth but of the

remaining cases 50~ occurred in water shallower than 30 feet. In nearly

all cases deeper than 30 feet the water temperature was noted to be

colder than 12.7 C �5 F!.

It is difficult if not impossible within the scope of the in-

vestigations conducted through the NUADC to pinpoint hypothermia as

the specific cause of death as the following scenario will indicate.

A typical case involves a chartered boat with about twenty divers on

board whose plan is to dive on a wreck in 90 feet of water 30 miles off

the New Jersey coast in mid April' All divers have basic diver certi-

fication cards but no knowledge is available regarding their relative

experience.  It is later determined that the victim is on his second

salt water dive and has had only six dives prior to the accident dive.

These were conducted in a 60 feet deep fresh water quarry.! One of the

twenty divers is seasick so it is impossible to set up a one-on-one

buddy program so three divers including the victim make up a three m~n

team. Moving down the anchor line, the three men encounter a thermo-

cline at about 40 feet which drops the temperature to about 4.5 C �0 F!.
0 0

This combined with the compression of the wet suit act jointly to cool

the body.
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The water visibility is less than six feet and in short order

each of the three cannot find either of the others. The victim becomes

more and more uneasy and distressed. As he begins to breathe harder

and harder on the regulator, he thinks that he must be low on air. Along

with this he starts shivering and decides to head to the surface leaving

the others behind on the bottom. In his near panic state he probably

swims up much faster than he should and once on the surface he finds

that he has drifted far from the boat. The victim is now weak and

disoriented and on the verge of unconsciousness. A few moments later

he is spotted floating face down on the surface and though heroic efforts

of CPR are conducted, he does not survive.

As can be observed from the above account, no one specific cause

ran be isolated for this tragedy but the conditions certainly implicate

hypothermia as at least a contributing cause.

In a recent analysis of autopsies from the NUADC files, it, was

noted that 22~i. of all the victims over the age of 35 had died of heart

attack or some fom of cardiovascular disease. It is suspicioned that,

a sizable number of these also involved extreme stress and probable

hypothermia.

In a conference such as this, one would be remiss not to call

attention to another form of hypothermia which has been noted in commercial

diving operations. In recent years the search for oil and gas supplies

has reached deeper and deeper into the seas of the world. Divers

working at such great depths are able to do so only by using exotic

gas mixtures which rely on a high percentage of Helium mixed wi th Oxygen.

6ecause of the very high thermal conductivi ty of the Helium, i t is

necessary to keep the divers' environment at 30 C  86 FJ or slightly

higher.



In the past few years two classic cases of helium hypothermia have

been noted, both of which resulted in double fatalities. The first of

these involved a 1ock-out submersible which became trapped by undersea

cables and currents while examining a wreck. The two divers in the

lock-out segment of the sub had a limited supply of heliox gas and no

way to vent the build up of Carbon Dioxide. It was also not possible

to maintain the necessary high temperature within the tiny compartment.

Upon recovery of the submersible many hours later, the two men had

expired while the two other men who had been i n the one-atmosphere

capsule of the sub survived with no ill effects. Ironically, one of

the two deceased divers was the son of world famous inventor Edwin Link.

The most recent double fatality involving helium hypothermia

occur red last year in the North Sea. Two American divers had completed

their work excusion from a saturation diving bell at about 550 feet

beneath the sea. Upon returning to the bell and sealing same, the

word was passed for lifting to the surface. It was then discovered

that the lifting cable was no longer attached to the bell and the men

were trapped on the bottom for the next fifteen hours before recovery

was accomplished. Both men had expired due to helium hypothermia. It

was later noted that the main shackle to the diving be11 which would

normally have been both pinned and then wired, had worked loose due to

the failure of someone to wire the pin to the shackle,

Some few observations can be made that do not necessari1y rely upon

statistical data but rather upon long years of investigation by the

author. The activity of scuba diving can be very stressful especially

in cold water which will require adequate therttial protection. Often-

times adequate thermal protection for the diver at the surface will



proVe inadequate at depth due to the compression of the neoprene wet

suit material with resultant faster cooling. Much of the cooling effect

on the diver will be the result of breathing the cold compressed air

fram the scuba tank which has been constantly exposed to the very cold

water. Scme scuba fatalities can be prevented by simply practicing

the proper one-on-one buddy system. Proper physical condition and

conditioning is important.

When in doubt, use some common sense, it may be colder than you
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ABSTRACT

ACCIDENTAL HYPOTHERMIA: 103 CASES

Joa W. Miller, M.D.
Daniel P. Daazl, M.D.
Doaald M. Thomas, M.D.

Department of Emergeacy Medicine
University of Louisville

We retrospectively reviewed 103 presentations {86 patients! of
accidental hypothermia treated at the discretion of the emergency mediciae
staff aad residents over an eight-year period. Rewarming treatment optioas
included passive. external, active external, and heated oxygen aerosol
administered by mask or intubation.

The slopes of tha rates of rewarming were. statistically similir
for passive external �.86 C/Hr! and heated aerosol via mask {0.69 C/Hr! .
The rate of rewarming for active external methods was 1.06 C/Hr. Heated0

oxygen aerosol via intubation rewarmed the patient at a sigaificantly
greater rate thea the passive external method {1.36 C/Hr!  p <0.01! .

The overall mortality rate for the series was 11.6%, but' 47.8% if
serious underlying disease was present. Individual mortality rates were
5BX for active external �/12!, 10X for active core with a mask {1/10!,
5.8% for passive external �/52!, aad 3.6X for active core with an endo-
tracheal tube �/29!. However, active core rewarmiag via intubation was
selected more frequently with moderate aad severe hypothermia  p .530!.

0
The group of survivors had a higher mean arrival temperature �1.05 C!
than the aon-survivors �6 .78 C!  p <.001! .

Active core rewarmiag with heated aerosolized oxygen via endo-
tracheal tube is a safe technique for the rapid rewarmiag of selected
hypothermic patients. The arrival temperature and the presence of serious
underlying disease appear to be ma!or determinants of prognosis.



ACCIDENTAL HYPOTHEIQiIA: 103 CASES

Jon W. Miller, M.D.
Daniel F. Danzl, M.D.
Donald M. Thomas, M.D.

From the Department of Emergency Medicine, University of Louisville, Louisville,
Kentucky.

INTRODUCTION

Hypothermia is defined as a core  tympanic, esophageal or rectal!
temperature less than 35 C  95 F!. Accidental hypothermia is a spontaneous
decrease in core temperature without intrinsic pre-optic anterior hypo-
thalamic pathology

Multiple interacting variables may contribute t.o the development of
accidental hypothermia via decreased heat production, increased heat loss,
or direct thermoregulatory interference. Age, nutritional status,
medications, intoxicants, previous CNS trauma or pathology, or exposure
with conduction/convection/radiation/evaporation frequently are involved.
Therefore, no rigid prototypic "hypothermia protocol" can be developed.

A healthy patient may have physiologic compensatory mechanisms over-
whelmed by exposure. Thermoregulation may be inefficient, impaired by
acute or chronic pathology, or pharmacologically suppressed. - The pre-
existing physiologic status is then in a dynamic state as the core tempera-
ture declines. Reasonable management must rely on accumulated reported
experience while considering the patient's unique predisposing factors, the
degree, and the duration of hypothermia.

Address for reprints: Jon W, Miller, M.D., University of Louisville School
of Medicine, Department of Emergency Medicine, 323 ED Chestnut, Louisville,
Kentucky 40202



MATERIALS AND METHODS

A11 hypothermic,.atients evaluated at the University of Louisville

affiliated hospitals emergency departments from February 17, 1971 to

Fei r<>ary 1'.>, 1979 w<'re reviewed. llyp<!th< rmia was confirmed and monitored

with a Yel low .;l!rin l.; Instru««nts L< 1< l.h<.r««>«x t< r mo<lel �31A ele<;tronicR

l!rob<'. l!l ! c<' l icl<l i I< t<> the rectum.

Vital sign" w  r» obtained usjn<l a Dol>l!ler if nece sary and recorded

on a flow sheet. Re'.,pirations were averaged over two mi<iute . Basic and

advanced cardiac life support were initiated as indicated.

Contributing factors including pertinent cardiac, pulmonary, endocrine,

or neuro'logic abnormalities were recorded.

All clothing was removed for the physical examination. The patient was

insulated with blanl;ets and placed on a cardiac monitor. Peripheral and

central intravennu~ catheters were inserted as necessary and room temperature

cry'. talloids administered.
R

Standard labor~tory evaluation included an immediate Dextrostix,

CBC, SNA-lH, amylase, prothrombin and par:i al thromboplastin times, and

toxicologic screen. Cardiac enzymes, thyroid function studies, and

cortisol levels were drawn on selected patients. Arterial blood gases

were corrected for temoerature.

Electrocardi<!graphic eva',uation was obtained. Roentgenographic studies

usu!'I ly included s~ull, cervica1 spine and chest films.

Nasogastric intubation was performed unless the patient was alert with

int.act protective airway reflexes,

Indwe'lling foley catheters were inserted to obtain a urine specimen

and <«!nitor urinary output.



RESULTS

Eighty-six patients were involved in the 103 treatment episodes. Eight

patients were admitted twice, one patient three times and one patient eight

times. The mean age was 59.6 years with a standard deviation of 17.4 years.

Average arrival temperature was 87. F with a standard deviation of 6.3 F.0 0

Fnrty of the one hundred and three cases �8,8%! were mildly hypo-

thermic  95-90 F!, twenty-four �3.3X! were moderate1y hypothermic  90-86 F!

and thirty-nine �7.9X! were severely hypothermic  <86 F!. The mortality

rates were 0.5X, 0.4~ and 23.1% respectively.

Twenty-three of the cases �2.3X! had serious underlying organic disease

resulting in eleven fatalities �7.@!. One fatality had no demonstrable

di sease. Ilorta 1 i ty for the se ri es was 11. 75.

Fifty-two of the cases �0.5X! were treated by Passive External Rewarming

 PER!, twelve �1.7;.! by Active External Rewarming  AER!, ten  9.6X! by

Heated Oxygen Aerosol delivered by mask  HOA-M! and twenty-nine �8.2X! by

Heated Oxygen Aerosol delivered by intubation  HOA-I!  Figure 1!.

Table 1 displays the mortality for each of the four treatment methods.

HOA-I has the lowest mortality �.5$! and AER the highest �8.3X!. Based

on percentages the apparent differences in treatment efficacy are pronounced.

It is not possib1e, however, to make a straight forward interpretation of

these figures since patients were assigned through medical judgement rather

than random chance. It is therefore possible that factors influencing mortality

were confounded with treatment method. That is, patients with favorable

survival profiles -may have been assigned to HOP- I, and those with poorer

survival factors to AER.



In order to deal with this problem, as well as the issue of;rue

stati".tical "significance" of treatment: difference., the data were submitted

to stepwise multiple regression to "factor out" the effects of age, sex and

presentinq temperature before examining the residual effects of treatment

method, While aqe and sex had no siqnificant effect on mortality, presenting
temperature did siqnificantly  pc.01! influence mortality, with each

addit;ional degree in presenting temperature increasinq survival chances bv

about two percent. After taking this relationship into account, a test of

the effects of treatment indicated that AER was significantly  p<.OI! more

likely than other methods to be associated with mortality, while HOA-I was

significantly  p~.05! less likely than the other methods to be associated

with mortality, More specifically, estimates from the results suggest that

survival is approximately 31 percent lower with AER and 18 percent higher

wi th tiOA- I  all other thi nqs being equal !, when each i s compared with its
three respective alternatives.

The effect of treatment upon rate of rewarming was also examined within

the same multiple reqression framework described above. While sex had no

effect upon the rate of rewarming, age did have a significant  pC01! effect;

each additional 10 years of age resulted in a rewarming rate than was

approximately 0.3 F per hour slower. Presenting temperature also signif-0

icantly  p<.01! affected rate of rewarming; each add~t~onal degree in

presenting temperature slows the rewarmino rate by .OZ degree per hours.

Finally, after taking these effects into account, it was determinec that

HOR- I resu'lted in a siqnificantly  pc,01! faster rate of rewarming. The

superinrity of IlOA-I over the average effect of the other three treatments

is on the order of 0.74 F per hour.0



Laboratory analysis produced a variety of interesting results. Correction

of pH for temperature reduced the incidence of acidosis to 24 of 70 sarp1es

�4.2~!. Alkalosis was present in twelve patients �7.1 !.

Sodium was decreased in eighteen cases �0.0X! and elevated in sixteen

cases �7.97! and decreased in sixteen cases �7.8X!, G1ucose was elevated

in forty-one cases �8.2X! and decreased below 90 mg'/I00 ml. in fourteen cases

�6.4X!. Amylase was elevated in 17 af 33 specimens �1.5l!, cortisol was

elevated in 8 of ll measurements �2.7f!,

Ethanol levels were measured above 100mg/100cc. in twenty-six patients

�5.ZX!. Toxicologic screening yielded six drug i ngesti ons in toxic ranges.

Patients were well oxygenated prior to any procedure. No induced

dysrhythmias were monitored during tracheal or nasogastric intubation, or

central venous or bladder catheterization.

Residents chose core rewarming  HOA-intubation! more frequently for

lower temperatures; the study was not randomized  p=.530!.

Sixty-two presentations were hospitalized.



FIGURE I

2! Active external rewarming with heating blankets or

whirlpool - AER

3! Active core rewarming with heated oxygen aerosol via mask

at 40OC � HOA-N.

4! Active core rewarming with heated oxygen aerosol via

endotrachea1 or naso-tracheal tube at 40 C - HOA-I.

Number of Cases Number af Deaths Percenta e of Deaths

5.8%52

58. 3%12

10HOA-M

29HOA-I

ll. 7%12103TOTAL

1! Passive  or physiologic! external rewarming with

bl a nkets a t room tempe ra ture � P ER

TABLE I

MORTALITY OUTCOMES FOR TREATMENT METHODS

10. 0%

3.5%



DISCUSSION

Passive external rewarming couples cessation of evaporation and convection

with insulation against continued excessive heat loss. The patient is covered

in an ambient temperature of at least 21.1 C. This method has been advocated0

as the most physiologic approach for elderly patients who develop mild hypo-

thermia over periods greater than 12 hours. It may be the only practical

treatment in the field. A pre-requisite for success is the patient's ability

to metabolically generate an 'acceptable" rate of spontaneous rewarming,

Peripheral vasoconstriction is maintained, diminishing the severity of the

"rewarming collapse". This reduces core temperature afterdrop, rewarming

shock, metabolic acidosis, and pulmonary edema, which can result from induced

vasodilatation.
6

Rewarming rates vary between 0.5 and 2,0 C/Hr depending on the patient' s

physiologic status and age. The rate in the elderly should not exceed 0.55 C/Hr
if hypotension develops, but must be rapid enough to avoid prolonged periods

of susceptibility to dysrhythmias.

There were three deaths in 52 of our cases treated with PER, a mortality

rate of 5,77%. This method rewarmed the patients at a significantly slower

rate �.86 C/Hr! than HQA-intubation �.36 C/Hr!. Although the mortality
rates for these two methods were similar, the majority of the patients treated

passively were mildly hypothermic. This group of patients did spontaneously
rewarm at an acceptable rate. The three non-survivors had serious underlying

diseases including sepsis and pneumonia,

Previously reported results with this method are in Table II.
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Active rewarming, the addition of exogenous heat to the patient, is

available by external or internal methods, Generally accepted factors

necessitating active rewarming include cardio-vascular instability, certain

cerebro-vascul ar acc i dents, or relative endocrinol ogi c insufficiency

 thyroid, adrenal, pituitary!, Ethanol induced peripheral vasodilatation
4 Il

may a1so render the patient unable to generate sufficient endogenous heat.'

Active external rewarming can be accomplished by conduction of heat

directly to the skin. Partial irrmersion in heated water or application of

other heat sources have been successful. The technique is uncomplicated.

Generally, the rate of rewarming exceeds the spontaneous rate, but is slower

than the core rewarming rate. Increased risk of core temperature "afterdrop",

rewarming shock, and decreased ventricular fibrillation threshold secondary

to myocardial thermal gradients have been reported.' Core temperature afterdrop

was not prevented with mask inhalation rewarming in healthy mildly hypothermic

17
patients experimentally.

Thermal burns from blankets, and impaired patient access for monitoring

»H
and resuscitation when in water are considerations.' Healthy patients acutely

hypothermic from immersion without pathoohysiologic changes are optimal

candidates for treatment, with this method.

Our 12 cases treated with a thermal blanket rewarmed at 1.06 C/Hr, The
0

mortality rate was 58.3%. Of the seven deaths, six had serious underlying

pathology.

Reported results of this method are noted in Table II I,
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There are several methods of active core rewarminq. castro-intestinal

irrigation of the stomach or colon, peritoneal or he~edialysis, rediastinal

irrigation, extracorporeal blood rewarming, heated intravenous fluids, and

heated aerosolized oxygen inhalation are available. These techniques may

decrease the incidence of rewarming collapse and dysrhythmias, especially
L>p >~ 2Q! > r

below 30 C. They require expertise, and have been reported to have

associated morbidity.
~! g>gl21

The inhalation of heated aerosolized oxygen has received recent attention.

The scanty experimental and clinical data available with this technique must

be further subdivided. Those patients treated by mask rewarm at a slower

rate than those patients intubated.

Lloyd demonstrated that a portable mask apparatus could deliver up to

30'f. of the heat production of a hypothermic patient, and Guild discussed
2g '$2

the theoretical considerations at length.' However Hudson's calculations

predict minimal heat qains with a mask.

The mean rate of rewarming for our ten cases treated with HOA-mask

was 0.69 C/Hr, inexplicably less than the rate for PER �.96 C/Hr!. The

non-survi vor was septi c wi th a probable aspi ration pneumonia .

The rewarming rate for our 29 cases treated with HOA-intubation was

1. 36 C/Hr, significantly greater than PER  p=.01 ! with a similar mortality

rate. However, the residents chose HOA-intubation more frequently for

severely hypothermic presentations  p=.530!. The non-survivor was septic.
gkI:le, like Ledingham, noted no dysrhythmias during the intubation of pre-

oxygenated patients. Translarynqeal anesthesia with 4'5 lidocaine was used

as necessary. Cold induced bronchorrhea and depressed protective airway

reflexes in the intoxicated or elderly could predispose to aspiration Unless airway
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95
protection is provided. I'lo complications were attributed to this procedure.

Fisher calculated a "functional" value of hemoglobin, considering the

effects of the shift of the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve in hypothermic

patients during cardiopulmonary bypass. The value was 4.2 gm/100ml blood.

This, coupled wi th a decreased respi ratory rate and tidal volume, suggest
36

oxygen reserves are minimal despite decreased metabolic requirements'

The results reported with active core rewarming are in Table IV.
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Interpretation and comparison of resu'its to experimental data is difficult.

Expecting the infamous Nazi experiments, human experimentation on young volunteers

has stopped at 34-35 C. This is prior to the development of many significant
0

physiologic changes. The subjects are healthy, while the majority of our

patients are elderly, debilitated, and not acclimated,

Our temperature measurements were recorded rectally. A lag exists
g Ij

compared with esophageal or aural recordings which have other limitations.'

There are several factors which affected the probability of survival

in our patients. These include as previously reported the absence of

underlying disease, minimal depression of core temperature on arrival, and
qg  d

a rapid response to therapy. Age did not correlate with arrival temperature

or survival, although it did with the rate of rewarming. No consistent

previously reported pH or electrolyte abnormalities were found. As expected,
yt SL

the blood qlucose and amylase were elevated in half the patients eva/uated. '

Hypoglycemia as a diagnostic aid to hypothermia or as a contributing cause

was not noted.

Prophylactic intracardiac pacing during rewarming was not necessary in
g5

our patients.

No patients received steroids. Cortisol levels were obtained on eleven

of our severely hypothermic patients, and elevated in eight. This was

expected, since acute cold exposure stimulates cortisol secretion. Adrenal

unresponsiveness to ACTK in hypothermia has been reported, thus the value of

Q &
steroids is unknown,

Active core rewarminq with heated aerosolized oxygen via nasa-tracheal

tube is a safe technique for those patients who require rapid rewarming and

airway protection.
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Accidental Hypothermia:

It. is apparent that much controversy exists regarding the most effective
and the least hazardous method of warming the victim of accidental hypothermia.

The elements of warming methods in controversy include "peripheral"
- as compared to "core warming," the development of reported phenomenon of

afterdrop and its significance, and the etiology of cardiac irregularities,
attributed to certain warming methods.

Fifty-one Alaskan case histories are studied. The temperature range as
measured by both low reading and standard "clinical'" thermometers was 96 F
�6 C! to 70 F �3 C!. The calculated range was from 93 F �4 C! to 65-70 F
�9-22 C!. Nineteen of the actual recorded initial temperatures  rectal!0

read 85 F �0 C! or lower, and 25 of the estimated values were in that
range. The youngest victim was 24 hours old, the oldest 90 years. The 51
patients were warmed by six methods. These were:

Uncontrolled spontaneous warming, K-thermia pad, warm blankets,
dry heat.

II. Spontaneous warming, controlled.

III. Rapid re-varming, warm water bath or whirlpool  external wet heat!,
uncontrolled.

IV. Rapid re-warming, warm water bath or whirlpool  external wet heat!,
controlled  90-106 F! 32-42 C!.

0 0

V. Pertoneal dialysis, controlled.

VI. Gradual warming with warm fluids  I.V.! and the use of anesthetic
breathing apparatus in surgery.

Four of the 51 patients died. In each case, the warming methods did not
include full physical and chemical body monitoring, or control, and treatment
of the underlying abnormalities of the hypothermic state.

The cardia irregularities are reported, and include four patients in
ventricular fibrillation, 12 cases of atrial fibrillation, 24 patients
with tacchycardia, or minor arrhythmias.

Most of the patients vere dehydrated, demonstrated mild to severe
acidosis, and after  and during! varming demonstrated evidence of hyper-
kalemia. The degree of awareness and consciousness is correlated with
the level of hypothermia in both .adults and children. It is noted that the
optimum solution to the problem of hypothermia is dependent upon the time
permitted to so1ve t' he complex metabolic and cardiac and chemical changes



as they appear. More time is obviously given by slower, spontaneous warming
methods--three to eight hours � and less rapid warming methods � thirty
minutes to one and one half to two hours. Under controlled warming good
results were demonstrated by all methods. However, the patient with
associated freezing injury appeared to obtain better extremity anatomical
and f~nctional result when rapid thawing methods were utilzed.

The major immediate problems presented by the hypothermic patient
included:

1. Loss of homeothermic control with the concomi.tant cerebral cardio
pulmonary, renal and enzymatic dysfunction associated with low

0 0
temperatures, especially under 85 F �0 C!.

2. Metabolic acidosis

3. Dehydration and hypovolemia

If found alive by rescue personnel, the victim may be essentially in a
"metabolic icebox," in a mid-lethal state, so that further exposure vill
result in death from vital organ cooling, and warming may, if uncontrolled,
result in death because of uncorrected acidosis, and the sudden effect of
released metabolities, increased serum potassium levels resulting in cardiac
excitation and hypovolemic shock.

The "cold heart" is in a fragile state, and aggressive manipulation in
CPR, or efforts to cardiovert a heart not metabolically prepared to accept
such stimulation, may result in irreversible cardi,ac failure.

The major immediate solution appears to demand:

l. Immediate control of the patients rescue environment and immediate
organization of the rescue and treating personnel.

2. A planned approach to the problem.

3. Careful patient handling, the establishment of a patent airway,
through evaluation of the patient, and early monitoring of tempera-
ture, EKG, and urinary output.

4. Initiation, as soon as possible, of I.V. leads including central
venous pressure, and evaluation of Ph, blood gases and electro-
lytes, and repetitive monitoring of these values.

5. Correction of hypovolemia utilizing glucose and H>0 solutions, or
physiological saline, and once baseline blood gas and electrolyte
values are obtained, sodium bicarbonate given for correction of
acidosis and mannitol or lasix to develop renal profusion. Serum
glucose values are obtained. Fluids given should be warmed to
physiological levels. Do not assume acid-base values. The patient
may be in a state of alkalosis.

Once the patient is under total system control, warming by the method
best suited to the emergency area or hospital facility, is utilized.
Whatever the method, the purpose of the treatment begun is to:



l. Restore a normal blood volume and overcome dehydration if present.

2. Restore the acid-base balance.

3. Restore a proper electrolyte balance and avoid a post-warms.ng
hyperkalemic state.

4. Encourage a normal renal flow.

5. Avoid serious cardiac arrhythmias and arrest of the heart.

6. Control respiration with an adequate airway, intubation if necessary,
utilizing warm inspired air, an .adequate respirator with temperature
and humidity control, or the use of an anesthetic machine if total
respiratory control is required.

The evaluation of this group of patients appear to indicate that
spontaneous controlled warming of the trunk and head, with rapid rewarming
of frozen extremities, and the use of a mechanical respirator or anesthetic
gas machine, may prove to be the safest method of warming, allowing
satisfactory time for continuous correction of any imbalance, as the patient
approaches a normothermic state.
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ABSTRACT

INOTROPES DURING HYPOTHR3Qf&E AND RAPID RERiRNING

H. F. Nicodemus, M.D.
R. D. Chancy, M.D.

R. Herold, M.D.
Casualty Care Program Center

Naval Medical Research Institute
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Inotropes are drugs that influence myocardial contactility. Although
effective during resuscitation at aormothermia, their use is discouraged
during hypothermia. The fear is that negative inotropes may further reduce
an already decreased cardiac output leading to asystole; that the positive
imotropes may precipitate ventricular fibrillation in the irritable heart.
Electrical cardioversion and ventricular pacing are rarely successful during
hypothermia.

The hemodynamic effects of propranolol, lidocaine and dopamine were
studied in anesthetized, mechanically ventilated dogs, cooled to 25 C with

0

a veno-venous shunt through a heat exchanger. After l hour at 25 C, in
0

preparation for rewarming, the shunt was converted to an arterio-venous
shunt which remained functioning until the study was completed. Before
rewarming, each group of 8 dogs received the drugs intravenously, thus:
Group l � 10 ml saline as control; Group 2 - propranolol 0.3 mg/kg; Group
3 - Lidocaine, 50 mg initiaLly followed with continuous infusion of 40-50
yg/Rg/min; Group 4 � dopamine infusion at 12 pg/kg/min; and Group 5�
Lidocaine as in Group 3 and dopamine as in Group 4. For the dopamine
treated groups, 2 minutes of infusion was allowed, in all other groups 5
minutes elapsed after injection before hemgdynamic data were recorded. The
hemodynamic data were collected at 25 , 30 and 37 C.

The findings are:  i! hypothermia impairs cardiovascular function;
 ii! lidocaine and propranolol have minimal hemodynamic effects during
hypothermia, lidocaine being physiologically more desirable than pro-
panol;  iii! dopamine, alone or combined with Lidocaine reverses the
cardiovascular depression from hypothermia, the improvement equivalent to
rewarming by as much as 5 C; and  iv! at the completion of rewarming,0

cardiovascular recovery is adore complete with dopamine/Lidocaine compared
to untreated and propranolol treated animals. Based on these findings,
these inotropic agents are safe adjuncts to resuscitation during
hypothermia.
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Inotropes are drugs frequently used durinq resuscitation to

influence myocardial contractility, some to control dvsrhvthmia

and others to augment cardiac output. Based on little or no experi-

mental evidence, their uses durinq hypothermia have been li.nited

and in some instances Biscouraqed lw . On one hand, althouqh effective

'n the control of. ventricular dysrhythmia at normal temperature,

the neqative inotropic aqents, lidocaine and provranolol, may have

deleterious effects in a hypothermic patient. These drugs may turt her

decrease and already depressed cardiac output  CO! and may lead to

asystole. On the other hand, when increased CO is needed, positive

inotropic agents are seldom used because they may precipitate ven-.

tricular fibrillation. Both asystole and ventricular fibrillation

are difficult to manage, either of which may be the terminal event

in profound hypothermia � Il9 i24! . This studv was specificallv de-.

signed to test and compare the hemodynamic effects of two nevativ»

inotropic agents, lidocaine and propranolol; and a positive inotropic

agent, dopamine, in acutely hypothermic doq model. Dysrhythmia is

not a prerequisite to the study. We emploved a suraical aporoach

to rapid core rewarming, an arterio-venous shunt through a '.1eat

exchanger, because of its efficiency and simplicity 11 . Since the  !

limit of hypothermia below which human survival is unlikelv is

24-26' C, we choosed to test the drugs at 25 C �3 ~15! .

Methods and Materials;

Male mongrel dogs �0-25 kg!, anesthetized with pentobarbital

�0 mg iv!, mechanically ventilated with oxygen to PaC02 of 30-35

torr, were surgically prepared for the study. The ventilation was

not readjusted for the temperature and carbon dioxide production.



The method of cooling was similar to that described bv Warner

and rewarming similar to that described by Gregory !. Rrieflv,

after anticoaqulation  heparin 1 mq/kq iv!, blood was pumped from

a femoral vein, passed throuqh a heat exchanger and returned to the

superior vena cava via a canula  Bardic, 20-22 F! in the external

jugular vein. For rewarming, the veno-venous shunt was clamped

and an arterio-venous shunt opened to bring blood from femoral arterv

back to the superior vena cava throuqh the heat exchanger, Fiqe l.

Cooling the doq took about 1 hour followed bv stabilization at 25'C

for another hour. The temperature was assumed to have been reached

if the difference between esophaqeal and rectal temperatures was

no greater than 2'C. The arterio-venous  A-~J! shunt had been func-

tional for at least 5 minutes before baseline hernodynamic measure-

ments were taken. With a functional A-V shunt, the drugs were ad-

rninistered intravenously in the following manner:

Group 1 � 10 ml saline as control  n = 8 in each group!

Group 2 � propranolol 043 mg/kq

Group 3 � lidocaine, 50 rnq initially followed with continuous

infusion, 40-50~kq/min throughout the rewarmina

period

Group 4 � dopamine, 12/44I/kq/min, intermittent infusion.

Group 5 � lidocaine as in Group 3 and dopamine as in Group 4.

In the dopamine treated animals, 2 minutes of infusion was

allowed, in the rest of the groups, 5 minutes elapsed after the ad-

rninistration of the drug before the data were collected. Rewarmina

was instituted after the initial response to the drugs were recorded.



The temperature of the blood during rewarminq did not exceed 42'C.

The pressures and the average of duplicate CO determinations bv dve

dilution technique were taken and recorded at 25', 30' and 37'C.

A third CO determination was taken i.f the first two CO curves were

widely desimilar. The value of the two most similar curves were

averaqed and recorded. Balanced electrolyte solution was used to

prime the heat exchanger in order to prevent broad variations in

serum potassium~j-l~. Each doq received approximately the same

volume of balanced electrolyte solution to flush in the dye for t.he

determination of CO and to replace the visually estimated hlood loss

during the preparation of the vessels. Hematocrits were monitored

at various points durinq the experiment. A f>ve unit chanqe in the

hematocrit required recalibration of the densitometer. When the

esophageal and rectal temperatures reached 37'C, rewarminq was con-

sidered complete. All the blood from the system was returned to

the animals and the anticoagulant was reversed with protamine

�5 mq iv! . The dog was sacrificed 24 hours following t+completion

of each experiment..

Arterial blood qases, serum elect.rolytes and blood glucose were

also determined before coolinq, at 25'C and ai the complet.ion of. re-

warming. Although no intergroup differences were expected »22

these parameters were monitored to insure that the individual

chanqes in cardiovascualr function could not be attributed solelv

to changes in blood chemistry and pH. The means of' the cardiovas-

cular data are graphically presented in fiaure 2. Those that visual-

ly appeared different were subjected to t-test for unpaired sam-

ples. A probability of .05 was accepted as siqnificant.



Results:

Cardiac Output  CO!: The rapid core rewarming employed in this

model reversed cardiac depress~on in the control animals in a step-

ladder fashion, from 30% of CO of normothermic animals noted at 25'C

to 70% at the completion of the study. As the dogs rewarmed, the

increase in CO in the propranolol and lidocaine treated animals,

Groups 2 and 3, were not different from the control. However, at the

completion of rewarming, the CO in the lidocaine group recovered to

98% of the normothermic control value. Treatment with dopamine,

singly or in combination with lidocaine  Groups 4 and 5! caused

significant improvement in CO equivalent to that noted with a 5'C

rewarming in Groups 1., 2 and 3. At 30 C, mean CO in Group 4 ex-

ceeded those of the completely rewarmed Groups 1 and 2, whiLe in

Group 5, combined therapy with dopamine and lidocaine resulted in

complete recovery of the CO. Lidocaine and dopamine, sincrly or in

combination have a sustained effect on CO up to the termi.nation of

the study, well within limits found in normothermic animals.

Stroke Volume  SV! and Heart Rate  HR!: These two parameters

are closely related so that at constant CO, they have an inverse

relationship, i e, increased HR means decreased SV. In this studv,

HR and SV were the determinants of CO. Rewarming increased both

HR and SV toward normothermic level. At 25'C, the increased SV

in Groups 4 and 5  Group 5 vs control, p .001! werelargely responsi-

ble for the higher CO. Dopamine at 25' C increased H~ more than

seen in any group  p .01!.

HR appeared most sensitive to rewarming, almost complete re-

covery to normothermic values in all the groups at 30'C. In Groups

4 and 5, rewarming from 25-30' C increased SV  p .02! significantly,



a level even higher than the normothermic value. At the conclusion

of rewarming, SV in all groups were fully recovered seemingly un-

affected by the drugs.

Mean Arterial Blood Pressure  MABP!. Rapid rewarrninq in-

creased MABP in all animals. At. 25 C, dopamine increased NAB> to

normothermic level, significantly hiqher than any NABP at the same

temperature  p .05! . A 5'C rewarrninq coupled with dopamine therapy

in Groups 4 and 5 caused significantly higher MABP than noted in

Groups 1, 2 and 3. No intergroup differences were noted in the MABP

at the completion of the experiment.

Pulmonary Arterial Wedge Pressure  PAWP!: With hypothermia,

PAWP fell to 50% in the control animals after rewarming. Presence

of drugs made the response unpredictable; lidocaine tended to cause

the highest PAWP although not significantly different from all the

rest at anyone temperature. Propranolol caused the same directional

change as control while dopamine alone seemed to stabilize ~AWP

against wide fluctuations.

Discussion:

We hypothesized that the negative inotropic agents might cause

further. depression of an already depressed cardiovascular state and

that positive inotropic agents might increase myocardial irritability

leading to ventricular fibrillation. Our experiments did not bear

these out. The important findinqs may be summarized, thus:  i!

hypothermia in this model irrpa ired cardiovascular function;  ii!

lidocaine and propranolol caused rninirnal chanqes in cardiovascular



function, lidocaine having a physioloqically more desirable effect

than propranolol;  iii! when administered at 25' C, dopamine alone

or in combination with lidocaine reversed the cardiovascular de-

pression, the improvement being equivalent to rewarming by as much

as 5'C; and  iv! at the completion of rewarming, cardiovascular

recovery was more complete when the animals were treated with do-

pamine and lidocaine, either sin<ply or combined, unlike the untreated

or propranolol treated animals where recovery is incomplete.

Hypothermia caused depression of cardiovascular function in

this model similar to the depression previously reported bv others

�<6<11<21!. Rewarming from 25'C,,there is a direct relationship
between temperature and cardiovascular parameters except for

vascular resistances which varied inversely with the temperature.

Similar to those noted by Gregory et al ll!, Patton et al 21 , and  !

others�4!, rapid core rewarming in our model reversed all the

cardiovascular effects of hypothermia, albeit at a slower pace in

the absence of. drug therapy. Gregory et al also reported an incom-

plete recovery at the end of rewarming although further improvement

of C 0 occurred 12 hours later.

Cardiovascular reflexes, Starlina phenomenon as well as

adrenergic responses to catecholamines are readilv recognizable and

are more predictably modified by drugs during normothermia. However,

there maybe less predictability in the direction as well as maani-

tude of hemodynamic responses during hypothermia. The r..egative

inotropes showed surprisingly little hemodynamic effects. Lidocaine

at normal body temperature is known to cause arteriolar dilatation

and mild pulmonary vasoconstriction 17 . Other than an increased



PAWP, insignificant in this studv, there i s little to sugqest

peripheral vascular effect of lidocaine. Propranolol also showed

minimal beta blocking property both on the heart and on the veri-

pehral vasculature. Reduced HR, a prominent sion of beta adrenergic

blockade at normothermia, was transient, remaining sensitive to re-

warming despite the large dose of propranolol administered at 25'C.

The vascular effects of dopamine at the dosy infused sugqest mild

vasodilatation of resistance vessels~ -oj since increased S~> and CO

had little effect on the NABP.

The minimal effect of the neqative inotropes on CO is most

surprising of all. An explanation for such an effect remains specu-

lative, the possibility of adrenoceptor. interconversion. Proponents

of the theory aver that beta adrenoceptors become less specific

during hypothermia, that the beta adrenoceptors become responsive to

alpha agonists as well, perhaps a cellular adaptation to low meta-

bolic state. Whether there is an actual change in configuration or

only a change in receptor sensitivity is presentlv unclear~ ~. In

our study, CO remained unchanged after administration of propranolol

as though the drug has no beta blocking effect, or that there were

fewer functional beta receptors, or that the existing CO is not at

all under the influence of beta adrenergic mechanism. No proof for

any of these possibilities could be obtained from the data.

At the infusion rate of dopamine, no increase in ventricular

irritability was noted, however, the i~creased HR was not at all

unexpected since dopamine is known to increase HR . Angelakos�0!

and Daniels reported that dopamine at l0pq/ka/min, as we?2 as nor-



epinephrine lower to l2 C the temperature at which ventricular

fibrillation occurs, in contrast, fibrillation occurs at 21'C

with epinephrine. The stability of cardiac rhythm with dopamine or

norepinephrine as well as other amines could at least in part

be explained on the basis of adrenoceptor interconversion. If the

receptors are responsive to both alpha and beta aqonists, then

dopamine,  a direct precursor of norepinephrine! and the other

alpha adrenergic amines could bind the beta receptors. When occu-

pied, the receptors then become unavailable to the process that

triggers ventricular fibrillation. Catecholamines, notably

epinephrine are known to increase during hypothermia~ ~> and

ventricular fibrillation generally coincides with the increased

epinephrine leveI I4~

Covino and Beavers have shown increased mvocardial contrac-

tility at low temperatures, they claim, a mechanism that is separate

fram the Starling phenomenon, or from the release of endogenous

catecholamines~ 8~. Badeer et al claim an improvement in myo-

cardial efficiency with hypothermia as evidenced bv increased work.

without accompanying increase in oxygen consumption .~! It appears

that dopamine, with or without lidocaine auqments the effects

of cold as shown by increased SV to levels much higher than seen

during normothermia. Dopamine at ling /kg/min did not elicit

similar effects at the completion of rewarming.

Induced hypothermia in the dog under controlled conditions

is by no means similar to accidental hypothermia in man. We would,

for example, hesitate to introduce a Swan-Ganz catheter into



hypothermic patients for fear that the procedure may triqger

ventricular fibrillation. However, others have inserted the cathe-

ther into the pulmonary artery of victims of accidental hypothermia

without, complication. The same investiqators have also used

isoproterenol during rewarming without inducinq ventricular fi-

brillation 12 . Admittedly the temperature of their patients are

above 30'C,outside the critical ranqe for fibrillation.

The use of pharmacologic agents as adjuncts to rewarming have

sound rationale. Prevention of fibrillation is logical because

electrical cardioversion is difficult in a cold patient. In addi-

tion, if. the cardiac output could be auqmented pharmacologically,

rewarming by any means becomes more efficient. Since there are

evidence that lidocaine and dopamine, as well as other. adrenergic;

amines could stabilize the cardiac rhythm, then thev are indeed

logical inotropes to use during resuscitation. The added benefit

from dopamine maybe its splanchnic and renal vasodailatinq pro-

perty  1'W which will virtually assure good urine output, renal

shut,-down after all is a common complication of hypothermia  16' 2'~~.

Based on the findings in the dog, propranolol, lidocaine and

dopamine ought to be safe adjuncts to resuscitation in hypothermic

patients.
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Water to

heat exchanger Figure l. Schenatic diagram of veno-venous cooling and arterio-
venous rewarming with the use of a heat exchanger.

Legend: l - femoral venous catheter

2 - femoral arterial catheter

3 - external jugular catheter

4 � heat exchanger

Te esophageal temperature probe

Ti temperature, inflowing blood

To temperature, outflowing blood

Tm temperature, triceps muscle

Tr temperature, rectal
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INTRODUCTION

It is a sign of our times that a conference examining an
exciting new field of emergency medicine must also include an
analysis of potential legal problems. But just as having the
proper equipment used correctly can prevent hypothermia, knowl-
edge of the legal issues involved in this field can prevent the
chilling effect of a lawsuit. In law as well as in medicine,
prevention is the key factor.

This paper is an effort to provide basic legal information
for three client groups represented at this conference. organiza-
tions taking an active role in hypothermia training; individuals
taking part in a hypothermia rescue; and manufacturers of prod-
ucts designed to prevent hypothermia. The focus is on United
States law, although some foreign law is mentioned. The law may
differ substantially fzom state to state, so that universal an-
swers cannot be given on many of the questions posed. Both or-
ganizations and manufacturers should have local counsel to keep
them advised of new developments in the law.

ORGANIZATIONAL/INSTITUTIONAL LIABILITY

The most likely theory of law that would be utilized in
an action against an organization providing hypothermia instruc-
tion is negligence. Negligence can be defined as the failure to
observe, for the protection of the interests of another person,
that degree of care, precaution, and vigilance which the circum-
stances justly demand, whereby such other person suffers injury.
An act of negligence may be one which involves unreasonable risk
of harm to others, even though it is done with reasonable care,
skill, preparation, and warning. The negligence is inherent in
the act. In other types of conduct, the act may become negli-
gent thzough the lack of care, skill, preparation, or warbling
although the act in itself would not have constituted negligent
conduct. had reasonable care, skill, preparation, or warning been
used.2

Focusing on the failure to exercise care, the negligence
question is: "Did the defendant use such care as ordinarily
prudent men would use under similar circumstances?" Whether

*Nember of the Rhode Island Bar and Assistant Professor of
Marine Affairs, University of Rhode Island



the facts of the case involve negligence is a question for the
jury to decide. When planning a training program, keep that
jury in mind when you consider how and where the course will be
offered.

A recent case involving sai.lboat racing has had a dramatic
impact on the sport. Claims in excess of $10 million have been
brought against a boat owner and the Lloyd Harbor Yacht, Club of
Long Island by the widow of a sailor who drowned last year after
being thrown overboard during a x'ace sponsored by the club. The
suit, alleging negligence by the yacht club, claimed that the
wind speed was too high and the water temperature too low to
safely conduct a race. Xn addition, the suit alleged that an-
inadequate number of rescue craft were available.

According to William Lynn, United States Yacht Racing Union
Vice President, "Lloyd Harbor has created something of a panic
in the Long Island Sound Area."3 The club has zero assets, not
even a clubhouse, and costs of legal defense arising from the
lawsuit are proving to be significant. As a direct result of
the suit, USYRU has decided to purchase an $13. million regatta
liability insurance policy, which would give member yacht racing
associations and. yacht clubs the opportunity to purchase similar
coverage for approximately $200 in annual premiums. In addi-
tion, litigation is expected as an aftermath of the Fastnet race
which claimed l5 lives in England last summer.

All of these suits may prove to be unsuccessful, but one
point to remember is that they cost a great deal to defend. It
is a virtual certainty today that any death or serious injury
which appears to be even remotely related to an organ'zation's
activities will spark a Lloyd Harbor-style lawsuit. A training
program must not include activities which might have "an un-
reasonable risk of harm." Keep in mind that that is a flexible
term, which may vary from student to student. Activities which
may be quite safe for trained lifeguards might be considered un-
reasonably dangerous for an older student. Thus your program
must be flexible enough to meet the needs and abilities af dif-
ferent groups. In the zeal to "spread the word" about hypo-
thermia training, safety standards cannot be relaxed--they must
remain the most important. consideration in every part of your
program. Despite the best safety program possible, some injuries
will probably still occur. But if you have exercised "that De-
gree of care, precaution, and vigilance which the circumstances
justly demand," your organization will be able to defend any re-
sulting lawsuit based on negligence.

As an example of the many bases for liability suits, con-
sider a typ'cal indoor pool hypothermia training program. A
plaintiff could allege that you had failed to "provide safe
facilities" and that his slip-and-fall injury was caused by
your slippery decks, insufficient lighting, or steps and hand-



rails which do not comply with government codes. Lesson:
operate or rent only a very safe facility, with excellent safety
equipment available. Another plaintiff could aLlege that. his
instructor "failed to perform properly" and that his near-drowning
was the result of his instructor leaving the pool area to make a
telephone call. Lesson: your instructors must be highly respon-
sible and. mature individuals who understand the dangers inherent
in aquatic instruction.

Designing a completely safe training program can be compared
to walking across a minefield loaded with exploding lawsuits.-
Hopefully, the information that has been provided will serve as
an effective guide through thole dangers. In addition, it is
highly recommended that any organization involved in instruction
protect itself further with substantial liability insurance to
protect against unforeseen dangers.

INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY 1N HYPOTHERNIA RESCUE

Under common law, there is no duty or legal obligation to
come to the aid of another person who is in periL. This rule has
Long been criticized as anachronistic and outmoded. Most civil-
Law countries have changed this rule by statute, and many scholars
have argued eloquently for its repeal in this country. Judeo-
Christian philosophy has maintained that a man has a duty to aid
his neighbor in peril, but courts faced with a breach of this moral
duty have consistently refused to find that any legal duty was
breached. Consider the following case: Albert Osterlind rented
a canoe and paddled to the middle of a lake. He was drunk, and
the boat overturned. He shouted for help for half an hour before
he drowned. Standing on the shore, the owner of the boat heard
the cries but did nothing. The court found that the owner was
guilty of no crime or tort. "The failure of the defendant to
respond to the intestate's outcries is immaterial. No legal right
of the intestate was infringed."7 Such decisions have been con-
demned by legal writers as revolting to any moral sense, but thus
far they remain law.a

As with any rule of law, however, there are a variety of
exceptions in which courts have found an affirmative duty to
rescue. The first is when a special relationship exists between
the rescuer and victim. Examples of this would be the relation-
ship among family members, between innkeeper and guest, and be-
tween employer and employee. The second exception occurs if the
defendant was at fault in causing the plaintiff's injuries or
peril. He then has a legal obligation to go to the plaintiff's
aid and is under a duty to exercise care in so doing. The nex
exception is statutory. Several states have statutes making it
a criminal offense for the driver of an automobile to fail to go
to the aid of any person in an accident with his car, even though
the driver was in no way at fault in causing such accident. In
addition, there is a federal statute recognizing that ancient



law of the sea:

The master or person in charge of a vessel shall,
as fax as he can do so without serious danger to
his own vessel, crew, or passengers, render as-
sistance to every person who is found at sea in
danger of being lost; and if he fails to do so,
he shall upon conviction, be liable to a penalty
of not exceeding $1,00G or imprisonment for a term
not exceeding two years, or both. 46 U.S.C. 728

Many other nations have turned this exception into the rule.
Twelve civil-law countries recognize a legal duty to come to the
aid of one in peril. The French Statute is typical--it imposes
a jail sentence, a fine, or both, on "any person who willfully
fails to render or obtain assistance to an endangered pe=son
when such was possible without risk to himself or others."

Let us assume, however, that our petential rescuer does not
need a statute ~forcin him to go to someone's rescue; his basic
sense of humanity instructs him to take action. What legal re-
lationship exists now? Our rescuer need not have acted at all,but if he does act, he must act with "reasonable care." G Courts
have defined this "reasonable care" in a very flexible way by use o:
theso-called "emergency doctrine." Very simply, one confronted
with a sudden emergency is not held to the same accuracy of judg-
ment as would be required if he had time for deliberat'on; and !
he exercises such care as an ordinarily prudent man would exerc.
in a like emergency, he is not liable for a resulting injury.

Widely recognized, this doctrine has provided substantial
protection for the responsible volunteer rendering emergency as-
sistance. The largest organization in this country sanctioning
safety/instruction programs, the American Red Cross, reports that

there has never come to oux attention nor to that of
our legal office, any case in which a student, who
has been duly certified by the Red Cross, been made
a party to a lawsuit or subject to a judgment for
damages for any cause of action related to the ren-
dering of volunteer emergency assistance.l
When a rescue in U. S. waters is taking place, more often

than not the rescuer is the U. S. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard
is authorized, though not obligated,

"to render aid to distressed persons, vessels, and
aircraft on and under the high seas and. on and under
the waters over which the United. States has jurisdic-
tion" and to "perform any and all acts necessary to
rescue and aid persons and protect and save property."
14 U.S.C. 88  a! �.!



The emergency doctrine applies to members of the Coast. Guard,
but since they are trained in emergency rescue operations, they
must demonstrate a higher standard of care than those untrained
in emergency operations.

Although the vast majority of Coast Guard rescues are handled
in a professional manner, occasionally mistakes are made and the
Coast Guard has been found liable for its negligence. Zn U. S. v.
Lawter,l2 a husband sued for the death of his wife who fell from
a Coast Guard helicopter during rescue operations. The court
found that where there was a Coast Guardsman aboard the helicopter
who was trained in the operation of rescue equipment, but the offi-
cer in chazge of the helicopter- allowed an untrained man to operate
the rescue equipment, the evidence was sufficient to support a find-
ing that the Coast Guard was negligent.

Another class of individuals often faced with rendering emer-
gency aid is doctors and other medical personnel. This country
has, through the so-called Good Samaritari statutes, exempted doc-
tors and other medical personnel from liability for neg3.igence when
they render unsolicited aid in an emergency. Over 30 states have
adopted these statutes. Most of them exempt doctors and other medi-
cal personnel from liability for ordinary negligence when they stop
at the scene of an accident to render aid. Three of the states, New
Mexico, Tennessee, and Texas, however, extend immunity to all per-
sons who so render aid. A recent poll of doctors and medical per-
sonnel in those states which have adopted Good Samaritan laws shows
that the statutes have not achieved their desired effect, that is,
to encourage doctors to come to the aid of those in peril. Over
fifty percent of the doctors polled in Good Samaritan states said
that they still would not stop and render aid to the injured.l3
Xn fairness to the physicians, the statutory conditions placed upon
the grant of immunity are, in many cases, vague and ill-defined;
they leave a gzeat many factual questions to be decided by a jury,
arguably encouraging the emergency patients to bring action for
malpractice.3.4

Finally, let us assume that ouz rescuer, with competent first
aid and hypothermia training, acting as a reasonable, prudent per-
son in the face of this emergency, injures himself in his effort
to save the victim. Can he recover for his injuries? Under the
principle of law known as the rescue doctrine, one who is injured
in undertaking the rescue of a person who is in imminent and seri-
ous pezil may, absent rash or reck3.ess conduct on his part, re-
cover for his personal injuries from the person whose negligence
created the perilous situation. The majority view is that the
doctrine is applicable even where the party being rescued was the
one guilty of the neg3.igence creating the danger. Essentially,
the rescue rule expands the risks which a rescuer may properly
take in order to save a third person in danger from harm. Thus,



conduct which ordinarily might be held negligent may not neces-
sarily be so considered when performed by a rescuer in an effort
to save another from bodily injury. An example is the case of
Doran v. Kansas City,15 in which a child drowned attempting to
rescue his brother from drowning in a water-filled hole in a
public park. Recovery on the basis of the rescue doctrine was
allowed, in light of the fact that the city knew far a long time
of the conditions which attracted children to the dangerous hole.

An excellent summary to this section discussing the indi-
vidual and xescue was written by the eloquent Judge Cardozo in
the Wagner v. International R. R.16 case in 1921:

"Danger invites rescue. The cry of distress is the
summons to relief. The law does not ignore these
reactions of the mind in tracing conduct to its con-
sequences. It recognizes them as normal. It p3.aces
their effects within the range of the material and
probable. The wrong that imperils life is a wrong
to the imperiled victim; it is a wxong also to his
rescuer.

PRODUCTS LIABILITY LAW AND MANUFACTURERS

OF HYPOTHERKlA PREVENTION EQUIPMENT

Products liability law is a relatively new field of law
which has developed rapidly as a result, of the increasing com-
plexity and hazardous nature of products introduced in the mar-
ketplace. Very simply, it means that a legal liability is created
when a pxoduct which is defectively made or designed causes injury
to another. A wide range of survival/hypothermia prevention prod-
ucts curxently available could be affected by this quickly grow-
ing field of law.

Recovery under products liability law is generally sought
using one or more of the following legal theories: negligence,
breach of. express or implied warranties, or strict liabili'ty.
The trend is cleaxly from "buyer beware" to "seller beware."
A brief discussion of these three theories follows.

*h bj * 1' h I g lly
discussed xn the preceding sections. With regards to product
3.iability, proof of negligence in manufacturing a product that
proximately causes injuries that are reasonably foreseeable will
impose liability upon the manufacturer. An example af this cou3.d
be a negligent3.y manufactured survival suit which falls apart upon
usage.

B. Warrant - Causes of action arising from breach of warranty
are based upon the provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code,
which has been adopted in 49 states. The UCC lists three types
of warranty: express warranty  Sec. 2-313!, implied warranty
of mexchantability  Sec. 2-314!, and implied warranty of fitness
 Sec. 2-31'!.



Express warranty applies when the seller makes an oral or
written statement of promise about the product to the buyer.
An example would be a sleeping bag guaranteed to keep you warm
at 20 degrees below zero.

The implied warranty of merchantability is involved when
there has been no representation by the seller; the product is
nevertheless warranted for its general purpose, that it will do
what it is supposed to do. A life jacket, for example,  or per-
sonal floatation device, if you prefer!, is designed to keep a
person afloat. If it fa.ils to do so, a breach of the implied
warranty of merchantability could be found.

An implied warranty of fitness provides the final source
of protection for the buyer. It becomes involved when the sel-
ler knows that the product will be used by the buyer in a par-
ticular way. For example, a small inflatable rubber boat would
have an implied warranty of merchantability to not leak, have a
certain loading capacity, etc. But, if the seller knows that,
the buyer intends to use that open boat for a survival life raft,
then the product is further warranted under fitness to be suit-
able for survival conditions. The liability in this case would
obviously fall upon the seller who made the promises and not the
manufacturer.

~h'y' - h y h' h ' h g
and which can be brought to bear relatively easily by the buyer
is strict liability. The theory is adopted in most jurisdictions
in the form expressed in the Restatement of Torts 2nd Sec. 402A:

One who sells any product in a defective condition
unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to
his property is subject to liability for physical
harm thereby caused.

This liability is imposed if two additional requirements are met:
�! that the seller be engaged in the business of selling; -and
�! that the product reach the consumer without substantial change.
Liability is imposed even if the seller has "exercised all possible
care in the preparation and sale of his product."17

From this brief summary, it is evident that manufacturers and
sellers of products designed for special service must be extraor-
dinarily careful in the production and advertisement of their goods.

CONCLUSION

The single most important point running through this paper
is caution. Hypothermia training must be carried out in as safe
an environment as possible; rescue operations should be conducted
as carefully as emergency conditions allow; and manufacturers of
equipment designed to prevent hypothermia must be very cautious
about the way thei- products are manufactured and advertised.



The law does nothing to interfere with trained personnel
undertaking a hypothermia rescue using recognized techniques.
lt prov].des protection for both the rescuer and the victim if
negligence occurs. All in all, it provides a reasonable bal-
ance of the interests of society and the individual in this
exciting new field of emergency medical care.
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EKPERXKRFDQ, EVAMATEON OP THE EFFECTIVENESS
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Experiments were conducted on ja diverse group of immersion hypothermia

protection articles to determine their effectiveness. The articles examined

iincluded a ski vest PPD, jacket-type devicesf a short wet suit, deck suits,

Pry suit flight ensembles  ventile cotton and gartex!, dry foam survival

suits and dry suits with an inflatable aix bladder for insulation. One article

af the last type was designed to provide respiratory heat reclamation. A

«otal of 16 articles were teste'd. These experiments were conducted using
o 0human subjects in either S3 or 35 F water depending upon considerations

of the suit type and the safety of the subjects- Experiments were terminated

when the subject's rectal temperature reached 95 7 or after 3 hours whichever0

came first. The cooling data so obtained was used to predict survival time in

35 F water for an average, thin and heavy individual. The survival time pre-
' 0

dictions for the person of average somatotype ranged from 2.8 hours while wearing

the ski vest PFD to 27.1 hours wearing the air-bladder insulated dry suit em-

playing respiratory heat reclamation. The corresponding survival time ranges

fear the thin and heavy individuals are fram 1.3 to 30.2 hours and from 4.0

to 73.2 hours respectively. The same two articles again provided the least

~d most protection.
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I . 0 INTRO DUCT I ON

The selection of equipment to provide protection from hypothermia

during accidental Immersion in cold water is dl f f1 cul t not only because the

abi i ity of the equipment to prolong I 'I fe ls dl ff i cult to assess, but ai so

because there may be several additional attributes of the equipment which

are variously important to different potential users. Merchant mariners

or commercial fishermen require equipment which can be donned quickly ln

the eventof an accident which necessitates prolonged survival in cold

water. Avlat ion personnel who rout inei y fly over cold water may require

equipment which can be worn for severai hours at a time 'in warm air while

they perform theIr various functions in the aircraft. Because they often

are equipped with electronic devices which render them easy to locate by

search and rescue teams, the av'Iators may not require protection during

prolonged exposure  many hours!, Some aviators, such as tactical a'ircraft

crews or even search and rescue crews, may also place considerable demands

'~ Sponsored by U. S. Coast Guard Office of Research and Development
Contract Number DDT-CG-72074-A



on their protection equipment to be quickly donned. Deck crewmen on
boats and workers on offshore oil platforms may require equipment that

can be used in a constant-wear mode but which will not Interfere wi.h

their ability to perform their duties either directly by reducing their

mobility or indirectly by Inducing exceptional fatigue. There are other
equipment performance attributes which are Important In making selection
decisions for equipment to be used by different groups with different

requirements. This study was formulated to provide an evaluation of'
selected attributes for state-of-the-art equipment relevant to such

selection decls'Ions for merchant mariners, Coast Guard operat'Ional personnel

and recreational boaters.

ficaily presented.

Cold protectiveness and wcarabil lty are specl-

The range of equipment to be cons idered for Inclusion In this study

was restricted to devices which are commercially avail ab'Ie and to existing

prototype devices. No new prototypes were developed for inclusion in

the study. in addition, the selection of test articles was restricted to

include in the study only one article representing each general type of

equipment. The study was not intended to compare the products of dl fferent
manufacture rs which employ the same general design features.

The conduct of the cold protection effectiveness investigation was

restricted to be based on data which could be obtained from safe, In vivo,

cold-immersion experiments using human subjects, Thus human responses to

co'id-immersion, while wearing the test artie'Ies, could be observed only over
a narrow range of body core temperatures Involving the mildest hypothermia.
The est imation of survival times associated with the test articles was, of

necessity, based on extrapo'iatlons of observations made in mild hypothermia.



2.0 OESCRIPTIONS OF THE TEST ART

The test articles considered In this study may be categorized by general

des lgn approach into the following five groups-

covering entire body  WE!
covering partial body  WP!
wIth little Intrinsic insulation �!
wfth foam-rubber insulation  OF!
with air-space Insulation  DA!

i.

2 ~

3.
4 ~
5 e

Wet. sufts
Wet suits

Ory suits
Ory suits
Dry suits

The following paragraphs present descrfptlons of the test articles grouped

into these categories, The anc'lllary equipment wfth whfch they were tested

Is also described.

Two ensembles of ancillary equipment were standardfzed for use in

testing certain of the test artfcles. One, which wl'll be referred to as

"standard work/recreation clothing", consists of denim jeans, a light-weight,

long-sleeved cotton shirt, cotton unde rshorts and T-shirt, cotton athletic

socks and low-top canvas sneakers. The other, referred to as ' standard

ancillary aviator's ensemble", consists of one suit of nomex underwear

and undershirt  CWU-43/P and CWU-44/P!, one pafr of cotton athletic socks,

low-top canvas sneakers, and an aviator's water wings flotation device

 SRU-21 and LPU-IO!.

2.2. I Wet Suits Coverln Entire 8od

Bayley WeatherMate Plus  WEI!

The Bayley WeatherMate P'lus, ls a two-piece suit

constructed of neoprene foam rubber. The jacket features a deployable

diaper-like closure at the groin, a hood formed from the co'liar by clos'Ing

a zipper and an orally"'fnflated flotatlon bladder located mainly in the upper

shoulders area. Cfnchlng, belt-type closures are provided at the wrists and

ankles. This suit was tested over the standard work/recreation clothing.

Henderson Z I -On Ex osure SuIt  WE2!

and ankles to retard the entrance of outs fde water Into the puckers caused by

closing the zippered gussets. Thfs suit was worn over undershorts only.

3

The Henderson Zip-On Exposure SuIt, Is essentially a 3/16 Inch
neoprene wet suit with zippered gussets provided on the arms, legs, hips and

torso to facilitate donning and to permit tightening the f ft of the suit ln

the event of inadvertent entry of cold water. Accessories Include e hood, three-

finger mitts and hard-sole boot fes. Velcro c'fosures are provfded at the wrists



Stearr s Veav -D t C'f fshore Survival Suit  WE3!

The Stearns Heavy-Duty Offshore Sur vival Suit, is a one � piece

jumpsuit, I ined with PVC foam rubber of varying thickness  thicker on torso than arms!,
A hood attaches to the suit by two snaps. ZIppered closures are provided at
'the wrIsts and ankles. Supplemental f'lotat ion Is provided by an oral ly- inflated
flotat ion bladder located In the upper chest area. This suit was tested over

the standard work/recreat lon cloth'Ing.

White Sta N Ion-Two Wet Suit  WE4!

The White Stag Nylon-Two Wet Suit, Is constructed from
3/I6 inrh neoprene rubber  Rubatex 1400!. Accessories include a hood, 5-
finger mitts and soft-sole bootIes. ZIppered closures are provIded at the
wrists and ankles, This suit was tested over undershorts only.

2.2. 2 Wet Suits Coverin Partial Bod

Henderson Protot e Jacket  WPI!

The Henderson Prototype Jacket, is constructed of neoprene foam

rubber of varying thIckness. An lntegra'I hood stows under the collar.
Z'Ippered gussets are provided on the arms and torso. Velcro closures are
provided at the wrists. A beaver tail, slightly larger than on a standard
wet suit closes the bottom of the jacket. It was tested over the standard
work/recreation clothing and with a small kapok Type 11 Mae West flotation
aid.

Medal i st Ski Short  WP2!

The Medal 1st Ski Shorty, is a one-piece short wet suit

constructed of nylon-faced neoprene rubber I/8 Inch thick. It was tested
In conjunction with a wet suit hood  White Stag 3/16 inch!, light weight
f'I lqht coveralls  CWU-27/P!, cotton athlet'Ic socks, canvas sneakers and
the water wings Flotatlon device  SRU-21 and LPU-10!. The short wet suit
was worn over undershorts only.

Mustan U-VIC Thermofloat  WP3!

The Mustang U-VIC Thermofloat, ls 11ned with PVC foam
rubber of varying th'Ickness. Recessed knit cuffs provide some protection
from outside water entry. A deployable dIaper-like device provides groin
protection and closes the bottom of the jacket. A thin hood stows inside
the collar. This jacket was tested over the standard work/recreation clothing.



NADC Modified Wet Suit  WP4!

The NADC Modified Wet Suit, Is a combination of flight suit and

a short-sleeved, one-piece wet suit. T' he wet suit constructIon is of neoprene

ru' ber and features zippered closures at the ankles. Fittings and tubing are
provided in the suit to allow It to be attached to a forced-air cooling

system to remove excess body heat while In a dry environment. 'This capability

not exe rc I sed dur Ing tes t i ng. Th I; su i t was tested wi th one su i t of' nomex

underwear, athl et lc socks and sneakers.

Stearns Wind'ammer Jacket  WP5!

The Stearns Windjamner Jacket, Is I lned with PVC Foam rubber

oF varying thickness. Recessed knit cuFfs provide some protection from outside

water entry. A thin hood stows inside the col 1ar. This jacket was tested

over the standard work/recreation clothing.

Stearns Offshore Survival Jacket  WP6!

The Stearns Offshore Surviva1 Jacket, is I 'Ined wi th PVC foam

rubber of varying thickness. An addlt.ional liner of I/8 Inch reoprene foam

may be closed after entering the water providing additional protection to the

torso. This liner Is closed at the bottom by a narrow beaver tai1. Recessed

knit cuffs provide some protection from outside water entry, Additional elastic,

wrap around closures are provided at the wrists. An 'Insulated hood Is an

integral part of this jacket. This jacket was tested over the standard work/

recreation clothing.

Texas Recreation Cor oration N lon-Covered PFD  WP7!

The Texas Recreation Corporation Nylon-Covered PFd, is lined

with unicellular Foam rubber ~ The design features no openings through which

v ater could pass except the front, which Is closed by three buck!es. Selecting

for snug fit reduces the abfiity of water to enter around the vest'. This vest

was tested over the standard work/recreation cloth Ing.

2. 3 Dr Suits with Little intrinsic insulation

This group of test articles share the property that they are generally

ccnstructed from thin material which seeks to provide a water barrier during

immersion. This allows one to achieve cold protection by imposing beneath

the suit a garment  e.g., nomex, waffle-weave underwear! which will immobilize

ar. air layer.



Beaufort iiK- I 0 Br 1 t I sh fmmers Jon Coveral 1  D I !

The Mark 10 Immersion coveral 1, Is a one-pfece suit wfth integral foot

coverings which can be worn under flight boots. ft Js constructed of double-

layered vent tie fabric. Vent lie fabric Is designed to permit the el iml natiori

of waste heat by passing water vapor when in the dry, but to provide a water

barrier during immersfon because of changes that occur in the fabric. The

coverall is closed by means of a single waterproof zipper whfch closes from

the right shoulder to the left hip. Water is also excluded from the suit by
clast ir. seals at the neck and wrfsts. The suit' was tested wIth one suit of

no- x underwear and canvas sneakers.

IlADC Gor etex Ex erimental Coveral 1  D2!

The NADC Goretex Experimental Coverall, was constructed of

a I ight, canvas-type nomex to which "goretex" had been laminated on the

inside. The theory of thfs construction is that ft permits the el fmlnat fon

of waste heat in the dry s fnce goretex Is permeab'fe to water vapor while

providing a water barrier during Immersfon because of changes that occur in

the goretex. The covera1 I has Integral foot cover tngs which could be wain

under flight boots. The coverall Is closed by means of a single waterproof

zipper which closes from the left shoulder to the groin. Water Is also

exciuded from the suit by e'fast tc seals at the neck and wrfsts. The su'Jt

was tested with the standard ancillary aviator ensemble.

U. S. Air Force Modified Anti-Ex osore Assemb~l 93!

The l'.S. Alr Force Modified Anti-Exposure Assembly is a

rrfodification of the CWU-21/P. It ts constructed of single-layered venti'le

fabric which is designed to permit the elimination of waste heat, by sassing

water vapor when fn the dry but to provide a water barrier during immersion

because of changes that occur In the fabric. The assembty has integral foot

coverings whirh can be worn under flight boots. The coverall is closed by

means of a single waterproof zipper which closes from the grofn to the throat.

<'ater is aslo excluded from the suit by elastfc seals at the neck and wrists.

The suit was tested with the standard ancfi!a ry aviator ensemble.

2,4 Dr Sufts With Foam Rubber insulation

The test articles in this category share the features that they seek to

keep the occupant dry and warm. Thermal insulation is provided in the form

of a foam-rubber-stabitized layer of afr.



Ba 'le Ex osure Suit  DFI!

The Bayley Exposure Suit, was tested in two types of
foam rubber  neoprene and PVC! each 3/16 Inch thick. The suit Includes
Integral head, hand and foot protection and w111 accommodate shoes inside.
The suit ls closed by a single waterproof zipper which closes from the
groin to the chin. The Intrinsic buoyancy of the suit is augmented by
an orally-inflated "pillow" which attaches to the upper back area by two short
zlppers. Water is excluded from the suit by a soft rubber seal around the
wearer's face. Flotat ion attitude may be controlled somewhat by expe'I I lng
excess air from the legs of the suit through "valves" located on the toe

area of each leg. This suit was tested over the standard work/recreation
clothing.

Hei1 -Hansen Survival Suit  DF2!

The Helly-Nansen SurvIval Suit, utilizes foam rubber to impede
conductive heat transfer and has a metal ized fol''I layer between the outer
material and the foam rubber to impede the loss of heat by radiation. The
suit includes integral head and foot protection and will accommodate shoes
inside. The suit is closed by a single waterproof zipper which c'loses from
the groin to the chin. Water Is excluded from the suit by neoprene rubber
seal s at the wrists and around the wearer's face. Th'Is suit was tested over
the standard work/recreation clothing. The hands were protected by 3/16 Inch
neoprene three-f inger wet-sui t ml tts.

S. I.D.E.P. Seastep Survival Suit  DF3!

The S. I .D, E. P. Seastep Survl vai Suit is constructed of'
5 mm thick closed-cel1, nylon-lined neoprene rubber. The suit Inc1udes integral
head and foot protection. Integral five-finger hand coverings are also pro-
vided but are canst reacted of much thinner material. The entrance 'is a tubul ar
attachment joining the suit at the shou'! ders. It is closed by a zipper but the
waterproof seat of the entrance is provided by rol I ing it and hooking It to
a metai ring on the chest. This ring also serves as the focus for a built-in
harness facilitating retrieval by winch from the water. Intrinsic flotation
is augmented by an inflatable, front-mounted bladder. The suit does not
accommodate shoes Inside . 1t was tested ever the standa rd work/recreation
clothing, less the sneakers.



2 ~ 5 Dr Suits With Air-S ace Insulation

The suits In this group share the feature that they seek to provfde cold
protect ion through an a I r-space which I s conta lned In and control1ed  for
thickness! by an inflatable, air-tight bladder. ThJs contrasts with the dry,
foam suits which Jmnobli ized an afr-space In closed-cel I foam rubber

ILC Industries Proto', pe Survival Suf t  OAI!

The ILC Industries Prototype Survivaf Suit consists of two
mafn components. An outer shel I to which goretex has been laminated permits the
release of water vapor in the dry but provides a water barrier during fmmers ion.
Inside this she'Il Is an inffatab'le bag which surrounds the entire body. The two
layers of the bag are heat seaIed together in round patches at regular intervals
to control the thIckness of the air layer when fully fnflated. The centers

of the heat sea'fed patches were removed to provide paths for water vapor
to escape the body carrying excess body heat with ft. Integral protection

is afforded the feet. An inflatable hood was also attached to the back

of the suit. The hands are protected by separate Inflatable mitts. In-

flating seals are provided at the neck and wrists. The suit has ffttIngs
and tubfng to allow It to be connected to a forced-afr cool Ing system to

remove excess body heat while In a dry environment. This capability was

not exercised during testing, The outer shell Is closed by a single zfpper

 not waterprooF! which closes from the groin to the neck. A separate water-
tfght c'Iosure made of heavy plastic and similar to the c'fosu res of a ; ip-lock
bag Is provided inside this zIpper. This suit was tested with the nomex under-

wear and cotton athletfc socks. The afr bag was orally fnf'lated to the maxl-

mum extent possible.

Or. Rentsch's Protot e Survival Suit  OA2!

Gr. Rentsch's Prototype Survival Suit Is a modfffed Beaufort

Mark VII Submarine Escape and Immersfon Suit. The prototype completely en-
closes the body  except for the hands! with respiration being accomplished
through gas exchange orffices in the blcurved face plate. A separate mouth

port is provided for issuing distress calls  e.g ~ , by blowing a whist'Ie!. The

suit fs an inflatabfe insulation bladder surrounding the body. A separate

inflatable Mae West-like flotation bladder Is provided. The two iayers of
the insulation bladder are sealed together at regular intervals  gfvfng the

dimp'Ied appearance! to control the thickness of the air layer when the bladder



is fully inflated. fntegral air-space protection is provided the teet and

head. The hands are protected by inflatable mitts. Elastic seals are provided

at the wrists. The suit closes by a sIng!e waterproof zipper extending from

the groin to the neck and then around the rfght side of the head to a terminal

position at the top, left side of the head. Exhaled gasses are shunted down

a plastic tube to the insfde of the suit fn an attempt to reciafm respiratory

heat losses. Opening the mouth port effectively eliminates this heat rec'Iamation

aspect of the suit. This suit was tested over the standard work/recreation

clothing with the air bladder orally Inflated to the maximum extent poss'ible.

It was cold-i".;ersion tested in two conditions: mouth port closed and mouth port

open. This was done to obtain an indication of the potential usefulness of

respiratory heat reclamation.



3.0 COLD-PROTECTION EFFECT I VENESS INVEST I GAT ION

3. I Ob 'ect I ves

The object tve of the cold-protect ton effectIveness investigation was

to establish a quantitative measure of the effectiveness with which each

test article selected for this Investlgatton protects victims of accidental

immersion from potentially-lethal losses of body heat. To facilitate the

meaningful interpretation of these quantitative results they were expressed

in terms of survival-time estimates. To fac'flitate comparisons among the

test articles the surviva1 times were estimated to correspond to immersion

I' 7 C �5' F! water. It was known that several of the test articles could

not be tested in water that cold, due to test subject discomfort and the

risk of damage to peripheral tissues. Therefore, ft was anticipated that the
survival-t ime est Imates for these test articles would have to be establ tshed

using an analytically-based adjustment to estimates assoc'fated with warmer

water.

It was desired that the analysis of the experiment results should pro-

vide the capability to estimate survival time for Individuals with selected
physical structures  morpho'logies!. This capab111ty was needed to determine
the survival times afforded Individuals with morphologies different from the

average. It was also needed to permit comparfsons among the surviva'I times
of the test art'tcles for selected morphologies when the articles were tested

by different test subjects. Achieving this capability required that a quan-
titative measure of morphology be internalized into the analysis methodology.
It was hoped that this analysis approach would also serve to reduce un-

explained  random! varfatton ln the results,

The estimation of survival tines was, of necessity, based on ext ra-

poiattons of the core cooling observed In volunteer test subjects wearing
the suits during cold-water Immersions tn which only mild hypothermia was
induced. As indicated in Table 1-3, the determination of a lethal level

of core cooling  measured rectally! is nontrivta'l. It was for this reason
that Hayward, et al., �978! parameterized on Its value using 27, 30 and
33 C, For present purposes core coolfng Is assumed to be lethal at 30'C.
It is at this level that cold-Induced physical and mental debilitation re-

move the immersion victim's ability to participate meaningfully in the

t0



TABLE l-3

I.EVELS 0F HVPOTHERIIIA
~ F

99 F 6 "Hormsl" Rectal Temperature37.6

96.8 Increased Hetabollc Rat ~ In attempt to
ba'lance heat loss

95 0 Shlverlng maulmum et this temperature

93 2 Pat lent ~ usus'Ily responsive snd noirral blood
pressure

sEVERE HVPOTHERHIA BELOW' TIIIS TEHPCRATURE9I,4 33

89. 6 32

87,8 31

86

BS. 2 29

28

80. 6 27

78.8 26 VICtlmS S ~ ldnm CanSCIO«S

Ventricular flbrlllatlon may appear spontaneously

Pulsmnery Edema develops

77. 0 25

2475 2

73 4 23
Haxln'vm rIsk of flbrl I 1 ation

71.6 22

69.8 Zf

68.0 Heart Standstill20

66.2 19

IB64.4 Lowest Accidental Hypothermic pat lane. «1th recovery

ISO-ELECTRIC EEG62.6 17

Lo«ast Art If lc'lal ly Cooled Hypothermic patient with
recovery

r Frnm Harnett, ~ t ~ l. ~ �979!

Consciousness clouded Pupils dl Iatecl
most

Blood Pressure dlfffcult to obtaIn shlverlng ceases

c
Progress Ive loss o I consciousness
Increased muscular rlgld icy
Slow pulse and rasp frat Ion
Cardiac arrhythmia develops
Ventricular flbrll lotion may develop If heart Irritated

Voluntary motion lose along «Ith puplflary light
I' ~ flea ~ d ~ ap tendon and Skin ref lanes . appear dead



preservation of his 1 ife. Table 1-3 makes clear that the cold, fn
and of itsel f, ls not necessarl ly 'lethal at 30'C. However, survival below
this level depends upon exogenous support of flotation and freeboard for

breathing passages' While many of the test articles considered In this

study provide abundant buoyancy, none fs Intrinslcaily capable of guaranteeing

breathing passage freeboard. Most could however be supplemented with flotation

devices with sufficient rlght1ng moment to support respiratory ventilation.

However, at present the use of flotatlon devices with this intrinsic capa-

bility is not required by all Individuals at risk of cold-Immersion and

therefore may not be relied upon to extend survival beyond the point of physical

and mental debilitation.

Desi n of the Ex eriment

The basic experiment plan called for obtafning 5 replications of cold

immersions with each of the 17 test articles  Rentsch's prototype twice!

indicated for the cold-protection effectIveness investIgatfon In Table l-2.

These were to be performed 'In such a way that each test article was worn by

test subjects exhibiting a reasonable range of physical characteristics.

Hecause a study of rewarmfng therapies  described 'In Part II of this report!
was integrated with this suit investigation and additional rewarmings were

desired, additional experiments were obtained with some of the suits ex;ending

therr sample sizes to 6. Table I-0 shows the sample sizes wh'fch were obtained

with each suit and the means and standard deviations of the temperatures of

the water and air in which the experiments were done. Two target temperatures

were used 1.7 C �5'F'! and I1.8'C �3.2 F!. The warmer water temperature

was selected to match that used by Hayward, et al.�979! and to preclude

Injury to unprotected or lightly protected peripheral tissues.

Table 1-5 presents the physfcal characterIstics of the 19 male test subjects

who participated in this invest'Igation. The subjects who tested each of the

test articles and the sizes they wore are !ndicated ln Table 1-6. because of
the special nature of the comparison to be made between the two conditions

with DA2  mouth port open and closed!, special emphasis was placed on arranging
the test subject - test article asslgnrrents to involve the same subjects in

both experiments wIth this suit.

ThIs repeated use of test subjects was not possible to accomp!Ish overall.
The volunteers were free to withdraw from participation fn the project at any

time � a right sorre of them exercised; e.g., KC, JH, CM, MO, TP, P5 and BS.
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TABLE 1-4
EXPERINEFIT SAHPLE SIZE'I AFFO VATER TEIIPE'RATURES

Veter Te perature   C! Air Te'perdture  'C!Sul t
E.ode

Hunker of
~1Su I t De st r I I I on ee ned Il

0,5
1,2

0.7
O.D

11,8
1,9

12,1

Bayley 'Ve ~ therFtate Plus
VE2 Henderson Elp-On Exposure Selt
VE! Stearns Heavy-Duty Offshore Survival Su  t
Vl'I Henderson I'rototype Jac'ket
VP2 Hedallst Skl Shorty

VP! mustang U.VIC Therxof lost
VP5 St earns VIndjemmer Jacket
VP6 Steerns Offshore Survival Jacket
VP7 Taxes Retreat Ion Corp, Hy'lon-Covered PFD

01 HADC Froretex EFiper lment ~ I Coverall
01 U. Ti, Alr Force Hodl fled Ant I-Exposure Assembly
DF I B ~ ylay ExpOSura Suit  PVC foam!

22.2
20.8
21,6

21. !
22.9
22.7
12.6

OF2 Helly-Hensen Survival Suit
OF3 S.I,O,E,I'. Seestep Survival Suit
DAI lLC Industries Piototype

DA2 Rentsch's Prototype  mouth port closed!
DA1 Rextrch's Prototype  mouth port open!

TABLE 1-5
DEsCRIPTIOHs 0F coLO-IHHERslox sUBJECTs

eath-Carter
Somatotype

ote
S 4 I n fol d
Thlcxness 6

 rth!

een ec qror,e
Sklnfold

Yhlckngee EF
 Fnv !

Ape Height
 cmj

VelOht
lkg!

Surface Area fSutject
fms!

Il III

.08!
095
,143
.115

�
31 ~ 7
21
26,5

21XC

23
23
2!
25
21

BH
HH
JH

21
CH 21
RH
HD 21

25
19
21

CR
JR
PS 19

21BS
21SV
23

3 I 43 307!,4

See Carter �9751
r From Ounolx BOdy Surete Chert prepared by Boothtiy end SandlfOrd  Hayn C 11 ~ lc!

Sklnfpld thlCkneSSes reaeured ~ t trleep,subetapular and Svpralilex «Ith Large Caliper.

182.0
i
185. 0
182.9
178. 2
178. 9
182.7
170.3
183. 0
183, 9
186. 6
168,!
IBD.0
185,2
180.4
178. 5
F79 2
FB7.I
F77.5
17v 0

88,2
85.4
65.5
67.3
82.7
64. I
70. 4

75. 9
91. 4
7 ID ~ 2
63,6
76. I,
76.4

69. 3
60.9
75.4
71. 4
66,!
74,5

4.0

3 5
2.0
2 5
4 5
1.5
4.0

2.5
4.5
2,5
4.0

3.5
3.0
2.0

!,0
3,0
2,5
3. 0
4,0

6.0
4.0
4.0

4.0
4. CI
2. 5
5 5
5,D
6.0
!.0
5.0
6.5
3 ~ 5
4.0

!.0
4,5
4,0
4,0
4.0

1.5
2.0

4.5

!.5
1.5
5. 0
I. 5
3.0
I 5
4.5
2.5
2.5
3 ' 5
3.5
4.5
2. 5
4,5
3 5
2. 0

2. I I
2. I!
1.86

1,85
2.03
I,B!
1.82
1.98
2, 16
1,95

73
I 96
2,02
1.90
1,78
I 95
1,96
1,82
I, 92

12,0
11,8
I I .8
12,0
11.8
11. 8
I I . 9
I I . 8
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.7
1.9
1.7

0.1

0.!
0.4

D.3
0.1

O.O

0.!
O.I
0. I
D. I
D. D
0.!
0. 5
0.4

0.2

0,3
0.2

21.3
21.4
21,4
21.1
21.8

20.6
21.4

21.0
21.6
22.0

0.9

1.0
0.8

0.2
I. I
I.E

1.2
0.6
1.2
1.8

3.2

3.3



TADLE 1-6
4551GRHErlT OF COLD-IHI1ER51OR SUDJECTS TO 1ES RRTI LES

ss

5 Seal I
H rted I um
L Large

5/tt 5~all/Hedlon
L/C Large/Extra Large
311 Chest size  Inches!, length-regular
LO ~ Chest size f,In<has!, length - long
x unslzad prototype or one- ~ Ize fits all



Furthermore, these subjects were slmu'ftaneously part'iclpating fn the
study of rewarming therapies In which their usefu'I particfpation was I lm'fted

to eight experiments. Therefore, they could not part icfpate ln more than

eight cold-immersion sul t exper fments.

The plan for ana'iyzlng the experimental results was formulated to
relieve the necessfty For complete replication In testing each article with
each subject. Survival-time predictions would be developed from regression-
based relations which quantItatively predict cooling behavior in each par-

ticular suit as a function of the physical characterfstics of a selected

fndividuaf. A separate regression reiat Ion would be establ Ished for each

suit from the cooling behavior observed during its tests. The primary

requirements of this approach to developing survival-time estfmates are
that a reasonable number of replications be performed with each test

artIcfe and that each be tested by subjects represent'ing the range of

physical structures for which survival"time estimates are desired. Table
1-6 indicates the range of total skinfold thickness  three sites: trlcep,
subscapuiar and supra Iiiac! exhIbited by the subjects test Ing each article.
The significance of thIs total sklnfold thickness  which provides the basis
for Heath-Carter Somatotype Component I! as a quantlfler of physical struc-
ture is established in Section 3.4. The ranges In skfnfold thIckness shown

In Table I-6 all contain the 30.6 mm value used as a quantitative descrlptor

for the "average" man. The use of a 30.6 mm total for an average man ls
based on the average of the 19 test subjects described In Table 1-5 and fts

significance is also discussed In Section 3.4.

Ex eriment Protocol

The cold-immers ion experiments were conducted, generally two at a t lime,

in a tank of refrigerated water between June 30, i978 and June I5, 1979. Ai I
were conducted beginning fn the early afternoon  between 1-2 p.m.!. Subjects
were requested to report to the laboratory having had no alcohol or medication
for 24 hours or food or tobacco for 2 hours. I f there was doubt as to the

proper size of a test article for a subject to wear, he was asked to try on
the most 1 ikely s izes and the one affording the best Fit was selected.
After voiding his bladder and/or bowels, Instrumentat ion was applied to the

subject, including a rectal temperature probe; skin probes for great
toe, thigh, groin, subscapular, bleep and forearm temperatures; ECG and



sphygmomanometer. Next the subjects donned clothing appropriate for

the article they were to test that afternoon  either standard work!

recreation clothing, nomex underwear and socks, or for WE2 and WP2 just

undershorts!. The subjects then began a 30-minute rest period which they

spent reclined on a 4" foam rubber mattress and, depending upon their

clothing, covered for thermal comfort. FollowIng the 30-minutes of r est,

measurements of their rate of oxygen uptake and the other parameters were

recorded while the subjects were still reclined and resting ~ The subjects

then donned the test artIcle and entered the cold-immersion tank via a

hydraulic chair lift. When testing wet-mode suits, a gradual entry into

the water was permitted taking up to 4 or 5 minutes. This reduced the

trauma of the entry and presumably the stressfulness of the exposure

 although blood pressures of 160/100 mm Ng v ere not uncommon during the

initial phase of the Immersion!. The immersion was regarded as Initiated

when the subject was Immersed to waist level.

During the course of the immersion, temperatures were monitored continu-

ous1y and recorded perlod1cally with the sampling frequency being determined

on the basis of the rates of changes of the parameters, Measurements of the

rate of oxygen uptake were generally made at I-hour intervals through the

immersion plus an additional measurement was made just before removing the

subjects from the cold water. Oxygen uptake measurements were not made in

test article DA2  open or closed!.

T' he cold-immersion experiments could have been terminated on the basis

of any one of the following cr'iteria.

I. rectal temperature reduced by 2*C or to 35 C
2, any sk1n temperature reduced to 5 C
3, discretion of the test subject
4. discretion of the attending physician
5. discretion of the research team leader

In practi ce, the attending physician never found 'I t necessary to terminate an

immersion experiment, nor was one ever terminated because of excessively-cold

skin.

The immersfans were conducted in a steel tank containing water about 1.67

meters deep with surface of f.83 by 3.05 meters. The water was agitated by 3

small aIr-powered turbulator  primarily intended to deice refrigeration

coils and prevent thermal stratification of the water! and a I2-volt� DC-

powered trolling motor  to prevent formation of therma1 boundary layers around



the immersed subjects!. An effect fve water velocity of 3 to 5 meters per
minute was produced. This velocf ty is more than the 1.5 meters per m'inute

shown by Baker  f979! to be required to effectively maximize convective
heat losses due to relat ive motion of the water. No other provIslon was

made to attempt to simulate effects of open water.

Throughout the Immersion, the subject's position 'In the water was

essentially that which resulted from the Inherent flotation of the test
articles. With some test articles th1s Inherent flotation was augmented

by inflating flotation bladders. Thfs was the case for WEI, WE3, WP2, D2,
D3, DFI, DAI and DA2. Inflating the bladder accompanying DF3 had no effect
on flotation attitude In the calm water in the immersion tank. Therefore,

it was not inflated during the cold fmmersions. One test artIcle  WPI!
required supp'iemental fiotatfon to provide reasonable breathing-passage
freeboard during the Immersfon. This was provided by a kapok, Mae West Style
Type II PFD which was selected because of its minfmaf fnterference with the

thermal performance of the test artIcles.

Instr~mentation

The instrumentation used to monitor temperature data in this study was all
manufactured by yellow Springs Instruments. Skin temperatures were measured
with a Model 44TD, 12-channel monitor �0'C face sweep! using Model 409 probes
 i. I second time constant! taped to the skin. Rectal and esophageal tempera-
tures were measu red with a Modei 46TUC, 6-channel monitor  II'C face sweep!
using Model 40I probes �.0 second time constant!. The accuracy of temperature
probes was verified, over the range of 12.6 to 37.8'CD

3.3 Results

The first step In analyzing the results is to adopt a general model

of the cooling process.

Select'in a Model of the Coolln Process

Three consideratfons predomInate the selection of a model of the cooling

process.

I. The parameters of the model must be estimatable
from the data obtained during the cold-imrrersfon
experiments.
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2. The model should "f It ' the observed data
reasonably wel l.

3. The model should have some basis suggesting
that extrapolations of the temperature response below
Ieve'is seen experimental ly are reasonab'le.

Of these three cons iderat fons, numbers I and 3 are very much more important
than number 2. Consideration 3 wtl 1 be addressed first.

There fs I fttle real ev'Idence on which to base extrapolations of
core temperatures for Individuals protected by equIpment of varying
efficiencies. Alexander �945! presents the time-rectal temperature
profile of a pr fsoner murdered by cold-water Immersion at Dachau caecentration
camp. The temperature reduction, once It began, occurred at an essentially
constant rate  about I I 'C/hr! . One mtght expect that a we'I l-protected immers lon
victim would cool, perhaps linearly, until at some pofnt the gradfelt between
the victim and the water is reduced sufffcfently and the metabol fc rate is
increased su f f i c i ently to col lect i vel y reduce the rate of cool lng. Thi s wou'I d
produce a convexity  decel eratfon! In the cooling profile. One might also
expect, based on the Info rmati on In Table 'I- 3, that as the core temperature
approaches 32'C, reduced capacity for shiver'ing thermogcnesls would Increase
the rate of cooling. Thfs wou'ld produce a concav'Ity  accelerationj in the
cooling profile.

The determination of survival time requires an estimat'lon metfrodology,

but there is no truly adequate bas f s for the est i mat'Ion. Therefore, 1 n the

absence of indications to the contrary, a linear model ts the most desirable.

A Linear Coolin Model

Figure I- I exemplfftes the linear model adopted for developing survival-
time estimates. The model entalls th ree parameters: the maxfmum elevation In
core terperature  T!, the time at wh'Ich this maximum eievatfon occurred  t!,
and the rate of cool ing  r! that occurred after time t. The ratemf-coot fng
parameter is sirrply based on the slope between the observation at time t and
the last observation recorded. The adoption of this particular I linear model
involved consideration I from the earlier list. A simpler, two-parameter model
was considered first. The only parameters required to descrfbe this simpler

model are the tine at whfch the change In rectal temperature returns to zero

and the rate of cool tng following this time. For these parameters to be

est frabte from the experimental observations  consideration I!, It is necessary
that the change in rectal temperature must have returned to zero fn each experiment.
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'This was not the case ln a few experfments. Therefore the three-parameter
I fnear model was adopted to describe the cooling process. It was dictated
by considerations I and 3. Considerat fon 2, whfch may superficially seem
important, did not enter into the selection of the model.

Ex erimental Observations

The resu'I ts of the cold-immers fon experiments are summarized, in terms
of the I fnear-mocfel parameters, In Table I-7. The means and standard errors
of the means are shown for each of the three parameters for each of the test
articles. The t parameters have been presented ln unl ts of hours to faci1 I-

tate later estimation of survival times in hours. It should be noted that

the t's range over such small values  less than 0.59 hours! that they would not
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t hrs!
Test

Article Mean S.E.M. S, D.

.I6 .36

.I3 ~ 29

S.K.M.

.02

MeanS.E.M. Mean

o.64.I6WEI* -37

.34 o.62WE.2 .09.25~ 09

o.46.o4WE 3+ ~ Io .23

~ 76

~ 33 . I5

I.o6.ISWPI- .25 .09.07

.36 .o4WP 24 0.5I.05.I5

.08WP 3s' I.09-32 .07 .20

.o6 I . I9

o.48

WP 5*

WI 6'

.3I .05.29

~ I4.05~ 33 .03

~ 49 I.20

.Io .25

.40 .89

I.68.o8.08WP7* .20.I9

0 55D2 . I3.30.I5

.26~ 40 I.30D3 *

DF I  PVC!

DF2

.09.02

.o4 0.37

o.48

.02.22 .09

~ 36 ~ 07 .03. I2

o.47~ 45DF3 .03.I5.Io

.54DAI 0 33

0. 27

0.44

. I3

.o4

.03

DA2  c I osed!

DA2  open!

.o8.I6 .02

.o6.42 . I2 .03

20

TABI E l-7
RESULTS OF COLD-IMMERSION EXPERIMENTS

Pa rame ters

Resul ts obtained in approximately I I.8'C water, other
results obtained In approximateiy I ~ 7'C water.

.05 .II

~ 46 I 03

.46 I ~ I3

.I2 27

.o3 07
IP .25

.I6

.03 .07

.03 .07

.OI 02



contribute more than a small proportion of reasonable survival times  a

few hours or more dependIng upon the suit!.

3.4 Ana'I sfs and DIscussIon

In analyzing the results of the cold- Immersfon experiments, the first

step was to develop the capability to predict, for each test article, the

parameters of the cooling model for the body structures of Interest  thin,

average and heavy!. 8ecause the parameters t and T were expected to have

relatively little impact upon survival-times estimates, It was decided that

this effort would be concentrated upon predict Ing the rate of cooling r and

that the survival-time estimates for each suit would be based upon the

average values t and T shown In Table 1-7.

Oeveio ment of Coolin Rate Re resslon Predictors

A set of six quantftatfve measures of physical/metaboflc attributes

were composed and investigated to determine ff one would explain the

variation In cooling rates observed with each of the test articles. The

Indices, denoted XI through X6 are defined as follows.

Heath-Carter III

Heath-Carter I ~ Heath-Carter II

2. X2

3. X3

X4

Metabol fc Rate After I-Hour Immers on

Surface Area

Mean Reef rocal Skinfold Thickness

X3

 Surface Area ~  Mean Reef rocal Skinfold Thickness!
5. X5

Metabolic Rate After I-Hour Immersfon

1 -I
Tota 1 Skinfol d Thickness J6. X6

The first Index, XI, Is based entirely on the three components of the Heath-

Carter somatotype method. This index was found by Hayward, et a f., �978! to

explaIn cool fng-rate variation moderately well. The second Index, X2, was

formulated to determine what 'fmprovement 'In the performance of XI would

resul t from including the cons'Iderat fon of the Indlvfdual 's capabil it fes to

generate heat. Metabol lc rate measured after I hour ln the cold was chosen

since ft was aval l able most cons fstently. The third Index, X3, fs formulated

to consider the fndlvldua'I 's propensities to exhfb ft therma'I fnertla as

measured by body weight and the area that he possesses through which heat

may be lost. The fourth Index, X4, was recommended by Keat inge �979! as

2I



having worked well In his experience. The "mean reciprocal skinfold thickness"
-i

was computed as   2 S !/3 where S, S and S are the tricep, subscapuiar

and supra il lac skinfoid thicknesses. The fi fth Index, X5, was formulated

to consider the primary thermodynamfc factors whfch shoul d affect changes fn

core temperature -- surface area, thermal conductivity of surface material

and the rate of internal heat product fon. The last 'Index, X6, was formulated

to be a simple measure of fatness. Of the 6 fndfces, Xi, X2, X4, X5 and X6

were arranged to be direct Indicators of expected cooling rate. That is,

cooling rate would be expected to increase as each of them fncrease. Index

:l3 is arranged in reverse fashion -- cooling rate should decrease as X3

increases.

Each af these indices were computed for each test subject from the data

presented ln Table 1-5. First-order, least-squares regress'fon relations were

established relating cooling rate to each of the 6 Indfces for each test

article. They are of form r = ax + b where the x is one of the 6 indices

and r is the predicted cooling rate. The accuracy with which regression

reiations conform to data ls often expressed by "F test statistics". The

significance of these stat'Istlcs may be interpreted by the "level of signifi-

cance" at which the hypothesis, that the observations follow the linear

model  r = ax + b!, may be rejected. Small levels of s'Igniflcance indicate

that the regressions conform well to the observations. Tab'fe I-8 presents the

significance levels for the r = ax + b regressions for each Index and each

test article. No regressions were possible wfth Indices X2 and X5 for test

article OA2 since metabolic rate data durfng Immersion was unavailable. Table

1-8 also shows the average and max'Imum of the slgnfflcance levels for each

Index. The best Indices are X4 and X6 whfch exhibit an average significance

level of about 2 percent and a max'imum s lgnlfIcance level less than 7 percent�

This indicates that either of these indices could be used to predict cooling

rates for this collection of test artfcles. Because of Its simplicity index

X6 was chosen for use In thIs study.

Index X6 has a value of I/30, 6 = 0. 0327 for the average of the test

subj ects participating In this study. This cor responds to a value of 3 fn

component I of the Heath-Carter somatotype method. The 'middle range" for

this component is from 3 to 5  Carter, 1975!. This Indicates that the group

of test subjects described in Table 1-5  ail college students! are thinner

than a comparable group selected at random from the popu'Iation at large.
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TABLE I-8

SIGNIFICANCE OF INDICES FOR PREDICTING COOLING RATES

 r ax + b Model!

Physical/Metabolic Attribute indIces

Test
Art'I cl e X4 X6X5X3X2

.078.060.087,080 .084WE I

.034.048WE2 .032

.064 .066.054WE3

. 044 .006.082 .13I.OI2WP I .OI9

.004.004 ,002.OOI .002.003WP2

.068 .I65.I58 .067.2I3

.006. OOI ,007.OOI

.024,006 .026. 022. 002

,090 . 002. 009WP7 . 005

. 006. 008 .002.OI3D2

.046 .IOI.I30D3

DF I  PVC!

.053.I32.133

,004 ,OOI .002.002,003.002

.OI6.006 ,007.OII .OII.002

.006 .008, 008 .OIIF 010.009DF3

. 004.006 .006 .003, 005.007DAI

DA2  c l osed!

DA2  open!

. 007.OOI,003

.000.000,000

.036.040 .021.050Average

Max i mum . I65 .067.2I3 .I30

Elements in tab'Ie are levels of significance at which the
regressions may be accepted as accurate predictors of cooling rate.
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WP3

WP5

WP6

. 050

. 066

035

.i58

. 03 I

.064

. I I 9

.026

. 005

.004

,03I

,064

.003

.006

, 007

.000

. 021

.068

.005

.064



However, these test subjects may be more representat I ve of m'I l 'f tary personnel,

merchant seamen and recreat1onal boaters who may be more fft than the popu-

lat ion at large. To establ I sh a quant I tat'I ve descr I pt ion of the "th fn" and

"heavy" individuals for survival-time estimation, Heath-Carter component I

values of 2 and 6 wl 11 be used. These values correspond to 21 and 62 mm

total sklnfold thicknesses, respectfvely. Revlewfng the data describing the

range of total sklnfold thickness with which each suit was tested  Table 1-6!,
it may be seen that all test articles were tested at or near a 21 mm total
skinfold thickness but none were tested near 62 rm. This means that the

regression relattons For predicting cooling rates are valId for thfn �1 mm!
and average �0.6 mm! Indtvfduals but are not necessarily valid for heavy

�2 mm! individuals, Therefore another model must be developed in which more

confidence can be placed for predicting cooling rates of heavy individuals.

As skinfold thickness Increases its reciprocal  Index X6! decreases

approaching zero and presumably the corresponding cooling rate decreases toward
zero. A zero value of the rec'Iprocal of total sk'Infold thickness, which means

infinite total skinfo'Id thickness, fs of no practical importance. However,

by forcing a linear coolfng-rate predictor to indicate a cooling rate of zero
when the reciprocal of total sklnfold thickness reaches zero and by simut-

taneously forcing ft to give the best  least-squares! fit to the experimental
data, one may achieve reasonable extrapo'Iations of the cooling-rate observa-

tions for large skinfoid thicknesses  small reciprocals!.

The linear model which passes through the or Igfn Is of form r = coax.

The least squares estimator for the coefficient c for a partfcular test

art ici e is:
n

IZf XI ri
n

IXI XI
2

where n = the number of cold- fmmers Ion exper fments wi th the test ar tlcl e

X = index value for subject fn exper tment 1 wf th the art fcle.
i

r. = cool ing rate observed 'in exper iment I wf th the art fcl e.
I

These I inca r mode't s were developed for each of the test articles and evaluated
 as the r = a ~ x + b mode'I s were! with the F' test stat 1 st'Ics. The level s of
s igni f icance of the mode'I s us'Ing 1ndex X6 were ca Icul ated for each test art I cl e.
'The average of them is about 0.6 percent and the max tmum ls about 2.4 percent.
This indicates that these rodels using Index X6 are quite accurate. Hence,
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they wi 1 I be used to estimate the coo'1 ing rates for heavy Ind'Ivl dual s. The

cooling-rate, regression predictors for thin, average and heavy Individuals
are shown for each test art fcle in Table l-9. Both regression models are

based on analysis of the exact values of index X6 and the cooling rates ob-
served wfth each subj ect testing each article. The numbers of data points

analyzed for the test articles are fndicated in Table l-4 by "Number of
Replications".

It is interesting to note that the only two appearances of negative

values of "a"  the coefficfent of the first order term in the basic coolfng-

rate, regression predictor! occurred for the two sets of experirjents con-

ducted wfth test article DA2. It was previously indicated that the X6 index

varies directly with anticipated cooling rate. The negative coefffcfents

of the index in the DA2 models reverses this behavior. This Ind'Icates that

thin individuals cool slower than heavier ones in that suft  a reversal of

the normal relationship!. It should be recalled that DA2 Is a one-size-fits"

all inflatable suit. The reversal might result from thin indiv'duals allow-

ing the suit to inflate to a greater thickness than fs possible with a

larger person wearing the suit. This would provide greater buoyancy and

thermal protection for a thinner individual. The increased buoyancy and

lighter ~eight of the thinner individual would reduce the surface area im-

mersed in the cold water, While thfs result was not found with the other

inflatable test article  DAI!, a relatively smail value of "a" was found.

The failure of the sign to reverse could indicate that, while generally the
same factors described for DA2 were acting, the separate outer shell of DAI,

which preserves more uniform effective air spacing between wearer and water,

renders ft less senslt'Ive to those factors.

'Estab'fishing Cooling-Rate and Survival-Time Estimates

To determine the cooling rate estimates for individuals with the

three selected total skinfold thicknesses one simply has to evaluate the

appropriate predictor model, given In Tab'Ie 1-9, at the appropriate value
of the X6 index  thin 0.0476; average 0.0327; and heavy 0.0161!. The
resulting cooling rate predictions are given in Table I-IO. These rates

are those expected when Indfviduafs with the various somatotypes are

immersed in water of the temperatures in which the various suits were

tested. The negative first-order coefficients discussed ear'Ifer for test

article DA2 have resulted in larger cooling rates for average individuals
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TABLE 1-9

COOLIIIG-RATE PREPICTOR IspOELS

"4eavgn Indlvldue!s"Thin And Average" Indlvlduals
'~»d

Test
Ar t lc I ~

-0.125VEI*
'VE 2 -0.319

0,427IIE 3»
-1.535VPI»

0,124
-1.527
-2.580
-0.456
-2.858
-0.203

VP !*
VP5»
VP6*
VP7»
02»
P3» - I. 705

QFI PVC! 0.119
-0.138

-0.378

0.202

DF2

DF3
PA I

P42 closed!
042  open!

0. 3116
0.451

t Cooling rates given In C/hr
Cooling rates predicted for Irmc sion In II.B'C ~ster,
other cooling rates predicted for Immersion In 1.7'C water.

TABLE I-IO

COOLIRQ RATE EETIPIATESt
 Enperlment Heter Te"peretvres!

no ' ho I o

Test
Article

Thin
r E~s' me 5,D.stlmpte E.P

VEI»

VE2

VE3»
VPI»
VP2»
VP3r
VP 5
VP6»

VP7*
02*

03"
DPI�  PVC!
DF2
OF3
pal
042 ciosad!
042 open!

f Cooling rates given ln C/hr

Cooling rates predicted for Icvserslon Is II.B'C water,
other cooling rates predicted for 'Ir erslon In I ~ 7'C water.

20,514

29,8!8
0,987

74.746
11.147

77 702
116, 224
! I, 062

132, 123
20.570
76.
8

7,0!8
16,076

22.673

3 570
1.956
0.271

0.852 .484
1.101 .486

0.474 588
2.023 .!88
D.655 .099
2.172 .96!
2.952 .851

I 023 .355
3.431 .641
0,776 .261
1,928 .892
0.454 .085
0.627 ,280
0.701 .181
0,�2 .084

0 253 079
0,4!8 .044

C 546 .424

0.657 .305
0,459 .407
0.909 .33!
0.489 ,083
1,014 ,816

1.221 .579
0.560 ,229
1.462 .540

0,470 .229
0.791 .867
0.349 .071
0.!BB ,247
0,36! .149
O.	9 .079
0.282 .075
0.442 .042

17.262

19,990
13-435

33 097
14,558

35-391
41,372
16. 546

52,963
15.201
34 505
10.219
12.649

12 775
8.496
6,484

IO 7!8

~Es ima ~ 5,P.

,278 .58P.
.
2 .420
,216 .424

.533 .715

.234 .109

570 1,092
,666 1.285
,266 .313
.853 1.186
,245 .!II
,556 .416
.165 .ID!
.204 ,406

.206 .274

.137 .124

. 104

173 . 207



than for smaller individuals. This, of course, assumes that these indi-

viduals  thin and average! are Immersed ln the same type of one-size-flts-

a'll suit. Custom fitting or even simple sizing could change this. It

should be noted that the use of the r = cx model to predict cooling rates

for heavy Individuals wearing DA2 implicitly assumes that sizing to fft will

be done.

Table I � IO also shows the standard dev!atfons  S.D.! of each of the

cooling rate predictions obtained from the regression relations. These

standard deviations were computed for each test article and body morphology

as follows.

S.D. MSE ~  , I ,  XP - X!
n n 2

.Z  X - X!
j-I j

where MSE = mean square error from analysis of
variance performed on the respective
regression relationship

n = number of subjects testing the article

-I
X = value of  total sklnfold thickness!

for which cooling rate fs to be predicted

-I
X.= value of  total sklnfold thickness! for
j subject j testing the article  j I, 2,....., n!

n
X=  .Z X!/n

j=l j

These standard deviat fons recogn'lze the intrinsic error ln the regression

relation, the size of the sample upon which ft ls based as well as the proxi-

mity of the value of the independent var lab'fe, at which the predfctlon Is

developed, to the values upon which the regression ls based. These standard

deviations indicate clearly that the cool fng rate predfctfons involve less

error for the average body morphology than for the thin or heavy ones.

Comparing the standard devlat fons for the average man to those for the

cool ing rates in Table 1-7, lt may be seen that the regression-based approach

to estimating cool lng rates which are sensitive to somatotype variatlon has

produced only smal I reductions in random variat ion. Thus the main contri"
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bution of the regression-based anal ys fs has been that It al lowed survival-tfme

estimates to be developed for selected somatotypes for all test articles.



This gives comparabi 'I ity in the resul ts even though different groups of

subjects tested each article. It ls Important to not Ice that though ran-

dom variation was not reduced as r uch as had been hoped, It was certainly

not increased to any significant extent by the analysis approach. It

was increased for only three test artIcles: WEI, WE3 and DA2  open!; and
these increases are unimportant In the comparison of the test articles

because of the close agreement between the sample means  r! and the re-

gres Ion estimates  r ! for these three articles. The survival time
estimates for thin and heavy Individuals  though their random variat'Ion

may be seen to be often large! could not have been developed without the

regression-based analysts.

Each survival time 'Is formulated as the tIme required for the indi-

vidual to cool to 30'C core temperature. Thfs time fs the sum of that

required for temperature to reach Its peak value plus the time requ'ired
for subsequent cooling to 30'C. It will be assumed that the time required
to reach the peak temperature Is the mean of these times  t! observed wtth
the respective test a rttcles. It wfll also be assumed that the indiv'Idual
enters the water with a "normal" core temperature of 37.56'C and that hfs

initial increase In core temperature will be the same as the mean of these

values  T! observed with the respective test articles. Thus cooling beg'Ins
from a peak temperature of �7.56 + T!'C. The survival-time estimate �!
is as follows

s = t + �7.56 + T! � 30

where t and T are selected for the approprtate test article from Table 1-7

and r is selected for the appropriate test artfcle and morphology from

Table t-I0. The survival-time estimates resu'Iting from this calculation are

shown fn Table I-II ranked In order of decreasing values for the average

individual. The test artfcles have been divided Into two groups in this table.

Those listed above the horfzontal line were tested in I.7'C�5' F! water.

Those ltsted below the line were tested in 11.8'C�3.2'F! water. To achieve

comparability among these two groups of test artfcies, the survival-time

estimates for those tested in II.B'C water will be adjusted  shortened! to

approximate those which would result when fmmersed in l.7'C water. It should
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TABLE I - I I

Mor holo

Test

Art lcl e Thin

DA2 closed! 27. I

24.6

30.2

2 I.2DAI

DFi PVC! l7. 0 22.0

II.4 21 F 7DF3

DF2 I2.6 20.2

I7.8DA2 open!

WE2 7.4 I2.2

32.7

36.0

I0.7

I6.6

D2". I7 ~ 3

I7.l

i6.I

WE 3:"

I Z. I 33 3WP2"

i4.4 28.09.4WEI+

i4.iWP6*

l0.3

8 ' 8

P3&

WPI"

8.0 I3.93.9WP3"

6.7

5.5

I2.I3.0WP5+

9.32.5WP7+

SURVI VAL-TINE EST IHATES

 Exper'Iment Wa ter Temperatures!

7 9

4.5

4. I

Survival time estimates given In hours.

The estimates for these test articles apply For Immersion
ln II.8'C water.

73 2

56.7

46. 3

37 9

38.0

44.5

24 ' 6

29 3

i4.5

i4.8



be noted that in Table 1-11 only the lowest-ranked test article of the
top group would rank below any of those 'In the bot tom group I f the groups

were merged.

The prob'Iem of adjusting the survival-time estimates for changes in
Imnersion-water temperature ls a complex but unavoidable one. It Is unavofd-
able if one wants to identify the least-fnhibiting suit that will give at

least 4 hours of survival time In 1.7'C water. The problem is complicated

because much more than mere thermodynamics Is fnvo'Ived. When Immersion-water

temperature is lowered by 10.1'C one can expect a more pronounced elevation
in rates of thermogenesis and possibly more pronounced peripheral vaso-
constrictian as well, These differences in physiologic responses may� to

some degree, offset the increased rate of heat loss to be expected because
of the increase temperature gradient existing between the immersion victim
and the water. However, these response differences may be expected to vary
among the test articles due to variation in the rates of cooling of different
body surface areas.

The best available approach for quantitatively predicting the impacts,
upon the cooling process, of immersion fn colder water while wear'fng the
suits which were tested ln 11-8'C water, is to perform a detafled numerical
simulation of the im-. rsion, fncluding consideration of characteristics of
the test articles. Part III of this paper addresses an investigation of the
accuracy of a variety of mathematical models for perform'Ing simulation of
cold immersion. It is concluded in Part III that even with the best model
considered  Montgomery's model! and with an Improved metabol lc rate control
submodei substituted, the accuracy with which the model represents actual
observations varies among the test articles. Therefore, one may not assume

that the model produces results which are comparable among the test articles
in colder water

However, it is possible to use model simulation results to modify
observations obtained in 11.8'C water to produce estimates for 1.7'C water
without assuming that the model Is accurate 1n an absolute sense. Instead
one rrust assume only that the model's results, obtained 'For a given t est
article in different water temperatures, are relatIvely accurate  changes
are proportionally accurate!. This weaker assumption enables the estimation
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of proport ionai changes In the parameters of the cool ing models  t, T, r !
due to changes in Irmers ion-water temperature, which may then be used to

described in the following algorithm.

1. Define parameters based on results tn I1.8 C water.

t = mean time for temperature to peak In
i test article I  I I, 2, ...., 10, since IO

suits were tested In 11.8'C water!

T = mean elevation In rectal temperature at peak
i value In test article I

r ,,- regression-predIcted cooling rate for
morphology j ln test artie.le I  j = I represents
thin, 2 represents average, 3 represents heavy

Z. Oefine morphologies in terms of model Inputs,

"Based on estimation In Montgomery's model drawn from Siri
 IgS6!

3. Perform mathematical s lmui at i on for each morphology In each
test article in 11.8 C and 1.7 C water. Determine

ratio of time for temperature to peak for
average morphology and test article I In
1.7 C water to the corresponding elevation
In Iles 8'C water

ratio of elevation ln rectal temperature at
peak value for average morphology and test
article I In 1.7'C water to the corresponding
elevation in 11.8 C water

ratio of rate of cool ing  peak to end! for
test art lc'Ie I and morphology j in 1.7'C
water to the corresponding rate of cool ing
In 11.8 C water

h..
IJ
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adjust the corresponding parameters developed from the data obtained from
experiments in 11.8'C water. From these adjusted parameters, corresponding
survival-time estimates can be developed. This process Is symbol ical ly



4. Estimate time for temperature to peak in test artIcle
i in 1.7 C water  Ki!,

Ki f I t I for 'I I 2 IO

5. Estimate elevation ln rectal temperature at peak value In
test article i ln l.7'C water  Lf!

L = g ~ T for 1 =1,2,...., IO

6. Estimate cool lng rate for morphology j ln test article
i ln 1.7'C water  Mi.!'I j

M. = h, r . for I I, 2, .....,, 10andj =1,2,3.
Ij ij ij

7. Construct survival "time estimates for test artie'fe I
and morphology j in 1.7'C water  S I !.

�7.56+ L ! � 30
S .. = K + i

ij 'I M
fj

This approach to adjusting the cool lng model parameters is consistent wi th
the earlier development of parameters based on experimental observations In
that distinctIons in values of the minor parameters  t and T or K and L!,
due to variation in body structures, are not made.

The parameter ratios  fi, gl and hl,! obtained by exercising Montgomery's
Ij

mode! including the Improved metabol 'lc-rate-control submodel, I.7'C-water
results in the numerator and I l.8'C-water results ln the denominator, are

shown in Table 1-12. The mathematical model could not simulate the effects

of a device covering only part of the torso. Therefore, no results and hence
no ratios could reasonably be obtained for WP7. For purposes of adjusting

cool ing parameters to al I aw est lmat Ion of surv 1 val time in I .7'C water, I t
was assumed that the parameter ratios for WP7 are the same as those for WP5.
I t should be noted that the rat'los of times to reach peak temperatures range

from I/3 to 3/4. The ratios of elevations in temperatures are based on small
number, hence their range fs relatively large � to 5! . The ratios of
cool ing rates are general ly well behaved among the test art icles and among

the body structures.

The cooling parameters resulting with the use of these adjustment

factors are shown In Table I-13. These adjusted parameters are 'identified
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by the symbols used to represent them fn the algor ithm stated earl ler.

The survival-tine est lrlates in l.j'C water wl l l be shown ln a later tab le

summarlz lng the resul ts Qf th fs Invest lgat ion.

TABLE 1-12

RATIOS Of COOLING PARAMETERS FRORt
HATHCrlATICAL IEOOEL

Set los of
Cool 'Ing R ~ tes  h !IJRat os of

Ti~s to Peek
Temperatures  fl!

Ratios of
Elevetlons In
Tempereturee � !Test

n Average Heavy

I .BE4 1,969 2,250
1,864 2 . 007 2. I I 8

1.86! 1,987 2.092
1.700 1,769 1.841
1.923 1,958 2.240
1.987 2.040 2.�6
2.009 2.050 2.446
1.987 2.D40 2.366
1,793 I 816 2,023
1,683 1.75D 1.912

5,000
4.ooo

VE I
uE3
VP I 1.000

0

4IP 5
Iff 6
MP7v
02

Ratios constructed with 1.7'C-water parameter ~ dlvlded
by 11.8'C-water parameters.

* Ratios for Vp7 assumed same as for Vp!

TABLE 1-13
cDDLIHG PARAPIETERs EsTIIIATED F0R 1.7'L WATER

Cool lno Rates  8 I
Times to Peek
Temperatures  K !

E'levetlons ln
Temper stores   C ]Test Thin AveraOe Navvy

1.605
0.884

3. 769
1.114

.19
22

.17

.18

.16

,55
.60
,18

LIE I
HE!
MP I

VP! .30
,44,23

.2D

.14

.20
20

WP5
upe .18

.3D

.6o
~ 39

iJP 7
02
03

.50O

.667

.667

. 500

. 5DD

.750

.60o

.750
333

.500

I . 500
I . 500
1. 250
1. 500
2.000
I . 500

4.177
5,866
2.055
6.817
I.!91
3 2"5

1.075 0.62!
0.92 1 0.457
1.806 1.115
0.865 0.431
2.01! 1.277
2.491 1.576
1.148 0.651
!.Doo 2.018
0,854 0.500
1.!84 1,063



4.0 'ItEARABILITY INVESTIGATION

Many of the cold-protection articles tested in this study are designed

to be worn by individuals while pursuing their normal duties or activities,

Therefore the choice of an article must be based on wearability as we II as,

cold protectiveness. This aspect of the articles was investigated through

mobility-reduction and fatigue-induction investigations.

4.1 Mobilit -Reduction Investigation

The objective of the mobility-reduction investigation was to quantita-

tively assess the interference with mobility associated with wearing each

test article selected for this investigation. The elementary movements which

were selected for inclusion in this study were. shoulder flexion, extension,

abduction, internal rotation and external rotation; elbow flexion; hip flexion

 knee straight!, extension  knee straight!, f'Iexion  knee bent!, abduction,

adduction, internal rotation, and externa'I rotation; knee flexion; hand

flexion; and spine flexion and extension. Selections were based upon impor-

tance of the movements in most physical activity.

The general approach to quantifying the mobility reduction associated

with wearing a particular test article was to measure the ranges of motion

of 5 test subjects for each selected movement while wearing nominal clothing

 the standard work/rection clothing described in section 2!. These measure-

ments were repeated while wearing each of the test articles. The range of

motion for each subject and each selected movement in a particular test

article was compared to the corresponding range measured in the nominal

clothing and the reductions were determined. This approach uses each sub-

jectt as his own experimental "control". This measurement of ranges of motion

was actually the second step of a two-step evaluation procedure.

The first step of the procedure was the subjective evaluation of motion

inhibition performed by the test subjects. In this subj ective evaluation

they assigned an ordinal score depending upon their assessment of each ele-

mentary movement as follows.

DefinitionScore

No interference at all

Can achieve ful 1 mot i on with extra ef fort
Slight reduction of motion
Moderate reduction of motion

Great reduction of motion

Following the subj ective scoring, the reduction in motion was determined

only for the elementary movements for which subj ective scores of 2 or qreater
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were obtained, The reduct ion of movement was determined by measurement of

the ranges of each movement in and out of the test article, as described
earlier. A reduction in motion of 0 was assigned to each elementary move-

ment for which a subjective score of 0 or I was obtained.

A number of the test articles feature either deployable attachments or

zippered gussets to increase comfort in the normal mode of wear while

retaining cold-protection effectiveness. In general these articles were
tested with these devices positioned so as to maximize comform ancI mobility

in the dry. No flotation bladders were inflated and no supplemental f'Iota-
tion devices were worn during this investigation. All main entry ciosures

were closed.

Ir.2 Fat i oue-Induction Invest iqat i on

An object i ve of thi s invest i gat ion was to quant i fy and compar e the pro-

pensi t ies of several constant-wear, cold-protect ion articles to induce
fa t igue in the wearer. A second object i ve was to determine the increase
in mean skin surface temperature resul t ing from wearing each article. Tho

standard work/recreation clothing is used as the basis of compari'on.

It would be impossible to predict the exact working activities of all

indivi dua'Is who mi ght wear the cold-protect ion art i cles. Therefore, i t was

decided to test the articles with 5 subjects engaged in three exercises

from which various working activities could be Impl ied. The exercises were

 A! sitting at rest for 30 minutes,  B! touching the toes for 5 mInutes at a

rate of 30 toe touches per minute, and  c! climbing two nine-inch stairs at

a rate of 100 paces per minute for 5 minutes.

The articles were worn in the same manner as in the mobility--reduction

investigation. Percent increases in heart rate and increases in average skin

temperature were determined for each exercise and test article, The average

skin temperatures were determined by weighting the three measurements accord-

ing to the distribution of body surface between legs �9�!, arms '',19';! and
torso �2>!,  Hardy and DuBois, 1938!. The results for the three exercises

were averaged to produce fatigue and thermal stress descriptors for each

test article. This averaging was done according to five different activity

modeIs. Each model was defined in terms of the relative importance of each

exercise to the activity being modeled, They are indicated by the weighting

factors in the following table.
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Exercises

Type of ActivityModel Number

The results of this analysis were compared across the five activity models

leading to the conclusion that they were very simi lar for al 1 the models and
thus insensitive to variation in the particu'far activity being pursued.

Thus the f inal resul ts for both the fat igue and the thermal stress invest I-

gations are based upon Activity Model 1.
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Unce r ta in

Generally Active

Generally Sedentary

Mostly Upper Body

Mostly I ower Body

33 33 .33

.10 .45 .I

.80 .10 .10

.10 .CO .lo

.10 .10 .00



$. 0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND D I SCLISS ION

The resul ts of this study are showr, In Table 1- l4. The suits have
been ranked accordIng to the estimated surv! val time In 1.7'C water for
an Individual with average morphology. he dashes indicate that a su'It
was either not tested ln the cold water or not considered a constant-wear

art i cl e.

A number of interesting observations may be drawn from the resu'I ts In

Table I- 14. The respiratory heat reel aration feature of DA2 seems to
significantly extend survIval time. That for the average Ind'iv'Idual 'Is
extended from 17. 7 to 27. I hours. It should be noted that "dry foam" and
"dry air" suits were categorically superior to dry suits and wet suits.
This Is consistent with the results of Hayward, et al. �978!. Suit D3
was regularly observed to contain significant amounts of water fallowing
cold-immersion experIments. It, therefore, should not be regarded as a
proper dry suit. The other dry suit  D2! did not suffer this difficulty
and performed better than ail but one of the wet suits for an average
individual. The best wet suit was WE2, probably due to its snug fit and
resistance to Flushing. The best wet-mode, partial-body suit, WP2, was
the only one indicated to provide a thin individual nore than four hours
of survival time. This Is due In part to it being tested In conj unction
with the water wings flotation device. The next-best suit, WP6, Is Indicated
to provide a thin Indiv'Idual about four hours of survival time. The longer
survival times for the thin Individual than for the average one ln suit DA2
 open and closed! are due to the regression predictors obtained for that
suit and probab'iy result from the factors discussed earlier, The snug fitting
ski vest, WP7, yields a 604 increase in estimated survival time over the
kapok type of PFD investigated elsewhere  Hayward, et al. 1978!.

The wearabi'Iity Indicators of mobility-reduction and fatigue inducement
are also summarized In Table 1-14 for those articles thought to be candidates
for use in a constant wear mode. The mobility reductions are expressed
in terms of the reductions In range of motion  averaged per subject for all
I/ elementary movements! and the average number  per subject! of the 17
elementary movements for wh'Ich full range of motion was achievable but only
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at the expense of extra effort. The fatigue-Induction and overheating

resul ts for Activity Hode I are a1so summarized fn Table I-Ik. These

are the mean percent Increase In heart rate and the mean increase in

surface temperature.

Concerning wearabiiity, the WP type articles are better than the

WE articles. The exception was the CWU-33/P WP4! which was classified as

a WP article only because It fs short-sleeved. The additfon of gussets to

a wet suit such as WE2 offers little Improvement in wearabilfty compared

to the standard wet su'It WE . The dry foam article, DF2 offers distinct

cold-protection advantages however the wearabl'Iity may be a problem as

indicated by the large Increase In heart rate and skin temperature assoc'Iated

with it. The wet part'lal body suit WP2 offers the best cold-protection of

the WP-type suits however fts wearabiifty 'is less than the others of that

type. This is due, !n part, to characteristics of the flight coverall worn

over the short wet suit during testing. The D-type suits appear to be very

wearable with the exception of suit D2. However this suit was rather snugly

fItting and therefore wearabillty 'Improvements could possibly be obtained by

more generous use of fabric such as In D3.

A dry-type suit such as D2 appears quite attractive from a cold-protectiveness

standpoint and potentially so, regarding wearab11 Ity. However, a question as

to the heat resistance of the goretex material, from which D2 ls constructed,

has been raised  Harnett, et al., 1979!.

In summary, this study was conceived to develop a basis for Informed selec-

t1ons from the state-of-the-art In persona'I, 'immersion-hypothermia protect'lon

equipment. It is not possible to prescribe an opt'Imal cho'ice for all users

based on this research. That must be left for the user who fs aware of his

priorltles. This paper could only summarfze some of the essential information

needed to evaluate the trade-offs which are imbedded in the equfpment selection

p rob I em.
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Panel: Preventing Hypothermia
 protective clothing and survival equipment!

Position Statement

Edward H. O'Brien, Ph.D.
Clemson University

There are many different types of articles designed to protect ~ersons

against hypothermia due to cold water immersion. These articles can be classi-

fied either as dry mode suits or wet mode suits. The dry mode suits are whole

body suits and can be further classified according to the type of insulation

used. There are those using air insulation, those using foam insulation and

those which provide very little insulation of their own  these are the dry

shell type of suit!. Of the wet suits there are those which cover the entire

body and those which partially cover the body.

No sweeping statement can be made as to the best suit since the choice of

suit depends often on other factors beside maximum survival time. Some of these

factors are wearability, buoyancy, and fire resistance. However, the different

types of suits available can roughly be ranked as follows concerning estimated

survival time in 35'F water. Dry suits with air as the insulating medium pro-

vide the longest estimated survival time, dry suits with foam insulation are

ranked next. Following these suits there is a large difference in the estimated

survival time with the wet suits covering the entire body and the dry shell suits

ranked next. The last suits in the ranking are those wet mode articles which

only partially cover the whole body. Such a ranking is not as obvious concerning

other factors governing suit choice.

Concerning increasing survival times, experiments have shown that a snug

fitting ski vest PFD increases the estimated survival time by about 60/ over a

kapok Type II Mae West PFD and that reclaiming heat lost in respiration can



increase survival time. An individual in a cold environment loses a signifi-

cant amount of heat in warming and humidifying inspired air. Most of this heat

is then subsequently lost with the expired air. An increase of 10 hours  a

53X increase! in the estimated survival time of an average individua1. wearing

a dry suit with air insulation and respiratory heat reclamation as compared to

the same suit without the respiratory heat reclamation has been shown. Therefore

it seems desirable to incorporate this concept into the more protective dry suits.

The following characteristics would be desirable in the implementation.

1! The reclaimed heat should be used to pre � warm the inspired air, 2! The

moisture in the expired air should be trapped  possibly to be reclaimed by the

victim!. 3! There should be no direct mixing of inspired and expired air because

it might allow a carbon dioxi.de build up.

Another item of some importance and concern deals with the use of a gore-

tex composite in the construction of light weight dry shell suits. Goretex is

a synthetic microporous material which in its dry state allows air and water

vapor to pass through it. When exposed to water it expands closing off the

micropores thus becoming impermeable to water. The composite material generally

consists of an outer layer of nomex  a fire resistant material!, a layer of

goretex, and an inner layer of either nomex or nylon. Fire exposure tests

have shown that the goretex material tends to shrink and pucker when exposed

to heat and to resist expansion back to its original shape. This would indicate

that normal movement within a suit made from the goretex composite which was

exposed to heat may in fact tear the goretex causing the suit to leak water.

The concept of a "dry" suit made from goretex is attractive for aircraft

personnel who must constantly wear a cold protective device. However further

research into its characteristics when exposed to heat is recommended.
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la. ERLKING OKsENva T

HYPOTHERMIA PROTOCOL

Notify Hospital Immediately of possible Hypothermia
victim

Hospit

a.

b

al to notify -- Hypothermia team

2 Physicians

Inhalation therapist

Lab. technologist

X-ray technologist

Physical therapy

2 Nurses

C.�

d.�

Rescue Personnel

Resuscitate all hypothermia victims  Not dead until

warm and dead!

Immediately place victim on stretcher � Do not allow

victim to walk

Handle patient gently

Immediately remove wet clothes and pat dry

Place cardiac monitor on patient

Begin hot humitified 02 �05 � 110 !
Place rectal temperature probe

Place IV at KjO

Allow no oral fluids

Hospital procedures

Temp. above 92 � Place in whirlpool 98 - 102 and0 0 0

hot humified 02 and warm IV fluid
Temp. below 90 � Hot humified 02 plus warm IV fluid

if not comatose

Comatose or Arrested � May consider using peritoneal

rewarming run 2/L as quickly as possible and remove

 Warm fluids in surgery warmer at 130 !

Monitor core temp. q 5 minutes.

If time available � hospital to send part o5 hypothermia

team to beach
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6. � Lab.

Chest x-ray � portable

Electrolytes

Blood gases

Notify P02 and PC02 to temp.
Clot ting studies and platelet count

Admit all hypothermia victims with temp, below 9".

8.- Possiblilities to consider for future studies

a. � Value of Mast pants to prevent DIC

b. � Use of Barbiturates

j.evels of 40-50ugjml

Phenobarbital or Pentobarbital

Patient needing C.P.R. � may be intubated � No patients

with spontaneous heart beats.

Defibillation � not to be done until core temp reaches

90 - 92 or greater.0 0

10.�

e. � 1-2gm Cephalosporin TV for those with temp. belo~ 920

f. � Steroid 1-2gm Solumedral IV



HYPOTHERMIA CART

General Directions/Guidelines:

A cart, completely equipped, will be kept in the respirator
therapy room for the so'e purpose of treating patients with
acute hypothermia. The cart will be reparec, at all times
and the following equipment will he tea i y alai a le:

1. 2 heated oxygen units with tubing and masks.
2. 1 extension cord.
3. 1 thermocouple  electric! thermometer wita rectal
4. 4 Eveready batteries,
5. 2 Centigrade thermometers.
6. 1 screw driver.
7. 2 Centigrade conversion table sheets, one on each

oxygen unit.
8. 2 ~Lowmeters with nipples,
9. 4 Oxygen masks  adult!.

10. 4 Oxygen connecting tubing.
11. 1 OEM hand nebulizer.
12. 4 2000 ml bottles of Impersol.
13. 2 emesis basins.
14. 4 Scalpels with ijlL blade.
15, 4 Betadine Solution Swabsticks.
16, 10 packs 4 by 4's
17. 10 packs K-Y jelly.
18. 2 airways � of each size ie: adult and child!.
19. 10 copies of peritoneal dialysis record.
20. 3 Trocath peritoneal dialysis catheters gV4900 Nc
21, 2 Imperson sets with drainage bag. q~1612 Abbot'.
22, 1 small bottle of either vodka or 50% grain ETOH

inhalation,
23. 4 rolls tape 1",
24. 10 20 ga 1> Angiocath.
25. 5 Nedicuts.
26. 5 Butterflies 23 x 3/4.
27. 10 alcohol swabs.
28. 2 K-75 3-way stopcocks.
29, 2 L.V. loops  Connector loops!.
30. 2 anesthesia Venosel  I,V, tubing! g 1884,
31, 1 500 ml Dextrose 5% in water.
32. 1 500 ml Lactated Ringer's Injection U.S,?.
33. 1 ambu-bag resuscitator.
34, 1 Puritan Heated Nubulizer with cora tubing and a

mask.
35. 1 Throat suction set  complete!.
36, 1 Dririete set with black corrigated tubing.
37. 1 Heated water bath,

prob

heat

Gaw.

for

eroso

Purpose: The following guidelines should establish what equipment
is located on the hypothermia cart; and, what equipment
or solutions are located in other areas of the hospital.





R. S. Pazos

Department of Physiology
School of Medicine

Vniversity of Mnnesota-Duluth



ABSTRACT

EFFECT OF THE TEMPERATURE OF INSPIRED AIR

ON THE AMPLITUDE OF SHIVER

R. S. Posos

Department of Physiology
School of Medicine

University of Minnesota-Duluth

I

Current thizking concerning theamregulation states that the
'hypothalamus is the key site of thermoregulation. Recent results in our
labatory indicate that the oral cavity might be sensitive to the tempera-

. ture of inspired air. Surface alectromyograms of the forearm, motion and
,air temperature were measured and recorded on a tape recorder. The
temperature of cold inspired air caused an instantaneous increase in the
amplitude of shiver in humans. These results are of significance since
they indicate that there are some reflex loops which monitor inspired
air, possibly in addition to the hypothalamus. In addition, this data
would be important relative to different ways of elevating core temperature,
Using warm humidified air to increase core temperature might inhibit some
mechanisms that monitor temperature and control shiver.



fn. luenc" of Breathing i!~>  !:umidi.' ii d Air on th" A;.,!. litude of Sh,;or

S. Pozos, L. E. 4'ittners, Jr,, 7. Iaizzo, a >d P. Burgstahler
Department of Physiology, School of " .dicine

University of 'Minnesota-Duluth, '.luth, Minnesota S5812

Sh! vering is a thermoregulat<>ry nouromuscular respnnse to cold and serves

mvchnnism f' or tncrea~!ng met:>I:»1 fc rnto rhorei>y increasing heat pro-

duction. Although I t I» commonly ohsirvud, an exhaustive s udy of the electro-

mv<>graphy of this important phvsioLovic respo: se has not been undertake en. 'this

Ud! deal s wi t h .,ome ini c i.al o:;» rva c iona =once rr inc s! > iver and it s modi f ica-

"ion, y !>rea thing humidi f ied ni r i>f >. or ious temperature»

Si.bjects were pl; ced eith r in .o>d -atez �2  .! or in cold air  i2 C}

Tcm!>erntures wc=e recorded from the rectum, tvmpani> < ..> i y, from the

.ur.'ace over the p~ ctoralis malar, trapu .ius, and ma~sorer. S>zr.ace el".c=ro�

myoJ:zam» w>=re recorded from the extensor digitor rm, soleus, nasseti.r, pec-ur-

n.'is mn]or, and trapezius muscles. Notion was detected using an AVR-250

.;..celerometer attached to the knee. The signals were recorded on a taoe

recorder and later analy.'ed on a PDP-12 computer.

.'.ll subjects were stress tested and signed human consent forms before

the experiment. As the person became cold, peripheral temperature dropped

';nd there was an initial tensing of the musculature. This ensin>, is best

seen in Figure 1 in which there is an increase in motor unit firing in the

latissimus dorsX and in the masseter. Th s firing increa'ed in intensity

un"'1 there was synchronous bursts. In some individuals in cold air environ-

ment, the legs would demonstrate a clonus like act'vity which was synchronized

with the E.iG of the soleus. i'ventually the subject, "hether in water or in

a. , demonstr-ted an overt shi -er  Fig>=re "! which was characterized by a

waxing and waning of th» amplitude of the shiver. Th's amplitude modulation

is a well documented observation especially of muscle groups of the trunk.

It is interesting to note that th leg shiver was not as evident in wat-. r as



in:~ fr. This .might be due to the fact that the legs vere moving slowly in

thi w;« ~ r and nl so that stretch rufle x<. ~ nigh t not be as activated in water

the sub fact is standfng in al r. In our laboratory, overt shiver of

the lugs was evident when the sub j< ct stood on the deck--whereas in the water,

KLG activity associated with shiver was ve ry low.

In the seven subjects tested � males, l female!, there was a variability

f n the pattern of shiver in that not all individuals shivered in the jaw first.

In our studfes, it has been observed that inspfratfon has been associated

wi th the intens f ty of the shive r. We we re interested f n the increasing emphasis

on rewarding hypo thermic patients usfnq hot humidified air. In our ini tial

studies ~ sub]ec "s were made hypo the ~I c hv p lac ing them in a co ld envir~~-..en tal

cl amber and wai ting until overt shiver was continuous� ..ii~ subj acts were then

0inst rue rod to breathe hot humf dif ied air  ~''J C! . As F f ~»ure 3 shows, ".hen the

s»~b jert breathed in hot humidif ied air, ther was a reduction in the elect:ica'

activity of the soleus, pectoralis major, trapezius, and a decrease in the

amplitude of the tremor. In some sub j ects associated wi th the f nspirat ion

of i.o t humf dif fed air was an over t decrease in goose bi ~ps and a blushin-,

espec '. ally on the backs of cer tain sub" ects. Tl.e response was f ns tantaneous

and persisted as long as the subject inspired the hot humfdif ied a fr. After

cessat ion of breathing ti e hot inspired air» there was a rebound e f f ac'., i.e.

a pr 'nounced increase in amnlf tude of the shiver.

Control experiments fn wh' ch the subject just bent forward and touched

the mouthp f ece or ~ r»=athed in cold air did not elic' t the above resnonscs.

'.n fact, breathing. in col J a ir increased the am li rude of the sh iver.

Durin these experi;i'nts the care te-.persture was al"a. s higher ..;an

'.. ac oi the peripher;. %us t.,e shiver in a' 1 these studies -as d e to

dc =re-".:e in peric',~eral relative to core temperature. The fv~df ate deer 'ase

amp l i rude 0 f .- liver wi'th ho inspired a J L mi ht be at tributed to activation



of thermal receptors in the mouth and/or respiratory tract. Since the response

was so immediate, it does not seem that enough time had elapsed for warming of

certain nuclei in the hypothalamus. Rather, this data substantiates other work

which indicates that shiver may be prochein «d by reflex loops independent of

h ighe r cent ers.

Tlii~ pr«ltminary data indlcnt~ s tji:it rcwarming subjects using hot humid-

ified air may influ«nce those m«rhanisms that control certain aspects of the

generation of ah|ver.

This work was supported in part by a grant from Sea Grant  DOC/NA79 N-

D-00025! .
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Figure 1. An example ai tensing ar5 shivering i-. e subject
as the peripheral. ter.,perature dropped. 'Aoti. t"..e

f.ncreased motor unit firing n t'~e latissi~us dors'

and masseter muscles.





Workshop on Urban Hypothermia, Alcohol and Hypothermia,
and Physically Handicapped and Hypothermia

R. S. Pozos, L. E. Wittmers, 3r., and V. Bradley
Department of Physiology, School of Medicine

University of Ninnesota-D«luth, Duluth, Minnesota 5'r812

A] thorrgh this topic is wide r'rngrrrg, I believe there is a certain under-

lylrrg tjremr from which the topic migtrt make sense--and that is the various

physiologic mechanisms that come into play when a person is hypotherrrric.

As «person is becorrring hypothermic, many reflexes come into play. The

initial tension of the skeletal muscle, the shiver, the peripheral vasocon-

striction, the bradycardia, and increase in arterial pressure all depend on

an intact neural system. In addition, there are those physical factors such

as amount of fat, amount of skeletal rrruscle, etc. which will help determine

the rate of heat loss. Finally, there are the metabolic responses which are

associated with hypothermia, e.g. an increase in circulating catecholamines,

lipids, and sugars.

In the case of physically handicapped persons, the insult to their CNS

will obviously alter their reflex responses to cold. Although the terrrr

physically handicapped is encompassing, I use it to refer to groups that

have suffered some form of altered motor function. Patients who are classi-

fied as suffering from cerebral palsy, stroke, multiple sclerosis, amputees,

muscular dystrophy, are included in this group, In our laboratories, we have

noticed an increase in the spasticity and rigidity of hypothermia patients

who suffer from strokes or have cerebral palsy. Since thermal receptors of

the skin influence the excitability of skeletal muscle reflex arcs, it is

quite conceivable that severe impairment of function may be seen in physically

handicapped people who are exposed to cold water. The degree of sensitivity

to the cold water may differ among the. physically handicapped. In fact, they

may not be able to stand cold water stress to the same degree as normal

individuals. Some physically handicapped individuals have low «mounts of



fat which also may influence their abilitv to survive in hypothermic environ-

ments. Since many physically handicapped individuals have lesions i.n the

cerebral hemispheres or cerebellum, many complex reflexes that are i rrvolved

In thermoregulat ion may be Impaired. Iror example, lesions in the cerebellum

alter tire form of slriver so that it assumes a more choreiform kind of movement.

In the case of gerontologic patients who have not suffered any overt

pathology, there is nevertheless a decrease in the ability to withst.and

hypothermia, the so-called urban hypothermia. A good definition of. geron-

tologic patients relative to hypothermia is difficult.. In this discussion,

any individual past the age of 60 might be considered as being in this category.

Overall there is a decrease in responsiveness of receptors so that the geron-

tologic person does not sense cold as early as does a younger person. Since

many geronto logic persons are receiving medi cat ion for control ling cardiova.'--

crrlar or other pathologies, the influence of these drugs on altering the

sensi.tivity nf the autorromic nervous system relative to hypothermia needs

to he thoroughly f nves ti gated. Many drugs which influence vasodilat ion tone

of the cardiovascular system will compromise a gerontologic person's ability

to wi ths tand cold environments. To complicate the mat ter further, multiple

drugs are prescribed to old individuals and their combined effects cn the

body's ability to regulate temperature are relatively unknown.

In terms of metabolic responses, let us assume an elderly person suffers

from diabetes. What kind of problems will a diabetic encounter whee exposed

to a hypothermic environment? Again the research has not been done.

Finally, to round out this complex story, the ef I:ect of alcoho1 on the

thermoregulatory mechanisms is in dispute. Although alcohol is considered

a potent vasodilator, recent studies indicate that a1cohol up to levels

considered intoxicating �.1 g%! does not seem to sigrrificantly influence

the rate of fall of core temperature in a hypothermic environment. There



might be some question about the levels of intoxication used in the above

experiments, since in many accidents the levels of intoxication are much

higher than .08 to .1 gZ. In addition, although the decrease in core temper-

ature is considered one of the primary parameters to consider, other ones may

have just as great an importance. Shiver is supposedly decreased with high

alcoholic levels and also alcohol might interfere with the ability to perform

fine motor movements. In reviewing the literature, there is scant attention

paid to the chronic alcoholic. Although there are cases of alcoholics who

are found frozen every winter, I wander how many survive. Many alcoholics

do an impressive job remaining alive in subzero temperatures. Does alcohol

really act like an antifreeze?

Ln both of the situations listed above- � the physically handicapped and

the elderly--alcohol ingestion may play a predominant role. Studies should

be encouraged that address the specific problem areas above. It is very

interesting that until recently no research into temperature regulation of

the physically handicapped or of gerontological people was actively underway.

On a very practical aspect, personal flotation devices are usually not

constructed with the physically handicapped in mind. In some initial studies

undertaken in our laboratory, most personal flotation devices do not: work in

keeping the physically handicapped subject afloat so they can swim properly.

Since approximately 20 million people are consi.dered physically handicapped

and there are active programs underway to promote the physically handicapped

to use. swimming pools, this is an. urgent area of concern.

The following are considered as areas where research should be actively

pursued:

1! The role of various CNS structures in terms of shiver generation

and thermoregulation,



2! The role of stretch reflexes in thermoregulation.

3! The alteration of the autonomic nervous system with age and the

consequent effect on temperature regulation.

4! The alteration of thermoreceptor sensitivity with age and the

consequent effect on temperature regulation.

5! The alteration in "physical fitness" of older people and how this

affects temperature regulation.

6! The effects of drugs commonly used with older patients and their

effects on temperature regulation.

7! An exhaustive study of the acute and chronic effects of alcohol

and its metabolites on temperature regulating systems in the body.

8! An in depth study of the hypothermia effectiveness of existing

personal flotation devi,ces.

9! Designing life jackets with the physically handicapped in mind.

10! Researching the effects of various drugs used to control cardiovascular

function and quantitating thei,r effects on the thermoregulatory

centers of the body.

This work was supported in part by a grant from Sea Grant  DOC/NA79AA-
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Camping Standards 877, 84

wI

~Smiiaf ~ body teepemture" probabLy makee mre eence but etiLL may eeem ad
emote ae Antarctic ice. Sot eo! Peen on a "nice" day, a day hiker or eager moid-
er may ehiver, Joinable, ce' forget, shoMing eynytome of mild hypothermy. At the e~-
reme, hypothezntia ie behind many etoriee of "death /me aepoeure" or "d'W~iny."

Lthough eanetinee called "the kiLLer oj' the xumary," fear of hypothermy, Eoa! body
emperelure, need not keep Girl Scouts from venturing out any mom than fear of j'ever,
~ih body heepezeture, might. preventive mazeuree are logicaL, eymptome are eaeily
ecognieable, and early treatment ie simple and effectr:ve.

he foLLeukcg pagee define the terre, deearibe the conditions, pzeventive measures,
ymptceee, and treatment. The reaeone behind the euggeetione and eau&one are added
o that they may be arEaely applied to dij'gering cirnamtanceee ALthough cold, mt,
p rAmgy conditione occur rAthout pmpoee+L naxlice, re~re'e neutral challengee are
;et met m'th an alert mutd and a ~~red body. The !ALL to live dace make a dif-

mse. ~ o/» aa/eoigfeeegsaegosogeecgrsa+Po~pe4ageoe jpwogsee sasddenngeragewfpoS
@XI.@K' Rem

Hypothermia weather is not "freering."
10 C �0 F! air and moderate wind can catch the unwary.

Having air or water is more chilling than still air or water.
40oF air + 20 mph wind ~ 20 F equivalent chill temperature!
4 C air + 32 kph wind -7 C equivalent chill temperature!

4 Hypothermia water is not "icy."
Some people can't keep body temperature up

g even in 22'C �5'F! water!

I Water conducts heat at least 25 times faster than air.
20'C �0'F! air feels warm, 204C �0'F! water feels cold'.

Evaporative cooling is faster in a wind.
Met, cold clothing can refrigerate 240 times faster than

e dry, warm clothing!

Host cases of muntain hypothermia occur between 1 C and
10'C �5'a - SG'F ! Hist, sweat, and rain are important
contributing factors!

Nett'kc abbrevfIC1Ottat C Celaiua; kph n k!]waters par heur
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H thermia ~ "Low/temperatur e." Hypothermia, or lowered internal body tempera-
t re, occurs when the body loses heat faster than it can produce it.

V

-term h thermia refers to gradual cooling of the body, with a
p onged progress on of symptoms. Changes in body chemistry and
fl'uid imbalances complicate treatment.

Aft r-dro refers to further lowering of body temoerature after warming treatment
s egun. Any exercise may result in cooled blood circulation problems leading to

heart and breathing stoppage.

iate disa earance s ndrome refers ta death by cold shock and drowning fram
s en mmers an in ca water.

PA! ~ Personal Flotation Device. A PFD is a buoyant  acket, vest, bib, cushion, or
ring designed 'to be worn or thrown to keep a person afloat.

HELP ~ Heat Escape Lessening Position. HELP, like a fetal position, is assumed ta
slow cooling from ma]ar lass areas  groin and sides af chest.! Keeping knees up
with arms at sides is recotteended on land, or in water when a PFO is worn.

die refers to 2 or 3 people forming a close group to preserve body heat. It too
s recmreended on land as well as in water, when PFD's are being worn.

5~fi 8 t 92 0, -1 f1 fg dd
, Wter.
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Cold Mater Survival
The Canad an ed Cross Saciety
with the assistance of mustang Sportswear, LTO,
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2L3

For the Un re ared - H othermia A jt'ilier Co anion
he dirondack untain C ub, nc.

172 Ridge Street, Glens Falls. New York 12801

 .02 ea.!
on Association

9035 Golden Given Road. Tacoma, MA 98401

Mith the film B Nature's Rules
F ur in e ense inst H themia

Hounta n scue and nsurance
Association Ster ling Film Libraries
866 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

� S rvfval time refers to the time between exposure ta hypothermic conditions and
gath. reparation and preventive measures being equal, the speed of the progres-.

sIon of symptoms varies with the amount. oi' energy reserve and body type of each
inaividual. Momen and children are more likely to succumb first because af their
smjaller bodies, even though woman have more body fat for insulatian.





~SMO+ EPogf~
- "f!uf t while you'ra aheadl "means to quit while your head can sti'll think saf'ely.
Cool b'lood stows, delivers less oxygen; the brain suffers. Use energy only to
make things snug and sheltered before reserves and reason are last.

- Reduce perspiration by reoucfng exertion. perspiration means the booy is dump-
ing heat and moisture. Energy can go into producing heat rather than xetfon if
the body ts at rest.

- Nake short rest stops. Five to seven minutes is long enough for muscles to dump
built-up lactic acid and relieve the "tfred feelfng."

- Rig a distress signal to show without constantly expending more energy . Rave.
sp1ash, shout, or whfstle only when rescuers are likely to see or hear.

- goto only lf tt counts go gortatn of reaching ~ torthy goat  flotatlan o.:har
people. shore.! Swfenfng senos warm blood to shoulder s and limbs. greatly fn-
creasing heat loss. In 10oC �0oÃ! water, hypothermia hfts a "goo4" swixxxer
wearfng a pFQ after swfxeifng only 130Q meters �4QQ yards!. !n OoC �EoFI water.
185 meters  ZQG yar4s! is the 'limit'.

BEFORZ VZSTVRINC OUT TOO PAR:
Praotioe df'.stress signals. Uae she best attention-get+sr: COlFTRAST.
Sb~ vhy unergency gear ia "inMrnaWona5 orttnge".
Learn to see off a ~.

eelK 9P ~
- Eat well regularly. Nafntain an energy reserve with a balanced diet.
- For quick, ready energy, have frequent sugary snacks. Avoid "junk" foods. as

usual. Qorp. raisins, chocolate. and candy will <eep up the bodyfs heat-pro-
duction without burning the reserve supply.

- PrOVfde hOt drfnkS te Warm the fnner COre. Energy leVele wfll benefit tOO. i
drfnks are healthful  soup, boufl lion, broth. cocoa, tea with sugar, or hot
fruit drinks.! Avoid too mch coffee.

- Oon't haw rlcoholfc drinks. Alcohol gives a false fmpression of wargnth by r
ducing shivering. Actually, surface bllood vessels are relaxing, allowing fnore
blood to circulate and c~l ~.

BEFORE VZÃ1VRLK OUT 1Ã LCF VK4TZZP:
Teat azar-prOOf mZtahea and pktf.'oh hOldera btJ dunking thun in fdatar.
Then, in She raf'.n or ~er a sprinkler, Nghf a j'ire.
Boil hfater far energJJ drinks.

~2M' AFILQ<%~

 Neat

- put on a pFQ.
- If force4 to enter the water. go in slowly, Sudden iggmgersfon gfgay cause

diate Disappearance Syndrome" with uncontrol'labia repfd breathing, df zzf
an4 acute pain. Surviving such col4 shock may be possib'le only if ~r i
pFQ. Re'lieved of the struggle to keep from gulping water and sinking, t
has a chance to adjust to the cold.

- If force4 to jump in, be prepared for col4 shock. Increase buoyancy by~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~nose and holding breath, hopefully 'long enough to surface and contro'1 bre
- Once in, try to get uut af the water and stick with the boat or a nearby

object. Rfg protection froe any wind.
- If nothfng floating is amund, stick with other PeoPie. Form a %QQLEn
- If a'lone, dss~ HSLp.

Esca
Less nfng
posf fon!

- If net wearing a pFQ, layers of clothing increase buoyancy. Slow down in
of jacset to improvise flotation. Il' possible, trap afr in boots for buoyancy-
Inflated pants make a float too.

BZFOHZ PZNTVP2M OR' ON' 1'PZ VATZB:

Tees aff~~e ~ee of m'e f~
PreeHce HFDF' e.2 KfDDlZ poeiWone.





'RIRIkFR%IMii'
TO provide Selective and gradual warffi!ng ls the simple treatment
for raising lowered body temperature. Take care.' Beware of after-drop.

A,RÃkVQ:
pireege aepeae gacr > paar' ppyeegeacr gaae peircrpoeepeeeJIF4A JlsrrrsdSroeepr Stool>++

8

lÃI%PIK'
 nsulate victim against cold Never 'leave vfctfo wf thouC a heat-source
Protect vfctfa frol wind and wet <t, wn t ~Iiy te ].aC,rrtt tea,ictus.!
NfnfeIfte mvawent o< victfai's bo0y Newr eassage or rub the vfctfl
 ewn mlkfng takes energy! {especially HQT with snow!!
Try to keep vfctfsa awake Never ]OStle the vfctfia
Keep vfctfe's head low, feet up  such mweent could cause heart stoopage!
 get ware blood to head ffrst! Never give alcohol

-, Beware of after<roy Newr gfve a sedative. tranuu:liter, or pain
Protect vfctfa fry he'l fcopter wfndwhf1 1 re I fever

- MEr, NICAI. assrSTANCE Never gf w up without mdfcal advice
yeelpewnegeee sgw ar g rrrogr oepif o~egea g e ung ag~ Iwpiwa~geeoaslea ogaepi~~twdrl'

0 o a

DICT N: Nuat be COnacfOuS

.RESCUER:
- Concentrate heat on trunk to prevent "after-drop"
'- Start water 4't ROoC �IPF! raise 'to 424C {1iaoP!

 coaf'artab'le to eibow test! over 10 minute tine span

g] oO  l ~o~gtL N
VI CT?N: Nay be unconscious

RESCUER:
- Nrap trunk {nat lfadSS! fn hOt teel S Or blanketS

Keep warnfngMth warner water  like bath!
- Hot water bott'l ~ or wrapped, hot rocks OR too
- beware of causing superficial burns

~ 5XRIMI ktlk
'llCTDl: Nust be handled GEIITLY.

RESCUBI
- Qo not try to gat Che vfctie to swal',aw were drinks.
- Scarf over nouth and nose wi'll tray

wanath froa axha'led afr and pre~re next breath
- Nauth-emuth resuSCf tat>on transferS

ware afr to victil  conscious ar not!
- Special respirators provide warned, aafsture-laden air

~%BESS'IKMKZKS
VICTLN: Nust be handled gently  conscious or not!

RESCUER:
, - Renew all wet clathinq  cut away to avoid jastlfng!
- Place victin an side in sleeping bag or blankets
- Qarvsth donor s! shou'ld strip too
- Posf tfon donor s! for dfrbct skin-to-skin. heat transfer

to front ar0 back of victfn.

by Nancy H. McharCson:sa 9/77





ABSTRACT:

Drowning Facts + Myths, Part II

By: LCDR D.S. SMITE, USCG
Chief, Boating Affairs Branch

Second Coast Guard District, St. Louis, MO

Hew, provocative developments in water and boating safety understandingsaugur for reductions in aquatic fatalities. Unfortunately, those estresponsible for disseminating such information are frequently conditionednot to productively recognise and/or respond.to it. Methods are introduced
and discussed for productively modifying be5avior in such instances
These methods are derived from understanding and applying:I

EcLucation, Eden and Enthusiasm; Philosophy, Psychology, and
Technology: Illogical, Irrational, and Irreverent Behavior.

These concepts are examined, iikustrated, and integrated ia the paper.Direct relationships between them and the present hypothermia +seiner
are drawn. A "game plan" for producing change in individuals or
organizations is outlined.



Lt. Comiander David Smith

Boating Safety Branch
Second Coast Guard District

St. Louis, Missouri

Lt. Cmmdr. Smith is heavily involved in training instructors
in hypothermia treatment and cold water survival techniques.
He is the author of the Coast Guard's "Handbook for Coldwater

Survival" and has appeared on numerous TV and radio shows to
discuss this topic. In the Second Coast Guard District where
he heads the Boating Affairs Branch, the methods he has been
teaching were put into practice and resulted in a 17 percent
reduction ia one year of drowning deaths in his district, ~
Ee is a graduate of the Coast Guard hcademy and has worked
with Coast Guard personnel ia the area of leadership and
motivation throughout his career.



DROWNING' FACTS AND hVWS � PART Tl
LTHJTENANT CO~iPANPFR DAVID S. Q'1<T;.1, 118;G

IVDOB11CT l !N

Review of reports of drowning, or occ»pational/recreational., wate~ related
deaths, indicate that almost all of these Fatalities are eas<] v avoid-~1e.
Yet, because of human proclivity toward occasiona] or chronic aquatic
ignorance or stupiditv, far too manv people manage to drown themselves e,ic'i
year. The p»rpose of this paper, therefore, is to illuminate approaches
proven affective in reducing the ushers oF these deaths. This p»rs»it w 11
'proceed from the prospective of three E's, three 0's, and thr~e I'~. P'..'
rel.ate to: Education, Eden and Enthusiasm, Phi losophv, P~vcho1ogv an<!

- Technologv; and Illogical, Irrational and Irreverant 1 ehavior.

The First 2-Fducati m

Ãe are all products, victims,> or actually involved in the formal process
of education. What is education? There are probahlv as many answers to
this question as there are persons asking it. Education is one oF the most
general, non-specific and malleahle of terms. It has myriad mean',ngs. Its
interpr tation varies among individuals as well as institutions. To hy-pass
this quandry, might we, at least within the context of this paper, consider
the roots of the word and a literalization of them as hinding?. Fd»cation
is taken from the latin: e ducere, to lead out. That is Fine, h»t what does
"to lead" mean? Again, co»ld we, for the p»rpose of o»r disci~ssion
compromise idion: to guide and to inf]uence?

In education, therefore, we are attempting to g»ide a»d to inFlupnc» others
as they move  or are cai~sed to move! From one point to another. 8;~v we
consider these points to ].ie a]ong a spectrum 1ahe]e<1 understan<'in,1, wi tl
our actual activities defining levels of imderstandi»g? Sloreover, might we
also state that we desire:

a. That these understandings and their resultant activities he

 useful to the whole rather than destr»ctive.'I;h. Re

c. Remain firmly in our hehavioral repertoire, over time?

If so - we mav have arrived at a »orkahle concept of education, i.
p»rposeF»l, lasting, productive modification of hehaiior.

Fine. Now m have a concept to work with. However, hefore attempti...g to
bend behavior, we sho»id agree on other, hasic consI.<'er,.tions.



As man-and womankind take their first, faint, faltering steps into th<..
corn< copial abvss of space, we are he~ining to compre'vnd the biblical aP;p ..
concerning a11 things' working together.~ The earthlv ecologist has
reminde<1 »s of the precise balances and interactions of nature on o»r
planet. C'orrespondingl v, the cosmologist and his phvsicist contempnraries
are also beginning to discover the amazing interrelati< nships of all ho~i<.-,
both great and smal], in the cosmos.~ This leads tn two gentlemen nf'
specia] note in n» ccnsiderati ons. Tl'use gcntlem~n are Doctor Fri c T'i'rn '
anR Mr. Julian Javnes.

Doctor Berne's simplification-interpretati<in of psvci<i>;<in>vtic tl o<,U'it
given»s a method f' or analysing and comnrehendin<, >»<-;~@ !'-"navior, b ! c» --
and other persons', know as Transactional Analv'-.3. ' ~ T!,3. D~ctor
has postulated that we are several, if not manv int<r;~<.i',<.. ~ t<.rs<<is 1.:
one. He tells vs that our behavior Repen<>s on t>ie p~i s'ns w! thin»,
developeR through our uphringing, innate personal attri<»tes, an<' t'.
sit»ation at hand. Moreover, most of o»r behavior, «n~t of 0he t in'
described as repitio»s replaving of certain "tape<P' in;tr<ictions or
postions, <mconsciously perpetuated, reinforced, an<1 maintaineR 4y»s.'
Doctor Berne's woA. gives»s a least two insights usef»! in o»r
discussions.

Firstly, to adeq»ately view people, o»rselves inc1»<'ed, we have to
objectively consider them from several viewpoints. Secondlv, most oF what
we do, we do unconsciously.

Frgo, to change or to modify o»r behavior we have to he aware of w! at w< a-<.
doing, compared to what we might rather Ro, then concentrate on methods &~-
changing our inner tapes, or reprograming o»r cerebral comp»ters.

Mr. Jaynes' impact on our consi«erations a>so has to do with how we think.
Runni"..g through most mm' rn, as well as manv not so modern attempts t-n
explain human behavior in the singular or pl»ral, is the Richotomo< s theme
of mechanistic vers»s holistic thought.~ Jaynes post<i1ates that our l~! t
and right cerebral hemispheres respective]y control tbe analytical an<'
synt4< ticnl aspects of. our thinking.7 For several sn»n<llv stated re;i:-'<-n::,
Jaynes sees humanity progressing from a mechanistic, ann! vtical way nI
viewing the universe, to more of a hol.istic, synthetical post»re, A.-.
hemisphere has to do with rational.ity, and reasoning, «nd the oth<- -; '."
emotion and intuition the most worhable azrr< acb s<.c ". tn invnlv<
accomo<!ation of both."

Therefore, in dealing with the prohl<-m nf pr<", ratio<< .' rc ~<icin<
water, we sho»ld analvize the relate� facts a< « th<.<'I <v<1! ~l< si,,c t~ <"'1 " 'l,»
emp1ovahle, comprehensi ve sol »ti~n - appr<~:<ch.

What does this have to Ro with the three Os? An<1 morc basicallv, <"i;<r, <"
the three Os'?



fRI. Fi rat t! � VhilOSnI7liv,

f'o traCk iai tb Pr. Re;1,.; .'e Sht~!111 . i .W
this paper these vie. poi!its Fajl »ndt't pb! I 7.,irahv,
tecbnologv. 1",tat is nlni1nsnphv, anil »jin �' »-;:1. i ~
p»rpOSeS, ra pjii lOSOf>l er i S One W]1O SearChea 1,»r  /�eI7t
meaning». PbilOSOphv al S ! Can I7t' tbO1 ght Of' a< n  ~i
playing, the game of 1 iFe.

CnITImo;1

V 1 C»'1 ti g >

It Can be s11CceSSF»llv arg»e<l that philOSOpbv, at lea:-t in rational,
proporte«ly thinking beings,o preceedes anIi sl7apes 17eliaI, ior. l'n o<l7er
WOrdS, What We RO iS aCtiVated, alll7eit tOO OFten freiii tapeS, 1 V W'n:It 1 e
think we shou1d do. As an agreeable, useable example, what real lv 1 ii't.
the lunar landing of July 70th, 1069? Along with important' teclinologic II
understan«inys and i1ndertakings, there was a philosophical comp»lsioii heing
actualized, which is hest described hy James F. Bell. Mr. Bell sai<', "Tt>
face tomorrow's problems with yesterday's solutions, is to view life at a
StandStill. If we are tO prOgreSS there iS nOt One OP»s «oing somet1.nl
well todav, who can't do it hetter tomorrow. New initiatives, new
>1nderstandings, new competancies lie all about us, if we onlv >ave t!I:,
ViSion to See them and the c�»rage tO graSp anti to i1Se them".

The Recon« 0 � Psvcbnloqv

As philosopliy gives iMications of whv we do i<i at »< «ii, nsvcjioloi~v, 11i
studv of behavior tel ls us how we «o wlint i e  lo. !" . 1; ve stresse '
basic psvcliological concepts in o»r comnrebensive at pr 7acfi to re«»c -.
fatalities. For instance, we indicate that. manv t7er.:ons emploved ir I i i .
auardin at !tools nr beaches, rest]v do not know vbnt n trosning pet..-,.
looks Like. This is due to o»r reactions' being  le17endent on an '
conditioned bv what we think we see, rather than what is act»allv
transpiring. Ke have stressed the belief that an appreciable portion oj
drowning or hypothermic accident victims may he declared dead when a1!Iv.",
because thev either appear dead, or because the erstwliile rescuer has 'eeti
situationa3v conditioned to l elieve them Read.l Ye also have
investigate ~ and interpreted common, psychological relationships i.n
different tvpes of recreationists wliich result in their becoming victIII7s oi
aquatic accidents. An example of this is the Fisberm;In 1ho, especial jv in
tbe spring or Fall, repeatedly ve»t»res alone or 11nberalded»pon col<>,
lethal waters, devoiR of other humans. Mien this Fisherman typically
refuses to wear or to use a personal Flotation «evice, wbi'.l.e all too
typicallv imbibing alcoholic spirits he sets himself f' or tragedy eith  r i'i
the immed i a te or «i scernab] e f»ture. ~ ~

'LVho was James F. Bell? ffe was the administrator of NA.'.A, the p rson 'Io.' c
directlv accountable for the activities of 7/70/670. Pi«n't Bell' s
philosophies as well. as rocket fuel have m»ch to  <o wi tj7 this part icii'ar
aSCenSinn? COiirage and ViSiOn are aS eq»al IV important tO O»r 17aSIC i:;te~
saFety theme as they are to gr;Isping and alter ing anv jt rraii problem, 1.,>i I-,
we wil I «isc»ss them in relationship to tbe tbrer 1'-..



We have also discusserl how knowledge oF. behavior ii «isc'.ntial to o»r
enco»ragin'< and producing change in others. We stresi the simple tas'-» n!
ingratiating ourselves with an audience or class hy giving them both o»r
gifts and ideas. Also stressed is o»r commrmicating nn several lev:=-1,-
thro»gh touch as well as vis»al an<1 auditorv example and exper ience.l~
These are all valua>le, vet too frequentlv overlooked tools in a we'1
rounded attempt to approach others, and to share new, c.vciting, wnr tiiw' ile
i deas.

At this point, ho]istic/mechanistic inneractions a1»o come into pl ~i ! <ith in
an individ»al or organizational sense. Thor Ilverdahl, n phi]osoph< r.;!-. p»c>
as an explorer - scientist, has given»s a perceptive mode]/para',~1<.
primarv failings of mo.!em analvtically oriented science. 1

ltver iah~ likens manv, if not most of those who labor»n dilligentlv
narrowing disciplinarv nitches, to miners, extracting precio»s 1ewel'.
when these j~ms of understanding travel Fr<.m the dig,<inZ p~ts, no one ! i
avail-~le on the s<~rface to mold or to meld them intr a workable,
»n'erstandahl e whole. The metaphor in o»r de I iherat i < n- i s < asi 1 v;. r:! -!~.'.
As an example, the 11nited States Coast  :nard bas, For v~nrs Faithf'» !, 1;.' <
records nF how, where and when 1oaters meet untimolv < nls. Th<-.s<. '':I '!
have 1 een»sed For numerous st»<lies, both within or witho<!t t»< govnr; .. nt,
to understand and to develop responses to boating acci Pent». HowevI .,
the well meaning statisticians lahored diligentlv to accrete hits of'
information, few individuals outside the pale of stat~s",ics attempe 1 '.n:
 al comprehensivel.ly interpret the data; or  h3 to broadcast what the <fata
or its trends meant. Mechanistic, traditionallv, "trihallv" dominat<-:1,
conservative organizations are innately,  inertlyl inclined to dote upon
their own imderstandings and not to generallv share  <lil»tel them wit'i, r
hy outside infl~~ces.l ~ For instance, when Mr, Frank Pi a original! v
suhmitted his excellent "Drowning Facts and ~tvths" Fi;m to the Coast r<!;!r<',
very few who saw it appreciated what they were seeing. Their primarv
response was, "we deal with boating deaths, this film mainly treats
drownings." The fact that most hoating deaths are drnwnings, didn't i'c'.m
important!

Similarly, in another related example of normal internrganizational,
territorial myopia, the statsticians haven't communicated with the
propagandists. The standard protective prescriptions given and perp< t»nrv<~
hy the propagandi sts exhort hoaters not to: speed; ov<;rl oad thei r 1 nots; ~-,.'
to become experienced, disciplined operators. Iinfnrt<!nates.v, the q»i' »onl
statisticians have known for some time that speeding, <>;er]oading, n«'
operator inexperience, altho»gh important, were nnt t»<.. primary ca<!-: . »F
fatal hoating accidents. Rather, the 1 ca<ling, overwh< l.r~np y byi<-. ~!
fatalitv inVOlveS falls From, or capsizing oF, r<on-m<!l i ~~, less tlat;»'
overl »rien boats, by per sons well aquaintr.d wItTi what tl~ev w<..rc < .i!~<.'
Disquieting revelations of a 1 ike nat»re From the tnt'!1»p<ctr«m
fataliti<"s led to deeper, philosophic attcmpti tn «z,n a tr»or p< r;-,
of what interrelatcl occ»rs tn ca»se in-wat<.r <1<.-atli;;, 'n<1, more
important v, w !c synthetically generated, gl<bal an~ r<.~c>i.s «re



OF similar. i!riper".n»ce "»1
inf ormat i »;1evel op< ~ ! -.brow ~h the .i'

pa>'t I c'Iplting i r> on ' o> r 4t''- ' 'l»for>>>,1t i o» >:

in treating these ca»~es,
co>!>prehensive attempts to
perspectives. i' o are r>o»
endeavors.

The Thirrl 0 - Technolonv

There are Few people attending this conference who live in caves. 'c'o ~re
all the prod>!cts of, an« inflr>ence« by, a modern technological soc'< t".
Through modern technology we are able to vis»alize solutions to manv
problems, and, throi>gb comp>>ter enhanced designing, we are a'bl e to pr-r1 icE'
the solirtions in Fantasticallv short time periods. As awesome as !h..
potentials of modern science are, > c still. have constraints on orir
abilit>es. These constraints involve two»ords that have been previ ~ir'Iv
mentioned. The words are vision and courage. It takes vi sion to se- i'-»e~e
solutions mi>st be «erived; or, bow some solutions prod»ce more r>robl-..~
to anticipate these. It takes vision to»»nderstand 1 rohlerr'.s. It t;>>< ~
courage both to generate tbo»ghts concerninp these «if f icr!> ti es an« to
change rriethods an«approaches we have been i>sing ror vi.nrs, metho«<,
involuntarily taped into oi>r l e!>av'>or' ~ Ihow m'>nv oi Ils;!r ' r'> "1111!-,.
seeking old soli>tions tn ncw problerr.s?

As an example, manr>fact»rers <>f Li fe saving <1evice." »'.-' .;!Fetv e<lir'
have worked hard to meet the pr<»lerr>s of surviv;.>I, o:. ~cinllv in c< 1 '
wdtpr. linfort>>natelv, manv peopl e needing these «cvi co~ .>re comp1: ':
unaware of their existence.  !ne groirt> mav lack tie n;r":rossiveness ' .." . -'.
to pl>mh new markets, while the other is slow to exp1~re  envision.>
existing solutions, These two grot>ps have not sec>i! «1 a 1>ri«ge of
understanding between them. Pirilding this hr i«ge is also one oF ti.;
purposes of. o»r conference.

The Three !s.

The three I' s of Irrational, Illogical, an<i Irreverent behavior are
especially germain to our discussion. It can been s;>i« that real.ty is in
actuality a temporal, relativistic, consensus. It can also he said tr>;i> to
advance we need new and different tho»ghts which contin»a11v border on
edge of irrationality or consensus. Many of tbe ideas heing disc»sac<i,
der.,onstrated, and employed at this conference are, to many people, to'.al'~.
irrational. To tell. the average, experienced oi>tdoorsman that the more
clothing he wears the better he wi ll float, is to him a statement th'>t
simply «oes not make sense. We are thinking «ifferentlv bere. Rut,
frequently in our cult»re, heing different is eqrrnted with being less. T'>'-.
conference is Rerronstrating that being different is not less, ~atber
different mav represent a great resorrrc in deal ir>g i ith anv problem!>.

The third 0 is directlv related to tbe secon« F. in oitr «isc»ssion. T'»i
denotes Fden. Eden may not only have beer> a real place, b»t i» mar>v w: ~,s
mav still exist. Techno1ogy is that part oF modern life»hicl> al li~;.,-. i''
dr. much of what we c'o. It al laws i>s to «nr ich oi>r 1 i fe stvl -s nnd t'ai "wr»»«
oi>r ahilitv to grasp and to i>se all the manv resoi>rces t>>at we Fir>«
surroi>n«ing »s.



!n a Similar Vein, <m!<h Of What we are <liSC»seing ap f"lrS iLIOgiC~I.
path From Ptolemaic tho»ght to I;oiiernicus to Newt»<! t i I'.Ir.itein is 1a«."!
with illogic. Fach one of thos<'. thinkers c! a<>pe<', if<««. <I shat tore<!, t' <
concepts which moved before them. Tl;eir i;!ea.' <'i<I nr t Fi I- the st»<«';f; ',
existing f-arne of tho<!ght. But, because oi them, «» 'ave n«vance<!. T ~ i ~
therefore logical to assume that. we know al I nn<' tI at:her<. is no
change. This is c pecially tr»» «s»'e meet i<> t! e n<n.!f t cence of
cent»ry, s»rro!rnded by all the wonders and mvs eriei tI:at m~<lcrn s<.-i<" .--
conti!!»a1lv explorinf<, As we nee<1 irrational tho«ubt «c also
thinkers who are willing tn bre;!k with the past, to I'»as»e ncw, <li'in!
and Frc<1»entl v f r!.i t f »1 ideas.

The thir<l and 1aet T, irreVerenCC, haS tO <!O Witl< <I<<«! t. ThiS par'.iC<<1:! r
RO» ting relateS to vcr Sonally proVing what iS tr!N.. 'I!!is iS One lh!s:s of
discovel-v learning. I!I'e us<. discovery learning in o»r pool <lemonstr;It i or's,
allowing each person to see and to experience the points»e are st< e~sir.g.
Also, he ins»re t»at o»r inst<!ctors undergo that «hi.ch thev teach, before
they give it to others. This is the challenge oF irreverence. >anv of vo»,
!!pon leaving this convocation, will come into direct conflict with wirlt'1v
and long hei.d theories of survival, both in and out oF the water. I'!sic trh
this outlook is the need for testing before we accept, in <logmatic an<i
yiel ding Fashion, previouslv generated ideation an<1 concepts. As o»r worl <I
mare rapidly changes and technology brings»s revelations heretoFore
undreamed, an uncompromisingly irrcverant outlook mav he necessarv for more
than aq! e t i c survival.

The Third 2 - Fnthusiasm

WthuSiaSm prOhahly iS the single greateet element in provi2cnt an<I
prob!ctive change in individ»als and organizations. R.f ore we car!
productively involve someone else, we must 4e involve<1 o»rselvcs.
motivate, yo» must he motivated yourself. Fnth»s ;1..<T< is tl!e kev to
motivation. The word enthusiasm comes fr< m two greek»or<is: en,
meaning to he full of; and the overall root, theos. 'I'bose two»o!' .'
related directlv to the latin fina<a n< the anger<inapt';it<ra. The
literal fy mean to he F»ll oF the spirit of   el.

Tt Can be appreciate<1 therefO!.<., that what wc;!rc <!I-te!!!Iltin t t<! <1<,
some wavs a religious activitv. Although it m,!v s<.<.m it, ngc to in'
this thought into thc ending of our <lisc»ssion, »e;!-e not <leparti ~f
the precepts of the we11 kno<m e<1»Cational pllilo~npl«.r, Al f~ed Nor t" f
>!tbitehea<1. Tn Whitehead's Final, philosophical ana'- sis oF thc p»r'»"
calli~g of education, be stated that education was a r=l igio»s «ut". l7

can he discerned from wl!at has gone before, the co<!cer t and t>e th~»~t <l<
ca11.ing and a higher direction, threads itsel f thro»gh o«r present,
con voca t i ve de 1 i hera t i ons.

In all of the foregoing we have considered both s»rvival in the water, an~
survival in a much larger sphere. Outlined within this paper, and
demonstrated thro»gh the growth and acceptance oF this conference, are t»e
key methodo!orgies for insuring survival, thrn<wb change, in anv
organization, corporate, or social.l"



Footnotes j Bi hl ographv

An intro'»ctorv apology is required. Prior to demeaning other
disciplines, the nascent educator must admit, in too ~any cases, Johnnv
can't read. Hopefully, the following will siiggest approaches usef!il in mv
house as well as yoiirs.

2. "And we know that all things work together for good to them that love
r& .. Ri H~i "I 8: . r f q
initial part of this statement, hut overlook tlie proviso on the end,

3. "There is... considerable ciirrent scientific interest in the impi i<",it ion!;
for our worlcl view, brought on hy the recent expei i.iit.ntal ohservatinn of
"quantum interconnectedness", an apparent connection between distani
events- This guantum Connection is codified in a theoric of creat eltganc.
knowrt as l3ell's Theorem. This theory emphasizes that no theory oF. ~c l i t'
compatihle with quantum theory can reqiiire spatially seoarated events t i i e
independent. Rather it m»st permit physically separated ev.nts to in'-,racl
with each other in a matter that is contrarv to ordinarv experience. This
aspect of modern theory, which has heen experimentall.v tested and c l»",rme~i,
reveals that parts of the riniverse appareiitlv separated from each otilei c;in
nonethe'.ess act together as parts of a larger who'.e, a statement morc
expected to he found in mvstical  or religious, see ?. above~ w.iti.:ii. t'.an
in a theory of physics." Targ R., and Putl off, H., Rind Reach, New Yor',,
Delacorte Press, 1976, page l70. Also see, J. S. BeTl, Fiute pro~lcm ","
hidden variahles in qiiantum theory, in Rev. Moslem Pl-;-sics, XXXVIII  ,J»lv,
l 0661 No. 3, 447.

4. See ~ric Berne, Be ond Games and Seri s, New York, Grove Press,
and, Tl oras llarris, I'm OY, Your OK, Boston, G. K. ilail, 1974.

S. The Swiss educational psychologist Jean Piaget also talks oF tl is, Fr -~ a
different view' point, in Genetic Fpistcrnology, New Yolk, Nortori,
pianet postulates that perra~s onTv one out ni ten persons is pracr icui' .in
following the "What if, then" proposition in daily life. In other wor<'.s,
when psvc'hologists refer to approximatelv 605 of himanitv as Hepressc<l,
are saying that most of the time, most of »s do not closely pay attention
to, or contemplate outcomes of oiir activitv.

6. Jaynes, J., The Origin of Consciousness in the Break«own of the:!icamcral
Mind, Boston, oug ton »n .ompany,

7. For an interesting, highly readah]e treatment of this see, Sagan, r,'., Tl c
D f Fd, New York, Ballentine Rooks, l'978.

8. Dc'ctor Jonas Salk, a philosopher as well as a scientist, has w~it',oii:
"Success in Healing with anv prohlem is hased iipon... recognition ant'
appreciation of the two complementary components of cich iliial ism in 'I
halanced coalescence. See Siirvival of the Wisest, Nc«Yorl', llartier,.n I Ro»,
197'.3, page 54.



9. Carl Sagan Fop. cit. 7.> is th<. model of renaissanci rarr. >jis prof< ss',
is 1asicallv astronomy/exobio]ogy. From thi» pursi<i   b 1 a.', di sti11<.-1:
"The primiarv q<restion now facin~ the h<rr<~an race, is»ot r hether tl <-r.
intelli<.ence in outer space, hut rather, wih"ther there is intelligorce o;;
Earth "

10. Actual drownings are shown in Frank Pia's Film "Drowning Facts and
Myths" tWater Safety Films, 3 Borrlder Brae Lane, Larchmont, New York,
10538.!. Of striking importance is the normal non-reaction of people
sorroundin the victim. Of the hundreds of matchersa etv professionals and
volunteers I have lectrrred, fewer then one in ten initially knew the thref
universal drowning behavi.ors demonstraterl in Mr. Pia's Film. Do yo» 1:no:;
them~ I.e.: arms outstretched, simrrltanio<rslv pressing downward or< t'<r<.
water; head hack; mouth open, hut no sound.

Smith, D. "The EMI' and the Cold Water Cormection", The FÃl',1«rrna1,
Volte ~, No, 4  December 1979>, pages 55-5~.

'r2. Harnett, R. and Bijiani, M., The Involvement of Golf> Water jr'
Recreational Roatin Ace<de r F' t, as invronOO'.:, lf .-, r;ivr

De elo ment R t t~rt. No. < i-D-~1-7', Arr:1
page 56.

13, Approximately 5AE
all external stimulation
Barbour, A., Lo<rder Than
Corrrpanv, 197rr.

of a11 commrrnicatiorr js r<orr vore;.1 w1ij 1 <.
in Sight<.'d perSor>S is vi Sr<a' ..~t .. Knnh..v;<,
Words, Col<rmb<rs Ahjo, charl s E. R1 <ri11

14. See Hverdahl, T., Farlv ~fan and t1r» Sea, New v rrL, Do<rble 'fl;:v, i
for insightful comments on the "ouoiectivitv" ol' mn~'em science.

15. Hoatin Satistics l9 - Cenmandant Instr«ct rnrr Mlrl754.] ro1«
CG-357 , Was ington , Coast Guard.

16. For an interesting view of why this happens see Robert G. Snv 1er,
"Knowledge, power, and the university: Notes on the impotence of
intellectual", in G<rnter Remunling Ed., Towards the Snciolo of Kno;sl e<1< e,
New York, Humanities Press, 197l.

17. See Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Ed<rcation anrl Other Fssavs,
New York, Mac~'fillan, 1%9. "The essence of e<l»cation is that it he
religious..." A religious education ... incrrlcates <1<rty and  tnrf=1
reverence. Duty arises from our potential. control over tfe course of
events. Where attainahle knowledge co<rid have changed the i ss»e, i prior:rrr<..t
has the guilt of vice," and, "Ed<<cation is the art of the «tjlization o 
knowledge."



~8. "The mentally active scholar wiE1 acknowledge... that his mIn l ma;.~
far and wide. All is grist to his milE and he Hoes night limit his sunpl v r:>
any one fenced-off field. Yet the mind hoes not real 1 v r~m a".road. Tt
returns with what is Found, and there is constant exercise oF ju<'v,"ment t~
detect relations, rel.evencies, hearing irpon the central theme. The uu',come
is a continouslv growing intellectual intergration... "Ni thin the 1 imi ts
set b, capacity and experience, this kind of seeking and usin  see cp.cit.
17 ahove~, of amassing and organizing, is tl e process of earning ever~~here
and at anv age." John Dewey, The Nay out of Fducational and Confusion,
pages 54-~S.





The Cold Water Connection

by
LCDR D. S. SHZTH, USCG

 NOTE: Although the statisticaL basis for this paper was obtained fram
Govexmmatal or Public Servf.ce Agencies in the United States, the author
believes the concepts developed herein are clearly applicable and trans-
ferable to any nation located in, or at a higher latitude than the Tem-
pexate Zone-!

Water-related recreation is one of the safest pastimes in the Uni.ted States.
Over 100 million swimmers and 53 million boaters annually enjoy themselves
on and in aux waters. Comparatively speaking, the approximately 6,5001

swimmers snd 1,300 boaters who died. in the water last year were an, extremely
small portian of this user populatian. When viewed against the total number
of hours spent an or in the water, these fatality figures are insignificant,
ox are they? Zn the United States, water-related deaths usually classified
as drowning, are the second greatest cause of accidental deaths among childrep.
They are also the third leading cause af accidental deaths fram ages 1 to 44.
Zf you happen to be a friend of, or x'elated to, one of the unfortunate 7,800
people who dxawned last year, you certainly wouldn't believe water deaths
are insignificant. Moreover, if you were one of the far large number of
people touched Xn some way by these needless and tragic deaths, you would
want to do something about preventing them. Can something be doneT

The overall accident rate for water fatalities has slightly diminished during
the last several years. The accident rate is the total af incidents compared
to the number of people exposed to the hazard. The numbex of people involved
in swimming has slowly increased, in line with populatian growth. Boatex's,
on the other hand, have multiplied at a dramatic annual rate. The United
States Coast Guard, individual state boating safety agencies, the American
Red Cross, and othex volunteer organizations involved in recreational safety,
have been working hard to minimize boating accidents and general water safety
hazards. As a result of their endeavors, the boating fatality rate was reduced
50Z from 1972 to 1977. However, despite this impressive decrease in boating
deaths, most experienced water safety officials believe that very little can
be done to further significantly reduce the overall water-related death toll.

1. preemsn. K.,  Estimated from Records of! National SMaaLLng Pool
Znstitute, Washington, DC; and,
Stone, R;, 1977 Boatin Statistics Boating Industry Association,

Chicago, Zllinois, 1978.

2. Recht, J. L., Accident Pacts, 1977 Editian, National Safety Council,
Chicago, Illinois, 1977, page 8.

3. Baatin Statistics 1977, U. S. Coast Guard Publication CG-357, U. S.
Coast Guard, Washington, DC,1978, page 7.



Their shared belief is largely based an the fact chat almost all water
accidents are caused by gross carelessness ar ignarancep either an the part
of the victim or oChers such as parents or responsible persons Qmaediataly
involved in the accident. Although this is tha general attf.tude that describes
Che water safety business, appraacLmataly the same number of paap1e died every
year from polio in the United States in the 1930's and 1940's ss now die from
drmming. Last year no ane in the United States died from polio. We were
able to wipe aut polio. Why can't we do the same with drawaing7 One of the
prime problems is that idantifyMg and treating the causes of infantile
paralysis are in same ways far simpler chan dealing with the traditional
disregard of consequences and !udgmental errors that result in water-related
deaths- On the ocher hand, new and intarasting discoveries in human psychology
aad physiology ara beiag made every day; which, if properly understood, packaged,
aad disseeLiaated, could result in startling raductiocLs in water deaths. Here
are a tear of these ideas. Beiag at best a poorly aquaticly-adapted au+mal,
as a fishercmLn, water fowl hunter, or persoa who spends time near or an water,
~ou sze a prfaa potential victia. Leafing chrough ths follcufng, thea, sight
prove to be some of the most important raas~g of your l&e.

Msa who drown don' t. Same declared dead from drownin area' c. Doctor
John Hayward sad his associates at the University of Vancouver, British
Columbia, and Doctor Marcia Nemiroff, University of Michigan Medical School,
are two key researchers in the fight to reduce water-related deaths. Doctor
Eayvard is one of the world's leading authorities on hypothermia, or reaction
of Sonar hodf  coze! teaperatuze dua to ezposure to s chilled or chQling
~ nvircuccent.c hector gsadroff sp~Lalizes ia aed1cine or tzestaent
of daaags to tha lungs and respiratory systas .These tuo authorities re-
search, coupled &th current Qadings from boating and erlamLng accident
statistics, are giving us different ideas about the causes af water accidents
aad the means Co prevenC them.

Alchaugh water-related deaths are usually called drowaings, at least five
different processes are involved. There are "wet" dram~ps where the
victim dies from water inhaled inta the lungs. There are "dry" drcwnXngs
where the victim has liCtle or ao water in the lungs but suffocates due
to blockage of the breathing passage. Same victims expire from shack-induced
heart attacks. Many "drowning" victims dia from hypothermia, ar what is
caam eely called exposure. FinILlly, aa appreciable percentage af deaths
in boating accidents rasul,t from the victim's being thrown from, and Chen
struck by, his awa craft.

4. Historical Stat&ties of the United States - Part T.p Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, Washington, D. C. 3.975, pages 9, 77.

5. H othermia and Cold Water Survival, U. S. Coast Guard Pamphlet, Aux-202
 Rav. l0-77!, U. S. Coast Guard, Washington, D. C. 1977; and Coll Water
Suzvival, Crculey SnvirocsLantal Services Corporation, Seattle, LLsshingtcn191S.,

6. Reprieve fram Drowning", Scientific American Ma asinau August 1977, page 57.



Analysis of statistics proves more significant infozmatione Believably
enough, 2/3 af all drawling victims cannot swim. The American Red Cross
states that victims usually die 10 feet or less from safety. Coast Guard.
boating accideat studies indicate that only 7X of available PFDs Persoua1
Floatatioa Devices, Life jachats or life pzeservers!, are worn by people
unintentionally thrown into the water. About oae half of aLL boating
getnlktiee occur during the cold enter uonthe of the peer  Serteuher through
May!. The air may be warm ia May, but in many parts of the nation, the
watez certainly is not. Fisherman, both in boats and wading or on the beach,
are frequent drowning victims. Over oae half of all fatal. boating accidents
occur to unpowered or low powered craft under 16' in length. Most boating
victims are over 26 years of age and have more than 100 hours of boating
experience. Many, if aot most boatars or others required to use PFDs have9

little or ao kaavledge of how to properly wear them.

Factors which create stress or impair reactioa time, such as the improper
use of alcohol aad addictive or harmful drugs, are increasingly recognized
as an important aspect of water fatalities. Other stress factors are the
frequently unnoticed, yet decidedly detrimental effects of continued ex-
posure to sua, wind, vibration, noise, and other environmental factors present
in the average boating day.l0 These most frequently effect people either
unaccustomed to them, or in poor physical condition.

The Cold Mater Connection, or the both harmful and helpful effects of cold
water, is an important part of this total picture.

The average fatal boating accident may occur as foLlows: one ar two older
experienced, weekend fisherman wiLL put their small, low or unpowered and
relatively unstable rowboat or canoe into a somewhat isolated or unpopulated
Lake or pond in late September of early May. They may or may not telL anyone
where they are going. They probably cannot swim. They may be ia less than
average physical conditioa. They will aot wear PFDs, although they' may -cazzy
Coast Guard-approved floatable cushions in their boat. They will be wearing
heavy clothing. They wiLL probably have some alcoholic beverages with them.
At approximately 4:00 in the afternoon they will stand oz suddenly shift
their balancee The boat will capsize oz' tip enough to throw one or both
into the cold water. Their reactions in the next seconds wiLL detezmine life

7. Sw~du snd Mater Safe � Course Manual, American Red Cross, Mashingtoa,
D. C , 1977 '

8. Op. Cit., reference 3. above, page 23.

9. Ibid, page 21.

10. Mac Neill, R., snd Cohea, S. Reczeatioa Boat Safe Collision Research-
Phase II ' Volume I Report 0 CG-D-129-76, National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VAeg 1976, page 19; and>MiLLer, J. M. GatcheLL, S. Me
Dykstra, D. R., Tha Visual Behavioz of Recreational Boat erators, Report
8 CG-D-31-77, National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA, 1977,
page 5.



or death. Unless they have been specially prepared or trained, they will
probably panic. Xf they have been d~Mg alcoholic beverages, they may
be confused and disoriented. They may struggle or attempt to reuave their
heavy clothing or try to swim Co the nearest safety. They will quickly lase
heat and ability Co function in cold water, especially if their capalariss
have been dialated by consumption of alcohol. They may have massive cardiac
arrest induced by the shock of cold water, lose consciousness snd rapidly
sink to Che bottom. Kt may be hours before anyone reaLizes they are in
difficuLCy. Zt may be days before their bodies are found, if ever.

What can be done co prevent this particular type of accident? Understand
and appreciate the inherent problems of small baat instability, p3.us accept
the idea thaC Che older we get, the mare unstable we become. Tell someone
where you are going sad exactly what time you will be back. Appreciate the
fact that increased amounts of alcahal speed instability snd disorientation,
especially in colder water. Zn cold weather boating always wear a PFD. kxd
Learn to swim. Note that insulated clothing, aaiahdzed movement clear thinking,
and a PFD provide the best passible defenses against cold water.

Shopping for one of the warm, serviceable, and stylish "flaat coats", which
are also Caast Guard approved PFDs, is one goad way of protecting yaurself
from cold water. Floatable snowmobile suits are also on Che market. One
oi the Canadian makers of these coats claims they will protect and extend
your survival in M F water up to 9 hours, which is Cwo to four times longer
than if unprotected.l These float coat PFDs are truly thoughtful Christmas
and birthday gifts, as well as being worthwhile insurance policies in them-
selves. spending a lot of money for a boat and associated gear, buc not
buying ar actually' practicing praper use of personal floatation devices, can
be fatally foolish.

Svheadag fatalities tend to fall into two general categaries. Victims may
either be improperly supervised, non-sistine~ children, ar adolescents and
adu1ts  frequently intoxicated! who Cake unnecessary risks in unfamiliar
situations.~ The marked dreining frequency of 18 yeax old males often in
cold water, shortly after high school graduation, underscores this point.
Another extremely important aspect of drownings is that most potential
observers or rescuers are unaware of the typical behaviax of a drowning victim
or distressed nan~rbamer.l Drowning victims cannot call out fax help; do
not wave for help; do not move laterally in Che water; are partiaLLy blinded

11. Smi,th, D. S., Handbook of Cold Water Survival, Secand Coast Guard District,
St+ Louis y M p 1977 g page 7.

12. Cold Water Survival, Crawley QMwaazmmtal Services Corporation, Seattle,
Washington, 1976, and Hayward J., '~i in Cold Water", �6 mm sound/color fiLm!
University af Vancouver, Vancouver, British Columbia, 1976..

13. Staihl, C., A1cohol and Pleasure Boat Operators; Report flCG-D-134-75,
U. S. Coast Guard, Washington, DC, 1975, page 6.

l4. Pie, F.,DrcwnXa Facts and s, �6mm Sound/color film! Water Safety
Films, Incorporated. Larchmmt, NY 1976.



by immersion; and have poor control over leg and axm movements. Moreover�
the average drying occurs in 20-60 seconds. Unless those in position to
offer assistance ax'e trained in recognizing the typical movement of a drowning
person, they may weLL witness the drowning but not realize what they are
seeing. This is especiaLly true in drownings 1avolvtng inebriated or drug
affected victims, who frequently s1ip under the water while making ao effort
whatsoever to save themselves. Nozaally these victims are found only after
detailed searches or when some one accidently steps on, or stumbles over them.

Going four minutes without oxygen may result in br' damage. However, we
are now finding that some people, presumabLy dead from drowning who have been
under water far longer than four minutes, still have breathable air in their
lungs or usuable oxygen in their blood stream. These persons may appear dead.
Their skin and lips can be blue. They may have no observable puLse or de-
tectable breathing. The pupils of theix eyes may be fixed and dialated; Their
bodies may appear ridged and cold to the touch. Yet the are still alive!

15. Ibid.

16. Ibid.

17.
CG-5

- A New Lease on Life, U. S. Coast Guard Pamphlet.
S. Coast Guard, Washington, D. C. 1977.

18. U. S. Coast Guard H othermia and Cold Water Survival Slide Show AvaiLable
from: National Audio-Visual Center, General Services Achdaistratf.an, Washington,
D. C. 20409, 1977.  Price for slide presentation and script: $12.50!

19. Ibid.

Cold water is the vtllain in many water fatalities, but it also might be an
unappreciated life preserver, Just as Doctor Hayward has demonstx'ated the
harmful effects of cold water and what you can do to protect yourself in it
 try H.K.L.P.!», Dr. Niemeroff has discovered that a substantial percentage
of presumably dead "dxowning victims" axe stiLL alive. In fact, Dr. Niemeroff
has successfully revived, with no permanent after-effects, a young man who
was trapped under water and ice for ovex' 38 minutes. Furthermoxe, in treating
50 drowning cases over the last 2 and L/2 years, Dr. Niemeroff has successfu11y
revived 33 persons, again without pexmanent brain damage. The average time under-
water for these cases is 10 minutes. Most of these people are young and in-
volved in cold water. »*Dr. Niemeroff has no idea how many drowning victims
are recoverable. Ee also has no idea of the time limf.ts for survival under
water. There is, however, some indication that about 15X of all drowx~gs
are "dry" with no water in the victim's lungs. These victims, frequently
found floating on the surface, are the most easiLy revived. Additicnmlly,
the type of water, fresh, bWckish, salt, etc, has an effect on revival attempts.



Survival fn these cases where the body tissues  especially the brain! are
cooled, requiring 1ess oxygen, is apparently Mded by an Qavoluntary reflex
triggered by immersing the face ia cold water- This reflex is known as
"diving response". Xn diving response, a small, yet sufficf.snt oxygen
supply M very slowly and imperceptably circulated between the lungs, heart,
and brain, but not to the extremities or skin. This diving response has
been observed M air-breathier,aquatic msmmals such as the whale, porpoise,
or seal. When threatened, these anfaLals have the ability to reauLin sub-
merged for extended periods of time, up to a half hour for some species.

we are lass apt to use this life saving response-20 Diving response is re-
lated to hypothermia, since both involve the retreat of warm, oxygenwarry&g
blaod iato the body's core.

The treatment for hypachermLia and cold water neardrowning is also similar.
Zn bath cases, the patient is woman from the ins&e out. The best methad
for this K the unconscious patients is inhalation of moist, heated oxygen.21
«e+kgressive, sustaixmd resuscitation, initialy attempted using rescue
breathing and cardiac massage  cardio~aImonary resuscitation, or CPR!
recommended by Dr. Memeroff in all drowning cases. Be further reccsmLends
that even though tha victim shows no apparent vital signs, they should be
taken immediately to an adequate medical facility, treated with continuing
CPR, ar moist warm oxygen Xaiullation, and rewamaad to normal body tem-
perature. ks internal body temperature approaches its narmal leveL, vital
signs vill become mare apparent. AdditiotaLly, Dr. Niemeroff warm that many
revived near drown~ victims dia within 24 hours of the accident. This is
caused by residual, untreated water in their lungs. Therefore, in all
drc~ig or near drownings, the victim should be taken to a hospital immediate-
~] 22

Cold water can kill, or in sn unhncme number af instances, cold water can
prolong Me. Exch hss to be learned about this fateractian. The water
temperature that marhs the lethal jbeneficial threshold has yet to be c1esrly
identified. However, if you snd your family ga near the water, learn to swim.
After that, find out how yau can protect yourself or defensely use tha Cold
Mater Connection. Last1y, attempt to teach your chQ.dren the cardinal role
of safety' -appreciation of the eventual outcomes of their actions. U you
da this, yau wiLL not only teach safety, but you' ll be teaching something
much more valuable. Some caI1 it common sense, same call it responsibility.
411 thiahing adults raeyact ii as ~turftt,r

20. Op. Cit., reference 17. abave, and, "Natura1 Life Preservers", Time
Magazine, >hugest 22, 1977, page 73.

21. Op. Cit., reference 11. above, p. 13; reference 18 above.

22. Ibid.



Mditional Mates:

%.E.L.P. Heat Escape Lessening Posture. Zn this position in the water,
whether wearing a PFD or not, vital body heat can be conserved through
insulating those areas where heat is most readily lost. The three prime
heat loss areas are: the head, the armpits and down the sides, and the
groin. Zn H.E.L.P. the arms are securely held to the sides with wrists23

placed over the chest. The ankles are crossed, with legs drawn up as close
as possible to the chest. The head should be maintained as much out of
the water as passibLe. This posture, or huddling side to side with two
or more people, may extend survival time two times longer than swimming
or other activity. U thx'own into cold watex', the best survival technique
is to initially move sLowly and deliberately, using as little physical
activity as possible. Rapid motion or other vigorous activity wastes
body heat; forces out insulating and supporting air trapped in clothing;
and disturbs warmed, insulating layers of water next to the body. ~ There-
fore, in most cold ~ater cases, it is advisable to assume the H.E.L.P.
position or to raise the body as high as possible from the water  as on
the bottom of an overturned boat:! unless assistance is within ~eve short
swisaning range. 25

~Defining "cold water" is tough business even for the experts. It is
probably somewhere around a water temperature of 70 F �l C!, but it may
vary in each case due to the cix'cumstances and physical makeup af the personsinvolved 26

e*+Rewarming hypothermia victims is best accomplished through placing heat
producing sources such as heating pad~ or wet, warm towels or blankets
over the axeas of greatest heat loss. In cases of conscious victims, drink-
ing sweet, warm liquids increases bodily heat. However, in no case should
alcoholic beverages be provided to a hypothermia victim. Less desirable
methods for rewarming conscious victims are immersion of the trunk only
in a tub of hot water; hot showers; or bundling with other naked persons
in a sleeping bag. These rewarming techniques, symptoms, and cautions to
be use! with them are discussed in detail in the sources referenced in this
paper.

23. Cold Can 1U.LL, �6mm Sound/Color film!  British! Royal Navy Training
FiLms, 1972.

24. Op. Cit reference ll, above, page 7, pages 16-17.

25. Op. Cit., refexence 18, above.

26. Ibid.

27. Ibid.

28. Ibid.
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ON IN5~r=.'UC~iG LVSMUCTORS
-Par. l-

l. General Cutlinee

a. How good an iree~or are you'? | o you ge. your points ac=ass'7 Qaod
CorTrm~cation is basic to our many educational endeavors. Too frequently we
~k we are c mmunicating, anct traamnitmg vaLuah/e informa~on to people
at~ding our courses and seminars, etc. 8ut are we realLy? What follows are
some suggested metroch for presentating information to the boating public. Ve
hope that you might consider, and possibly use them, and that Bey wr'LI
encourage your among some ideas bade to us for ctsrrssion and possible further
dissemination.

2. The eyes have it.

AII of us have been exposed at one time or another to the basic rules for
giving a speech. Ve are told to: organize our material; make sure that we have
a good grasp of the points which must be made; do not appear to be frightened,
excited or nervous; to maintain good eye contact with the audience, to speak
audih!y, CearLy, and gfLstinctly; and to summarize our comments at t4" end.

Aithough these are cer~niy some good examples of the quaii~es need for
effective public speaking, they are only the tip of the expert speak~ iceaerg,
because there are a iot of other things that you can ~easil iearn to enttance
interest and motivation in the groups you are addressing.

One of the prime considerations in communicating is the Importance of ncn-
verbal behavior as ppposed to traditional con~ts of verbal cammunicaticns.
There is in the Smithsonian Institute in VasNngton, DC a somewhat surrealistic
presentation of the human form. At first glance it appears to he entirely cut of
proportion, the product of a mad painter's spacH~ut dreams. Amal1y, what
this drawing rept esents is the percentage of Information received by our various
sense organs. The eyes are huge, with the emrs being next in ~e, 'clLowe' by
the har.4s,then the nose, and then the mouth. Psychologists teU us that we
receive approximately 90% of alL our communicaticns through our visua} sense.
Complimenting ~ are other psychological «stimations t'rat heMe~ 60 to KO
per~t of all human behavior and communication occurs in a non-ve. bal mode.

Vhat this means to ~'re presenter, is that if he wants .o make, md to
reinforce his points, he must not only be be ef'~ve ve.bally, but he must a1 o
use aeave and a. aceive visual presmtat'.cns to more comprise..sively carnr..~-
icate with his audience.

3 Foldo%' Pe chahcw

Al~ugh good speakers can mp~e and c"ntain an auKe.".c simoly ~ough
5e" vocal Ca~iveg, most of us have to use other stage props to g~ or=" �-c'~~
acrtm. Hence, we depend cn ~plf ..f .~~ viewLI means to gain and to ke=p an
au8mce's a .mticn. Ore of the mos: famILL;u' ploys se~ recently is C"..evy
C rase s ~ ance into ~a~-~derv Night r 've" ~e always mana<M to i'.�e ately



mgage the audieice by falling Cown as he starts the evening's program.  Pdso,
since he has success-ully used this hiRnly visual jnove so much,:he audienc
automatically expects and is lookin for him to do it.! Al-waugh we dan".
recommend that presenters rcpeate y hit the d~ to gain group parsec'pation,
we do strongly sugge=t that as much show and teil mate.iai be used as pos-ibie.
Ve also rc ammend that speakers nat limit themselves ta a position behind a
lectern Gr other LmmobLlcg stationary posltIohe

TMs last idea has Cwo aspect. U we make an audience use more of their
energy, especially their eyes, in paying attention Co us, then they are likely to
became more interested in, and retentive. of the information we ~resent.
5ccondly, psychologists in the school setting have determined that there is a well
defined space in front af a teacher's desk  ar stationary position customarily
occupi d by an instructor! known as the triangle of learnina. This triangle
normal1y includes mast of the students on the front row and Pm tapers back
three or four rows in a triangular configuration. 5tudies indicate timt students
on the sides and in the rear of the classroom are less apt ta retain and ta use
information presented by a nan-moving teacher. Therefore, to overcome .his
type of learning impediment, we recommend that the teacher move around the
room to keep his ar her triangle of learning spread aut as much as possible as
well as to keep people's eyes focused on her or him.

There is also strong evidence indicating that many peaple, because of
unpleasant happenings or simple boredom during their early learning years and
school experiences, are automatically tumed off by situations and settings which
represent:. f ormal classroom atmosphere.

To comter this automatic, and frequently unknown obrucie, we again
suggest Mt speak~s do nat remain stat anary, but move around the room, using
as many audiovisual aids, handout sheets, and other show and teQ materials as
possible. This approach has a few drawbacks. A moving im~ctor mus, ha,ve a
st.-ong voice and clear pronunciation, because he or she may frequ~Cly be too far
away irom a microphone to use it effectively. However, most of us, Lt we are
reaiiv interested in making an adequate presentation, can, with se. ious pracoce,
qtncitty develop accaptahie vocai projec'.ion. Besides, occasiona!ly speaking
with force is good for you physi~~y, bemuse it exercises your heart, hogs, and
abdomen and helps to get more oxygen to your brain.

Communication is frequently defined as laving five basic e!emencs. < nese
elements are: M sende.; the sc.-em af personal percept.'ons tNat tNe sen8e.-
~orks from or Wough; ~~ medium of communic=tgons: ."e sc. m of pe. ceptions

of 'the receiver", @ad the .ecefve- ~ o hetsel~. 4hat thm aea=s, Sot
e- ect~ve c � m" pat oa, 4 tha" the pezson geaerat~ the aessag» za
be usable oZ:  a! own Ceggs aed oe~oic, tcvatd the peopLe 5e~ "g add=assed;
 b! ave fangs about Qe axbject betel preset.ted; ax d,  c! the = a1~gs a=d
peceptm of the pomp be'"g add-.essed,,;-oth tavazd he suh4ec atter,
gad to~d Me seeakez. hdded to t~, of comse, mat be m ~costa d'=g
of the mme~~ used, to preset the ~mage oz =he cd un'cat'os.



As an example t."uk of ".e problems c.-eated by a s-eDer who uses 'evolved
Language and mult.'-syllable words wh~ adCr wing peoole ci lowe.- ed' cx-'onai
bac!<grounds. On Oe ocher hand, the spe>er an often ge! into diffirdcy by
being too e'emmtary in his approach ta people who have a p a. de ~ cf
expeience and c"mpete.rf in tne area that he is discasing. Similarly, we
ft'exp-'mtiy Qnd presmters who cannot properly show slides or ~ a mot'cn
picture prajna .or. A basic q;eszion we should ask ourselves is: "Uo I want to
impress  or talk down to! dtls Eroup, or do l really wan: to help them learn as
qoic!t!y snd easily as possihleP' .sjso, since -Ne meotom  as wM as ..e preswtt
hirnseL'!, csn he consider~ pars af the message - or;o some folks-he entire
mess-ge, we should also aA ourselves," %'hac am I saying non-verbally about
myMLf and my sponsoring organization?" Hence, our perceptions mus. be
caref diy examined to make sure that we are not un&owingl: curning off a large
percentage of our aucKence by alienating then simply through our appe~anc . In
studying this last matter look bade at the paragraph on ncn-verbal behavior. The
old adage about actions speakng louder t~ words, is certainly true here.

Another consideration simUar to perceptions is that of reality. What is reaL
to our audience may not seem real to us, and vice-versa. Vfe should the. efore
have an wderstanding of wham we are taLMg to and what, at the pre ent time,
is most important to chem, and through whi& routes they can be most easily
approached to insert our ideas into theh' stream of ccpnsc.'oumess. We Live in a
rapidly ~ging worlde Are you up to date wich what's ~ew? Or, do your Mks
reflec. an anc mt world that disappeared with the dinosaurs, five or six y ars
ago?

Motivaticn.

Educatxcnal theorists say that,eclecat'aa does mac teallv rasa y' ce u -'~ a
person ~aUy mooUies or changes his behavior. ALthough we may congratulate
ourselves on delive.ing a comprehensive presentation, we reaUy have't Cone
muW uniL the recipients modify or change New actions to reflect or act upon
the ideas give chem. This changing of behavior can be described as involving
motivation, in that che i'ec~p4eat has ta choose to do sometMg di 'er ."y
because cf informatim wMt we have pre ente4

How do we produce as ~ge in benavior'? Cne basic idea is -Sat it is
ex emelv dUfirdt to motivate someone e!se, if you are not visibly motiva.cd
yourself. On the other hard, someone who is mthusiasic and ML of drive about
a proj~ can normally turn cn Mer people, simply ="rough che radiaticn cf his
or h own int .es-. and inspiration. Kvm though you may be mt' 6y 'old cn
material you are prese..ting, if ycu do not shaw Ne audience wist you rediy
oeUeve, ~.m you may find tp~t they do not eM~y re yond to you. A basic idea
along ths Une is considraticn of the sac@ ~ of motivation. 0'e may no~rate
at t,e iighest level which is inspiration, or ve ~ motivace at the Lowcs: levci
which is intix?lid'.ticn. If we ore someone co Qo what we would have ='em 4o,
thK cnc ~.e intimidation is remove, =-'.e moc.va~cn may also be .6e6
However if we at.empt to inspire others ~rough our cwn ex-wpie and ~rough
the int . est Nt we have in our -roje de t".,e. e is a far grc te. ra-sce cf

a so pIMg zspLL' t!cn zvsd bc~fTli .g e~ staf a . 5 0 ~TC saTi pro Jcc e



Pre emies; way oi mozvaing pecoie %rough a -rwenmicn cr a see~, is
far you to enizJy and J~crau<~hly beiieve in wha- you are presmtm~g. 'Ve are Z~
frey.eely c=nfrxtect by age:right and aaprenesicn before jving "res+.a-
eons One ci the hest ways oi ave.coming t..is 3 to simony revie~ t.'.e
impar~c M what we have m say, boy% to ourselves and -.o t,.e  is:~
frequently will give us maugh aive, mNusiasm, and c"niid~ce ta push home
Ne points we wish to make.

P~~ME RK.'AE.'ABER: The Eyes Have ft!

- Part Zl-

LxmzaSaZz Cabin:Zam

I ~ LXI trodnc'tl,on

Part L of this series emphasiaed that most interpe sonal communication is
visuaL or nonverbal- Much of the way we inf1uence othe s has to da with
hav we appear, rather than what we say. Lx this part o" ou d scussion
we weuLd Loca to review different concipts of Leadership as related to
COCCKRL Lca t Ron ~

2. What Ts Leadershiof

'There are over three thousand textbooks dea Ling with Leadership either
presently or recently in print. V7e hear a Lot about leadership.
Prequently people who suceed are pointed out as having good Leadership.
Converse ly, those vto fail are evident Ly poor leaders. la many
coassentaries urging people, in all levels of administration ox politics,
to do better jobs, writers stress the importance of Leadership. Much is
said about this term, but what does it really meanT

Taking the simpliest things first, Leadership evidently has to do with
people. Secondly, it involves accompLishing a task. Since Leadership
involves people, and principally a leader, chen leadership is subject to
all the fragile and failable whisLs of human nature. Xt should therefore
be safe to deiine leadership as being an especially individualized aspect
of our pe sonalities ~ Although th re are many writings available
leadership, most of thesL are anecdotal oz descriptive, m that they
describe the behavior ar traits of a pe son believed to exibit goad
Leadership. However, a singular failing in most of these texts is that
they do ant clearly specify or prescribe universal requirements or
criteria far outstanding leadership. tu this light, about the best
de finition o f leadership that wa have come across is attr imputed to
QeneraL Robert E- Lee. ddtar he had left the military, Robert K. Lee
became president of Washington and Le. University. 'Votvithstand ing chi s
position, Sacral Lee was not 'ancien as a man of many wards, ar as a
prolific wr ter. Eowever, he is supposed to have expressed th:s about
Leadership: "L good Leader is someone who:  a! takes care o f his
troops p  b! acts Like a man +and,   c ! knows his stuf f .

Not really' 1~ted to men. Semen can have backbone toot



7here are profound truths in the foregoing quotation. Zc is not our
purpose or intention to take these words apart and Co try Co eaLL you
what 1eadership should be. Ve would rather use Chem as a starting pLac=
Co shaw how 'Leadership does effect communications, especiaLly if you are
Leading a classroom presentatian, discussian g aup, or other gathering
attempting to obtain knowledge or Learn more about a subject.

Perhaps a workable definition of Leadership can bes" be appraximatad by
saying that a leader in our particular situation is someone whc

let s talk abauC a few of the importanC aspects of classroom Leadership.

3. Realit /Perce Cion

.he peanuts cartoon reproduced above is a very good presentatia~ of the
way each of us d.ifferently perceives rea1.'ty. Snoopy's ideas about the
responsibility of a tennis partner, are somewhat dif ferent from Lucy ' s.
However > in the last panel we see that Lucy, in making Che play, believes
that her concept is the corr cc one. She evidently doesn'C consider
snoopy's view. Lucy aucomaticaLly thinks he agrees with her. The point
here is that a good leader attempts Co appreciate everyone's point af
view, including his or her own, to ind where Che group is coming fram or
where the g oup may be going. 3y apprec iat'.ng Che other pe. son' s
outlook, you may be able to sidestep, or to bend the other person Co your
point o f view, or at Le. st to 'ead them fram Less produc tive ar
distracting discussions. also, the reali y of the situation for Lucy .'s
not the same reality as seen by Snoopy. There is a very basi need in
all human in eraction3 Co make sure that we know whe.e we are coming fr"m
n relat'on to ocher's efforts. Zn che classroom setting we must ''nsure

Chat we ar expressi g ourselves in terms which are familiar Ca the ocher
fellow md that we are providing information hat she or he seeks and
needs, and for which they originally came Cc class.



Goin s On In Down Home County.

The effect of a Leader is reduced if h's concept of reality is not in
tune with those of the people he is attempting to lead.. We al' go
through life vith our ovn idea of what is happening around us and what is

ortant. Quite f equently my concept vill not at all be the same as
yours. Usually through compromise ve can wexk out these dif fe ences.
But, ve should realize that diffexencas exist, are important, and must be
treated. Por instance, in Down Home County, where ve reside, a few
recent happenings truly illustrate this point. Dovn Rome county issues

licenses to cafe owners to dispense non-intoxicating bear ~ This title is
clearly explained on the license. The reader thereof, in consumi g 3.5Z
beer, is made to believe that no matter hov much of this beer he or she
consumes, they vill not become intoxicated. This is a common be 1.ief in
Down Home County. In many boating families the idea is to drink beer
rather than hard Liquor to not become intoxicated. Similar'ly, a member
of a boating safety organisation was advertised as being on hand for the
grand opening of a brand nev marina. On the day of the opening said
member of the volunter boating safety organization was indeed on hand,
vith a can of beer in his band. It vasn't continually the same can
because the contents vere rapidly emptied and replaced with another
containers What we are saying i,s that the boating public in Down Hone
County in the grand opening of this marina, was seen to overwhelmingly
aM immediately associate suds with the o f ficial and the vo lun ear
organisation, Is this the image which we vish to create.

5. On Tellin Stories

Leadership in smaller groups is often exchanged. For instance, when
people are taLking, one vill generally pause and indicate that he or she
is thxough making their statement, to allow the other person to state
their side of the story. This, in some vays, can be seen as a leadership
situation, because there is most definitely a per'son in. charge, but this
responsibi. li ty shoo ts back and f orth in a generally agr eed manna
However, sometimes communications suffer breakdowns when this exchange of
' eadership, or sn unders tandiag o f who should be in charge, is no"
followed. kt a recent meeting of Coast Cuard Auxiliary liaison officers,
a very vital and productive discussion was being held dealing with
comamnicating vith state officials. Just as the discussion re~chad a
high point, another person entered the zoom vho had not been originally
invo lved. Upon hearing the word communication this individual
immediately jumped into the discussion and dominated the pxocse ings.
Strangly enough the person' s topic was, how ve need to have be t=e
communications. Heedless to say this unvented interruption c~p Le t sly
ruined the discussion and caused all the participants to go back to
ground zero, and to s tart all over again. ~e person Ao made he
interruption wasn' t aware of' the havoc he caused. Row & .quently do
things Like h 's happen? To you? 3y you?



6. The Slov' c Solution.

Leadership in practical situations can also direct Che social attitudes
and understanding of the group towards new ~ nd higher planes which t.'ze
group may not have encountered or considered before. To ease and
Lubricate the evergrinding wheels of social interaction amoung ourselves
and others, 1'd like Co suggest that you consider the Slev'c Solution the
nex" time you encounter social binding or friction. The Slovic Sotution
is especially appropriate as a leade ship ploy by those required to make
delicate decisions between groups of differenC opinions, or factions

which regularly assail each other i» voluntary organizations, such as our
Coase, Guard Auxiliary. The Slovic Solution is nothing more than this: in
most human interactions, the truth wilL almost always be found lying
somewhere between the poles. Xlsop as you think about this point, please
go over what we have mentioned about effective leadership as
apprec' ating, and developing human potential ~ within Che group nov
reading these papers, there maybe a whole host of people who have
potential for contributing * great deal to our organisacion. However, no
one ever asked them to do their thing, or maybe many of us are unaware of
just what things Chey, or even we, can do. Zt would there fore appear
that in the classroom setting, if Chere is someone present who has a
special expertise, in the subject being discussed, it would be well co ask
them to share with the class. Ey this method, we get to identify and zo
know the people who are in our class better, thereby building a sturdy
air of understanding and rapport around our proceedings and making us
more knowledgeable as a group and. as individuals'

Personal development, of course, is the basic reasons for any educational
endeavor. But what we should especially nota is our allowing and
encouraging each peryon to develop his or her specific ability in their
own particular way. Too often, those of us who have experience in
classroom presentations and instruction, begin to think that there is
only one way to approach a certain topic, and that we have heard,
discussed and rejected all possible variations of this one true method .
This is manifestly false. There is always somebody, somewhere who can
devise a better way of doing the most complex, or simplest. of tasks. Zf
we do not attempt to develop our own and oCher's abilities to bring
different solutions Co problems, Chen we will find that most problems
remain unsolved.

Lastly, as a good ending, it is well to outLine where further research or
emphasis is needed in a particular field. By doing this we may be able
to turn people ou, or to pocus what rAay have learned toward areas that
need to be better defined or problesss which need to ba overcone. h's
challenges people and allows them to grow, to reinforce, and co use
information that wa have provided Chem.

Point Co remember: The Slovic Solution.

To be continued.



l ~ Reviev

Our previous articles on improving presentations and communications
with the public have emphasized tw points. They are:

a- The eyes have it, or the impor tance of under s tand ing and
effectively using nonverbal means at communications to make your pein' or
to reinforce previous information; and>

in the

2. Communications Raeuirements.

These are rules that a sender might follow to maximize Se opportunity
for a naive recipient to understand attempts st transmit ting
information ~ hfter you read these points, and think chem over f try to
visualize from whence they came, or tram which discipline of science or
education they were developed.

r

on which the recipient is like Ly to l! Transmit on channels
oossess a sensitive receiver.

�! Avoid the use of reference to sensations not Likely to be
shared by the receiver.

�! Use references that are likely to be known by the receiver,
using props to establish familiar language references whenever po~sible-

�! Transmit in a way that provides ~inforcement, reward, and
encouragement for the discovery ot the basic and most importarc facts'
Do this in order to enhance the receiver's continuing intent to Leam

�! Keep the duration ot transmission within a time period reasonable
for likely receivers.

{6! Use a !,anguage Chat is unambiguous  especially! with espect
to order or sequence of Che informaticn provided.

�! Use as pr~tive  or unde.standable! a technology as possible.

-Part ZXZ-
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b. The impor Canc o f understanding ba sic leadership ploys
teaching/classrocl situation ~

Tn this section we are going to introduce you to some new azxd
different ideas for improving your communications with those who
be interested in what you have to say, or not familiar v'th the
you wish to cover ~

possibly
may not
macs= ia1



 8! Keep up efforts to communicate ove as Long a period as
pass ib Le.

Although the foregoing principles have been slightly altered from the
original text, do you as a reader have any idea where they came from? Zf
yau say from the formal fields of education, you are enti=ely wrang. I'
yau said that they were generated as part of a public speaking or humar
relatioas course, y'au are again entirely wrong. Believe it or nat, these
e ight pr imary methods f or estab lishing communication wi th a naive
recipient>  a person unfamiliar with your subject matter! was developed
as part of the international effort to contac extra-terrestrial
civilizations ~ They are taken from «n article developed by Dr. A. J.
Wilson and «n engiaeer, T. J. Gozdaa. Their article dealt with the
possibility of communicating with other forms of intelligent Life.*

It is interesting to examine some of the points made in the original
article, as these points may have a surprising importance for us in
boating safety. The article's introduction reads as follows:
scientists. believe that communicative societies exist elsewhere in the
universe; in fact, Dr. Frank Drake has estimated that between a thousand
and a million such societies exist within a thousand Light years of
earth. Yet, why haven't we heard thee? Wilson anl Gordon suggest we may
nat have de tec ted intelligent sigrwls,  or we may not be sending
inte lligent signals! because adequate decoding ar encoding methods da not
yet exist."

"previous authors have invented various kinds af Languages erich they
believe other races might use in trying to contact us. For the most part
these have as umed that evo Lutioa brought the dis tant be i ng along
biological paths at least grassly similar to our own ~ But perhaps it is
only our supreme egotism which leads us to believe that intelligent
beings on other planets ia distaat galax'es, think, sense, aal reason as
wo do. Differeaces in thought and sensory processes will lead to great
difficulties in establishing communications between interstellaz races or
betweea any races for that matter. The coding  makeup! of a message sent
by an iatalligent race to attract the attention of another race wi11
therefore have to be very carefully designed. Wilson and Gordon suggest
some new criteria faz this Language."

*Ahead of Time, a baok edited by Harzy Harrison and T. J. Gordon,
Doubleday, Garden City, HY, 1972, also see Last page of this section for
thoughts on the measuring of "intellegence" f



3. 'what is really oinz on here.

Sy this time you may have wonde ed what are we trying ta prove by getting
so far afield with aLl this mish nash about extra-terrestrial life and
attempting to signaL them. In realitv, what the foregoing adequately
illustrates, are some very, very basic rules for communication be tween

paragraph immediately proceeding this, if you were to substitute ~ords
more familiar or closer to home, for the esteric terms used, you might
begin to see an amazing pattern emerge, which can greatly and immediately

rove your productivity as a speaker. For instance, in the last
senCence of the above paragraph substitute the ward speaker for "race",
when race is first used, and ~ audience for another race". Get the
pictureT

4. PurCher thoughts.

Perhaps you have been turned on by the philosophical and somewhat mind
boggling thoughts in this section on instructing instructors. Aad then
again> perhaps you have not. Zn summation it might be well to review a
few of the philosophical insights which have allowed puny man to take his
first hesitant, and somewhat clumsy steps toward the stars. Tou might
not immediately think that this involves you, but then think again. The
room you are sitting in, and the building which houses that room, and all
the many services which maintain that building and adequately insure you
of the continuance of the standard of life which you now enjoy, are
intimately related to, and are direct products of increasingly complex
technological innovations which have been recently brought about through
discoveries in mechanics, engineering, and electronics gene ated by the
space program, Zn Che mid 1600' ~ the English poet John Danne said
something about not asking for wham the bell tolls", with his ides being
that we are all 'involved in humanity, tageth r. k. little more recently
Senjamin Pranklin said, in. the desperate hours prior to our emergence as
a nation, "we must either all hang together, ar we will hang
separately". If y'au agree with these ideas then possibly you will see
haw Chat «%ic4 has gone before, and the ideas immediately foLLowing this
paragraph, can serve to not only bring us closer together but to enable
us to reach higher goals which we had heretofore pass'blv not conceived
of, nor thought passable to grasp.

Prom Dz' ~ Author C. CLark �00l, a Space Odyssey!, "Whenever a
respected and experienced autharity in any field says that scmeth 'ng is

ossible> he is almost a!wa s w:on . Koweve , when an author-'ty says.

Prom James P. Sell  Administrator of MBA, %%en Hen First, 'waltzed on
the Moon!, "Pacing Tomorrow's problems, with yesterday's so'utions, is o
view life at a standstill. Zf we are to ~rove, there is =ot one o us
wha cannot do better tomorrow, what he or she does we ll todav. To
advance we muse search for, and use, new understandings, new initiatives
and new competencies, which lay before us if we on'v have «he v.'sion to
aequi e, and to grasp them".

10



And finally from Dr. Carl Sagan  Cornell University Astronomer
Exobiologist!, "The primary question confronting the hu~ race at
time, is not whether there is inte Lligent li fe in outer space
rather, whether there is intelli ent life on earth" ~

d

this

but

Point to remember: Like it or not, you are part of the future.
are you going to do with it, and ho~ are you going to meet it?

Part Z7-

4 PHZLC'SOPMCAL APP3QACZ J PERSONAL ZP. 3kCTTO

phil.o.soph.i.cal. archaic. characteri ed
by learning oz the spirit af inquiry......
 Rebater's Third Znternational Dict 'anazy!

1. Zatroduction

M the first two sections we discussed tactics which can be used to
rove classroom interaction and instructor's skilLs in presenting his

or her material. Xn part 3 we talked about cosssunica t ion and
philosophical ideas involved with coamunications. Qx this part ve again
deal from a philosophical outloook, but the intent here is to help you,
as a member of a human ozganization, to get an overall view af how you
can improve your dealings with othexs in the organisation. As you read
on, hopefully you'll discover ideas about dealings with people useful not
only in the cl asszoom situation, but possibly in your large
organi ational effort or even in life as a whole.

2. A R.iloso hical Aamoach

%mt is a "philosoyhica]. approach" T How can it be best illustrated.
Experience indicates that questions of this type can usually be handled
by finding and analyr.ing several writings an the subject, and then either
comparing the arguments of the writers or using their arguments as a
basis for stating ax original position. Vnfortunately> formal thoughts
on philosophical approaches to personal interact an are not easily found
in administration and management. Eenca, what follows are subj ective
opinion on this topic with corrobozations drawn from several sources.

Purthe~ze, we could say that not only should we take t~ o study
ouz fellow homo sapiens, but we should become inta ested, in them as
individuals. W should attempt to understand, predic t and int er7r t
foibles and failingsy gloatings and g earless ~ %re importantly, these
studies shou ld be ongo ing, with the sub j ec ts s Cud ied being those a ound
us, as well as ourselves.

Perhaps the best appzoach to personal interaction  or one to one
rela ianshiys!, the most wo th-rahile way of dealing with people for whom
or to whom you are responsible, the best method for deal'ng with anyone,
anywhere, anytime is yhilosophi.cal in nature. i>y. Taking a cue f. om

Rebater's definition of philosophical> we could def'ne the
philosophical approach as being based on the study of, oz Learning about,
bwana beings.



Departing from Mr . Webster s t i 1 1 fur the=, we csn out l ine the
philosophical approach through the following considerations:

l. An emotional time delay.

The philosophical approach has a certain delay built into interpersonal
responses. It resists either external or internal, emotional cries for
action by reflection on similar situations in which we may, or may not
have been involved, before acting on the case at hand.

2. Emotional detachment.

Alon~ with the time delay, a person using this approach can objectively
detach him or hezself from a situation> even those that. are highly
personal. This detachment not only affords a more unaffected view af a
situation, but also allows a pause in which humor can creep into,
lighten, and lubr'cate some otherwise closefitting encounters.

3. The ood versus the bad.

3y having a philosophical approach we subscribe to the no t ion that
everyone, our se ives inc luded, has negative a t tr ibu tes as we l L as
affirmative, and that we must attempt not to be overcome, blinded, or
disappointed by the o'rmer while awaiting or applauding the latter.
Similarly, we must Learn not to be appalled by the conflicts and
ambiguities of life. W must rather accept the fact that man is a child
of conflict and that we could not live without stress. Several eminent
psychiatric workers emphasize this point by demonstrating that neurosis
is o f tan engendered, not by too much tension in life, but quite
frequently it 's found in the person who lives in a state of protection
or isolation from conflict, with this isolation resulting in such a
person's neurotically generating his own imagined tensions.

4. Fairness and the scientific method.

The philosophical approach should be one of fairness, with the derivation
of this fairness analogous to one of the basic principles oi science.
Th is principle is the one which requires duplicated experiments to
produce duplicate results under similar conditions ~ Referring fur he to
scientific pri nciples, we frequently make observations of othe=s, we
differentiate and catalog behavior; and we attempt to explain and predic
it. However, where we sometimes err in social hypothe sizing, is in
failing to de tenne the corrac tne ss o f ou own hypothesis, '~ha t
proportion of your time do you spend in thinking that the other person is
wrong, compared to thinking that perhaps you have made an error s! '.
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5. Human worth.

Each and eve~ human being is worth a g at deal. Certainly ve are all
made differently, out just as certainly, each pe~son, when proper Ly
motivated and. guidedy has something of value to contribute co the tata'
hum.an condition. Another important point in the same vein is that o f
realizing hov ve cannot see goad or worth in others, until we can
recognize it in ourselves ~ Similarly, a significant pe centage of what
we notice in someone else is not only modified by ou- perceptions, but
may indeed be self reflection.

6e Pacta non verba.  Acts not words!

In the final examination> a philosophical approach is neither truthfully
nor completely characterized by heady preachments and readily proffered
outloaks. A true philosphy is founded not so much in words as in deeds.
Ever day ve repeat'edly, and sometimes emba.rasiagly demonstrate what
really value and where our most assimilated belief~ lie. It is one thing
to speak of understanding, and quite another to enact it.

In sutssation> the philosophical approach is characterized by learning,
and an understanding of the isolated humanj an appreciation of his ar
needs; a taking of time to think through aur actions or the actions of
the institutions we represent, as interpreted, appreciated or resentea by
the individual; an attempt at building a total environment concerned vi:h
grovth snd development beyond the maintenance of an arbitrary,
unim=�.inative, stagnant state of affairsj a respect. for each person as an
entity whose promise is something of great value; and a vill to ser re
rather than an un hinking negation of the ego and experiences of
learning, groving, mankind.

Sov much could be accomplished if W. Webster'fs definition, g'ven at
the beticciot oece alteced by deletioe of ooe ootd - archaic!
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Dr. Alan Steiaman

U.S. Coast Guard

Washington, DC

Medical specialties of Dr. Steiaman are emergency aad aviation
medicine. While stationed ia the Coast Guard as a physician
at Port Angles, Washington, he became concerned with the treat-
ment of hypothermia in rescue victims. His close proximity in
Washington to Dr. Hayward led to his involvement with cold
water physiology. He has also developed ia-water cardio
pulmonary  CPR! techniques. Dr..Steiamaa currently is Chief
of the Special Medical Operations Branch of the Coast Guard.
His medical training has been at the Stanford School of
Medicine, the Mayo Graduate School of Medicine aad the Naval
Aerospace Medical Institute.



Dr. Alan Steinman

U, S, Coast Guard

Panel

This panel discussed the efficacy of the administration of heated,
humidified oxygen or air to patients suffering from hypothermia. This
therapy had been proposed several years ago as a means of "core' rewarm-
ing appropriate to the pre-hospital management of the hypothermia patient
and as an adjunct to definitive rewarming techniques in-hospital. The
advantages of the technique are: 1! prevention of further heat loss
through the respiratory tract; 2! efficient delivery of heat to the
heart-lung-brain axis  i.e. the critical "core" organs! ; 3! stabiliza-
tion of cardiac temperature  i.e. minimizing cardiac temperature "after-
drop"!.

Airway rewarming has been a highly controversial topic in the past
several years. Its proponents claim it is the most logical technique
for field management of hypothermia; its opponents doubt the ability
of the technique to deliver sufficient calories to be of much use.
Theoretical and experimental evidence appeared in medical literature
supporting both sides of the argument. Clinical evidence began to
accumulate, however, to support, the use of the technique as originally
proposed.

The panel participants and audience reached a concensus that. the
administration of heated, humidified oxygen or air is useful in the
field management of hypothermia patients. its primary goal is to pre-
vent respiratory heat loss; it. is not meant as a definitive mearrs of
rewarming. In this regard the technique fits well into the strategy
of pre-hospital management of the profoundly hypothermic patient defined
by a previous panel; 1! removal of the patient from the cold environ-
ment; 2! prevention of further loss by insulating the patient from the
environment; 3! stabilization of vital signs; 4! transpcrtation of the
patient to a site of definitive medical management. In this latter regard,
several conference participants presented clinical evidence of the useful-
ness of the technique to the in-hospital management of the profoundly
hypothermic patien=.

Effective use of airway warming requires the delivery of oxygen or
air at 100% relative humidity. Temperature of the inspixed gas should
be at 42-44 degrees Celsius �08-ill degrees Fahrenheit and in no case
greater than 45 degrees Celsius �13 degrees Fahrenheit!. An accurate
thermometer must be used to moniter inspired gas temperature. "'he patient
should be allowed 'o breathe at. a spontaneous respiratior rate; he should
not be vigorously ventilated because of the danger induci.ng ventricular
fibrillation secondary to sudden changes in arterial pCO- levels. Theore-
tical contraindications to the technique are" .1! the possibility of upper
respiratory tract burns from humidified gases at temperatures greater
than 45 degrees Celsius; 2! the condensation of relatively large volumes
of water into the respiratory tract of the hypothermia patient. Neither
of these has proven to be a probelm in present clinical use.



The topic of "afterdrop" received little discussion; it was over-
shadowed by a debate on the merits of cardiopulmonary resuscitation
 CPR! in the hypothermia patient. However, the panel and audience agreed
that one component of "afterdrop" is the simple equilibration of tempera-
tures between a co.' d periphery and a warmer "core." Whether a second
component exists  due to the return of cooled blood from the periphery
consequent to rewarming measures! remains controversial. Further experi-
mental and clinical evidence is required before a consensus can be reached
on this point.

The most controversial topic the panel and audience discussed con-
cerned the administration of cardiopulmonary resuscitation to hypothermia
victims. The profoundly hypothermic patient may appear to be apneic and
pulseless, when in fact he may have bradycardia and very shallow respira-
tions. CPB in this case will almost surely precipitate ventricular fibril-
lation in an irritable, cold myocardium. Furthermore, the cold myocardium
may be injured by :.nappropriate CPR, making subsequent defibrillation
attempts unsuccessful. On the other hand, the profoundly hypothermic
patient may be in a state of cardiopulmonary arrest, and withholding CPR
in this instance may also result in unsuccessful resuscitation =ttempts,
due to prolonged anoxia of the brain and myocardium. Complicating the
situation is the difficulty of accurately differentiating in the field
the patient with extreme bradycardia from the patient in full arrest.

Several parti< ipants in the discussion presented, case histories of
patients given pro> onged CPR in the field who were subsequently success-
fully resuscitated in-hospital. Other case histories were presented
wherein pre-hospital CPR was associated with an inability to resuscitate
in-hospital  although some of these latter patients received repeated
defibrillation attempts while still profoundly hypo0hermic!. A consensus
was reached on the following points: 1! No hypothermia patient who demon-
strates signs of life should be given CPR, even if measurable pulse rates
and/or blood pressures are extremely low; 2! Vi o hypothermic patient
should be given CPR in the field if such efforts will endanger the rescue
team  i.e. the rescue team being immobilized at the rescue site by the
necessity of performing CPR!; 3! No defibrillation attempts should be
made if the cardiac temperature is below 30-32 degrees Celsius. No con-
sensus was reached on the advisability of administering CPR to the pro-
foundly hypothermic patient who either is or apparantly is in a state of
full cardiopulmonary arrest. Members of the panel and audience agreed to
continue present individual procedures, accumulate case h.istories over
the next one to two years, encourage animal experimentation in these
areas, consult existing literature for further clinical experience in
these areas, and to re-open the discussion when more clinical and experi-
mental data are avalable.
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'IHE BREA'IH HEA'KR AND HUMIOIFIER FOR BREATHING APPARATUS

AN INITIAL 'EST AND EVALUATION REPORT'

Stephen E. Suess and John D. Isaacs
Foundation f' or Ocean Research

San Diego, California

The Foundation for Ocean Research has conducted an eight aenth

yreliminary test and evaluation program of %e Brea& Zeutar and

Refidipiez j'or Brea'~ Apparc~, as developed and patented

 patent 44,016,878! by the Foundation for Ocean Research.

This small and simple breathing-gas warmer and humidifier has been

tested, in over one-hundred SCUBA dives at depths ranging from two to

sixty meters. The Heater has proven itself to be reliable, easy to

maintain and repair, and to be almost foolproof in its use. Some very

simple quantitative body temperature measurements with and without the

Heater at shallow depths have thus far been inconclusive. Subjectively,

i't has shown itself to be a highly welcome and appreciated method for

helping divers to stay warm and comfortable in the 10'C waters off

southern Cali fornia.

* Naval Coastal Systems Lab Contract 4N61331-77-H-0459.



THE BREATH HEATER AND HUMIDIFIER FOR BREATHING APPARATUS

AN INITIAL TEST AND EVALUATION REPORT

Stephen E. Suess ard John D. Isaacs
Foundation for Ocean Resear ch

San Diego, California

INTRODVC T ION

As man begins to spend incr easingly more time beneath the ocean, the

need for equipment to enable him to do so becomes ever more cr uci.al . And

too, as the type of work performed becomes more complex, so increases the

need for low-cost., simple-to-use, light-weight and compact equipment. Yet,

to cope with the pr oblems of diving to gr eater depths and for longer per iods

of time, the necessar y equipment has to become more and mor e sophisticated to

insure the diver ' s comfor t and survival.

Wnen a per son in cold air or water suffers a great loss of body heat

through the skin, his body responds by cutting off the flow of blood to the

skin sur face and body' s extremities, The body's heat, is thus conserved in

the cor e  i.e. bt ain, hear t, lungs, and other central organs! which can

withstand only sl ight cooling. Ho~ever, in the br eathing of cold and dr ~

air, heat is lost through the r espir ator y system, and the body has no

substantial defense against this loss; if the heat loss becomes too great,

the mere act of breathing can drop the body core temper ature to dangerously

low and potentially fatal levels.

As air is inhaled it becomes satur ated with water vapor and equil ibr ated

to the body' s temperature by the time it r caches the alveoli of the lungs.

When air or a gas unsaturated with water vapor and below body temperature is

inhaled, energy is expended in warming and humidifying the gas, while

additional heat is devoted to warming it to body termperature.

oIn a comfor table. 20 C, 50-percent relative humidity environment,

less than 10 per cent of the body's metabolic energy production is expended in

heating inhaled air . Most of the ener gy loss is due to vapor ization of body

water that is eventually expired. In a cold envir onment of, say,



-20'C and a relative humidity of 0 percent, almost one-third of the

body's metabolic heat output is lost through the respiratory system.

Colder environments will, of course, cause even greater respiratory

heat losses, but there is no place on the surface of the earth where the

environment is so harsh as to cause a healthy person to die solely

of respiratory heat loss.

At high altitudes, i.e. lower atmospheric pressures, a breath

of air contains a smaller absolute quantity of air, and thus requires

less energy to warm it to body temperature. However, this savings in

thermal energy is not very substantial since the quantity of water

needed to saturate a volume of air is the same regardless of atmospheri=

pressure, and the energy needed to vaporize body water represents the

bulk of the respiratory heat loss at atmospheric pressures found on land.

In a body of water the ambient pressure increases with depth.

This causes a SCUBA diver to inhale denser air, thus each breath contains

a greater absolute quantity of air and consequently requires more energy

to bring it up to body temperature. As the diver's depth increases, so

does his respiratory heat loss.

A diver breathing a dry gas mixture at 10'C, at a depth of about

270 meters would need his entire metabolic energy production just to warm

and humidify his breath.  At this depth most of this energy is used

in warming the breath, rather than in vaporizing water.! If the diver

were to attempt to produce more body heat through physical exercise, he

would also increase his respiration proportionately and would still

require all of his metabolic energy output to warm and humidify the air

he breathes, In such a situation, warm and humid breathing gases are

vital to maintain the acceptable thermal balance of the diver and for his

survival.



THE HEATER

The Heater is imply a smaLL insulated canister, about four

centimeters in diameter and ten centimeters in length, weighing as

little as 100 grams, It is filled with pellets of alumina, about

one-quarter of a centimeter in diameter, which are coated with a

platinum catalyst. The gases that the user breathes contain a small

and non-explosive concentration of hydrogen.

In use, the hydrogen mixture passes through the catalyst canister

just prior to inhalation. The catalyst causes the hydrogen to react

with a portion of the gas's oxygen, forming water and releasing heat.

For each one percent hydrogen reacted in this way, one-half of a

percent of oxygen i used. In air, this represents a negligible loss

of oxygen, but in a saturation-diving atmosphere containing very small

amounts of oxygen, additional oxygen may need to be added to make up

for th at used by the He ate r.

For each percent hydrogen added to air, the Heater should produce

a theoretical temperature rise of 80'C, and in a helium atmosphere,

such as is used in saturation diving, this rise should be 110 C. The

temperature rise is solely a function of the percentage of hydrogen in

the gas and of the heat capacity of the gas, assuming sufficient

oxygen content and complete combustion of the hydrogen.

Each percent of hydrogen, when combusted, also produces one-half

percent water. The resultant relative humidity is a function of the

temperature, ambient pressure and absolute amount of water, as described

by the following formula:
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r = relative humidity

P = ambient pressure in mm Hg
a

P = vapor pressure of H 0 at
v 2

ambient temperature

When combusting one percent hydrogen, this yields a relative

humidity of l8 percent when measured at body temperature �7'C! and

at one atmosphere of pressure. For each additional atmosphere of

pressure, the relative humidity increases by another l8 percent. Thus

at a depth of 20 meters a. diver's breathing air has a humidity of 55

percent, and at a depth of 4S meters the diver is breathing air that

is saturated with water vapor when measured at body temperature.

Up to 4.L5 percent hydrogen may be added to air or oxygen without

reaching a flammable level of hydrogen, However, a 4.1S percent mixture

would be warmed by more than 300'C when combusted, far hotter thar, anyone

would care to breathe. Hence, any realistic breathing mixture will

contain much lower concentrations of hydrogen than mixtures that are

potentially explosive. The surplus heat produced by a hydrogen-rich

mixture could be used for other heating needs, and thus such mixtures

might be useful in special systems.

Four Scuba-Pro Mark V regulators, with Sea View gauges were purchased

and fitted with Heaters. The Heater canisters were machined from brass,

about four by ten centimeters in size, and contained about 25 grams of

platinum-coated alumina pellets. The catalyst was held in place with

fine meshed, stainless steel screens at, either end of the canisters, and

the whole unit was insulated with 1 cm �/8 inch! foarrr.

Each Heater was then installed into the regulator's air line about

l0 to LS centimeters upstream from the second stage, by means of p pe-threaded



brass fittings that were banded onto the cut air hose. The exposed

metal parts of the .econd stage were also insulated with neoprene foam.

Kith no insulation on the canister or second stage, all of the produced

heat is lost when the system is immersed in 10 C water. With only the

canister insulated, three-quarters of the theoretical heat production is

lost and with the insulation of the second stage, half of it is last.

Heat is lost through the thin rubber diaphragm of the second stage,

and by imperfect insulation elsewhere. The temperature of the gas leaving

the Heater is also reduced by adiabatic expansion as the air goes from

7 atmospheres �00 psi! above ambient in the air line to ambient pressure in

the second stage. Tests of the efficiency of combustion of the hydrogen

have shown that it was consumed to the limit of our measuring sensitivity

�.5 percent hydrogen!,

Analyses for possible harmful by-products of the system have shown

that only water is produced. Fine particulate-matter measurements show

that the Heater expells a small quantity of fine particulate matter, but

visually identical particulates are also expelled by other regulators

without the Heater using the same air sources.

The first two Heaters built were tested for any added breathing

resistance by Dr, Glenn Egstrom. These tests showed the Heaters to add

no air flow resistance to the regulators down to a depth of 7S meters,

and a tank pressure of 20 atmospheres �00 psi!.

Before the start of this program, we had a number of failures with

the Heater. Apparently water had entered the air line, and coated the

catalyst, thereby inactivating it. This resulted in cold and dry air,

with a small amount of unburned hydrogen in it. Simply drying the catalyst

reactivated it and the Heaters again produced warm, humid air with no free

hydrogen, Water can never enter the catalyst in use as it is always L00 p;i

above ambient water pressure, but can enter after the regulator is detached



f rom the air tanks .

At the start of the Heater diving program, al 1 users of the system

were asked not to wash their regulators after dives, and to be careful

not to get water into the first stage when attaching or removing the

regulators from the air tanks. Since then, the Heaters have failed on

only three of more than 100 test dives. Each time a Heater

failed, it had been used previously by someone employing it for the

first time.

These three failures were repaired by passing 3-percent hydrogen-

in-air through the regulator. This caused what little catalyst was stil]

active to get very hot, heating the surrounding catalyst and thus

evaporating the water from the Heater. Letting the Heater exceed 100'C

for a few minutes removed all traces of water and the Heater functioned

again like new. {The first time this method of drying the catal> st was

employed, the second stage refused to stop purging when the process was

finished. Upon disassembly it was discovered that the plastic boot,

upon which the teflon second stage seal sits, had melted from the heat.

Thereafter the second stage was removed before running 3-percent

hydrogen through the regulator.!

Another potential problem for the catalyst is oil, Any oil in the

air supply or on the regulator upstream from the Heater could coat the

catalyst and thus deactivate it. Since oil and silicon grease are very

hard to remove, any catalyst contaminated with them would have to be

replaced. {One of our early Heaters failed when some silicon grease used

to assemble the first stage came loose and coated the catalyst,!

To avoid the complexities of mixing hydrogen in air, we purchased

170 m' {6000 cubic feet! of 3-percent hydrogen in breathing air from the

Linde corporation. {3.2 percent is four- fifths of the explosive mixture

and is the maximum concentration that the Linde Corporation will sell.!



This mixed gas was stored in 30 K-size gas cylinders holding about

5.6 m' �00 cubic feet! each. Five cylinders at a time were manifolded

together and installed in the Scripps Institution of Oceanography' s

diving locker. From this we "cascaded" to fill SCUBA tanks with doses

of about one-third hydrogen mix and two-thirds air, resulting in the

desired 1.0 to l. 3-percent hydrogen-in-air concentration. This gas when

passed through the Heater provided the diver with breathing air from

40'C to 55'C, depending on the concentration used.

A point to be emphasized is that once a proper gas mixture is

made, there exists no possibility of explosion, and assuming the catalyst

is active, the inhalation temperature has been fixed.  This temperature

can be reduced by removing insulation from the Heater.! Thus, in use,

the Heater requires no further supervision or controls. All the

complexitites of prcper gas mixing have been handled in the well-equiped

shoreside gas mixing facilities.



1HE HEATER IN USE

Between April 19, 1977, and the middle of August 1977, over l00

dives were made with the Hydrogen Heater by divers from the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography at La Jolla, California. Most of these

dives were working, research-oriented dives. They ranged from depths

of as little as 2 meters down to 60 meters and durations of just a

few minutes to over an hour. Water temperatures were between 8'C

and 15'C. 'Ihe divers were generally in their late twenties or early

thirties, wearing neoprene wet suits of all types of cuts, thickr esses

and states of repair  more often than not on the verge of disintegration'!.

Only divers with Scripps certification to dive to 20 meters or more

were allowed to use the Heaters, and only one diver per buddy pair.

Each diver was given a "Consent to Act as Subject" form to sign after

the design and operation of the Heater were explained. The diver was

basica11y told what to expect, what to watch out for, and to be careful

with the Heater. Questionaires which were to be filled in at the end

of each dive were also handed out. The diver was then given a Heater-adapted

regulator for his personal use and the combination to the racks where

specially-marked SCUBA tanks with l. 1-percent hydrogen-in-air were stored.

All tanks with hydrogen carried labels stating that they contained

hydrogen and air and were dangerous, thereby dissuading unauthorized use.

These tanks were only filled by Stephen Suess and they, as well as the

large cylinders from which they were filled, were kept under lock and key.

When a diver was to use the Heater, the last thing he was supposed

to do before entering the water was to hold the mouthpiece over his

upper lips and gently purge air from his tank for a few seconds. Warm



air was the test that the Heater was working, If the air became burning

hot within seconds� too much hydrogen would have been accidentally added

to the air and the dive would have been aborted.  This has never

happened.! If the air did not get warm at all, the Heater would have

been inoperative, perhaps from the entry of water after its last use.

A description of the general experiences of divers utilizing the

Heater follows:

Upon entering the water, the diver feels his air to be warm, but not

really any different than ambient atmospheric air on a nice day, It

feels a bit dry, but not as dry as regular SCUBA air. As the diver

descends, at about 7 meters, he may feel that suddenly his air is

becoming very warm. It begins to feel rich and heavy, and penetrating,

almost like a sauna.  This sudden surge of warmth is not the result of

any sudden change in temperature or humidity and thus must be subjective.!

Some divers report that the air begins to develop a taste at this

depth. They describe it as a salty metallic taste at the rear of the

mouth,

If the diver i.s working hard, and thus breathing rapidly at a depth

of 10 to 12 meters�he may get a dry throat; but as he goes deeper the

humidity keeps rising until at about 20 meters he reaches a depth below

which no user has ever reported a dry throat. A dry throat is a very

common complaint of regular SCUBA users.

As the diver descends further he may notice another apparent

surge of warmth around 40 meters  again, there is no real temperature

surge and so the sensation must also be subjective!. Below this depth



the air becomes supersaturated with water vapor and the diver may feel

that he is breathing a fine spray of fresh water.

During the dive the diver will feel a warmth in his chest that

will help him to tolerate the cold on h.is skin more. He may feel that

his hands remain dexterous longer, and that the "stupid feeling" he gets

from being cold is not there. The deeper he goes the more humid the air

becomes and the richer it feels, Since he is breathing above-body-temperature

air, as he goes deeper, each breath has more air and thus more heat,

and so he gets warner with depth.

Coming up from the dive the Heater may appear to be producing less

and less heat. Some divers feel that it isn't even working near the

surface ~ In reality this results from the high heat input at depth to

which they have adjusted.

On the surface the diver will feel warmer, and on his second dive

he will not feel that chill to the bones that is experienced upon

reentering the water.

About a third of the divers report that they use more air with the

Heater; that as the water becomes colder, they breathe the warm air faster.

 One diver whom we subjected to a cold bath, exhausted a tank of air

every 20 minutes with the Heater, whereas it normally took him an hour

to exhaust a tank of air without the Heater,!

At shallow depths the Heater's output with l. L-percent hydrogen is

minimal, and the diver's heat loss is also minimal, On shallow dives,

only those divers who get cold very quickly, or those who have to sit

still in the water for long periods of time come to appreciate the Heater.,

However, as the diving depth becomes greater and the diver's wet suit

thinner and the output of the Heater increases, even the most cold-

insensitive diver begins to value the added warmth,



One Scripps diver who feels very sensitive to cold, and makes

daily 15 meter dives with heavy insulation now dives only with the

Heater, and wants increasing amounts of hydrogen, i,e. warmth. He has

apparently become addicted to its use, and will not dive without it.

Two other divers who generally feel insensitive to cold, at first

saw no advantage in using the Heater. After their first 45 meter dive,

however, they began to compete for the equipment.

The only common complaints, other than that there are not enough

regulators and hydrogen-filled tanks to go around, concern the heaviness

of the Heater unit itself. The brass makes these particular units quite

heavy and negatively buoyant. This causes the regulator to pull at

the mouthpiece and can be annoying to one not used to the Heater. A new

set of Heaters has been built out of aluminum, and this seems to have

solved the problem. Apparently neither the Heater's added bulk nor

its drag seem to bother the divers.

ln an attempt to obtain objective data on the physiological effect

of the Heater body core temperature measurements were made with the help

of Lt. Com. David Hall from the Naval Health Research Center, San Diego,

Cali fornia.

Nine divers volunteered to do two dives each, wearing minimal

insulation at the bottom of a 10 meter deep tank filled with sea water

at 17'C. The divers were told to remain relatively motionless, and

were kept in the water until their core temperature dropped to 36 C or

until they refused to stay in any longer. Dive times varied from 45

minutes with no insulation to 135 minutes with a well-insulating wet

suit top on. Each diver did one dive with the Heater and another without,

and was monitored for core temperature, EKG, and Heater temperature.



The measured temperature drops showed essentially no difference

between the divex' s rate of cooling with and without the Heater.

Volunteers using the Heater during their first test-tank dive did not detect

much help from the Heater in comparison to their second tank dive without

the Heater; however, those using the Heater on their second dive  but not

their first! felt that the Heater helped them gxeatly. Essentially all a::

the divers felt that the second dive was easier as they were more prepared

mentally, having gone through .it once before,

This result may ensue from differing physiological reactions. Yet

at these depths, hydrogen does not make up for the respiratox'y heat loss

nor help substantially with that lost through the skin. Our divers were

losing heat at rates into the hundreds of kilocalories per hour, whereas

at that depth the Heater was adding perhaps thirty to fifty kilocalories.

Thus heat input in such a situation becomes small. Instrumental tests

need to be performed at greater depths whex'e the increased pressure results

in more calories being added by the Heater and with adequate insulation

of the divers to minimize body heat loss.

Further temperature measurements of divers working at 30-meter �00::t!

depths are being planned for this fall, and we still have sufficient mix-

ture to make another one hundxed dives with the Heater,



SUM4ARY

It is our conclusion that the small and simple Breath Heater and

Humidifier for Breathing Apparatus is a viable, appreciated and safe

tool for helping divers stay warm and comfortable in cold waters.

Subjective measurements, laboratory tests, and calculations have supported

this conclusion. Physiological measurements limited to shallow depths

were inconclusive. More detailed and carefully controlled experimentation

at greater depths needs to be conducted.

The entire subject of respiratory heat lass is a relatively new

field of study and the concept of maintaining one's heat balance by

adding heat to the respiratory system is even newer. Since the Heater

is such a simple way to provide divers with warmth, it might be tamely

to open up this field to detailed study.

We perceive the Heater as a device to keep SCUBA divers, divers

from submersibles and perhaps even satuxation divers with appropr:iate

dry suits, warm and comfortable. It could also serve as a first-aid

rewarming devi,ce for hypothermia victims.

Future work on the Heater will be directed towards the development

of such uses and the technical aspects of perfecting mixing techniques

for the hydrogen mixtures, toward finding better catalysts, and in the

study of the effects of breathing waxm and humid air in cold environments

and at great depths,
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figure 2.

Respiratory heat flow, at,a respiration
rate of 20 liters per minute, as a
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ABSTRACT

PZPECTS OF ALCOHOL ON THE DIVING REFLEX

L. E. Wittmers

Department of Physiology
School of medicine

University of Minnesota-Duluth

The dive reflex is considered to be a life saving mechanism in
si,tuations ~here people fall into water. The water on the face triggers
a decrease in heax't rate and an increase ln blood pressure. Since many
water accidents involve the use of alcohol, human sub]ects were given
alcohol to reach a level of 0.1X gm. Cardiovasculax' parameters ware
monitored during breath holding in air and with the face immersed in
water � C!. Alcohol caused a significant decrease in the rise of blood
pressure versus control xesponse. In addition, certain sub!ects who
wexe legally intoxicated were able to stay longer in cold water. These
initial results indicate that alcohol has some effect on the cardiovasculai
regulatory systems when the dive reflex is activated.



Effect of Alcohol on the Diving Reflex

L. E. Wi t trrrers, Jr., L. Fairbanks, S. Burgstahler, and R. S, Pozos
Department of Physiology, Schoo1 c f Medicine

University of Minnesota-Duluth, Duluth, Minnesota 55812

The cardiovascrrlar adjustments which occur on submersion of Riving

;rnimals have been studied extensively in non-human species. The major

< hanges associated with the "diving reflex" are a! bradycardia; b! peripheral

vasoc orlatri c tion; and c! increased blood supply to vital organs. Although not

as wo] 1 developed, this reflex has been demonstrated in man. Thc magnitude of

the diving reflex in man is a function of numerous environmental and physio-

logica1 parameters  posture, lung volume, venous return, extent of immer: ion,

and water temperature!. It has been suggested that even in man the diving

reflex may act as an oxygen conserving mechanism.

Dur interest in the diving reflex stems from attempts to evaluate the

effects of alcohol ingestion on the cardiovascular function in man under

altered environmerrtal conditions with special consideration to cold exposure.

Alcohol is often associated with hypothermic accidents. Rather than inducing

cardiovascular changes by exercise or drugs, the subject's diving reflex  as

elicited by face .immersion! was monitored before and after consurr!rrtion of

alcohol.

The subjects for these experiments were healthy male and ferrale volunteers,

ranging in age from 20 to 38 years. Heart rate was continuously monitored by

a single lead telemetry system and rate calculated over a 5 beat span or for

very slow rates by R-R interval length. Blood pressure  systolic-diasto.Lic!

was measured with a semi-automatic pneumatic cuf f and microphone system. The

dive reflex was elicited by submerging the subject's face  up to level of the

ears! in cold water � + 2 C!. Expired lung volumes were measured with a

spirometer. Blood alcohol levels were estimated by sampling and analyzing

end alveolar gas. All subjects were exposed to the test protocol at least



once prior to the a< tual experiment in order to familiarize them w.i th the

eq»1pment and experimental design. Prior to the experimental period  conttol

+ air olrol cons»mptirrn! all subject« 1ast< rl for 12 hours. The suhjr'ct was

«r'ated comfortably w1tlr his head bent forward over a pan of water. The

subject took a breath to either vital capaci ty or some intermediate lung

vol»me �0% vital capacity!, and either held that lung volume  as long as

possible! in air or submerged in water. The. subject then exhaled into a

spirometer. Subject.s drank the alcoholic beverage of their choice at a

comfortable rate unt.i 1 a blood alcohol level of 0.1 g7. was achieved. At

that point the breath holding maneuvers at both lung volumes in air and

water were repeated. An overall summary of the experimental design is

prese» ted in Fi p»rr.

General physical. characteristics and control mean blood pressures  meai!

and heart rates for the experimental population are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 2 contains a sample recording of blood pressure and heart rate of a

dive reflex resnonse in two individuals. Subject R. P. shows decrease in

heart rate and a rise in blood pressure during face immersion. This subject

is inc]uded in the experimental population as J/8  see Table 1!. The second

subject in Fi.gure 2  W. 1.! responded to face immersion with a dramat.ic risc

in systolic and diastolic blood pressure  the systolic values exceed the

maximum range of the calibration! and an EKG pattern suggesting arrhythmias.

No further experimentation was performed on this individual.

The experiments were designed to study the effects of alcohol on the

dive reflex and in l.ight of previous work that indicated that breath holding

alone may cause considerable changes in heart rate and blood pressure and that

alterations in these parameters may be affected by lung volume at the time af

apnea. Heart rate response in air apnea is minimal whereas in water there .is

an initial increase in heart rate followed bv a fall representing a 30% decrease



from control leveLs. At vital capacity the heart rate changes in air or water

apnea are not altered by alcohol ingest ion, Mater apnea results in an initial

rapid rise � � 25: ec! in blood pressur» nf approximately 15 rmrrHg fallowec. by

a slow continual -,.-- se throughout the period of apnea. Mean blood pressure

changes in these experiments were similar in prof i le both for. control anc.

;r f ter alcohol corrsumption; however, after alcohol consumption th» mean blood

prr ssures werc approximately 10 mmHg ]ower than in the control studies. Air

apnea is associated with a slow continrro«s rise in blood pressur< .

Resrrlts obtained at the intermediate lung volume differ in i he following

respects. The initial increase in heart rate seen in water immersion does

not appear. Further blood pressure changes in the control experiments show

a delayed rise in both air and water apnea, After alcohol ingestion there

is no increase in blood pressure following water immersion  see Figure 3',.

Preliminary data presented here indicates that alcohol may alter cardio-

vascular response of the diving reflex but observing this effect depends on

the lung volume at which the reflex is elicited.

This work was supported in part by a grant from Sea Grant  DOC/NA79PA�

 ;I-0025 !,

Ns. Fairbanks is supported by Indians Into Research Careers  IRC! NIH

grants <178-GM1419 and f178-GN042.
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Figure 1. This'is a summary diagram of the experimental design

employed to study the effect of alcohol consumption on the

dive reflex.
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Pigure 2. Examples of EKG's and blood pressure recordings on

two subjects before, during, and after face immersion in

cold water, without alcohol consumption. Mote the drastic
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Figure 3. jdean blood pressure changes at intermediate lung volume

for air and water apnea pre and post alcohol consumption. The

bars represent mean values of the 9 sub!ects with a +1 SKM.



imrrtemiort: .=~me .-dvice on first aid and the nature of
the problem
Sy Frank Golfers  ~tet oorissnancgar! aaaior artaalioaf oNear  atcrvtual! Royal Navy Istaslttsta of Naval Masiiclsto. usgto Isoa stsodo ~
alsacdal ggstdy of title~ca.

mkntbtecgy bc hfcsanhcg, by taatcscdtdng a
ctreuhthn until dss patkat arches is hosphal where
lrsole spucdk tcestmant CNc be givssh It ls a diflhuh
procedure io perform eerrecdy wthaut flutpaeng
practica, and dangerous to do whim ~ setiuirecL
One cannot learn the tschcdque Ikua the wrktcct
word end you are strongly adviasd as seek proper
utstructiun before attcmptmg n.

Onc imnlraion shuathm where corny be
inadviaabtc to give CCM is m the aitparentty deed
victim found floating in a Sfejacba. or tifcratt, '
«hcr» thcrc wss no quelion of wmer havbtg been
hshakcL This individual may be aftve but scttfering
from profound hypotiucrmia ic. an caccemcly hsw
body temperature. If so. attempts aa CCChI insy
welt stop the heart  cardke accent!. On the other
band. if he wss steady in canIac attest when
rescued. it is probebk that he had been dead for
some time and CCC M is not likely to do much
good. I f it is considered possibk that the patknt
might stilt be alive, thea EAR shocdd bc given and
chc patient placed in ~ bath of sthced hot water,
4 I C  hand heel il'naked, in 45eC if chthecL The
whok body, except for the head. shouhl be
isnmersed. Ai one tines it wac concidcml that the
arms snd kgs should bc kt! out of the hoc water,
but this ia no longer recommcndscL If a hot bath k
not available. then insulate the body in a shaping
bsg or blanket sad transfer. shghtty head down, to
ihe cwmcsc medical care.

.Iaor atrwary

h is essential dun evecymm should unckrstand
.hat k inesm by a 'oker airway', and how to
.nauru that onc Is nlabltabtsd icl an unecmsocsus
'aucnh

A Cksr airway mesne thng theta ia Caa Obetnletkm
's the fkw of air io aad fhnn ths hmgL In an
nccmscious patient. lying on his beet, tha toagua
~ agmmt the beet of ths thccun and thcN
batrutaa Che airway. At beet shia may juat produce
rat tgng, choking. sound durlag breathing bag

~nonary it blocks the aineny contpietsly.
Supporting thc thntr of ths mouth with the Ihgssa

!uk m thc same tine gsndy pugiag the jsw
rward will putt thc mngue away from the back
'>ll of the thrush This simple smhnhpse is so
~portent chat It is worth having it dsntonslrnssct so
.iu by s doctor or nurse who is I'amibar with it.

Whether an itttassrghttg kethtg Ncrga «4eg,
mote ohctt thaa not &yeah caa tha Nfat akl
given by his rcscrsars, rathar lhaa the iatatasiva
care hc receives sttbssglmlly hi hospr!taL For
this reason it is csactstial that al those «ho
may be engaged ia tha casctta of sech vhtitns
ehotdd bc absolutely char oa the correct fiat
aid treatrttoat tO acfnShlggsr.

In recent years medical research haa ~
~ evercd factors which easy result ia death, either
¹Nlng umneisicnh ca' altar cesccaL Ao
sntdsrstandtng of these 4lsseat facsscs may aaskt
thc doctor bs chs nm%cal ncnent of the post

paias, bea each i aaellalgs shwl4 cI
~siderad ao ba'Icing oa tha cate' ao the lhl abler.
Unfortunately, dscsik «f ths ~ classScsakn
of ~serslon patients based oa these dNcrcna
fttssors has kd to casskderahk conhmnnt in thc
nsinds of many who sbocdd be ustsrsassd oaly m
Ihst aid. 7erannokgy such as pecthl cbowaing.
mouadary chewing, dry drcswning, fresh and salt
wsaer drownkg, exposure, hypothcrscna, etc�k
mcdkcd jargon wlich is bvslevscn m the praodos of
~ ood fhsg ad. Hthoisgh h nsay be'tuse to haow' the
undcrtybtg mcchanissns of tha problem one is
~ ndsnvourlag to treat, such knowledge wtg not
hapcove the petknt s cthancca cf scwvival in thc
sgghcesh if the the aid cneaswes empbsysd me

phag aid

CVI line IV esyseael IC kmmsha riains ik
qcsae arnightgsc wanL

I h thc patkag I ceeabhg1 If aat, cksr the
airway. and iT nacemasy ~ aspired air
ccsuscnatuan  EAR! aa aooa as Oaestbte. Having
ensured that adccpsaaa veatiliathn  bresthhtg! is
being mnkttahtsd � ha tha chest wag is viibty rising
and fagkg whse m k btswn uao thc patknt-
cdssct thc puke,

R k there a puke yceasss h a targe artery, e.g. m
ths nasty If aos, aad ths pap%a of the eyes ace large.
bsN'n chased chess cardkc massage  CCCM! at ~
raSe Of IIva Shee ia eaCh EAR venbiLathnh
lf poesibk the cuguke cardko cocnpeewimis shuukl
nat be hstcrrctptscI fnr ths vaagtaaahnh bua this
rscbaiquc sequins nsuch practica to perfect the
riming. Haviag encased that adsqusce vencilation
1nd heart actiocl ace Inescnt  or whgs maIQtamlllg
nnh! try and pruvccn thither toss of body heat. by
vrappulg thc paaellt cn a bhutkeh and cranspoit llhn
o the ncacea medical cate.

The above basic advice may be regarded by
nany as sn ovsrrnmpttkatknh but k forms the
wsccssary tbundaaon cns which the more specitk
idviee detaikd bshsw em be hugh

Rnsefmg behind tbe patient the jaw h grasped on
ether sids h the region of its angk beneath the car,
and gently paged ~ and upwards, wNe the
tips of the fhgcrs suppcsrt the thor of thc mouch
beneath k. Ac thc same time the neck should bc
~ backwards, gcncly but NOT FORCI SLY.
ante ths chh aad the front of the neck are almost in
~ stralgha SnL

If. havuig dune dus, n is sppace» that che pattcmt
is abh to breath fiesly on his own, then he may be
turned on hts aide aad pkccd in the 'unccmschncs
pasihon'. Thia wig free one to attend to other
patients, cir to aummcm help.

Altsrnacively. if the pstknt stgt has diftkuhy in
breathing, start EAR. but first make a quick check
of the patient's mouth end throcn ao ensure there is
no vomit, dentures or other obvious cause of airway
obstrcscticah It'so. cksr quickly. using cme's fmgccs.
There may be ac accumulation of water in the
thrush which in salt water immersions it is beni co
drain quickly before commencing EAR. However.
time should not be wasted on this procedure. it is
csscntiai m scarc EAR ss quickly as possible.

KAR
Whether onc performs mouth.to-mouth. or

mouth-co-nose EAR is largely a question of
personal choice. Some may find it easier to support
che tiocN of thc mouch and jaw wtilc performhcg
mouth-co-nom. gut thc question of which is thc best
method ia almost academic. provided whkhever
method Is employed'produces sn sckquatc Bow of
sir into che lungs.

Many kaasrion vktima vomit during, or aAcr,
rcsuachatioa. This is due partiagy io the krgc
volume of water swsgowcd during the diowcung,
~ nd/or partiaUy to thc inadvertent 4stcnsion of the
stomach by air during incorrecdy admicuatered
BAR. In a relasod unconscious patient, some air
wig enter thc oesophagus  gullet! ss well ss the
trachea  windpipe! during EAR, unkss the nmk is
welt extended. iVhcn the neck is fully caccnded. the
~ ir forced into ibc throat during EAR m1I follou Cke
path of kaat resistance. ic into the trachea. EAR
shouhl be given co all those who are noi breaching,
and maintained until the patient starts breathing
~ pontancousty. If cardiac ar esi hssdeveloped snd
there is no response to ECCL, EAR mey be
discorlicnuccl atter 20. i minutes.

EAR should also be seven to unconscious
patients, who are cponcsneousty breathing, buc
whose lips are blue, These patients may have large
areas of hmg ihich are collapsed, where blood snd
sir are not corning into contact, so that thc blood is
not fully oaygen aced, This is s very common
probkrn in drowning. Frequently, intcrnittcnc � one
Or tWo bcestha � CxCurcions Of EAR are ail that are
nesnssary; inc requirement for which is judged from
the blue eutuur Of the patient. One Shnut4 where
possibk. synchronisc tbc EAR with the pacienc's
breaching. Ttus uvscnwni is perikuiariy required if
the colour of the patient is not improving when
breathing osygcn from a mask. Conscsoua patients
should be encouraged to cake deep breaths and io
cough Intcfnuttenlty cn rocclc to hospitaL

The advantages «f EAR over other feist sid
methods of pulnmnary resuscitation, sg. Holgsr-
Nielaen, yyVweatcr ctc., are such that instrucchm in
tbeae Other methnds ShOuld nn kntger be givcch Thk
is particularly true for immersion victhns. where noc
only are cbe nmre mluminous air flows achkvsd
with EAR morc advantageous. bn ctso tbe positive
pfaaaiire Of ihe Sir bkncin intO ihe aii waya ia
essential to expand thc collapsed tung.

Ctanod chest cardiac mnaaatln
Whet performed correctly, CCCM can

The cssecharciansn csf the prohtarrs
The temperature of the water around the coom of

thc UK. even in sumnwr, can be ctaaasd ss very
cold in relation m body tsmpcratcne. These
temperature differences produce stress responses ia
the body, whkh may recut in death directly.or
cause nscspscitsuon rcsuhin g in drowning.

ln general chere src four identifiabk phases
where thc nature of the hazard thrcsieaing the life
of ihc immersion victim is sgghtly differecni
I On initial imm~ »on ie. the first I we or ihccc
minuteh
2 Shortqerm imcnersion ic, three to l$ minuteL
3 Long~crm iinrncrsion ie. 30 ninutcs and
there cher.
4 Post-imcncrsion.

I Gn initial immersion: The shock ofeotd water
~ ncry, io chose unaccustomed io n. produces thc
most dramatic increase in heart rate. blood pressure
~ nd breaching race. These changes may kdL oe
seriously incapacitate, many pcopk. particularly
thc midclk aged and cklarly who may already be
sutrermg from heart dissnm or high bkod pressure.
These responses decline cher a few nsinutes'
immersion, and the immersion victim has then to
conicnd with the pcobkcn of icmalmng afhncL

2 Short-term immcrion: srtany htdividetda who
drown do so within I f minutes of lntnaesioch hlany
of chase src competent swtmmas who wacddhave
Iktk 4flkully In remalshlg ethel hi a heated
swimning pooL li has baca showa howavsrv thea
even compeccrn swlmcnsrs who me ned
to swiniining in ccdd water, cannot reaah atkust for
very tong in cohl water  Kccnusgc stag lggg!. That
experiment highliglns tha iniportaaca «s even
ccunpctcnt swimmers csf ' ~ ~ fossa af
bcayecisy aid � alul psngslabty a gftganhm - sahea
espoecd to the risk of hnnerahn. Ahhacsgh thta
probkm i ~ amociaaed wth very natl wmar, tha
durmiocs of imttmrsuta la nsuagy hcmcfIINmt Ibr
hypothermia I develop. Tha pNciae season why
pcopk have difficulty in rccnainang afloat censains a
mysrery.

3 Long-tcrcn immcrsumc If thc cmnmrsco» vktha
is wearing Iifcjackch or has some cuber cnemis so



seebt kka in kccpiag hi ekwssy dear of tbc ~.
hc wiN eod psogNsaieely.wbga sntdthsg seecuL lf
bij Oetstkm eid is only a 'bmsyeaey aid', eod eot e
SS/Kkc' INIHN 4wps ~ ~ I ~ loE
 susssmd body semperatmo of 53cC - ooseel body
tcsoperatsoe is 31eC! iL bcesse bypotberosia of a
dhdcagy sigssigcaat dcglsee dawfegh A NNBaehcss
oe tkc «her hsmsL wgi mahssda the ekwey of ea

orna dear of the ~, cesespt bs stmgb
or choppy ~ lo each «mme. tbe wave splash
cem tha face may rceok bs dswwelag even before
ceaselessness is kset. bs sehstlvdy csdm water
however. dsc bssgvidod wearlsg a ~
eccl yce~eaaively eml ~gy sge from
bypaths~ cardiac ~ esdcsa seecucsL.

Appnmisssasc survival tkssee of kamseeias vkiea
~ su showo in thc graph. Tbmc cethssatm me based
oe detg ~ from eb'gssssccked eusvivcse
94obser lgcg! where the water esssperetur» ead
dssradoa ofimosesmssn were heowa Curve A ie tbe
~ stueesed 50 pef cent escvivd bshe for usdivldsude
bs oosdcer ckahbsg eg. aller me bcssr in water m
5 C. 50 per cent of wrvivms wiN bedeasL Same
«ig die in she fssct fcw ~ wbQe other» cosdd
~ osvivc Rsr several ho>us d~ tm dcthksg

0 5 t0 15 $0

WATSR TIMPHtATVRE  eC!

Issknase4 Immersion Survival Times
Curve As Bsstnsnted time ss SO pnr cent nssrteliiy in

csssdsnw clothing. e$. eRer cne beur 50
per cent of snrvlvsev in water ns geC w Nl
be 4easL

Curve Bi Recsnnuended minimum search dmee.
ghsnsld be at least sic dmee the skne given
la eusve A

Curve B is the hfflirfIV Ubf rccommendcd
~ eerch tisncs far immersed individuals, Obviousiy it
is not bsteoded to bc used es e guide to search times

~ u svhtswmy be tw Sbtlk w O@hMf
C pttet-bssww sivna. Imssawbesofst the regieaef

about M per ense cf people. wbss mo scecucd abve
front col4 water, cogapec ead die cRcr rescue, Nome
of these sgc 0wsa the dc6syed dRnca wf dssswning.
others from cokL If tbo lbsa aN tsemoseet ootgeed
eboec ie Meme@ a aasabor4%eaa deathc wgiho
psoecestcsL la ~ yeatp a omaber ef ~ hose
bcco mporesd be ttm aseslaal Seeegmof peoph
hcksg esmccmibgy scassaebeaed csgerbehsg
sobsssergcdks very ~ ~ Nsr peskahs of $040
ssshmtcL 'Whatever the meehssohee «f these
~ etsassssgsmry cases is. tbe meeeege flssm them la.
9uke dear � atwaye attesssgt sesssssdtodees, aod
doll't give ep soo 9oickiya

Fksegy, it is isaposteot that asyosm wbo bae
inhaled waser dorktg aa ksmsmeioe incident be eeet
so hoepitd for a chest Xwey, evm if hc appease as
have made ~ fug snd encvmssfet recovery.
Coughing cnd sphstscring, oeemioeagy
accompanied by chest peia, is eaoegy aa iadlcatkm
that e significant quentsty of water lme been
inhaled. The inhaled water. or omstained particulate
matter, irritates tlie lung end can scsub in a sudden
steading of tbe lungs with body fhid rcsekiag in
death
ilofororscaa
Kce4nge W R, Prys-Roberts C Coopsw K E.
Honour A J end Height J  l pdp! Sesfdess feifure +
swfmnsief in cchf nwrer. Brit. Red. J. 1A8&4H
Mstner 6 W  ISC6! Servant qf'kyparhernafa ky
esrn fnsnserSSsr fn ter arette.J. AmeriCaa hgeSL
Assoc. 131:1046- l 050

Tlse views eepscsscd in Itde artiste asv those cf the
anther esd do nes eecceeaslly rcgect those of the
Roy4 bievy.
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ABSTRACT A roup of reprasentatf ve Fzea I'arid
anti-exposure suit canfiguracions vere selected
=or a test program designed co evaluate their
re1ative ef facts an aviator paz azn>ance iu the
crass of mobilicy 1oss, heat stress, nnd
immersion hypothermia protection. Sequential
tescing was uci' ized to eliminate chase configu-
rations which d'd nac r>eec predetermined require-
ments, as deiined 'rv CNO ro satisfy the opera-
tional need of Naval farces, «x>bility loss anda
heat stzess testfng nc 35 C have been completed.
Lnmezsfon hypothermia testing in 7.2oC warar is
currently being conducted with tests in OaC
war.az to follav,

LVTROD'O'CTTON Background> Ln che early Spring ai
1977 the Chine of Naval Operacfans hasted a water
survival conference which was co examine all
aspects oi the !Iaval Aviation Nacer Survival
Tzaf ning Program. Sucn nn examination resulted
in nn overview - alchorgh not fatended - in boch
the associaLad Life Support Equipment  LSE! and
accompanying Search and Rescue  SAR! opezacians.

As a zanult af this nesting, n coordinated effort
was aimed at reducing the number oi deaths which
occur when aviators find themselves emaved f am
their airczait nnd placed in the wacez. Among
che directives issued nt the conclusion of this
meeting ware the allo«fag: zevicalized efforts
'n updatfng a single training manual faz LSE;
formulate a SAR publicntian ca include training ~
taccics, rescue equipment and LSK interface; and
specifically for NADC, davfse a test plan to
evaluate various LSE crnfiguzatians in the real
environment,

AS a part of that requirement, a serfes of meat-
gs was held in rhe Sarfng of 1978 to develop

nn operational zequirement  OR! for expose.ra
system protection  I>'LL597SL!. Zc was recognized
chat several decisions had to be made in a
logical manner fn ozde: to succeed in besc meec-
ing che presenc and future needs of the entfze
Fleet. A logic dfagra>n identifying these dacf-
nians was therefore us>nd co guide the maacfng
discussions. The firn: decision made was that
Land and sea requirements had co be decezmfnad
separately, with sea requiremencs becoming the
major thrust for the fnftfal program. Design
decisions ware also to be made on the basis of
wartime, with unique peacetime zequizemencs being
given consfdaratian only after fully meeting the
;acentfal ~cede oi waz. An equal probability

of gofng to war in any one geagzsphical arna was
assumed, and it was then agzaea that n graduated
system ai protection vould best xsec nny p rcan-
ial operacnanal mead. Twa hours is ha ; rzzent

apezatfana1 reauirement already sec or SAR
operations, and this same cwo hour perfod sas
agreed upon for designing, an expasure prar.nctfrn
system. Th s decfsfon vas supported bv Vavel
Safety Center statfstics, which indicaced hat
between 1969 and 1977, 91:. of all zescuas
occurred in less chan f>0 minutes. Althoug'.o
fully recognized as peacetime statistics, =he
cwa hour gael was stf LL felt to be adequacies.

Natar temoeratuzes for the graduated syste>n
approach were set at twa 'eve's. The firn
Level vas 7.2oC and abave. The second level was
set ac a range of 0 ta 7.2 C, The 7.2 C crcaif
poinr. was chosen for cm reasons. Ffzsc,:he
na3ozicy af n]actions/df tchfngs  greater chan
954! have occurred aver water with a temps=scute
af ac Laasr. 7 . 2 C . Secondly y since che su vf vnl
time of an unpratecced man drops rif zapiriiy in
water temperatures lover chan 7.2aC, it vss
agreed that this level would allov for the
design of a c!othing canfiguzatian aiiering the

east encumbrance to che rrajazf ty of crew:nem-
'bezs. Since che available SAR data nizead>
discussed was far peacetfme, an excra marg>w af
rrotectd.on was included by raquizfrrg that :he

.2 C water syetem be capable ai rrateCtin C n
far cwo hours of innnersion, without consid-

eration being given for any additional thermal
nopracactdan. Far the 0 to 7.2 C water cempera-

cure range, n f location platform =or sub ei c ze-
noval fzom the water was considered ns che beer.
nlternatfve. SuCh equipment must be nn fn>regrnl
part oi the system design� thereby guaranceedng
ics instanc avaf1ability. Aiz temperature, fa
tssting purposes, was sat at S.i ta 11."- C below
water temperature, with a 29 co 32 km/hr vhnd
velocity.

Protection at both levels was defined fn rurms
of preventing nny pezmanenc physiological
damage, as well as maintaining sufficient phys-
ical capability ta allaw a survivor co aic, ia
hie awn zeacua. TO meet chic requirements
phvsiological Limits ware net at s minimum of
35 C core  rectal! temperature, s minimum «i
10aC skd.n temperacure for che hands, and a
minimum of OaC skin temperature ioz tha feet.
Zn addition ca these 1eve1s af h!v>ochezmfa
pzaceccfon, the system must;  '.! cot support



camoustian; �! be campstib!e with all exf.sting
and proposed flight and survf,val equipmenc, crew
statf.ons, and overal' mission accamp lf shmanr.;
�! impose minimum body heat build~p during the
mission; �! impose minimum physical restrictions
i.e. nobility loss an aircrtsJmen; and �! be re-
liable, maf.ntainabla, and togistical'y suppart-
able. Opt'mf sation af the system for use by
crewmen in ejection seats, !ized sears, and for
mobile crewmen is eisa rsquf.red, with cammonalf,ty
befng soughc, buc tarot being the driving force.

Far the last few years, =he U.S ..'Javy has been
utili" ittg a var'ety oi anti-exposure garments,
speci=ically; �! C;JU-33/P wet suit - mooiff.ed
and unmodif iad; �! CrT,-21/P ventile antf.-
expasure assembly; {3! various commercially
available wet suits; and �; the QDI quick
donning suit. Associated with these garments are
various flotation devices. As f.n any situation,
a lar e degree of dfssatisfactian has resulted
because these garmenrs, in varying degrees,
ef,ther ro not meet all the ttissian-specific
reaui ettants or provf.de all the comforts and
features desired by the wearer. Although all
personal pteferences cannot always be sacisfied,
it was felt that much ai the dissatfsfactian
arisf.ng from ooerational insufficiencies could be
alleviated if uture design were to be based on a
comprehensive cast program =o include investiga-
tfors of mobilitv restriction, thermal dagrada-
tian from heat buildup, and protection from
hypothermia at two distinct levels, 7.2 C and CaC
warer temperature.

Program ?' an: The first ares of concern in our
TSE pragram vaa ta be that Of nability. Any
anti-exposure assembly thar would sfgnificantly
inhibit full range of cation would not be accept-
able. Accordingly, reach measurements ~auld be
required which would aoply o all Bevel aircraft
in vhich an -'ndivf.dual is f Lxad in his seat
pos' tfon .elative ra che instruments and/or con-
trols. Considat'ation vas also to be given ta
those aircraft. types whf.ch allow for aircrew
~vernant relative to crit'csl reach dimansf.ons
during unusual flight ragim s.

In consideratfon of the hypothermia aspects af
sntf.-exposure equipment, ths followf.ng parameters
were set as the upper acceptable limitst heart
rata 	80 beats/min  bpm! during moderate work
load and +140 bpm during resting metabolic a
lave's, and a maximum rectal temperature of 39 C,
or a rate af rfse af 1.6oC/hr during the. three
haur period.

The hypothermia levels were divf.ded 'nto two
distinct phases, both <th s twa hour end point
as previously described in the discussion of rhe
OR. Results from the est phases would be used
to develop a madular type exposure protectian
system.

vE.RODS To begin aur program, we reviewed the

current literature au the sub]sct with specif.' c
consideration tor the excellent stud, conducted
by Dr. John Kayward at che Cniversft! of
Victaria. We then selected twenty-one availabl«.
"Free World" anti-exposure assemblies for
evaluation in the cast phases ot the program,
These assemblies are identified as iol'ows:

WFL "fustang UVic Thereof lost .!acket

472 Australian UVic Flight Jacket

'«'F3 Parkwav Surfer Shorty Sua!'
Style MS616

'«'F4 Parkway One-?iece Jumpsutt
S ty La VSO412

WFS Parkway Two-Pf.ece FuLl Wec Suit-
Style 'VSS116

WF6 CWU-33A/P Anti Exposure riving
Coverall

O',JU-27/P Summer Flying Coverall

CWU-48/P Knit Aramia Flyet's
Coverall

W3 II,C Vari-Temp Tube Su' t

DI1 Imperial "Bubble" Suit

DI2 Imperial Survi~ral Suf.t No. 1~09

DI3 ILC AE2 Anti-Exposure Cov ra' 1

Dl CWU-21/P Anti-Exposure Assembly

D2 NK-10 Srftish  BAF! Immersfon
Aircrew Coverall

D3 Swedish *.F. Immersion Suit
Scyle Na. 82

D4 Canadian HK-1 Constant 'Jeer
Immersion Suit

D5 'NADC Experimental "Coretex '
Coverall  Plain Weave!

D6 VADC Experimental "mretex"
CaveraU.  Twill Weave!

Danish Flyer's Ancf.-Exposure
Coverall

DI

DB Japanese Anti-~aeura Sur C

In order to make our mobilir..r test procedures
similar to those done by others, we reviewed the
reports by tha Vaval Air Test Canter " valuation
of Flight C'othing and Equipment Effects an
p'lac Accoexsodation" snd che RASA reiezence
publication 1024 "Arthrapomecric Source SoaK"-
We then constructed an antht'opametric measuring
device with ad]ustabl» point-oi-reference
measuring sites co insure that aur merhadalog.r
wauld be Similar ta that Of other authors, We
used a set of 24 zeasurements to insure correla-
tion with all the requfred mavemants of the
aviator while operating his aircrait. These
measurements were hen usea ca elimfnar.s any
configuracions wh ch did not allow far full
freedam af motion, as defined by ai;craft type



range-oi-motion studies.:n all mobclfty tests,
the s uo j ac c s wo re iul: r 1 i gh t gear including
'boots, torso harness, survi-ral vast with life
preserver, mask, calmer and gloves.

Those suit configurations which passed the mobili-
tyy cesc than entered the cexc phase of tasting.
Tests were conducted in a thermal chamber with a
regulated envf roamenc. The ambient temperature
in the chamber throughouc rha case run was main-
tained ac 35 C, which was selected for the
following reasons: �!VATOPS requires use af an
sntf-exposure garment when the water temperature
is '5.5 C or belo~;   ! since outside air temper-
ature  OAT! changes a'rly rapidly to match water
temperature, it was assumed chac che maximum OAT,
when sntf~asure equipmant fs reaufred, waula
aat exceed 15.6aC; �! according co dace collect-
ed for the H-3 helicopter, the helicopter in Vsvy
fnventory having che highest ambient temperatures,
internal cabin temperature can increase as much
ae 16.6 to 22.2 C higher than the OAT. The
maximum internaL cabin cempersture ~ould chere-
rare range between 32.3 C and 37.B C. The
heliCOpter envfrOnment wae ChOSan aa a baeeline
since fc wss assumed to represent the worst case.
It. was .urther assumaa chat che suit conrigura-
tions would perform better in fixed wing aircraft,
where air condition.'ng .'s cvaflable, but chat che
reLarive performance 'evels of each suit canfig-
uratton .would -remafn rhe same .

task;as intended ta produce e xetaoaiic autpuc
ai approximately 26"'vI �25 keel/hr ar 900 STL'/hcj�
which -as considered representative of
maderare level wack load, while che test phase,
that oi a resting metabolic oucput. Resrc rare
and blood pressure measurements were taken five

s throughout the test ac 20, 50, '00, 140
and 180 minuces. At the end of che cesr.
either full carm  threa haur! or Eor a shorter
period, following the actainmenc af subjective
or objective endpoints, the subject was aided in
the removal of che test c'aching, cried with a
ravel and veighed ance again on che balance. In
the evenC rhst the rectal probe became dislodged
ia the course of :he test act'vity, che subjecc
was asked to re-insert ic as saan as possible
upon 'caving the =est ce11, fn order that a
measure of deep cbody temperature cauld be
recorded at the end of tha cast. exposure. The
sub j acts exercised the. right ca recuest
tarcdnatian or runs in less chan three cours r
reasons ranging iram extreme discomiort co dis-
oriencacion and nausea. Objectively, when heart
rata levels during tha working ar se.ientary phase
and/ar rectal temperature 'ncreases reached rhe
pre~srsblfshed tolerance Limits mart foned
previously, cha re was terminated in 'ess chan

brae hours. Those suit canfigurat'ons which
prevented cha subjeccs fram ectsfnfrg ar exceed-
ing chermal tolerance Limits were c .en entered
into cha cold water immersion tesc,"hase.

* brief overview of a rest run involved weighing
a nude subject on a very sensitive beam balance,
and application o ' four thermistor transducers
. n r he ares a f che chest, upper arm  lateral!,
lower leg  !,areral! end the snceromedial aspect
Of the upper leg. An appropriate thermfstar
prooe was inserted soam 8-10 cm rectally to
measure deep body temperature. The subject was
ther: dressed in the c aching assembly af the day.
Just before encarfng the test chamber, vhere sn
ambient temperature ai 35oC had been established,
e blood pressure cuff conraining an integral
pressure transducer was -.rapped around the left
upper arm for measures oi pre-rest heart rate and
blood pressure. The system used for these meas-
ures was the OI'NA  AP ~adel 345 and the Madel 950
Trend Recorder/Printer. A pre3.iminary scan af che
body temperarures was made co assure the working
order of the instrumencatfan.

Ictmedfately upon entering che test chamber, Cha
subject began a 20 minute cycle, which included
in che main a ffve minute work task, three
separate intervals of a tracking task  Atati!,
each lascfng 2.3 mfn., and finally a resc period
of 6.2. The 20 minute cycle was repeated
throughout the course of the test tun, which was
scheduled to Last, at he rose, far a period of
L80 min.. The planned work task was tha same for
all subjects and consfsted of carryfng a
disrributed 20 kg load su:pended from the
shoulders while pacing wf thin the confines af the
cnsmber at a rate of about 1.6 km/hr. The work

RESISTS .' obflf Cy Testing: The subj ccrc used 'n
this evaluation were 12 males and 2 f'emales
representing a rull range oi body sires. ne
mobility dace is presented as percentage increc.se
ar decrease from a aaseline consisticg oi che
summer flight configuration, which incLuded the
C'.V-27/P cavera11  gL! . Analysis or the naca ~
revealed that no genarslizscions about mabilit;
cauLd be made by grouping che garment cyoes.
Rscher, each garment must be considered ndivic-
uaily iar its affect an mobility.

Certain movecmnts da seem co be more effected;-v
tne wearing af an anti-expasura gat..er.c. rar
instance, torso torsion, or che rotsc'ao. of
body as a whole, is affected to a brgh degree by
almost all of cba garments tesced. Eleven of:he
15 tasted garments decreased mobility in this
area by 30Z or more, wir.h a maximum of as much
as 44.9Z.

Shauldar mobility was determined by faur differ-
ent measuremencs � flexion, exceasion. abduct'on,
and adduction with the most critically affected
ones being flexion and adduction. In general,
the wet faam suits   V! reSCrfCtea Neee Shaulder
movements more than the dry suits, but rhe
CWO-IL/P Anti-Exposure AsSambly  Dl! cLso
showed high mobility Loss for both .i these
movements. The ILC AZZ Anti-gxposure Garment.
iDI3! exhibited a tmrked decrease fo shoulder
flexion. In contrast, the critical movement o.=
forward reach, which is a comoound ection



'nvolving barb shoulder and ro:sa movement, vas
more negar.-'vely affected by ma ry oi the dry suits
4th the aer foam s~its perfar mtng somewhat
better. An exception to this vas the C r'U-33A/2
Anti-gxpasure Flying, Coverall   r'F6! for vhich a
greatez decrease vas maasurea than Eoz most of
che ver foam suits  TBF!. !n ganezal, neck
rocation vas maze restricted by the dry suits
than the vet foam suits presumably due to the
neck seal, wnich is a common feature of all dry
suits. Hlbow flextan vas nat decreased grearly
by any of the suits. Knee exrension wss mesc
effected by the C;TU-33A/P Mti-exposure Flying
Coverall  WF5!, vhich shaved a decrease of 10.42.

With all measurements 'oeing given equal weight-
ing, rhe Wet foam  WF! SuitS generally derresaed
nobility more rhan the dzy suits. Hawaver, two
of the wec foam suits, the ?azkvay Surfer Shorty
Suit  WF3! and the Parkway Tvo-Piece Full Wat
Suit'  WFS!, were among the least zescrictive
garments..he most rsstr'ctise garments were
the II.C Vari-Temp Tub» Suit  �3! and the
CWU-33A,'P Anti-Exposure Flying Coverall  WF6!.
In addition, for several czitical movemants,
such as forward reach and neck rotacion, the dzy
suits generally restricted mobility mora than
the wet faam suits. Far this reason, each suit
muSC be ConSidered individually far itS anriCi-
pated effeCDS On D abiliCv, depending On WhiCh
soecific mission it is intauoed.

Hest Stress Testing: The heat stress measure-
ments of total weight lass,  Decal temperature
cise anc index of strain are presented in the
fora or a ranking of' the protective suit systems,
accoraing ta the mean response ac the parametaz
in question  Tables I, TI and III!, The suit
assemolias are ranked in a decreasing order of
che severity of' response for each parametez
cone!dered. she standard deviation and range ai
resoonse Eor each mean value are also shown.

Tocal  eight Lass   ~L!   The observations
regarding 'L in g/min rangec fram a mean af
1.98 v' th the DTADC Experimental ugaretex"
Covers l  Plain W'eave!  DS!  .a 8.09 using the
Parkvav tva-?iece Wet Suit  WF5!. Reference co
the ranking of all suits zegarding TWL indicated
that the vec foam suittypes evoked an increase
af 'Mi over the CWU-ZI/P Suasssr Flight Coverall
 WL! by a factor af tvo to ane. Although sub-
]acts veaz ng tbe Danish Coverall  b1! snd suits
DS and D6  bath "Garecex"! exhibited s lower T'AL,
because af the reduced number af tests in whicn
these suirs vere used, campazisons vith the
remaining fruits are dif icul to make.

Tarst 4's cklr LD5  Tkl � 0/M e! as 4cr vs Desuecrs

- lb.4!
- 10.6!
- 8.4!
- 8.2!
- 7.8!
- 9.5!
- 3,4!
- 3.1!
-=1!
� 4,6!
� 2.7!
� 2,3!
- Z.27

Rectal Temperature Rise: Regarding the rise in
rectal temPerature,   3 Tr in aC/hr! the rani ing
af rne clothing, assemblies revealed that the WF
SuitS praduCed intreaaee in Tr greater hy a
factor of at least six over those values
measured faz rhe Sucmar Flight Configuration
 Wl! . Tn al3. trails in the program, rhe 'eval
oE rectal temperature attained iuring the heat
exposure vas belav the predetermined limit
�9aC! that would have dictated ear'v termina-
tion.

Bearst Tan eeraee ruse � T ie '0/qe! ase

0,38 0 0.07 �, 4 - 0,50!
0.30 + !.04 �.2 . !.36!
0.21 + 0, 07 .0, C!r - 0. 29!
0.;8 8 0,13  O,C4 - :.,3!
0.18 + 0,08 �.04 . O,Z6!
0 IB r 0.01 �..' - 0 vi
0.15 + 0.04  "..10 - L24!
0. 13 0. 07 �. 05 � 2, 22!
0.11 r 0.03 �.04 - 0. T5!
0.09 r 0.02 �.3i - J. l0!
0 08 0.09  -0.03 - !.;7!
0.07 r 0.04  Q.X - :.�!
0,02 + 0.04  -0.02 . L '.0!

 ip5

IB:6
4P!   N5 DS DS Ileeeess!
'le
v5
SF1  aurs DS as eeeaees!
DT

37
D6
Q5

NF5
+4
 s6
svl  rss DS aS tuseess!
' F3
QS

 ears as as semm55!
l�
Dl
D1
D6
82
 �

8.09 r
7.35 8
6.70 r
6.18 8
5,88 +
5, 10 +
!.01 0
4,38 +

3.88 r
2.65 +
2,04 r
T.98 +

'1,55 <5.9
85 �2

1,27 �,0
1.60 �.4
1.11 �.4
2.39 <3.0
0.26 �.1
0.72 �,2
0,7'1 �.3
042" 0
0.66 �.0
0.20  l,9
0.42 <",5

Index af Strain: The index af strain
+ ~ T  oC! + TWL  kg/hr! ! revealedHR

'00, . rchat He WF suits produced responses  'har;ere
greater hy a factor of almost twa over =he
responses produced bv the Suaarer Flight
Canf iguration  Wl! . As shown in the rank!ng
af:he various suit assemblies, the Parkway Tva



P'ece Wet Suic  WF5! induced che worse Is with a
mean value ai 1.99 0,19 as compared to
'.LZ 0.11 far the C'JC-27/P Summer FL-'ght
Canfigurac'an  WL!, Again, lower Is was attain-
ed using bath types of 'Goretax" suits  DJ, DS!
in a reduced set of exposure trials.

c~sgX~SEEEtc

1.99 t 0.19
1.79 f 0 22
!,62 f 0.18
!I rS + 0.33
1.49 + 0.19
1.39 8 0.12
1,31 f 0.11
1.29 8 0.!S
1. 14 0.05
1. 13 t 0.06
',12 ~ 0. !
1,!I0 5 0 20
1.04 . 0.15

�.04 - 2e31!
 !.59 - 2.'I1!
�.32 - !.84l
�.17 - i.:3!
�.30 - 1,89!
�.22 - 1.54!
� 16 - 1 Eh!
",i. 09 ~ 1. 91!
�.11 - 1. 'I9!
 't.05 - 1,21!
�.91 - 1 32!
�.90 - 1.30!
�.87 - !.!

!IF 5
4F4
IIF9
+1  [hs!ss IÃ IIshhess!

+1  sere!SE 4$ IWIhESS!

:7

E1
05
06

Duration of Sxposure: Of che 168 test runs in
the program, subjects toleraced the full
expaeure periad of three houra in 108 CaeeS,
In tha remainiag tests, the duration of
exposure was Lessened as a resuLt of heat dis-
comfort, headache, i~aired circulation,
dizziness and an expressed unwillingness ta
continue ia che thetmaI enviroament. In aane
of the tests which vere less than three hours
duration were critical physiological endpaints
reached. Within be cantext of a volunrary
";uratian of exposure, a ranking of the suit

samb!.ies is appropriate. LZ.5X �/16! of
test runs involving che Parkway Two Piece Wet
Suit  WF5! Lasted =ull term, fallowed by 31..2X
�/L6! with the Parkway One Piece Jumpsuit  WF4!
and 37.5X �/16! wrIea the Mustang A'ic Jacket
 WFl!  inside cha 'ategrated torso harness! was
warn. The percencage of three hour esses using
che CWU-33A/P  WF6! was 62.52 �0/16! folio~ed
br 64.2X  9/14! while wearing ehe II.C Vari-Temp
Tube Suit  W3!, and 68,82 �1/16! in tests using
the Parkway Surfer Shorty Suit  WF3! aad the
C'JJ-ZL/P  Dl! . Ln tests using the Mustang
;"Ji.r. Jacker.  WFL! worn on the outside of the
iacegraeed corsa harness, 81. ZX �3/1.6! of the
taees canductaIi were af three hOur duratiOn,
Ia all tests invalring the use of D5 end D6,
both types at "Goratex" suits �/3!, the
CWIJ-48/P  W ! �5/15! and che CWU-27/P Summer
Flight Suit  Wl!  '5/15!, the subjects were
able to tolerate che experimenraL conditions
for che full three hours.

E'rpothermia Teat: Qf rhe differehr. sui- aSsem-
blies used in t.,e cold water phase �. ZaC aa" er
emperature, 3 C air temperarure, 29-32 km/tIr

wind veloc ty!, only the results ostag certata
oaes will be ciscussed at this time. These
inc'ude che different. suit types represented by
the NK-L0 Brit sh Coverall  D2!, he C'aV-33A'P
 WF6!, the .'Iuscang UVic Jackec  WFL! and tha
O'W-27/P Suaeser ilying Cavet'all   '1!. !Jean
weighted skin temperature  ! ST! will be used
as a single incicator af the relariva perfor-
mance of the various suit types. In the tests
conducted thus far, the following oscar ratiaIts
have been made: �! NST in the British ! K-:.3
 DZ! ranged between 7-LlaC   2 ! during a cwo
hour run. In suits when leakage occurred,

! ST was increased by 30X; �! 'a the
CWD-33A/P  WF6! Q ! ST vas observeu as 14.5 C
for the sama two hours;  ?! in the '!!uscang t /ic
Jacket  WFL!, 3 .' ST was observed as '4.7 C f>r
a 1 hour 20 man. exposure; snd �! che CWD-2 7/P
Summer Flight COVerall  Wl! Shaved a 41 .'SI ST
20.5 C ia a ane hour exposure. The rests re-
ported herein do nac include chase teses vh
by extrapalation af the t'ectal temper'ature ..ighr.
have successfully completed the cwa hours re-
quired before the attaiumant of a t of 35oC
endpoint temperature, rhesa casts were term='Ea-
red at che request of c'ne subjec as result of
exrreme shivering levels, gtaia pain and
muscular C asm'

Basking drv Su' te effeCted mean Sam temperature
changes approaching the Levels observed using
the C~TJ-33A/P I.MF6! and the J uscang iy/i
'acket  WFL!. In terms of subjective response,
cnis type of leakage effected, in same cases
depending on the extent af water .'ntake, a
more dramatic 'ntolarsnca ro rhe cold water
environmettt than that response abset-red using
either the we foam suir. ar �'acke~ pratect ve
suit assembly,

Tba majariry a- the chars conducted Jn he
J.Z C cold water environment ware ter inated at
tbe request ot the subject as cotea sereeoisre.
Only in two iaseances thus far did rectal
temperature approach the endpainr. temperature
of 35aC aad tba observed rate of decrease
diotated Che terminatian of eXpaeura by the
Test Direccor. a one af these cases, a slight
rett'action of the rectal pcobe wes coafirned
during post-cast observation.

SDIT SKI.ECTIOW:hree garrmnc conf iguracions
were eliminated fram che program during ar
prior co mabilit?r testing, The Mustang Survival
Suit  WF7! was found to be incampati'ble with
required flighc gear due ta excessive bulk.
The Imperial 'Bubble" Suit  DIL! was rictad to
three subjects but due to extreme discomfer
the neck seal area, mobility measurements could
not be compleced, The NADC Kxperi~ncal
"Goretex" Covers'1  D5! fabricated wich plain
weave aram'd fabric was nac measured because ' ts



desi.gn is identical o 36 with che type af
fabr'c weave being the only difference. The
~ariel Survival Suit �12! was not measured
because i is aoc incanded for constant wear use.
The remaining 17 suits were all measured fov
mabili y loss, %'I and '.JF2 were measured boch
inside and outside of =ha torso harness.

A total ot 12 Suits was evaluated during the
heat stress tasting. O these, three suits
 D5, D6, and D7! underwent only a limited
number af runs. !n addic'on, five other suits
 D2, D3, D4, D8 and DI3! were planned for
inclusian into chis phase ai testing but were
received ac VADC too late. Three oi those five
suits  D2, D4 snd D8! were included i.n the
7.:OC waCer hypothermia Ceating. If Chair
performance during his testing is outstanding,
attempcs will be made ro obtain some limited
hast stress dace far these garments. Another
suit wnich was not included during the hast
stress phase was the Australian UVic Flight
Jacket  WF2!, This sui.t was ei.iminated since

was available in only twa sizes and was
sic'.lar co the 'mustang Cyic Jacket  '«'Fl!, which
vas available in a full range of si.zes. The

was tested boch inside and outside of the
corso harness. The Imperial Survival Suit  DI3!
again was uat 'ucluded, since it is nat
incended for constant wear use,

Ac the initiacian af the 7.2 C water hypa-
c.armis casting, it was required to Limit the
program to a maximum of ten garmencs, At this
poinc, several garments were eliminated for the
=ollowi,ng reasans. The Parkway One and Two
Piece gec Suits   JF4 ana 'W5! ware eliminaced
cue ta heir very poor performance in the heat.
The C«Y-48/P Kni.t Coverall  ;J2! was eliminated
due ta its similariry ca che baseli.n ~
configuration  'JL! . he ILC Vari-Temp Tube
Suic  w3! was eliminacec due ta restrictions.
The Swedish A.F. ~rsian Suit  D3! was
eliminated since only a limited number of suits
vera avsilabla and ' c was similar to DZ, D4,
D. and DB. The Izpeci.al Sux oval Suit  D !
was not eliminated, but was planned far casting
in QaC wacer only. ...a ChV-33A/P   JF6! should
have been eliminated cue. ta bach paar
performance in che heat and for excessively
rescricting mobilicy, buc was included in the
7.2oC water testing since it is stiLL exten-
sively used by the Fleet.  Jith chase
e1iminations, che cold water tescing was
reduced co evaluating 1.1 suits. In order to
limit che program ca che maximum of ten suits,
one more had to be elimtnaced from amang four
remaining suits,  JF1 worn ourside the torso
harness, Dl, D4 and DI3, All four of these
suits periormaa about equal'y in restricting
mobility. However, in ..orward reach, a
critical movement for any aircrewman, the ILC

2 Anti-Exposure Coverall  DI3! was the most
restrictive of all suits cested. It was
desirable to i.nclude the Mustang  civic Jacket

 «%11 since c would provide data r s hrpachai".sia
proceccion whics would also be aop '=ab a to
=ne Australian 'Vie Jacket  '.JF"! . '«;", warn
outside the torso harness, had scored quite
well during mobility testing. Tha C«V-21/P

ct-Exposure Assembly  Dl! was co be include i
since it is che primary anti-exposure garment
of the Fleet..he Canadiar. Immersion Covers
  D4! showed na cri.tical mabili y deiic'encies
and was chereiare chosen for inclusian over '.!I3.
As a result, DI3 was eliminated on cne basis of
its poor mobility racing.

The suits includec in the 7. ' C water testing
are as follows;

'«'Fl wustang UVic Jacket worn outside oi
torso harness

'«F3 Parkway Surfer Shorty Suic

 JF6 O'AL-33A/P Anti-Exposure Coveral'

O'JU-27,'P Summer Flying Coverall
 Sase1ina conriguration j

Dl C'«U-ZL.'P Anti-Erasure Assembl..

D2 iX-IO BritiSh  RAF! Immersion
Coverall

D4 Canadian M.-l Constant "ear
Immersion Suit

D6 VAI!C Experimental "Core ex"
 Twill geave!

D7 Dani.sh Flyer's Anti-Extosure
Coverall

DB 'apanese Anti-Exposure Suet

:ONCLUSIOVS "he mbillty Caating indicates
hat na speciiic orrelation between suit -cv",e

ana effect on general mobility exists.
Although certain specific body ma~ emencs are

re restricted by same sui.t trpe than others,
exceptions do exist, indicating che need co
evaluate each suic inuividually. Therefore,
in determining a final engineering design with
regard ta mobility, individual aspects of each
suit design wi. -' be evaluated as cbe r would
apply co che speci.fi.c operational requiremen ,

In general, resulcs abtained from tests can-
Jucted in tha heac were essential' y =hose tc
be expected when 'rJF sui.ts are compared co th»
Summer Flighc Suic Configuration,' Jl!. "ioze
specifiCally, Che '«r suits, compared ca che
'w'I, caused twice the T'Al., increased core
temperature rise by a factar of six, and
increased the index of strain by a =actor oi
almost twa.

As the hvpochermia testing is incoma lace,
conclusi.ans are considered iaapproor' ate ac
this t~.
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HYPOTHERMIA WRAP

PA2 Rick Be 1 anger, USCG,
Fifth Coast Guard District

According
Cross safety
year veteran
organization
Canoes, the
of genius."

to Les Fry, a Red
instructor and a 15
of a Virginia canoe

called Coastal
idea was a "s trok e

Every year with the onset of
cooler temperatures, a sense of
ui'gency devel@ps among water
safety groups for the prevention
and treatment of the cold water
menace known as hypothermia.
This year has proven to be no
different. After many hours of
first aid training, members of
the Coast Guard's Boating Safety
Team in Portsmouth, Virginia,
noticed that their educatianal
materials did not include a
field method for the prevention
of "after-drop," a malady caused
by improper warming techniques.

Chief Warrant Officer Lannie
Hyatt, head of the team, decided
that a collective "brainstorm"
by the teams other 25 members
might prov ide a practical remedy.

"We wanted a way to warm the
trunk of the body without
warming the extremities, but the
method had to utilize what we
had stored at hand."

In ejXt~e hypathermia
cases, the temperature of the
limbs often becomes cold enough
to drastically cool any blood
passing through them. ALready
at a reduced temperature, the
vital organs at the body's core
cannot withstand the additional

tempera ture variation c aus ed by
the blood c ircu let ing through
the limbs thus jeopardizing the
life of the victim. This is
after-drop.

With this in mind, the wife
of one of the Boating Safety
Team members let her maternal
instincts pravide the solu-
tion. She suggested the use of
a modified diaper wrap which
would warm the trunk, but allow
the limbs ta warm at air
temperature.

"Although I haven' t used the
wrap in the f ie Ld yet, I have
aLways kept a blanket with my
f irst aid gear, and I expect the
hypothermia wrap to work very
effectively."

Fry, a commercial artist,
has implemented the wrap's
step-by-step procedure in a
slide program that he teaches to
canoeists every two weeks, The
procedure is:



1. Lay the victim di sgo-
nally across the blanket on a
flat surface placing the top
corner af the blanket over the
victims's forehead to prevent
further heat loss.

2. Fold the left and right
sides of the blanket horizon-
tal ly over the trunk o f the body.

3. Pull the bottom corner
of the blanket upwards over the
groin area.

4.. Provide an external heat
source  hot water bottle, heating pad, or
hot water up to 11.5'F poured on>.







NOTICE

The docuamrt is disseminated under the sponsorship of the Department
of TransportatiNm in +e interest af information exchange The United
States Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thief.

The contents of this report da not nacessarilv' reFlect the official view
or policy of the Coast Quartl; and they do not constitute a standard,
specification, or nsgutation.

This report, or portions thereof may not be used for Bdvortislng or
sales promotion purposes. Citation of trade names and manufacturers
does not constitute endorsement ar ~provai of such products.
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This final report documents the ~rk conducted under Task Number 'i of

Contract Number DOT-CG-72074-A from January 17 to October 30, 1978. The work

«as performed at, Clemson University under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard,

«ith Lgg Steven F. Hiker serving as program monitor The principal investiga-
tora «ere Drs. R. Michael Harnett, Fred R. Sias, and James R. Pruitt.
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1~0 ZNTRODUCTXON

The Iiteratur» on hypothermia resuscitation is voluminous- It includes

a large number of clinical observations as well as basic physiological and

medical experiments. As with much of clinicaI medicine, there are controversies

concerning the proper choice of therapy for resuscitating patients fram the-
hypothermic state.

Hypothermia could be defined as the cl inical state of subnormal body
temperature   Benaron, 1974! ~ However, "normal temperature" and "body

temperature" are not precise terms since normal temperature has a diurnal

variation of 5 to 2 degrees centigrade. Zn addit'on, measurements taken at

different body locations show differences at any given time. Skin temperature
 even in protected locations such as the armpit! is almost always different from
deeper body locations such as rectal temperature, esophageal temperature,
tympanic temperature, or the temperature control location in the preoptic area
of the hypothalamus. hluch of the experimental and clinicaI literature is based

on rectaI temperature measurement which is affected by probe depth and possibly
external factors such as blood flow returning from the legs. Despite the

inadequacies oi rectal temperature, iz has been used as a primary indicator of
deep-core temperature of the body.



Most clinical and research investigators would probably agree that a rectal
temperature belo~ 35oC is indicative of "clinical hypothermia" md that a
temperature belo~ 32 C is indicative of severe hypothermia

The lowest recorded rectal temperature with survival fran accidental
hypothermia is 18oC ~ Patients with a rectal temperature above 32oC will
normal ly recover spontaneously if removed from the cold environment and there
are not other underlyinq factors causing hypothermia  weyman, et al., 1974!.
Most resuscitation,measures should be aimed at reviving hypothermia victims with
rectal temperatuz'es below 32M.

Table 1 illustrates the levels of hypothermia and their associ.ated physio-
logical characteristics The effectiveness of resuscitative measures will be
closely coupled to physiological states at different rectal temperatures- Xt
should be noted that there is sane variation in the temperatures at which the
literature indicates ma!or changes to occur- Table 1 represents an attempt to
distill a consensus from this variation

Death due to hypothermia is generally attributed to ventz'icular fibrilla-
tion in man  Alexander, 1945<. Harvey, 1973; Swan, et al, 1955! although this is
not a proven fact since direct evidence, such as. an EKG recording, is seldom
available at the time of death. The Dachau experiments  Alexander, 1945; Qaqge,
and Herrinqton, 'l947! and some animal experiments  Bigelow, et al ~, 1950a!
strongly suggest that ventricular fibrillation is the terminal event if patients
are not maintained by cardiac massage and artificial respization. Some animal
experiments  Popovic and Popovic, 1974' Hamilton, et al , 1937! point to
respiratory failure as a terminal event but this is not considered to be the
case in man. Resuscitation of a hypothermia victim involves a number of
supportive and restorative measures some of which are conflicting. Table 2
lists the principal changes that must be affected in restozinq a person to
normothermia. Each rewarming therapy considered in this report will be examined
from each of these viewpointsi

There is an extensive body of evidence indicating that seriously cooled
hypothermia victims shoul.d be handled carefully {Burton and Kdholm, 1955>
Truscott. et al., 1973; Bigelow, 1959! . By carefully" it is meant that the
muscular exertion of the victim should be minimized Even the process of
climbing aboard a ship may z'elease pooled cold blood causinq a continuing fal1
in core temperature { afterdrop! and possibly fataI ventricular f ibz illation.
Aftercrop is genezally thought to be possible only when there is a source of



TABLE 1

LEVELS QF H YPOTHE RM XA

"Normal" Rectal Temperature

"Normal" Oral Temperature

37 699 6

3798.6

Zncreased Metabolic Rate in attempt to
balance heat loss

3696.8

Shivering maximum at this temperature3595 ~ 0

Patients usually responsive and normal blood
pressure

93 2 34

SZVKRK HYPOTHERMIA BKLOW THXS TKMPKRATURK339'1 4

32 Consciousness clouded Pupils dilated
most

Blood Pressure difficult to obtain shivering ceases

89.6

3187 8

[ Progressive Ioss of consciousness
Xncreased muscul az rigidity
SIow pulse and respiration
Cardiac arrhythmia develops
Ventricular fibrillation may develop if heart irritated

Voluntary motion lost along with pupillary light
reflex, deep tendon and skin reflexes - appear dead

3086

2985 2

2882.4

2780.6

Victims seldom conscious

Ventricular fibrillation may appear spontaneously

Pulmonary Edema devel,ops

2678 8

2577 0

75 ~ 2 24

2373.4

Maximum risk of fibrillation71,6 22

69.8 21

Heart Standstill2068 ~ 0

1966 ' 2

Lowest Accidental Hypothermic patient with recovery1864 s4

I SO-ELECTRIC ERG1762.6

Lowest Artificially Cooled Hypothermic patient «ith
recovery

48. 2



TABLE 2

R EQUI REMEHTS FOR RESUSCITATING HYPOTHERMIA VICTIMS

Maintain adequate cellular respiration

 a! maintain adequate circulation

{ b! maintain suitable ventilation

2. Minimize additional heat loss

 a! remove patient from cold

 b! prevent other routes of heat loss

3. Restore normal body temperature

 a! apply heat

 b} stimulate normal body sources of heat

 c} restore all lost calories

4 Restore normal body homeostasis

 a! establish normal pH

 b! establish normal blood glucose levels

 c} restore proper kidney function

 d! restore normal fluid and electrolyte balance

5. Treat any non-environmental cause of hypothermia

6- Treat medical problems unrelated to hypothermia



blood significantly co16er than the body corer that is, when a significant
temperature gradie~t exists between body core and periphery.

There is also evidence from anecdotal clinical experience and surgical
hypothermia which suggests that the only measure of death is whether or not a
person can be resuscitated, regardless of the body temperature  Golden, 1973;
Jessen and' Hagelsten, 1972; stewart, 1972, Nemiroff, et al., 1977! .

During the three decades since World War IZ a number of rewarming therapies
have been proposed for resuscitation of hypothermia victims. These range fram
simple hot showers, heating pads and trunk immersion in hot water to the inhala-
tion of hot moist gasses, diathermy, peritoneal irrigation, intragastric bal-
loons, extracorporeal blood warming and plumbed garments circulating warm
fl uid s.

In addition to these specific rewarming therapies two general approaches to
rewarming have attracted continuing debate. One pursues the rapid restoration
of Iost heat through the application of active measures. The other seeks to

slowly restore body heat through the use of passive measures

This report presents a picture of the rewarming problem and then summarizes

the open literature debate over rapid versus slow rewarmingi The significant
literature information concerning selected specific rewarming therapies is
presented

The specific therapies addressed were selected because they are;aarticu-

Iarly difficuIt ta evaluate by direct human research. or because their applica-

tion in profound hypothermia poses particular problems. The therapies are de-
scribed in some detail, their advantages and risks are discussed qual ~tatively,
known contraindicationS for the therapies are delineated and discussed, and
specific guidelines for their application are suaearized. Finally, conclusions

are drawn concerning the use of the therapies as first-aid treatments by emer-
gency medical technicians  EMT's! ~ These conclusions are based strictly on

scientific and medical considerations- No legal implications of these conclu-

sions were considered. In addition to previously published facts and opinions,
medical and scientific opinions of the authors have been included in tAis

report+



2 ~ 0 THE RE'WAR!hjl NG P ROB LFH

This chapter presents the problems faced in rewarming victims of profound

hypothermia. The problem is first characterized in general terms and then in

detail by summarizing scientific and clinical observations relating to

physiologic anomalies which may affect the choice of a rewarminq therapy.

at General Nature of the problem

Based on the current literature, the total rewarming problem may be
stated simply as the restoration of all lost heat without reci itatin

additional fatal side effects.

There is a growing body of evidence that, hypothermia per se may not be

fatal above a rectal temperature of around 25 Ce Below about 25 C ventricu-

lar fibrillation may appear spontaneously There is evidence in dogs  Hughes,
1956! that even ventricular fibrillation may not be fatal for periods of over
one hour if appropriate rewarminq and defibrillation is carried out During
cardiac surgery man has survived circulatory standstill for long periods of

time. Nemiroff, et al., �977! described 11 cases of cold-water near-drowning.
They indicate that physiologic responses to coId-water immersion serve to

pro1ong life, even during a 38-minute cessation of respiration. Their work is

summarized in the August, 1977, Scientific American  page 51! ~ Niazi and Lewis

�958! report recovery of a woman from 9 C with no cardiac activity or

respiration for one hour.

If some circulation is maintained by closed chest massage and the lungs are

ventilated. patients can survive for extended periods at very low temperatures
Zt has been concluded  Jessen and Haqelsten, 1972! that the only sure indication

of death frczn hypothermia is the inability to resuscitate the patient.

Nemiroff, et al., �977! recommends continuing resuscitation efforts, "until the

patient is rewarmed and still does not respond."

If a patient is unconscious with shivering suppressed or absent, it may be

assumed that the patient is ~several hypothermic and requires definitive treat-
ment. A moderately hypothermic patient still shivering but with clouded con-

sciousness may become severely hypothermic if left untreated or mishandled.

This report examines the effectiveness of methods for treati ng orofound

hypothermia as generally characterized by rectal temperatures below



32 C, depressed rates of respiration, acidosis, bypovolemia   reduced blood

volume!, clouded consciousness or unconsciousness, generally cooled organ sys-

tems and irritable myocardiua. It will be assumed that a significant tempeza-

tuze gradient exists in the victim's body between core and periphery and that he

is therefore susceptible to afterdrop The following paragraphs outline speci-

fic aspects of the rewarming problems with which a therapy must contend.

2 2 FIuid Shifts

In cold exposure, diuresis  increase in urine output! occurs in spite

of diminished giomerular filtration and renal blood flow  Tansey, 1973! ~ This

serves to diminish blood volley but Hervey �973! cites Moyer, et al., �956! .

and Ranter �962! who observe that changes in- renal function due to cold

exposure tend- to b» mashed by circulatoxy changes. According to Keatinge �969!

cold diuresis, is probably a physiological mechanism for removing scme of the

blood volume when this becomes excessive as a result of constriction of blood

vessels in the cold. Hervey �973! called it, "a volume regulatory response to

increased filling of deep capacitance vessels."

There is considexable evidence that blood volume decreases as patients and

animals are cooled to low temperatures. According to Popovic and Popov.ic �974!

the blood volume decreases, 'to 6D percent of normal volume after 6 to B hours

at a body temperature of 15oC~ They also indicate that, "the circulating

blood voleae increases during rewarming." The increase in volume may be uy to

130 percent of the value prior to cooling.

A number of authors report that the decrease in blood volume is accompanied

by an associated concentration of the blood  Popovic and Popovic, 1974; Hervey,

1973x Burton and Edhoim, 1955; Keatinge, 1969!. The hernoconcentration results

in hematocrit approaching 60 percent  Hervey, 1973! and blood viscosity

increasing 2 percent for each 1 C decrease in temperature  Hedley-whyte,, et

al., 1976!. Baxbour, et al ~ , �944! attribute hemoconcentration to shifts of

fluid into cells. They suggest that increased cellular activity in the cold

results, in the production of osmotically active metabolic end products that.

require the movement of water into the cells. However, Po~vic and Popovic

  1974! conclude, "the mechanism of hemoconcentration induced duri,ng cooling is

not welI understood.



were is also evidence   Barbour, et al., 1944! that fluid shifts into cells
are reversed producing Increased extracel l vlar fl vid when the central r ervous
system becomes suf ficiently chilled to abolish reflex responses to cold ~

T'ansey �973! cautions that, "while one expects a hemoconcentratian both
fram contraction of plasma volume and from fluid shifts, hemodilution can occur
wi th blood loss, with parenteral fluids, or with aspiration of hypotonic water.

There are indications that the severity of fluid shifts is directly related
to the duration of cold exposure and, therefore, to the rate of a~set of hypo-
thermia Tansey �973} cites slow rewarming as appropriate for "prolonged cold
exposure  greated than 6 bours!, in part, because of "hemoconcentration frcm
fluid shifts Keatinge �969! indicates that excretion of water can produce a,
"serious loss of blaod volus» during prolonged hypothermia Burton and Bdhoim
�955! contrast acute and chronic hypothermia as follows: "Irr chronic hypother-
mia...the duration of exposure produces marked changes in blood volume and
depletion of glycogen reserves. Any problems which arise fram the shift of
fluids, such as the tendency toward hypovol emia and hemoconcentration, may be
expected to be worse if' a given level. of hypothermia was arrived at through slow
onset than if through rapid onset

2.3 Edema

Edema has- been cor4sidered one of the complications of hypothermia and
may be a significant, factor in the choice of a rewarming therapy Edema is a
frequent finding in cl inical medicine. Pulmonary edema, cerebral edema and
peripher aI edema, are three separate entities with dif f erent etiologies ~
Pulmonary edema is generally associated with either pulmonary capillary membrane
damage, left-heart failure, or mitral valvular disease  Guyton, 'I 976; Beeson and
McDermott, 1971 ! but al so accompanies anoxia. Peripheral edema may have several
causes including a decrease in plasma proteins, increased capillary permeabi-
lity, right-heat fai lure, and "pore stretch" due to increased capillary pres-
sure. Guyton �976} points out that edema resulting free right-heart failure
generally requires fluid retention by the kidneys. Cerebral edema commanly
:esults fram a direct injury to the brain

Critchley �943!, in his study of Shipwreck Survivors, describes sailors
having to cut boots off of swollen feet. However, "immersion foot" may be
direc ly responsible for this edema rather Dan whale body hypothermia ~ L'mmer-
sion foot. esul ts Ercm, "prolonged soaking of limbs in water at 15oC or below"
 Critchley, 1943!.



The etiologies of the types of edema that are reported in hypothermia are
not clear. Zt is also not clear whether edema, particularly pulmonary edema, is
a consistent finding in acute immersion hypothermia, although pulmonary edema is
a frequent compl ication in elderly individuals found in the hypothermic
sta te.

Pulmonar Con estion and Edema

Harbour, et ali,   1044!- report earlier work  Walther, 'f862! describing
edema in the lungs of rabbits dying fram hypothermia. They also cite Talbatt
�941!, who described a similar congested condition of the lungs in the body of
a patient who died of hypothermia

Woodruff �941! describes experiments in hypothermia using dogs. He re-
ports that one dag out of eleven showed acute pulmonary edema while the hearts
af el ght shaved edemae

The Dachau experiments   Aiexander, 1945! report:

a great number of experimental subjects showed a profuse
aversecreticn of mucus, with vesicular foam at the mouth reminis--
cent of that seen in pulmonary edema' However, there were not
other definite clinical signs of pulmonary edema, and ausculta-
tion showed merely sharpening and impurity of breath sounds. This
foaming at the mouth sometimes appeared as an early symptom at
32 C - 35 C of body temperature Zt had no prognostic signif-
icance with regear to the fatal or non-fatal outcome af any one
experiment

A monograph by Lathrop �972! describes the terminal symptoms of a hypo-
thermia victim an Nt. Mans in 1966x "A terminal event was labored breathing
which produced a frothing foam at the mouth. This, we now realize was

characteristic of the terminal pulmonary edema of acute hypothermia." Lathrop
cites, probable edema and hemorrhage in lungs as associated with rectal

temperatures below 78 P �5 6 C! ~ He states that "The freauency with which

pulmonary edema is present in fatal cases of acute hypothermia, is a new finding
in the medical liter'ature on this subject. Often one of the terminal events

before death is labored breathing in which a whitish froth may well into the
mauth fram the congested lungs " He further states, without reference, that an

Oregon pathologist, Dr. Warren Hunter, "found evidence of pulmonary hetnorrhage
and edema in each of 10 fatal cases of accidental hypothermia which he

r eviewed. He is also said to have, found that pulmonary edema is very often
present as a terminal s tom in such deaths."

.ansey �973!, in prescribing treatment or "whole body hypothevnia", says
hat, "In view of depressed respiration and probably atelectasis with aspiration

or anaxic pulmonary edema, oxygen supplement and cautious pulmonary toilet with
9



endotracheal suction and intermittent positive pressure breathing should be
initiated."

There is another possible explanation for the pulmonary congestion de-

scribed by Talbott �941!, Alexander �945! and Lathrop �972! ~ The cil iated
cell s which line the nasopharynx and the tracheobronchial tree, save foz'

terminal bronchioles and alveoli, serve to clean these respiratory passages by
propelling mucus and ~aste material toward the mouth. They are normally very
ef fective. Houhuys �977! indicates that,, "In airways with mucus-secretory
elements, the cilia move in thin fluid and are covered with a mucous layer.
This two-phase liquid system ~ . is essential for mucociliary transport." Best
and Taylor �961! indicate thati

"The efficien'cy of the cilia depends in part on the viscosity
and stickiness of the material which is in contact with them Their
effectiveness may.be varied by changing the properties of this
material as well as by an increase or decrease in the rate or force
of their beating "

Cherniack, et al ~ i �972!, indicate that, "Ciliary activity carz:ies particles
and macrophages ~ .. to the I ax'ger bronchi ~here the cough reflex is important in
their clearance They further indicate that the cilia beat, "at a rate of

approximately 1000 to 1500 times each minute ~ ~ ~" and that, "this causes the

mucus to flow toward the glottis at the rate of approximately 10 to 20 mm/min."
According to Best and Taylor �961!, "The cilia are not influenced by nerve

impulses, but are very susceptible to chemical changes in the blood. ~ ~ Ciliary
action is depressed by cold and increased when the temperature of the cells is
raised slightly above normal " Houhuys �977! cites Iravani �967! indicating:
"In a 0.2-nIs diameter rat airway, beat freguency was 13/sec at 35oC, and 2/sec
at 20oC... and Hakansson and Toremaln �965! indicating: "in the rabbit

treachea, 20/sec at 37 C, and 7/sec at 20 C." Boujuys also indicates that,

mucus has plastic and elastic, as weIl as viscous, properties'� " He states

that, 'Zn conformance with a property of plastic materials, a certain minimun

stress must be exerted before mucus moves at all." This, supports the notion

that a thermally-induced slowing of ciliary activity could not only slow

mucocil.iary transport. but could actually stop it completely. Clearly, the

depressing effects of hypothermia upon cilia activity can allow the accumulation

of mucus secretions .Ln the respiratory tree presenting a clinical picture
resembling pulmonary edema. Of course. the possibility should not be overlooked

of the simul taneous exi stance of pulmonary edema and mucus accumulation due
col d-induced ci li a inactivity.

10



Cerebral Edema

The literature on cerebral edema is also conflicting. According to popauic
and Popovic �974',, "There are several reports that hypothermia protects against
cerebral edema .,"  Clausen, et al., 1970; Fay, 1959! ~ The Popovics also cite

Rerrmann and Dittmann �970! who mention indications of cold-induced swelling ot
the brain.

According to Khalil �957!, cerebral edema, has been reported to follow

the use of [extracorporeal blood cooling] ."

The Dachau report  Alexander, 194S! also shows that autopsies revealed,

"edema of the brain and marked congestion of all cerebral vessels" in "those

cases where there had been additional cooling of the neck and occiput." The

Dachau experiments also point to an increase in spinal fluid pressure in cases

with marked additional cooling of the neck and occiput.

Hedley-Whyte, et al > �976!, ci te Bloch   1967b! cautioning that,

"Relapse into coma ar confusion can occur with rewarming,
but improvement occurs if the temperature is allowed to fall
again. These changes appear to be the result of an increase in
cerebsospinal fluid pressure Patients who became i.ncreasingly
drowsy during rewarming promptly become more, alert when cerebro-
spinal fluid pressure is reduced hy lumbar puncture with removal
of cerebrospinal fluid Some patients who develop acute pulmonary
edema during rewarming experienced dramatic reli.ef within a few
minutes of reduction of cerebraspinal fluid pressure.

Barbour, et al., �944! concluded fram experiments conducted with twelve

monkeys   Mecacca Nulatta! cooled to 23oC and rewarmed, "If any edema is

present in monkeys at these low body temepratures, we were unable to establish

it definitely, although some apparent swelling was noted about the shoulders and

forearms in one case." Their results with rats were quite different. They

report: "At 16aC, the rats were completely prostrated in a condition resem-

bling deep anesthesia. At this point considerable edema of the face, eyelids,

and jaw as described by Hamilton [1937], was a constant finding." They

concludet "Subcutaneous edema tends to occur and is augmented an rewarming the

animal, which procedure increases greatly the hydration of blood, at least

relatively."

A paper on accidental hypothermia  Duguid, et al ~ , 1961! review twenty-

three cases of hypothermia. Most were elderly individuais with assacia"ed,



states of disability and illness" including respiratory infection and heart

faiIure. Duguid states: "Peripheral edema was present in over half the

cases.

Edema per se is not mentioned in Burton and Edholm's monograph "Man in a
Cold Environment' �955! in regard to immersion hypothermia but they do mention
a, "fIuid shift from the plasma to the tissue " Keatinge �969! acknowledges
the possible contribution of increased vascular permeability" to a, "loss of

blood volume during prolonged hypothermia " As indicated in Section 2.2,

Barbour, et al , �944! attributed hemoconcentrstion to shifts of fluid into

ceIIs which mey reverse themselves later in cooling producing increased extra-
cel I ul ar fluid

I't is reasonable to speculate that edema observed in conjunction with

hypothermia might be connected etiologically with the other fluid shifts

discussed in Section 2 ~ 2 Xf this connection exists, one may anticipate that
the severity of edema would be worse for hypothermia of long duration than short
duration.

Edema, either pulmonary, cerebra1, or peripheral, is not consistently

reported in the literature on immersion hypothermia. Yet there are sufficient

references to observations of edena and to related mechanisms to precIude its

dismissal as a physiological anomaly unrelated to cold exposure An implication
of this concIusion is that rewarming therapies intended for treatment of pro-

found hypothermia should be analyzed for their effects on edema

2.4 ELectrol ta and Acid-Base Chan es

Kl ectrol te Chan es

There have been numerous studies of electrolyte changes during experimen-

taI hypothermia but the results are conflicting and controversial ~ Serum

potassium has been found to increase in dogs  Smith, 1956g Bigelow, et al ~,

1950b! and in man  Mngdon and lQ.ngsley, 1964!, to remain the same in dogs
 Axelrod and Bass, 1956!, and to decrease in dogs  Kanter, 1963; Gollan, et al.,

1957! and in rabbits  Grote and Schweikhordt, 1969! . Ef the potassium



concentration could be shown to rise consistently, this might explain the

increased cardiac irritability and the tendency toward ventricular fibrillation

that is often found in hypothermia victimS ~ Popovic and Popovic {1974! further

point out, "The potassium ion concentration in hypothermia can be compensated by

glucose administration which tends to return the excitability of the hypothermic

heart to normal levels ~" The reference cited for this is Spurr, et al ~, �959! ~

Jessen and Ragelsten- �978! report that, "plasma electrolytes are usually normal

when the treatment starts, but during the last phase of the rewarming, a severe

hypopotassemia is often provoked." They conclude that, "it may well be respon-

sible for some of the deaths which are reported after the active rewarming has

stopped and the body core temperature has reached almost normal values.

Alterations in potassiea distribution are generally assumed to be due to

changes in membrane permeability and/or alterations in the sodium-potassium pump

due to hypothermia <Papovic and Popovic, 1974! They further state, "Zn

moderate hypothermia there is no change in serum sodium concentration, but the

plasma level falls when the body temperature of an experimental animal is

decreased below 25oC.

Hyperphosphatemia ind'uced in rats by hypothermia has been reported  Popovic

and Popovic, 1974!. Calcium changes are as varied in the literature as potas-

sium with serum levels found to be elevated in dogs  Axelrod and Bass, 1956>

smith, 1956!, unchanged in rats  Nowell and white, 1963!, and decreased in

rabbits  Grote and Schweikhordt, 1969!- The magnesium concentration in the

plasma was reported to ri se in rats during hypotheria  Nowell and White, 1963!

In summary, Popovic and Popovic �974! state, "Hypothermia induc s some

changes in the eIectrolyte metabolism, but the overall picture is still guite

obscure. ~ ~ ~ Different techniques of cooling, different species of animals, and

the precooling state of experimental animals or patients greatly affect the

results obtained during cooling.

Tansey �973! cautions that, "Blood electrolytes must also be interpreted

with cognizance of .. ~ fluid shifts [which have occurred] ~ ~

Adic-Base Chan es

The literature on acid-base balance has also been summarized by Popovic and

Popovic   1974 !,

"During cooling and rewarming the pH value of the blood of exper,i-
mental animals or of patients decreases  cold acidosis!, sometimes
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even when bicarbonate is admi nstered. Both respi ratory and metaboI ic
acidosis develop during cooling. This acidosis is very pranounced
hut does not appear to be harmful. However, during surface cooling,
a much decreased pH of the blood might be associated with the increased
tendency towarD ventricular fibrillation."

They also state, "During rewarming, metabol ic acidosis occurs even if it wer e

not observed during the cooling process ~ However, the acidosis disappears after

rewarming is cocapleted."

Xeatinge �969! cites as causes of acidosis:

failure of acid excretion,

2. respiratory depression,

3- increased solubility of CO2, and

4i lactic acid forming faster than it can
be metabolized during shivering.

He concludee that, "ALX theSe faCtOrS tOgether dO net nOrmally Cauae dangerouS

acidosis while the lxxhy temperature remains low"; but he cites Fairley, et al ~ ,

 $957! indicating that severe acidosis may develop during rewarming.
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3.0 RAPzD vERsos sLQw RzwaRN!NG

The two general approaches to rewarming loosely referred to as rapid and

slow rewadming have been often debated. Each therapy has its proponents and its
detractors. w. R- Keatinge and A.R. Behnke support rapid rewarming while H.

Hil1man advocates slow rewarming This chapter presents a cross section of lit-

erature representing the continuing debate over the better approach to

r ewarmin g

3 ~ 1 General Discussion

The effort to avoid side effects during rewarming has resulted in two

general schools of thought, each with sub-categories. The two dominant ap-
proaches to hypothermia resuscitation may be termed "rapid rewarming" and "slow

rewarming" ~ There appears to be general agreement that intermediate warming

rates should be avoided  Surton and Edholm 1955, Hervey, 1973! .

The extremes of viewpoints are illustrated by Bloch �967a! who states

There does not appear to be any harm resulting from slow rewarming L'oIlowing

prolonged hypothermia' and Meriwether and Goodman �972! who state, "Rapid

vewarming by water immersion is recommended for treating patients with severe

accidental hypothermia " Fernandez, et al., �970! point out that the main

controversy is not between core rewarming and' external rewarming but between

"passive external rewarming" and "active external rewarming" ~

The review by Fernandes, et al., <1970! of the literature regarding fast

and slow rewarming is particularly appropriate:

"The major controversy has been between the use of passive
external rewarming and active external rewarming. Active
external rewarming means the direct application of exogenous
heat directly to the surface of the body while passive rewarm-
ing utilizes the heat produced by the patient without the
addition of artificial heat to the body surface. The authors
with the greatest experience have favored slow, usually passive,
external rewarmingi

"Zn 1958, Emslie-Smith, described eight patients with
accidental hypothermia, all of whom died. Zn only three
cases was the method of rewarming recorded. Those three
patients were rewarmed by electric blanket. Zt is of note
that rewarming was slow. No patient was rewarmed in less
than 12 hours.
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"Duguid and co-workers, in 1961, reported 23 cases of
ac idental hypothermia. Six patients wex'e 'actively' re-
warmed and all died. Seventeen patients were passively
xewarmed. Ten patients died during rewaxming and an addi-
tional foux' died later in the hospital ization, yielding
a total mortality of 87%. Again, the important point is
that none of the 23 patients were rewarmed in less than
24 houx's. The authors concluded from these results that
passive rewarm.ing wes the method of choice in their
hypothermic pat,ients.

"In 1962 Prescott and his colleagues, rewarmed nine
patients passively over prolonged pex'iods of time and
six died.

"Frueban [1960] treated eight accidentally cooled patients
Four were rewarmed actively and four passively. One of the
eight survived ~ Although the survivor was passively rewarmed,
the author emphasizes that this patient had the most rapid rate
of rewarminge

"Recently,, Haclean and associates [ 1968 J reported. enzyme
changes in 25 accidentally frozen patients. Ten. patients
recovered while the method of rewarming was not stated, all
four patients who were rewarmed in less than 12 hours survived.

"The resul ts of' human experiments performed on persons
of block 5 of Dachau in 1942 support the rapid active rewarming
method. These sordid investigations proved to the satisfac-
tion of the executioners that the best method. of resuscitating
hypothermic prisonex's was by rapid and intensive rewarming.

A variation on the simplified rapid vs. slow debate are the following steps

recommended by Bang». �976! for treatment. of' chronic hypothermia  paxtial list!:

'1. Rewarm the victim only when it can be done
properly.

2 ~ Handle the victim gently.

3 ~ Prevent further heat losses'

4. In the field do not rewarm too fast.

5. Rewarm the core first,.

He recommends rewarming in a hospital, "Xf at all possible", or a, "safe

environment where . ~ . [the victim] can be .ewarmed properly with proper

monitoring, equipment and medicine.... Further he indicates that if rewaxming

has to be done in the field, it is probably safest to do it slowly. Slowly



m~ans most anything exc~et submerging the victim in hot water. Hf.s «bj ective
is to avoid. blood vessel dilation and shack...."

3.2 S ntaneous or Passive Rewarmin

Slow spontaneous  or passive! rewarminq has Iong been advocated as the
proper therapy for hypothermia at least in chronic hypothermia of a slow onset
and long duration  Rees, 1958; Whitby, 1964' MacI ean, et al, 1974! . Talbott
and Burton �952! recommend slow rewarming at a rate of about 1/2 C per hour
Sloch   t967a! recommends even slower rewarminq such as 1oC in 400 minutes.
Bloch also recommends that too rapid spontaneous rewarming be slowed by drugs
such as chlorprom¹sine

The rationale behind such slow rewarminq protocols is that it will avoid
rewarminq hypotension and afterdrop of deep body temperature perhaps due to
cutaneous vasodiIatatian, and the return of cold peripheral blood to the body
cor'e. Zn addition, slow rewarming is said to allow fluid shifts due to hypo-
thermia to be corrected.

'.Iaciean, et al �974!, referring to Talbott and Burton �952!, points out
that the body tries to restore normal temperature at all levels of hypothermia
above 23.8oC Part of the corrective mechanism is shivering which may be
present intermittently down to a temperature of 23 8 C.

Much of the literature supporting slow rewarminq involves =linical cases
where patients are either elderly and/or have consumed considerable alcohol.
The survival rates in these populations are not good; but it is not rea.sonable
to ascribe them to rewarming ratei

Spontaneous rewarming is certainly a viable therapy in mild hypothermia ~
Truscott, et al ~ , �973! state, "Bringing the patient into a warm environment
and conserving body heat  passive rewarming! will usually suffice." He
concludes, 'The optimal method of rewarminq is still controversial.. ~ ~ 'bst
authors, however, believe that passive surface rewarming is less hazardous.

Tansey �973! =oncl.udes that, "Slow rewarminq becomes appropriate with pro-
I onged cold exposure   greater than 6 hours! where hemoconcentration from fluid
shif ts, increased blood viscosity, exhaustion of glycogen stores, and ac' dosis
all contribute to an upset 'milieu intarieur' which will be agqravated by rapid
rewarming and which will revive spontaneously if further cold is prevented."
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passive slow r warming is not as simple as it might seem at first glance.

In the hospitaI environment, a technique generally used is to place the person

in a bed, lightly covered, at normal room temperatux e. Normal room temperature,

of course, varies with British and European rooms being often maintained at

lower temperatures than those in the Uni ted States. If the room temperature

close to the lowered body temperature of the patient and the air is stiII,

little heat will be lost by convection, conduction, or radiation. Extremities

may be below room temperature making possi.ble a net gain in heat from the

env iz onment.

Some heat will be 1ost from the body through respiration due to the heat

that must be expended to warn and humidify the rome air- Heat Loss by respi.ra-

tion vill be moderate if the room humidity is high and room temperature is not

much below body core temperature.

The heat that is to be used in passive rewarming is largely from metabolic

activity, which may be Less than 50 percent of normal at body temperatures below

25oC, with small amounts being contributed by the environment. At tempexa-

tures below about 30 C shivering will be largely suppressed and the sole

source of heat is the depressed basal metabolism of the patient. At

temperatures above about 32oC shivering will become the dominant source of

heat for a spontaneously rewarming patient. The heat generated by shiverng may

be several times greater than the resting metabaIic rate if the patient did not.

xhaust his muscle energy supplies during cooling. If energy supplies weze

severely taxed during the patient's coolinq pex iod, shivering may not, be able to

contribute siqnif'icantly to a spontaneously xewarming patient.

If spontaneous rewarminq is being used as a first-aid measure, the situa-

tion may be quite different than described above. A blanket or a sleepi.ng bag

intended to prevent further heat lass will temporarily draw heat from the

patient if it has not been pre-warmed Generally, insulation does not conserve

heat until the sur face layer of the insul ation has been raised to body tempera-

ture.

A second significant factor in a rescue scenario is that air temperature

may be very cold. '..'he heat lost through respiration may be a Large part af

the total heat production of the body under conditions of no shivering, a basal

metabolic rate depressed below 50 percent, and continuing significant heat loss

by warming and and humidifyinq cold, dry ambient air. Spontaneous rewar ~ing

would be most unsatisfactory under these conditions. If the pat~ent is

shivering, spontaneous rewarminq may be completely adequate.
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Another consideration is contrary to intuition ~ Aild surface re arming
methods such as hot water bottles< heating pads, and even body to body heat
exchange in a sleeping bag, can suppress shivering, by warming the skin, and
thereby remove a rewarming mechanism more effective than the mild surface heat.
Of course. it is not possible to make a conclusive statement since such rela-
tively mild surface beat might not suppress shivering in the middle temperature
ranges of hypothermia At lower temperatures, say below 28oC, shivering is
already suppressed and mild surface heat will have little effect on the rate
of spontaneous thermogenesis. At temperatures above about 30 C suppressing
shivering may slow rewarming, but the patient wiII probably be in no danger
anyway and the surface heat will make him feel better. Of course, in all of
this discussion it has been assumed that major routes of heat loss are removed.

The major unanswered question is whether a rapidly cooled, deeply hypother-
mic patient with suppressed shivering can be helped by relatively mild applica-
tion of surface heat as a first-aid procedure Since human studies can not be
extended to temperatures where shivering is suppressed, answers must be sought
elsewhere Clinical observations and animaI research can give indications which
are subject to some uncertainty.

3.3 Active Surface Rewarmin

The objective of rapid surface rewarming is to introduce heat. into a
hypothermia patient at a very high rate. This seems to be intended to accom-
p l i sh the fol I owi n q:

1 Minimize the time the victim is in the
hypothermic state,

2. Quickly revitalize a weakened and irritable
myoca rdi um.

3. Avert afterdrop by overwhelming the temperature
gradients ~ithin the victim's body by a massive
infusion of heat.

Obviously active surface rewazming can be accomplished at a range cf heat
input rates A widely recommended method is trunk immersion in hot water up to
42 C  Jessen and Hagelsten, 1972! ~ water heated thermal blankets  Cooper and
Ross, 1960!, plumbed garments  Webb, 1973! and simple heating pads or hot water
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baths could all be considered actiye surface rewarming but calozic input can
vary by an order of magnitude

Rapid rewarming by hot bath, according to Hills �976!, may cause,
"tissue liberation of acid end products of metabolism and the sudden end result
of metabolic acidosis may result in death by ventricular fibrillation...."

Hypotension mey result  Xeatf nge, 1969! frcsI the inability of the reduced

blood volume to fill blood vessels which are suddenly dilated as a resuLt of

active rewarming measures But according to Golden �973! it is, "unlikely to

have fataI consequences in immersion victims, as the duration of exposure is

usually insufficient to permit the occurrence of major physiological adjustments
of cirulatory fluid volte»

Meyman, et al,, �974! provide data supporting active rewarming, In

studying 39 cases cf hypothermia, scee coepiicated by underlying disease, they
conclude, "In our experience, neither a decreased coze temperature, as

manifested by the onset of ventricular fibrillation, nor shock resulted free

active rewarming " They further indicate, "that the response to rewarming, as
measured by the rate of rise in temperature, depends on the underlying metabolic
state of the patient rather than the method of rewarming. Their final
recommendation is

"In patients in whom the initial temperature is close to
the threshold for ventricular fibrillation or in patients in
whom response to passive and active rewarming is unsatisfac-
tory, a more ef ficient method of rewarming is necessary, It
has been shown that immersion in warm water at 104o to 108oP
�0 to 42.2 C! offers such an alternate.ve»"

Tansey �973! =autions thatz

The rate of zestoration of core temperature must be care-
fully balanced between the risk of anoxic damage from too brisk

increase in tissue oxygen requirement before circulation is
improved and the risk of vascular collapse from the critical
afterdrop in core temperature associated with the restoration
of peripheral blood through cold deeper layers of subcutaneous
tissue-

The major risks of hypoxia, metabolic acidosis, and hypotension may, ac-

cording to Ledingham and Mane �978!, be controlled with oxygen and intermittent

positive-pressure ventilation, sodium bicarbonate, and the administz ation of

warm intravenous fluid
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3.4 Conclusions

When one examines the literature describing slow rewarming, it becomes

apparent that the authors are usually considering a situation where the patient
is allowed to rewarm himself spontaneously using the body's metabolic processes

alone or in combination with a sma! l amount of rewarming supplied by the envi-

ronment. Rapid rewarming, on the other hand, generally connotes the application

of external heat to the patient's body. Just as there is some variation in the

details of the slow rewarming, fast rewarming encompasses quite a variety of

protocols. The basic factor in conmon among the various rapid methods is that

external heat is applied to the body. However, the rates of temperature rise

vary considerably frcxn a fraction of a degree per hour to several degrees per

hour. Techniques that vary from body immersion in a tub of hot water to the

application of hot- water bottles and warm blankets create a wide range of rates

of heat input to the body'

As Fernandes, et al, �970! point out, many of the patients who were

warmed with a method called "active" still required over 24 hours to rewarm.

This rewarmfng regimen is clearly in a different class from werming in a tub of

water or using a hyperthermia blanket with a total rewarming time under 8

hour s.

Active rewarming is said to cause peripheral vasodilatation with resultant

afterdrop and possible hypotension However, quite a different situation

results if heat is applied to the thorax with the periphery being allowed to

remain cold and vasoconstricted until the central part of the cardiovascular

system has warmed sufficiently to supply the metabolic needs and perfusion

requirements- of the extremities Some advocates of fast rewarming specifically

recommend that the arms and legs be allowed to remain cool

Many examples of active rewarming in the literature appear to be actively

rewarming both the central and peripheral vasculature. Under this cir=umstance,

the periphery can vasodilate returning cold blood to the heart, causing

accentuation of afterdrop, possible cardiac arrhythmia, and possible hypotension

and shock. There does not seem to be experimental or clinical proof that

properly applied rapid rewarming is dangerous any more than there is clear

evidence that slow rewarming is dangerous
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Another factor that contributes to the dif ficulty in resolving th» debate
between advocates of fast and slow r»warming therapies is the fact that much of
the clinical avid»nce involved is based on cases wher» the patient is suffering
multiple medical problems such as drug overdose or acute alcohol intoxication in
addition to hypoth»rmia.

Because of the complexity of man's responses to cold exposure and because
of the ambiguity of the meaning of the terms "rapid rewarming" and "sIow
rewarming, it is difficult to debate their merits in general t»rms. &en
specific rewarming protocols are proposed for application under specified condi-
tions, discussion is possible. The remainder of this report addresses specific
treatments for profound hypothermia
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4 ~ 0 PKRITONKAL I RRZGAT ION

The desirabiI ity of core rewarming has been established in the earlier

s~ctions of this report. Since peritoneal dialysis is a fairly simple procedure
cr>mmonly used in the hospital environment, a heated peritoneal lavage presents a
m=~ns of introducing heat directly to the body core of a hypothermia victim.
The procedure does. not appear to have been widely used for treatment of hypo-
thermia. Its use was reported by Lash, et al ~, �967!, Grossheim �973!, and

8essen and Hagelsten �978! for treating frostbite and hypothermia patients. A
case of rewarming by pleural irrigation using 40oC physiological saline is

described by Linton and Kedingham �966!.

F 1 Thera Descri tion

The peritoneal cavity contains the Liver, stomach, intestines, kidneys,

pancreas, spleen, gall bladder, urinary bladder, inferior vena cava and other

structures. This cavity is separated from the pleuzal cavity  which contains

the Lungs and heart! by the diaphragm. The peritoneal dialysis procedure

involves inserting a large needle through the abdomen into the peritoneal

cavityi A liquid dialysate is inserted directly into the cavity and allowed to

bath the surfaces of the organs and the highly vascularized mesentery contained

therein When used for rewarming, the dialysate is heated above body < ore

temperature before its insertion into the peritoneal cavity. Zt is left theze

until it has surrendered most of its excess heat. to the surrounding organs, the

inferior vena cava  with its blood supply returning directly to the heart!, and

the heart and lungs  by conductive heat transfer through the diaphragmI ~ Then

the dialysate is removed and replaced by a fresh, warm supply- Dialytic

detoxification is accomplished through the diffusion of the toxic substances

from the body into the dialysate which is periodically replaced to maintain a

large concentration gradient and diffusion rate.

4.2 Advantages and Risks

A basic advantage of rewarming by peritoneal irrigation is that the

procedure is fairly common and most hospitals could easily assemble the few

items needed to rewarm a hypothermia patient. A distinct therapeutic advantage
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is the central application of heat. The greatest value of rewarming by peri-
toneal irrigation would be when dialysis is indicated, as with drug overdose.
The dialysate could both supply heat and remove toxic substances.

Jessen and Hagelsten <1978! liat the following as additional advantages of
peritoneal dialysis:

1 ~ @swarming is rapid because of the large heat capacity of the
liquid dialysate.

2. Et facilitates correction of electrolyte imbalances,
particularly hypopotassemia occurring late in
rewezming.

3 Zt does net interfere with the concurrent treatment
of other symptoms.

4. The treatment itself does not pose severe risk to
the patient

They base a conclusion that, "peritoneal dialysis is a better means of
revarming than immersion in hot water ..", upon their clinical experience vith
a rewarming from a 23.4oC coze temperature in which the patient did not
survive. Two and one-quarter hours in a 40oc bath raised core temperature to
only 24oc. This wss followed by 2 ~ 33 hours of peritoneal dialysis with 5 I/h
of 40 C dialysate which raised core temperature to 30.2oC,

Direct warming within the peritoneal cavity offers the advantage of revita-
lizingg the liver. %is allows it to resume its functions of detoxification and
conversion of lactic acid to glucose.

%ere is little danger in introducing a large gauge needle into the perito-
neal cavity Viscera tend to be pushed aside with little chance or perforation.
Peritonitis and subsequent adhesions are the primary risks of using peritoneal
irrigation as a core rewarming procedure- The incidence of these complications
is minimal in a hospital

4.3 Contraindications

Probably the only time when peri.toneal irrigation couId not be used as a
rewarming technique would be if the patient were also suffering frcm massive
trauma ct the peritoneal cavity. Under this circumstance warm ir=igation during
direct surgical exploration would be a logical substitute



4.4 Guidelines

Core rewarming by peritoneal irrigation should follow the same pr=cedures

as the technique applied for dialysis alone except that the dialysate hould be

warmed to a hi gher temperature. According to Doolittle �977! a dialysate tern

perature of 40 ~ 5o to 42.5 C is sati sfactory The rate of' beat input can be

increased by changing the dialysate more frequently than is usual for dialysis

alone. The time interval for exchanging dialysate should be determined by

measuring the temperature of the fluid being removed and the victims core

 rectal! temperature. A reasonable approach would be to begin with a short

exchange interval and increase it until the removed dialysate is found to have

lost much of its heat in relation to the core temperature. Detailed guidelines

to maximize the therapeutic effect should consider the effects of the

dialysate-victim temperature gradient on heat transfer rate and the capacity of

dialysis equipment to remove and replace the dialysate.

Jessen and Hagelsten  '1978! descz'ibe the use of a two-catheter dialysis

system with suction at the outflow to achieve high throughput rates �2 I/h!.

The passibility exists to simplify the procedural aspects of the rewarming

therapy by developing equipment to allow the continuous heating and circulating

of dialysate through a closed-loop system. This would also reduce the Bialysate

volume needed to accomplish rewarming, but would disallow dialytic detoxifica-

tion and electroIy< e adjustments.

Jessen and Hagelsten �978! suggest that hypopotassimia may be treated

"autcmatically" by using a dialySate with a potassi1Ia concentration," corre-

sponding to the normal serum-values." This remark seems unnecessary since

Guyton �976!, in discussing a "typical dialyzing fluid," indicates that the

concentrations of sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium are normally matched

to those found in plasma.

4 ~ 5 Conclusions

Core rewarming of hypothermia victims by peritoneal irri gation is a

feasible technique that has been successfully used in the hospital. However,

one would not expect to see it used as a first-aid measure. The major problems

are the dif ficulty in carrying out a sterile procedure in tke field as wel' as

the necessity of a certain amount of diagnosi.s by an EMT to dete mine if the

severity of the victim's condition warrants the use of peritoneal irrigation.
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probably the main use of peritoneal iver igat i on for core rewarminq is when

dialytic detoxification is necessitated as by drug overdose. Zf the occurrence

of hypopotassimia in rewarming is ubiquitous then the attractiveness of

peri lineal dialysis would be considerably enhanced.

The procedure does have the advantage that the equipment required for its

application is minimal and is readily available at any hospital ~ Because of the

lack of reliable data describing the rewarming effectiveness of peritoneal

irrigation no conclusion may be drawn concerning its attractiveness when com-

pared with other therapies. Zt might be speculated that hiqher rates of heat

input to the core could be achieved with the liquid dialysate than is possible

with inhalation therapy  discussed in Chapter 7! ~ h conjecture involvtng trunk

immersion in hot water is more difficult particularly in the context of the

clinical experience reported, by Jessen and Hagelsten �978!.
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5 ' 0 ZHTRAGASTRIC ANO IHTRACOLONZC BALLOONS

Heat may be transferred to the body core by intraqastric and intracolonic

balloons into which warm fluid is pumped- Both approaches supply heat through
structures  stomach and large intestine! which are Iocated in the paritoneal

cavity. The use of balloons allows the closed-loop circulation of a fluid with

high specific heat and which need not be bio-compatible.

5 1 Thera Descri tion

Both intragastric and intracolonic balloons have been used to transfer

heat into or out of the body. Khalil and MacXeith �954! first described an

intragastric baIIoon for both raising and lowering body temperature. They par-

ticularly discussed re«arming advantages, including heating the liver to stimu-

late metabol ic processes Bernard �956! described an apparatus for the induc-

tion of hypothermia and re«arming using an intragastric balloon. Late Khalil

gave detaiIs for the construction of intragastric apparatuses for cooling dogs

�957! and for cooling humans with a 1.5 l baIIoon �958! A douhle lumen tube

transported fluid to and from the balIoon A provision was made for negative

pressure removal cf water free the balloon to keep its size constant in the

stomach In 1966, Ass described the use of an intragastric balloon for cooling

dogs.

Zntragastric balloons have been commercfaIly available although their nor-

mal use is for cooling the gastric mucosa to control bleeding due to ulceration.

No evidence has been found that. this .technique has been used to rewarm hypother-

mia patf entail

Zntracoionic balloons have been used for controlling the body temperature

of animals  Ross, 1954' Cooper and Ross, '1960 ! z but no evidence has been f'ound

of the use af the technique in humans. Rewarraing by intracolonic balloon «ould

have effects similar to peritoneal irrigation  discussed in the previous

chapter! «ithout the risks due to penetrating the peritoneum.

Warm enemas would be another alternative with a similar ef feet. hk! Iitera-

tuze was found descz'ibing the use of warm enemas for rewarming from h~ethermia.

The use of warm enemas would necessitate larger amounts of fluid than the

closed-loop balloon systems and the fluid auld have to be bio-compatible.
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5.2 Advanta es and Rf sks

Intragastrxc cr intraco]onic balloons have the distinct advantage of
suppIying heat to the core of the body without penetrating the skin Due to the
fact that heat is carried by a fluid rather than a gas, more heat can be sup-
pli& to the core via an intragestric balloon than by hot gasses used & inhala-
tion therapy. Zn addition, the rate of exchange of the rewarming medium is com-
pletely under external controls

The intragastric balloon might have an advantage over the intracolcnic bal-
loon or enemas in that heat is being supplied closer to the heart, even if the
intracolonic balloon were inserted to the transverse colon.

The same advantages due to the stimulation of liver function attributed to
peritoneal irrigation  section 4 2! pertain ta the intragastric and intracolonic
balioons as. well

The use of baIIoons inserted into the gastrointestinal tract from either
end is general Iy without serious risk. At temperatures below 28oC, however,
the heart is usually sensitive to mechanical irritation and the stimulation
associated with the insertion of an intragastric balloon could trigger ventri-
cul ar fibriIIation  Hegnauer,. et al., 4951! ~ Recently Ledingham and None  't978!
indicated that they had not observed reflex slowing, of the heart precipitating
ventricular fibriIIation in 38 hypothermia patients treated with endotracheal
intubation~

No outstanding danger is recognised in the use of intracolonic balloons or
warm enemas for core rewarming However, the membrances of the colon are thin
and traumatic injury is possible, particularly with elderly patients. A poten-
tially significant procedural problem is achieving and maintaining the deep
colonic penetrations, desirable for deep core rewarming, against peristaltic
attempts to eject the balloon,

5.3 Contraindications

Trauma or surgical intervention involving the gastrointestinal tract

would be the primary contraindication to using intragastric or intracolonic

baI Icons for core rewarming. Tf experimental work proves susceptibility of
the heart to mechanical irritation duri ng balloon inser ion, use of



the int-r~gastric balloon might be restricted to temperatures above an experi-
mentally determined level ~ Because of present uncertainties, an intragastric
balloon probably should not be used at temperatures below 28oc.

5.4 Guidelines

In view of the recommendations of Doolittle �977! of dialysate tempera-
tures of 40 ' 5o to 42.5 C for direct peritoneal irrigation, an intragastric
or intracolonic balloon may be heated by water up to 40oC with impunity.
Khalil �958! suggested reMarming patients using water heated to 40oC

Because of th» possibility of heart irritability at or above temperatures
of 28oC extreme care should, be exercised in inserting the intragastric balloon
assembly

5.5 Conclusions

Zntracolonic, and more particularly intragastric balloons, offer some
promi se as a core zewarming therapy without the requirement for sterile proce-
dures attendant to peritoneal irrigation The literature survey does not reveal
that the procedures have received much clinical or experimental attention as
rewarming therapies Further experimental work is warranted since appreciable
heat may be conveyed to the body core by these rewarming therapies
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6 ~ 0 EXTRACORPORKAL BLOOD RE'AARPII MG

cardiac bypass in open heart surgery has become an almost routine surgi-

cal procedure during the past several years  Zonescu and Mooler, 1976! ~ Cooling
used to protect tissue from anoxia during cardiac standstill. External

rewarming of the blood and body follows surgery before the patient is removed
from the bypass equipsent.

F 1 Tbera Descri tion

Extracorporeal blood rewarming may be accomplished using several cir-

cuits as discussed by cooper and Ross �960!. systemic heparinization is re-

quired. The simplest extracorporeal circuit   involving the Least surgery!

uses large bore cannulas to remove bIood. from the femoral veins. Zt is oxygen-
ated warmed, and returned to the circul atory system via the femoral artery.
According to Truscott, et al., �973!, a disposable oxygenator and heat ex-

changer may be primed with only 70 ml of a solution containing no blood.

As a rewarming therapy, the objective is to return warm blood directly to

the heart such that this organ may be 'heated sufficiently to meet the cardiac

output demands of the rest of the body as rewarming progresses. The method has

been used successfully to rewarm victims of accidental hypothermia  Davies,

et al., 1967> Truscotti et al, 1973!- The case reported by Txuscott and his

associates involved a woman cooled to 22 C with ventricular fibrillation and

rospiratory failure-

6.2 Advanta es and Risks

The primary advantage of extracorporeal rewarming is that the heart is

rewarmed almost directly by heated blood This has the immediate advantage of

reducing the irritability of the weakest I ink in the hypothermic "chain". As

Iong as the heart is rewarmed prior to rewarming of other body tissues shock due

to depressed cardiac function is unlikely. While pe ipheral vasodilatation

should be controlled, hypovolemic shock due to peripheral vasodilatation can be

compensated for more successfully by a warm heart. According to Barnard �956!

extracorporeal blood cooling  and presumably rewarming! is faster than surface
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tr~ atments as a means of controll ing body temperature. The procedure produces
aimost ideal rewarming conditions as mentioned above.

The risks of extracorporeal rewarming primarily relate to the use of extra-
corporeal techniques rather than its effect on hypothermia recovery. Complica-
tion" and risks are associated with the need to heparinize the patient, damage
to red cells by the bypass equipment, arterial cannulation, and others
addition there is always the problem of blood hemolysis and of air leaking into
the circuit. The requirement for arteriovenous punctures involve risks of
vessel destruction' release- of plaque material, and ischemia due to spasm of the
ve.".se1. In the proper hands, the procedure can be reasonably safe but it is a
complicated, highly invasive procedure that requires special training and equip-
ment i

6 ' 3 Contraindications

Specific contraindications for extracorporeal blood rewarming include
all conditions which would be compromised by the use of anticoagulants such as
heparin These include bleeding, both internal  e.g , ulcers! and external
  e.g, trauma! .

6.4 Conclusions

Kxtracorporeal blood rewarming is a procedure that has been used success-
fully in the treatment~ of accidental hypothermia  Davies, et al., 1967! ~ There
is Iittle question that the technique can be used quite successfully in the
hospital environment by properly trained personnel ~ It involves a significant
surgical procedure; requiring a high level of medical competence. Consequently,
hypothermia rewarming by extracorporeal bypass shouid be considered one.y in a
hospital and only as a final lifesaving measure in cases that do not respond to
more conservative methods
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7 0 XNHALATZOH THERAPY

The Resirabil ity of rewarming the core of a hypothermic patient has been
discussed repeatedly in this report. Most core rewarming methods  such as
extracorporeal circulation, peritoneal irrigation and direct ~arming of the
heart after thoracotomy! are either major surgical procedures or are, at best,
invasive. Recently, groups working independently in England, Australia, and
Canada have advocated cora rewarming by the inhalation of hot moist gasses.
Emphasis is pIaced on the suitability as a first-aid treatment although the
techniques differ somewhati

7.1 Thera Descri tion

Lloyd originally mentioned inhalation therapy in The Lancet   1971! and
later Lloyd< et al , �972! and Lloyd �973! described an apparatus in scca
detail and reported its use on seven hypothermic patients. The device is based
on the well known exothermic reaction of soda lime and carbon dioxide. A
canister of soda lime is pre-heated by "firing" C02 cartridges through it.
The heated canister then serves to heat and humidify oxygen breathed through it
using a to-and-fro Water' s anesthesia circuit. Expired carbon dioxide continues
to heat the soda lima, and the incoming oxygen supply

Shanks and Harsh  '1973! described the rewarming of a patient on a M.rd
respirator using heated water-bath humidifier. They used hospital equiyaent and
did not emphasize the technique as a first-aid measure for use in the field.

Mare recently Hayward and Steinman �975! and Collie, et al, �9'77! have
reported experiments specifically aimed at developing suitable first-aid
proceduresi They used Bennett Cascade humidifiers to humidify oxygen and warm
it to be inspired at temperatures from 40 to 45 C and 43 to 48oC,
respectively. Hayward and Steinman �975! compared inhalation therapy to
wholebody rewarming in a hot whirlpool bath. They indicated no significant
dif ference in the afterdrops of rectal and tympanic temperatures with the two
therapies; but the level of si gnificance of this conclusion is not given.

Collis, et al ~, �977! compared these two therapies with three others-
electric heating pads, inhalation therapy combined with heating pads, and
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shivering. In a comparison based an afterdrop in rectal and tympanic tempera-
tures, the only iif ference found to be statistically significant at the 0.005

level was between shivering and oxygen inhalation therapy. They concl ude
inhalation rewarming to be, "an effective emergency therapy for accidental
hypothermia." No indication is given of what additional differences wight have
been -ignificant at more commonly-used levels af significance, say 0.01 or
0 ~ 05 ~

Most recently Marcus  '!978! studied inhalation rewarming at "44+1oC from

a Marshall spalding water bath humidifier. ~ ~ ." He used an open loop system with
the subjects inspiring air. Inhalation rewarming was compared to three other
therapies � hot bath tarms out!, piped suit< and spontaneous  shivering! ~ He
reports no significant".' differences in the afterdrop of auditory canal tempera-
tures among the four rewaaaing therapiesr but the level of significance of this
conclusion is not given. Some differences were found in the rates of restora-
tion of heat. Hot bath rewarming was found to be significantly quicker than the
piped suit at the 0.0t level and the piped suit was found to be significantly
quicker than inhalation therapy and spontaneous rewarming at the 0.001 level.

He concludes that, "in the absence of some powerful method of central rewarming,
the most effective way of raising a depressed core temperature is by actively
applying heat to the skin, and inhalation rcwarming should not be employed if it
entails a delay in a patient reaching same means by which this can be carried

out." He continues, "[if j the patient is insulated within a heated shelter,

inhalation of hot air will not be significantly beneficial, it will not, prevent
an afterdrop....

7.2 Advanta es and Risks

Breathing hot moist gas offers several advantages as a first-aid measure:

The technique warms lungs and heart f irst.

2 ~ The procedure offers a curtailment of

respiratory heat loss.

3 ~ Thermal stimulation of ciliary activity is afforded.

4. The equipment is simple and inexpensive.

5. The equipment is easy to transport.

6. Lloyd's device requires no external power source.
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Tt ..hould he  glinted out that the techniques described in Lloyd' s and
Haytdard's groups require the patient to be breathing spontaneously. The rate of
hd, at input is a strong function of respiratory minute volume. The Lloyd
aJ7paratus and the Hayward system can be bagged to apply forced ventilation

The Shanks system is, of course, attached to a respirator.

0 en Inhalation Th~era  g

Collie, et ala a   977! rite as an advantage of ~ox en inhalation thera ay
an, "increase in coronary arterial oxygenation." This is expected to forestall,
ventricular fibril;l.ation from e limitation of myocardial energetics. ~ ~ ~ '

may also be expected to counter the tendency toward anoxic pulmonary edema.

The specific gas mixture to be used in inhalation rewarming is an important
part of the overall therapeutic formulation. The use of 100 percent oxygen may
not be desirabLe. Negovs!tii �962! summarizes some evidence supporting this

proposition He cites a histological examination, by Rceanova �956!, of the
brains of 20 dogs. Pure oxygen wse used to resuscitate the dogs after being
cl inically dead for 5 minutes. Oxygen therapy was continued after the resusci-
tation of some ef the dogse Fifteen died within the first 5 days and 5 were

sacrificed 14 to 90 days after resuscitation Zn the 15 animals dying within

the first 5 days, characteristic findings included, abundant. small hemorrhages
in all divisions of the brain, swollen vascular endothelium, and separation and
homogenization of the walls of some vessels These changes were not seen to
such a pronounced extent ia animals not receiving oxygen, even after longer
periods of cLinical death. Bemarrhages and changes in vascular walls were also

found in the heart, lungs and liver Circumscribed changes in the brain,

including structural disturbances, death of nerve cells and scar formation, were

found in animals dying in a moderately prolonged period of time only when oxygen
therapy was given. He suggests that oxygen concentration during artificial
respiration should not exceed 30 to 40 percent. He cites Dembo �957! who

suggests that oxygen therapy is best performed at a concentration of 50 percent
and Swann �950, 'f951! indicating that, "very small doses of oxygen are needed

for resuscitation � to 4 percent in acute anoxia! . The single exception of
carbon monoxide poisoning is mentioned.

Alexander �945 I summarizes the results of oxygen inhalation after the

cooling of 4 subjects at Dachau:



"Oxygen inhalation, however, had no ef feet either upon
respiration or upon heart action. The authors [Hol zloehner,
Rascher, and Finke �942! l feel that the markedly bright. color
of the arterial blood f obs'erved in other human experiments]
made it unlikely that- additional oxygen would have any beneficial
effect.

The oxygen therapy wss examined because of, the clinical picture of dyspnoea,

with formation of foam at the mouth...reminiscent of early aedema af the

1 un gse ~ ~ ~

Hedley-whyte, et al ~, �976! observe that, "Pure oxygen probably causes  in

narmothermic patients] marked depression of ciliary activity. Mucus flow is

impaired. Tracheitis, as noted by bronchoscopy, is apparent after only six

hours of 100% oxygen.

Thermal Considerations of Xnhalation Gas Mixture

h wide variety of physiologically acceptable gas mixtures could be used in

inhalation rewarming. Constituent gasses with high molar heat capaci,ties vill

transport more heat per breath at a given temperature than those with lower

molar heat capacities ~ Molar heat capacity is largely determined by the number

af atoms in a molecule of the gas. For example, triatomic gasses have higher

molar heat capacities than diatomic gasses. Unfortunately, the effects are not

Iarge and the opportunities to usa gasses with complex molecul.es are limited due

to the requirement for physiolaqic acceptability. The water vapOr in the

inhalation gas carries considerably mare heat than the warm gas itself.

Inhalation Thera With a CQ Gas Fraction

A qas mixture containinq some CO2 might be expected to offset. the

depressing effects of profound hypothermia on respiration thereby enhancing the

early thermal benefit to be derived from inhalation rewarming. Zn experiments

reported by Marri sian, et al., �978! volunteers with rectal temperatures

depressed by 2oC were given inhalation therapy at 44+1oC with two different

gas mixturesi Qie rewarming was performed with air, the other with air combined

with a variable snount of C02 ad!usted to maintain respiratory minute volume

at 45 to 50 1 ~ With air inhalation rewarmfnq, respiratory minute volume

averaged 21 1 over the test period. The difference between the after8rops

observed with the two therapies was nat significant at the 0. 35 level. However,

the rates of increase in both rectal and tympanic temperatures were greater at
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this level of significance with the CO2-induced hyperventilation. Thi.s was

asserted by one of the researchers  Hayward, personal communication, June 15,

1978! to support the proposition that inhalation therapy affects the rate of

core rewarming since a variation in the respiratory minute volume produced a
corresponding significant variation in core rewarming rate. Zven so, na claim

is made for the efficacy of performing inhalation rewarming af victims af

profound hypothermia using a CO2 gas fraction. Indeed, one would expect c02
inhalation to accentuate the acidosis described in section 2.4 of this report
whether or not a small CO2 gas fraction might, on baIance, improve the chances
of successful resuscitation from profound hypothermia remains unknown.

Thera eutic Effects of Humidification

Ag, was indicated earlier, the water vapor in the inhalation gas carries

much more heat than the gas itself. Much of this heat' content is due to the S40

cal/g latent heat of vaporization of water. But for this heat to be imparted to
the lung tissue the water vapor must condense in the lung Shanks and March
�973! estimated that the heat input to the body is less than 10 kcal/hr at a

respiratory rate of 10 I/min However, it should be recognized that respiratory
heat loss could be as high as 13 kcal/hr in cold weather. This heat loss could

be a significant portion of the patients depressed metabolism and would be

prevented by the use of inhalation therapy. Thus the patient's heat balance

would be improved by 23 kcal!hr as a result of receiving inhalation rewarming

Aa discussed in Section 2 ~ 3 there may be pulmonary congestion of some

severity present in the victim of profound hypothermia Unfortunately some

effects of watez vapor inhalation may depend upon the nature of this congestion.
Xf the congestion is due to pulmonary edema, the condensation of additiona1

water may compound the probIem. Collis, et al ~, �977! cite Toung, et al.,

�970! describing the ability of the respiratory tract to transfer large amounts

of fluid into the vascuIature. The abi.lity to absorb fluids is predicated upon
a favorable balance between osmotic and hydrostatic pressures and upon the

normal functioning of blood vessel membranes The existence of pulmonary edema
is prima facie evidence of the failuze of one or more of these elenents to

preserve the fluid contents of the vasculature Therefore, there is reason

doubt the reliability of the fluid transfer mechanism to contend with condensing
inhalation vapor in addit:ion to pulmonary edema ex'sting in a victim of profound
h ypot hermia.
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We pr~.ceding situation contrasts markedly with that of the site«native

source of pulmonary congestion discussed in Section 2-3 4%en the congestion

«asuI ts from the accumulation of mucus and other secretions due to cold-

Inhibition of ciliary activity, inhalation rewarming may have desirable rron-

thermal therapeutic effects, in addition to the direct thermal stimulation of

ciliary activity. No treatment recommendation has been found for this specific

condition However, the treatrrrents recommended for- related conditions suggest

that humidification may be helpful Potter �976!, in prescribing treatment of

mucopurulent bronchitis  inflammation of the bronchial tree accompanied by a

marked exudative process!, states" ."Ancillary measures include nebulization

therapy to add water to the secretions for the purpose of reducing their

viscosity. He observes that there is continuing debate over the usefulness of

the nebulization therapy with some contending that it does not reach the deep

areas where it is most needed It should be noted that inhalation rewaxming

deposits water by condensing vapor on the relatively cool lung tissues. This

may reach cheap tissues better than would suspended water particles. Potter

concludes that, "The nightly use of a unit which generates cold mist has also

been found to be- at least of subjective value, but the particle size Is such

that only the upper airways are benefited. Bouhuys �977! argues that, "water

and mucus do not mix to form a homogeneous liquid, and addition of water,

therefore, does not liquify mucus " He cites experiments by Parks, at al.,

�971! which indicated that, exposure to mists...caused no change in tantalum

clearance rate in dogs " Sendixen, et al, �965! describe mist therapy as,

"often effective .in short-term treatment of laryngeal edema or in cases of vary

thick tracheobronchial secretions." They al so indicate that, "Large amounts of

secretions are produced by most patients with chronic pulmonary disease. Treat-

ment with abundant humidity. ~ ~ is required." Ashbaugh �971! in prescribing care

for tracheostomy patients observes that, "bronchial secretions become more

viscous and tenacious, leading to atelectasis and infectioni 3oth prevention

and treatment of this condition depend on the maintenance of a constant source

of moisture in the breathed air or oxygen."

7.3 Contraindications

The majo«contraindication for inhalation rewarmirrg would be traumatic

injury to the face. In this circumstance other first-aid measures might take

precedence However, the technique can be appl ied by tracheostomy but. the

tasrperature must be more carefully contro1lad.
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Zt is not presently clear if pulmonary edema of some severity might be a
contraindication for inhalation rewarming. The notion is suf f iciently p' ausible
to warrant further investigation.

7.4 GuideIines

Heated gas at the mouth should be limited to an inspired temperature of
less than 45 C to protect the mouthed A conscious patient can complain of heat
discomfort but when used with a patient less than fully conscious instrumenta-
tion is probably needed to monitor temperatures delivered by heat humidifiers.
The temperature of the- soda Iijne canister described by Lloyd can be monitored by
touch, as 45 C is about the maximum that the bare hand can withstand

Collis, et al ~, �977! point out that distilled water is routinely used in
clinical humidification and was used. in their inhalation device,

The equipment should be discarded after use or thoroughly sterilized
between uses to preclude the spread of communicable diseases

7.5 Conclusions

Zt has not been clearly established that inhalation rewarming alone can
prevent or significantly reduce afterdrop in a seriously cooled patient Exper-
imental results based on mildy cooled volunteers are conflicting The positive
findings of Hayward and Steinman �975! and Collis, et al , �977! are supported
by a larger base of experimenta1 data than are the negative findings of Marcus
�978! The hot-bath therapy formulations used as bases of comparison for. in-
halation rewarming by the Canadians   arms and legs in! and by Marcus   arms out,
legs in! were Iess likely to prevent afterdrop than a formulation with arms and
legs out of the bath. Therefore, their results with that particular therapy may
be regarded as pessimistic bounds on its potential performance when applied only
to the body trunk.

As a practical matter, the question of gas mixture reduces to a choice af
oxygen concentration. Based on the experience of Negovskii �962! and others,
the oxygen tension should be no larger than can be expected to be fruitful.. Air
may be sufficient for most inhalation rewarmings from immersion hypothermia due
to its oxygen partial pressure at low altitudes and based on the observati = ns of
Holrloehner, et al., �942! ~ An open loop, air-inha'ation circuit is certianly
the simplest from a sterilization point of view; but it may require greater
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heating capacity and may pz'oduce- inhalation temperatuzes which are more
difficult to control than a closed loop system.

Little can be said concerning the magnitude of the problems arising from
applying inhalatioe rewarming to victims of profound hypothermia who exhibit
pulmonary edema ~ Further experimentation with animals in profound hypothermia
and systematic clinical observations are needed to establish the nature and

severity of any pulmonary edema and the interaction of inhalation rewarming with
this condition There are, of course, treatments for the edema which could be
used to clear the way for the application of inhalation zewarming. These treat-
ments are generally directed toward the cause of the edema, which is not pres-
ently known. Furthermore, this treatment of edema could involve significant
delays in the initiation of inhalation therapy. During this time the patient
should, as always, be handled so as to minimize aftsrdrop during the treatment
of pulmonary edema. Rewarming could be initiated with anothez' therapy during
this time with inhalation therapy added when the pulmonary congestion has been
cleared

Inhalation rewarming provides direct thermal stimulation of cil iary activ-
ity which would tend to clear congestion frau the pulmonary tree. Although
there are dissenting views, the majority opinion seems to be I>at humidification
tends to liquify tenacious congestion and mobilize it for transport.

The inhalation rewarming of a victim of pzofound hypothermia  with de-
pressed respiration! could be accomplished ia two ways The simplest approach
would be to allow natural respiration to cause heat to be infused at a very low
rate. A more aggressive approach would involve bagging the inhalation gas to
elevate respiratory minute volume and the resulting heat transfer This could

tend to offset existing acidosis, perhaps to the point of precipitating alka-
losis which, in turn, could be coz'rected by incz'easing the CO~ content of the
inhalation gas mixture. This more aggressive approach would be less simple and
could necessitate zelativey complicated monitoring of variables. The potential
also exists for bagging to produce mechanical irritation of a weakened myocar-
dium increasing the tendency toward fibrillation.

Zt is not necessary that inhalation z'ewazming be as effective as torso

immersion in a hot bath for it to be useful as a first-aid treatment. The

inhalation of warm, moist, gasses prevents respiratory heat loss, infuses a small
amoun of heat into the deep body core near the heart and stimulates ciliazy
activity. This alone is probably sufficient justification for its use.
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8 ' 0 OIATHKRNY

The word diathermy comes from the greek dia, meaning through and

therme, meaning heat It has come to include several varying ways to transmit

heat Lehmsnn �971! defines it, for therapeutic purposes, as "deep heating".

Ra discusses three modalities which are used for therapeutic purposes�

ultrasonic, short-wave and miczowave diathermy- They share the characteristic

of accomplishing heating by conversion. This implies that various types of

energy are transmitted through superficial tissues to deeper ones where they are

converted into heat.,

8.1 Descri tions of the Thera ies

Ultrasonic Diathe

Ultrasonic diathermy utilizes high frequency acoustic vibrations � ~ 8 to

1.0 saz! propagated in the form- of longitudinal compression waves- The heating

in response to therapeutic intensities � to 4 watts/cm ! derives from tissue

particle movement as a result of the wave propagation. These waves will not

propagate through air so physical contact with the transducer is required.

Wave intensity diminishes exponentially with depth in a homogeneous tissue.

According to Lehmann and Johnson �958!, the ultrasound absorption per unit of

tissue thickness in fat is about twice that in muscle and in bone is over 10

times that in muscle Reflection can occur at the interface between materials

of different acoustical impedances This effect is particularly pronounced with

bone and surgical implants. Carstenson, et, al., �953! and Piersol, et al.,

�952! Showed that +baorption and canversion tO heat occur primarily in the

tissue proteins. According to Schwan   1958! relatively little energy is con-

verted into heat in the subcutaneous fat and much more is converted in the mus-

culature. One half of the energy available at the fat-muscle interface is

available 3 cm into the muscle

Short-wave Diathe

Short-wave diathermy utilizes high frequency current �3.56 to 40.68 8Hz!

to establish a currant within the "patient circuit" ~ This current is tuned to

resonance, usually with a variable capacitor, by maximizing a power indicat'on.

.he therapy may be applied either with a capacitance device or an
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1. A radio-frequency induction cable technique has been developed
which has successfully rewarmed dogs and monkeys fraa near lethal
hypothermia of 21 C to normal body temperatures

2. The short wave therapy range was found most effective
for heating the deep tissues of large animals

3. Spacing of coils fr a body was the most. critical rewarming
factor. Using one-half inch spacing, adequate heat
generation was obtained without burning the subcutaneous
tissue ~

4i A frequency of 13 ' 56 megacycles and an insulation of one-
half inch was finally selected as the safest and most
effective combination and became a standard technique.

5 A final series of animals was resuscitated by this technique.
They all survived with no burns, no signs of vascular collapse,
and no post-rewarming change in behavior or intelligence."

A] lexander �945! summarized the results of human rewarming experiments

conducted at Dachau employing "short wave" diathermy of the heart.

demonstrable beneficial effect.

unsatisfactory because in view of the
to the cold, the danger of extensive
physician may exercise constant

"The treatment had no

It was likewise considered

loss of skin sensation due

burns exists even though a
supervision."
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induction device. According to Lehmann �971! short-wave diathermy produces

heating at a tissue depth which is, between that. produced by superficial

heating agents. ~ ~ and [that produced byl low frequency microwave or

ultrasound.... He cites short-wave diathermy as, "an efficient agent to heat

musculature up to a depth of 1 to 2 centimeters." Swan, et al., �955! report

the regular use of a standard diathermy unit with the induction coil wrapped

around the pelvis for rewarming surgery patients. Their data shows the method

to he as rapid for rewarming as immersion in water at 45oC. They also state,

"Occasionally, for reasons not apparent, the diathermy has also proved

inefficient. In 1952 Bigelow, and his associates described a series af

experiments on dogs and monkeys with the specific objective of developing, a

safe radio-frequency resuscitation procedure requiring only a small portable

racfio-frequency generator and power supply with a simple technique of

appl ication. The complete summary of the paper follows:



The wave lengths, modes of application and energy levels used were not reported.
Kquipnent available at the time did not permit whole-body treatment of the human
sub!ects The experiments had been prompted by previous successes with

whol e-body animal rewarming which, according to Holzloehnex, et al., { 1942!,
. ~ . leads to a recovery of the animal with puzz] ing rapidity.

Microwave Oiathe

Microwave diathermy transmits energy in the form of electromagnetic

radiation in the 915 to 2450 8Hz rangei Heat is created in the tissues as a
result of their resistance to the impinging radiation. Guy, et al., { 1974!
indicated that the longer wave length associated with the industrial,
scientific and medical frequency  9'15 MHz! gave more power transferred to deep
tissues than with 2450 MHz. They summarize the deficiencies of 2450 MHz
diathermy:

"1. absorption is so great in the muscle layer that the
depth of penetration is only 1 7 cm

2. the severe discontinuity at the fat-muscle interface pro-
duces a large standing wave resuIting in a "hot spot" in the
fat layer one~arter weve length from the muscle surface.

3 the absorbed power density in the deep tissues varies
considerably with fat thickness making it difficult to
predict the proper therapeutic Ievel for different
patients having a wide variation of fat thickness "

Concerning 915 HHz diathermy they observe, "The penetration and minimal Eat

heating compare favorably with those of the short-wave diathermy, with the addi-
tional advantage that the heating pattern is reasonably uniform in contrast to

the undesirable toroidal pattern of the latter. Lehmann {1971! indicates that

50 percent of energy available at muscle surface is available at a 3 cm depth
with 900 NHz microwaves while it was available to only a 1 cm depth with 2450
8Hz,

8.2 Advanta es and Risks

The primary advantage for diathermy rewarming is its ability to heat,

tissues below the subcutaneous fat layer. This advantage pertains particularly
to uI trasound and low fr equency microwaves; but short-wave diathermy is also

capable of some deep tissue heating. Swan, et aI., �955! point out that

rewarming by diathermy is particularly valuable since coils can be positioned
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over the pelvis, if necessary, so that manual cardiac compression can be applied
to support circulation until a patient can be rewarmed sufficiently for
spontaneous defibrillation to take place or until a defibrillator can be used
effectively  cor» temperature above 28oc! ~

A risk with diathermy, particularly shor't-wave and microwave, is superfi-
cial burns. These can result from application of excessive energy, moisture on
the patient's skin, improper positioning of the applicator or movement of it
duxing treatment. The problem is reduced in short-wave diathermy by the use of
the induction coil applicator. Advances in ul trasound equipment have provided
the capability to detect transducer movements which could increase the
transducer load intensity and autaaatically reduce the system output

A more difficult probiem is the determination of proper treatment dosage.
Verbal feedback free the patient is- generally used in physical medicine to de-
termine control settings on a diathermy unit A semiconscious or unconscious
hypothermia victim would be unable to provide information about the beating
effect of the treatment Dosage can be approximated by knowing the dosage
energy input and dosage timet but the exact distribution of thermal effects will
not be known. The therapy will have to be applied conservatively with close
monitoring of rectal temperature.

The fact that. Swan, et al ,  $955! regularly used the technique on surgical
patients suggests that the overheating problem can be controlled. They applied
the therapy intermittently, two minutes on and one minute off,

8.3 Contraindications

The complete lists of contraindications for the three diathermy modili-
ties are given by Lehmann �971! ~ The following are contxaindictions for both
short-wave and micx'owave diathermy.

1 ~ any question of hemorrhage

2i areas of sensory loss

3 moist dressings or adhesive tape

4. regi.ons of suspected malignancy

5. presence of phlebitis

6 tuberculosis

7 ~ j oi nts with ef f usions

B. areas of occlusion arterial disease
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9. areas containing metal I ic implants
10 during pregnancy or menstruation

11. on patients with pacemakers.

Additional specific contraindications given for microwave diathermy are the area
of the eye and edematous tissue As indicated in section 2.3 of this report
edema may be a consequence of hypothermia. Regarding short-wave contraindica-
tions Lehmann �971! states, It remains to be investigated whether fluid
accumulation in the body cavities, such as the joints and pleural cavity,.
represent an indication for decreasing the dosage since selective heating of
these may occur." Item 2 above addresses the problem of dosimetry which must be
solved to permit treatment of unconscious patients ~

There are fewer specific contraindXcations for ultrasonic diathermy, as
follows:

'f avoid therapeutic dosage to the eye
2 spinal area after laminectomy

3 hemorrhagic diatheses

4, regions or suspected malignancy
5 area of vascular insufficiency.

Since the eye is contraindicated because of the danger of damage caused by cavi-
tation of the fluid contained therein, it is surprising that pulmonary edema is
not listed for the same reason

8 4 Guidelines

For short;wave and microwave diathermy, wet clothing should be removed
and the patient should be thoroughly dried so that hot spots and burns do not
develop on the body surface. Terry cloth is usually used with short-wave
diathermy to absorb any residual mositure or perspiration and to help space
induction heating coils at least 1/2 in from the skin. The latter spacing is
recommended to prevent burns» Short-wave therapy by i~duction coil heating is
recommended rather than capacitive heating with large plates.

Since metallic implants or pacemakers are contraindications for short-wave
and microwave diathermy, any patient to be rewarmed by these methods should be
thoroughly checked for thoracic or hip scars that would suggest implants in or
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near the regions to be heated. Also, due to the danger of strong, local induced

heating, all metallic objects such as rings or bracelets should be removed prior
to treatmsnt-

Ultrasonic diathermy should be applied with a heavy oil. as a mediator bet-

ween the transducer and the patient's skin.

8 ~ 5 Conclusions

Because of the potential for delivering significant amounts of heat to

relatively deep tissues, diathermy, particularly ultrasonic and low-frequency
microwave, should receive serious consideration for possible use as a rewarming
'ther &pys

The primary obstacle to diathermy rswarming i.s the development of dosimetry

guidelines which are effective yet safe in the absence of reliable feedback from

the patient. The seriousness of the edema contraindications should be deter-

mined Research is also needed to determine the best way to apply each modality
to accomplish core rewarming pelvic application has been suggested and would

probably advance rectal temperature most quickly; but an application nearer the

pleural cavity might produce better therapeutic results The location of bone

structure will differential ly affect the performance of the three modalities

Oiathermy requires equipment. of some sophisticationg but it is commonly

operated by technicians The equipment may be made reasonably portable; but it

requires a supply of electric power.
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9 ~ 0 APPLICATION OF THE THERAPIES

Three points regarding the application of the rewarming therapies

considered in this report are of paramount importance. They are the suitability

of the therapies for use as first-aid treatments in the field  out of a hospital

environment or its equivalent! and their suitability for use either simultane-

ously or sequentially during the restoration of normothermia. These points are

addressed in this chapter.

9 1 First-Aid Treatments

The selection of first-aid therapies for which ENT's are to be trained

and equipped involves s tradeoff between the therapeutic advantage of a therapy

versus the- risk to the patient of receiving the therapy from technicians under

the conditions prevailing at the accident site or in route to a hospital

environmenti This risk should' not be confused with a risk to the patient of

receiving no treatment at all. This latter risk is involved in the

determination of therapy benefit.. Zf quantitative measures could be obtained

for the benefit and risk inherent in each of a number of candidate rewarming

therapies, the best could be selected by comparing the benefit/risk ratios of

the therapies. Ignoring morbidity due to the therapies, this could be

formulated as the se5 ection of the therapy   counted j ~ 1, 2,..., n; where there

are n candidate therapies under consideration! which maximises the expression:

iPr survival with treatment ! - Pr survival without treatment!
Pz death due to tz.eatment g!

These probabilities, indicated by Pr, would be dif f icult to estimate accurately

with information pzesently available. Therefore this report is restricted to a

Belineation of the views of the authors concerning the suitability of the

therapies foz' use as first-aid treatments.

Of the potential first-aid measures, rapid surface heating by trunk

immersion in hot water offers good potential on shipboard or wherever a bathtub

is available. Hot water immersion is not likely to be a viable.e procedure aboard

a smail boat or rescue helicopter although special plumbed garments or body

suits filled with hot water offer a possible alternative. Systems could be

developed which util ice the waste heat. from the vehicle engine
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af the therapies which have been examined in this report, the following
four may reasonably be performed by KIT's outside of a wel I-equipped medical
facility:

Surface rewarming

2. Intragastric balloon

3 Inhalation rewarming
4. Diat,hermy

Passive slow rewezming, intragastric balloons, inhalation rewarming, and
diathermy are rewarming techniques which could be initiated in a smaIl boat,
helicopter, or some other small rescue vehicle. Either no equipment is required
 as in the case of passive rewarming! or else compact emergency equipment exists
or could easily be developed

Peritoneal irrigation offers some potential for use as a first-aid
procedure under reasonably controIIed conditions by specially-trained ENT's with
special equipment to facilitate monitoring of dialysate and core temperatures
and to control dialysate replacement

Zxtracorporeal blood rewarming should remain a hospital-based procedure
that is reserved for serious hypothermia cases that cannot be rewarmed '.by more
conservative means or that must be used if the patient deveIops ventricular fi-
brillation. Indeed extracorporeal blood rewarming should probably be performed
only by specially-trained physicians.

9.2 Simultaneous Treatments

Some of the therapies examined in this report should not be applied si-
multaneously. Diathermy should not be applied in the area while either an
intragastric or intracolonic baIIoon is being used or while the peritoneal
cavity is being irrigated. This is particularly the case for ultrasonic and
Iow-frequency microwave diathermy due to the penetration depths they can achieve
and their undesirable effects on accumulations of water. It would probably be
prudent to withhold short-wave diathermy as well.

There is no immutable reason why inhalation therapy and the intragastric
baIIoon cou1d not be administereed simultaneously. However, because of Aeir
requirements to access the body through the pharynx, specia1 equ pment may be
needed to enable their simultaneous application.

The remaining combinatione of pairs of the therapies under consi d aration
ar all quite feasible.
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9.3 Se uential Treatments

Because treatment is sometimes initiated but not completed in the field,
is reasonable to asia if the initiation of a particular therapy might preclude

the later use of another therapy when the victim is transported to a facil ity
capable- of a more intense level of care Zn short, re specific contraindica-
tions have been identified which would preclude sequencing these therapies in
any order. It should be noted that this finding does not address the question
of the therapeutic desirability of these sequences. The conclusion is only that
the therapies may be safely sequenced in any order.



10, 0 SVHHARY AND CONCLVS IONS

The l iterature on resuscitation from accidental hypothermia is split
between advocates of fast active rewarming and slow passive rewarming. Survival
statistics do not permit a definitive evaluation of the vax'ious methods at
present. Some experimental evaluations of simple, non-i.nvasive therapies have
been performed using volunteers with mild induced hypothermia   rectal tempera-
tures around 35 C! ~ The need still exists f' or more systematic and comprehen-
sive studies of this type Of course these studies are limited in that they can
not reveal the effects. of the therapies when applied to a profoundly hypothermic
patient who is unconsCious, not shivering, acidotic, subject to hypovolemic
shock, and pexhaps exhibiting one or more types of edema. Information concern-
ing the performance of the therapies under these conditions can only come from
conjecture, cli,ni.cal observations, and experiments with deeply cooled animals.
Conjecture, even when based on good knowledge of fundamentals is the weakest
basis for conclusions because of the complexity of the interactions in biologi-
cal systems Clinical observations are useful in suggesting lines of scien-
tific inquiry but are a weak basis for conclusions because of their uncontrolled
nature. Experimentation with deeply cooled animals is an imperfect source of
information, as is experimentation with moderately cooled humans. However, it
also should be drawn upon for i~dications of the safety and efficacy of rewarm-
ing therapies before forming conclusions about their suitability for use.

Rapid external rewarming by immersion of only the torso in warm ~ater is
commonly regarded as safe and effective. Ther'e are obvious physical limitations
on it's usefulness as a first-aid treatment ~ A large tub of hot water is not a
highly porfable i.tern.

Ken patients cannot be rewarmed by conservative means ar when ven ricular
fibrillation occurs at a body core temperature below 28 C, aggressive measures
must be taken. Diathermy, pex'itoneal ixxigat'on and extracorporeal blood ra-
warming have all been employed successful l.y.

Diathermy has good potential for use as a first-aid treatment. It should
be investigated further to determine the best modality and protacoi for applica-
tion to safely achieve best core rewarming and organ system revitalization. Its
sensitivity to edema as a contraindication must be determined.
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Peritoneal irrigation offers limited use as a first-aid treatment. Its
best use is when dialytic detoxif ication is desired as with drug overdose.

Extracorporeal blood rewarming requires surgical invasion which would be
very dangerous in the field. The requirement to ~Rminister anticoagul ants would
counterindicate its use in al1 cases involving trauma.

Rowarming by inhalation of warm humid gasses offers distinct potential as a
first-aid treatment since it. at least prevents further respiratory heat loss and
stimulates cf1iary activity. Its interaction with the pulmonary edema possible
in profoundly hypothermic patients warrants investigation

The use of an intragastric balloon offers some potential as a first-aid
revarming treatments It introduces heat into the core while necessitating less
need for sterf,lization than other invasive treatments Its clinical effective-
ness has not been determined but' appears promising
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The Boating Rules Of

10's, 3's And 4's

RULES OF 10 ' s

10 seconds to make a life or death decision upon sudden,
unexpected immersion.

10 feet is the average distance from safety that mast
2rownings occur.

lO minutes is the average minimum time that a full suit of
Eunting clothing will support a non-panicked person in the
water without a PFD.

10 to 1 are the approximate odds the Spring or Fall
7isherman/hunter has in dying from a boating accident
compared to the summer recreatxona oater.

RULES OF 3's

modes of death in the water:
Some drowning victims die from suffocation  dry

drowning! .
2. Some drowning victims die from hypothermia  exposure!.
3. Some drowning victims die from the displacement of
air by water in their lungs. Almost all drowning victims
die from their own ignorance and/or panic.  There are
very few acts of God or unconscious drownings!.

ways that alcohol or drugs kill boaters:
l. They drink too much beer, or other alcoholic
beverages,  frequently in the hot sun! and impair their
balance.

2. They stand up or move toward the gunwale to relieve
themselves and fall overboard and/or capsize the boat.
3. They become hypothermic much more rapidly due to
alcoholic dilatation of the blood vessels once they hit
cold water; and/or they cannot think clearly; they are
uncoordinated and disoriented; panic and drown,
frequently an arm's length from safety.

3 reasons why more people die out of the normal boating



season   June, July, August!:
1. The water is much colder.
2. There are far fewer people around to help.
3. The fisherman/hunter who is the predominate "out of
season" recreational water user does not think of himself
as a "recreational boater", hence he blocks out or
ignores the majority of the safety information directec
at the general boating public. Additionally, he has
generally been "doing his thing" safely for years.

RULES OF 4's

4 minutes under  without oxygen! and a person is dead or at
least is permanently reduced to a mental incompetent.

This may not. be true for the following reasons:

l. All mammals  including humans! have what is known as a
"diving reflex".
2. This reflex, normally involuntary, occurs infrequently
yet it definitely exists and occasionally is mastered by
humans'
3. A person in dive reflex looks dead, yet is very much
alive.
4. Recently, presumed drowning victims of all ages, sizes,
sexes, and races who have been completely underwater for as
long as 38 minutes, have been revived with no ill effects.

4 suggestions for resuscitationjrevival of a dro~ning
victim:

l. Treat as alive, insulate from environment, take to a
hospital and rewarm.
2. Apply moist. warm air inhalation or rescue breathing
to all victims.
3. Use CPR  Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation!.
4. Treat all near drownings as serious, take victim to a
hospital fast.

4 rules for dealing with hypothermia  body core heat loss!
Tn the water:

1. Minimize movements.
2. Assume the help  Heat Escape Lessening Position!
position.
3. Don't swim.
4. Don't remove clothing.

4 suggestions to prevent drowning:
1. Learn to swim or to float.
2. Wear a PPD.

3. Don't panic.
4. Don't go in the water alone.

BOATING SAFETY NEW'SLETTER
U.S. Coast Guard
Spring 1979

4 suggestions for dealing with hypothermia out of the water:
l. insulate hypothermia victims from the environment.
2. Attempt to warm core of victim.
3. Rewarm slowly, treatinq victim gently.
4. Get victim to a hospital as soon as possible.
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ETaCOMMERCE
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20230

NOAA 79 � S 9

Cold Nater "Drownin< s"RELEASE: Thursday
June 21, 1979 Need Not Be Fatal

Ãith summer weekends at the beach approaching, and thousands of

swimming pools being filled for the season, the National Oceani<. and

Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!, has advice that could mean the

difference between life and death.

If statistics hold up, scores of men, women, and children will
drown. during the next few months in water accidents. But research
supported by NOAA's National Sea Grant College Program shows that not
all the drownings need result in death. The lives of some "vic=ims"
can be saved.

Dr. Martin J. Nemirof f, a University of Michigan researche: funded
by the Commerce Department agency, has determined that if a person
"drowns" in cold water -- water cooler than 70 degrees Fahrenh, i t
he or she stands a good chance of being saved without brain damage,
even af ter prolonged submersion.

A reflex common to marine mammals also occurs in humans in <.old

water, Nemiroff sa:.d. The body shuts off the flow of oxygen in its
system to all but iDe vital parts -- the heart, lungs, arid brain. His
conclusions are based on investigation of more than 200 drownin<y cases
in the past three vears.

Zn these case.;, however, after prolonged resuscitat> on of the
22 victims, 17 recovered fulLy, three did not respond, and two responded
but. suffered physical damage.

-more-

Nemiroff has been involved personally in 22 of the cases. Xn
each instance the victim had been submerged in cold water for a t least
five minutes, and most had no pulse, were not breathing, and. had dilated
pupils -- all signs of death. Prior to Nemiroff's findings, it is
doubtful resuscitation attempts would have been made.



One of the victims, a college student who had been underwater
for 38 minutes, not only recovered fully, but went on to establish
an A-minus record in college, evidence that no brain damage was done.

Zt is also important that the resusc'tation effort continue as
long as the person administering it can physically perform the task, or
until professional medical assistance arrives and takes over.

Nemiroff said th drownings he has studied have happened not only
in lakes, oceans, or rivers, but in swimming pools, as well.

Many children fall into pools while they are being filled, he
noted, and in most cases the water temperature during filling is about
60 degrees Fahrenheit, cold enough to trigger the mammalian response"
which raises survival odds.

One child revived recently by Nemiroff had fallen headfirst
into a water-filled diaper pail while the mother was out of the room.
The child was in the less-than-70-degree water for at least 10 minutes
before the mother returned and started resuscitation Through he.'
efforts and those of a medical team called to the home, the child made

a full recovery.

NOAA Public Af fai. s

Rockville, ND 20852
�01! 443-8243

James C. Elliott � Sea Grant

�01! 443-8975

Zn cold water drowning cases, Nemiroff said, it is important
that resuscitation be started as quickly as possible, using any of the
standard techniques taught by the American Red Cross, the Heart Associa-
tion, or other organizations.
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Leveis of Hypothermia

� "normal" rectal temperature

� metabohsm increases

� maximum shivering

� normal blood pressure, victim responsive

� severe hypothermia below this temperature

� clouded consciousness, diminished respiratory rate, shivering
ends, blood preseure difficul to Obtain

� unocnSCiOuaneee begine, ventnCal fibrillatien may OCCur
f irregular heartbeat!, SIOw pulxe snd breathing, inCreaSed
muscuiar rigitfity

� victim appears dead, loss ol movement and reliexes

� victim seldom conscious

� ventricular fibriilstfon may appear spontaneously

� pulmonary edema develops iswelling of lungsf

� maximum nsk of fibrlllation

� lOWeat acofdtmtaf hypothermia recovery

� f80 Electric EEG  Sat brain-wave pattern!

� kwvest arlifi cialiy cooled hypothermia recovery



12/20/78University of Rhode Isiand PRESS RELEASE

POLAR BEARS WARNED:

KEEP AWAY FROM ALCOHOL

For those rugged individuals who brave chilly waters on New Year's Day
for polar bear swims, there's a word of caution--don't drink alcohol first.

That "one to warm you up" in reality, when mixed with cold water can
kill you, warns Neil W. Ross, of the University of Rhode Island Marine
Advisory Service.

The deadly combination of cold water and alcohol will be one of the
topics covered in a R.I. Boating Council woxkshop, Jan. 13-14 at URZ, on
techniques for cold water survival and hypothermia treatment.

"Alcohol opens up the small blood capillaries near the body's surface.
As the warm blood circulates to the skin it loses heat. This cooled blood

then returns to the heart and can begin to cool down the inner body, If
the inner body temperature drops twenty degrees, heart attacks and death
usually x'esult Ross said.

Alcohol can also decrease one's swimming ability and diminish judgment.
Ross pointed out that cold water clouds one's thinking and thus combining
cold ~ster and alcohol can be doubly dangerous.

"It's not just the drink befoxe the plunge that can put someone in
danger," he said. "It takes time, about an hour per ounce of liquor, for
the body to metabolize the alcohol. Someone who drank heavily New Year' s
Eve might still be intoxicated the next day. Therefore, those interested
in a cold water dunking on New Year's Day ought to take it easy the night
before."

For a safer swim in chilly waters, he suggested drinking a warm, non-
alcoholic beverage beforehand and making sure someone is around tc help if
trouble arises.

"After the swim, when you' re thoroughly warmed up and your body sur-
face is back to room temperature, then you can celebrate with alcahol,"
Ross concluded.

For Further information: Christi Duerr, Marine Affairs Mriter
401-792-62i1

When alcohol is not present in the blood stream, the body's capillaries
close down in an instinctive body defense. This keeps the blood deeper
inside the body to delay the chilling effects when someone is thrown into
cold water, he continued.



Hypothermia and Survival
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Surviving in Cold Water:
A Study of Immersion Hypothermia

Roland Lovstad and Lynn Furlong
University of Minnesota, Duluth

professor o  physio!ogy at the medica!
schoo!.

Shivering

Akohol's Hfects
Pozos is also interested in the effect

alcohol has on a person's ability to
withstand cold temperatures. "When a
person has had a few drinks, his body
becomes warm and if he falls into water
his body may lose heat much faster than
usual. However, the a!cohol content may
subdue his shock reaction, making him

SIJISULATIXC a Lake Superior plunge,
research assistant Scott Burgstahlei tries
out a test tank for hypothermia research at
the University of Minnesota, Duluth
School ofMedicine. Taking the,'ank's

temperature is Paul lai~, The tank is
kept at 39'F, the average temperature of
Lake Superior.

11

When the !uxury liner Titanic sank on
April 15, !9
, about 700 survivors
climbed into lifeboats and sought rescue
by other ships in the area. But only one
person is said to have survived from those
who jumped or were thrown into the icy
cold North Atlantic waters that night.
About 1,500 passengers and crew perished
with the ship or in the waters,

Sixty-seven years later, that lone
individua!'s ability to survive is of interest
to scientists. Among those seeking the
reason are researchers at the University of
Minnesota-Duluth School of Medicine.

They are studying immersion hypother-
mia � how the body reacts in cold water-
in a project funded by the University of
Minnesota Sea Grant Program. Stearns
Manufacturing Company, St, Cloud, has
provided some funds to support the
research. The investigators hope the
results of their research wi!I be usefu! in
developing survival techniques and rescue
procedures. as wel1 as in designing
!ifesaving gear that will not only f!o'it the
victim but also protect the body from
hypothermia.

An understantiing of how the body
reacts in cold water wi	 greatly enhance a
person's chances of survival in cold v ater,
according to Robert Pozos, associate

The human body must regu!ate a
constant temperature  98.6'F is considered
normal!, but when immersed in cold
water the body rapidly loses heat and
begins to shiver. "Shivermg appears to be
one of the body's mechanisms for
adjusting to the heat loss � the muscle
movements produce heat," Pozos says.
But, he adds, "shiver can also inhibit
motion needed for the person to get out of
the water, and consequently he becomes
weaker,'

The mechanics of shiver are not really
understood, but Pozos hopes his research
will help to discover what triggers the
shivering impulse and what can be done
to control it.

A person's physical condition may be
one determinant of the shivering mech-
anism and the body's ability to withstand
cold temperatures. Both physically fit and
obese individuals are better able to endure
cold water than unfit or lean persons. and
women have been reported to be able to
endure cold temperatures for a longer
period of time than men, according to
Pozos. "Not surprisingly, fatigued
individuals cannot tolerate cold water as
well as rested persons," he adds.

more relaxed. Interetsttng!y, the Titanic
survivor who fell into the water was a
drunken sailor,"

To conduct this iesearch, Pozos has
designed a water tank in which male and
female volunteers will be immersed and
their physiological responses measured.
Larry Wittmers, assistant professor of
physio!ogy, will take respiratory measure-
ments, arid John LaBree, dean of the
medical schoo! and a cardiologist, will
monitor heart rate and stress levels o'Me
volunteers.

Since he has access to the coldest of the
Great Lakes, Pozos will concentrate his
efforts on Lake Superior. The water in the
tank wil! be kept at approximately 89 F�
the temperature of Lake Superior.

Know What To Do!
Because northern Minnesota's many

lakes of fer both summer and winter
recreation, Pozos be!ieves that the public
shou!d be informed of the dangers oi
immersion hypothermia. He cites the
examples of a snowmobi!er whose snow
machine plunges into the icy waters of a
northern Minnesota !;tke, and of a sailboat
capsized on Lake Superior. "The survival
of these !:ieop!e may clepend on what they
do while m the water. We hope our
research will provide an answer," says
Pozos.

One offshoot oi the hypothermia
research is experimen iation with different
kinds oi life preservers or personal
f!otation devices  P FD!. If it can be
determined what exactly happens to the
body in cold water, then a device could be
deve!opecI to help correct the b M's
liinitations. Pozos believes. !n ..e
Superior, a special kind of PFD may be
required io tolerate the extremely cold
water.
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Drowsdag $«Mch inchades
hypaubarlsda! ia sssw tbe thhd
kadbag cause of accidesstal
death m tbe Uxdted States and.
as nxue Amsrkuses spend ~
nuum time &sosud open maaer
every year, the naunber of ao-
cMems ha bound to lnctease. I
They don't fuse happen to peo- l
pie at beaches in smsunerthne
or to babiee left lesattended in
bathtubs, but to conaussrs~
fbshesmen, seamen. offhhsnm
~ worhers. ehscb hsmsers
and pleasure basasese  «base
ssanbecs ismeased an asusua-
ishbsg four milHan in the past
two years!.

Springtime is osfsscisalfy'
dangerous for boasnrs, a~ '

t fluatd. ie%eI '
kse a kt at people in bfay audi
Jmm The air is warm and.,
they csm't madt to get out an
the maser. probably mearbsg
hsadespsate cktbbsg, says Lt.
~. David S. Smith. ' They
dan't thbsb about boar coM the
mates ie."

Mast open water iu tbe,
northern half of this country<is
solder 7tPF for mast of the,
year. Now' smw lmderstandbsg
of the body's cwactkns bas led
aa tbe des kps at Of a sci-

ence af calshmaier euclsiseal ~
that couM have saved the lives '
af these aboaacl the 154'ated
Comet and many other via .
tbne. ha tact, thk new huoml-
edge, caunbhaed with a vasty
of Sloeavmg sachsaiqams aad
eqsdpment. cun uat sudy er
send survival thee in cohl
maier by as much as eight
hours, it cen decrease the

mber at people mbe die ot
racgcal tsmpesatute "after-
drop fslowbsg seecsm.

The «cud bypssgasrmba
began appesu~ in the ~
porose with Scene segsdurity

«hater. ha ylaba laagsaagn.
it hs a pbysiokgical state hs
mhkb the ~s caste tem-
pesatssre Is kewuseef to a point
at whkh vital orgasss can uo
baager fuuctksL This can sake
a whSe. Shin and peripiaeal
tbssum cool very quis&ly
 saspecially ia coM water!, but
it may tahe ll so ROminutes be-
rate the heart aad brain even
heghs to cool. At N 0 F, a vic-
tim usuaiy kees csussckssa-
aees; below' F, heart Salbue
ussuaHy cauissdsath.
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Until this decade, there were
little scientific data on hypo-
tlaernrha, presumably.hectare
the experiments havcdved are
sa unphuaeant: A person,ts
coahad casa.third of the way to
death anci then has his care
asm peraca are rneesaued by
electron tlaerrnometar deep in
the cectuna. ear canal nr
emplaalprs. What skimpy IIS-
eratlnre there «as before I970
desctrfbed studies of chIQed
fighter pfhats who had cn be ~
wacnasd la World War ff.

Tbsa, in IN71. Dr. John.Bay-
ward, a 4Lyaar~ ~fainha.
ghat at tbe University of Vhsjo-
ria in Srithab Columbia, wbo
bad spent five years stndyhag
anhnrd hibernathaa, began to
loot at the human body'e re.
spentas to inamerahaa ln cahl

Bis research was ahned ~
ply at trying co determine hoer
lang a bmnan coaahf stay in
waser under % F before
beccsnhrg hypothermic. The
doctor haca50a was hhasl.
Sea cenaperntures off Srithah
Cllhnnbia range betweeta 4IPF
and SPF aQ year.

Mth a resertrch team. Dr.
Eaywarrf had each vrahanteer
subject stay ha the sea until bis
erne tamperaatane dropped to

' about f5 F � "the grecatest
amcauat of coofhag we can do
ethboaiiy," Dr Baywasd ex
phahts, -but enough to ghre us
a cxÃallng race." Tbe team
mutated the rs fruan
stdpbactrcf. much as astrrsaauts
woaddbe from a control tower,
to provide a secan~jr~ond
picture af human response to
cohl stress: deep body tem-
perature, tean pernture of
bhtad fhntr to the brain, heart
activity. nxyNan uptake and
e4ectrf eel activity of specific
musclaa. bath as tbe subjects
ware chilled and then re.
wnraaeL Infrared phatagra-
phy was used to map the areas
at the bochjr ~ ln acfdfthaa
to tbe head. are the major
rnucsn far heat hase.

After NO experlnaeacal sub-
mershtns, Dr. Hayward's
team found that humans could
extend their survival chne crna-
sMerahfy. Be balm deveiola-
lng and %asia~ a science of
cold-watarsurvlval.

Matnawb8e. at tbe Unhrar-
sity Sospttal of tbe University
ot Michigan hr Ann Arbor, Dr.
Martin J. Nemircrtt, a 38-year-
aM spechalist in lung disease
and dhrhag mecSchas, began to
study anode aspect of ccld
water survival. He had been
taschaated by the case at a caf-
isee studrnat who, having beaa
trtapped in hta car under hate
ice hte 3$ mhaatns, was suc-
c~ly rearivsd and found to
have suffered aa hraia dam-
age.. Until then. it bad been
gsaaerally halhrrrud that tbe
fnanaaabraha cauld nat marfve
undtmaagad without carr@Isa
past IburmhnIes.

With support freca the
hSchlfpan Sea Gamt Program,
Dr. Neraaruft begaa sa revhrw
every case of drrrwnhag and
uter~!vrahag chat bad tahea
place in Mcbigan waters ha
tbe past several years. Nar-
ruwhag his hariuhy dorm to I5
victims who bad been rescuetl
after more than four minutes
under water, be dfsaavared
that II bad srnvtved. whfaaut
brain chunage. despite up co 15
nahnrtnsnt bataa,

Dr Neaniruff tbecrrbaed that
cohf water caadd save Ives as
nell as ead them. WMe be
lbaSW that the faurinha ate
Ithnit for subaaeradaa wfthraat
bra@a d enrage tuadoaabcedly
beM traae in «arm water I
 above~F!, he saw that caM
water � the canc@ tbe batter
� ceuM curn a Iifesavhag
rI:ticaL. Be found that im-
mershag a person's face la icy
wecnr triggers a relax that
slnana Ore heartbeat aad csna-
strfcts tbe perfplaernl arteries

is sbmssad away from the ea.
treanithas and carried instead
to che heart, hmgs aad brain.
Shin, nmscles and gut can sur-
vive without chcuha5an for
more than anbaur.

TMs ~~ caSad tbe
naaaanaallaa diving telex, had
al~ly baca Klenti5ad in tbe
39$Ys ha seabr, whalna and
other air~thing acpaatlc
manunals who, if they must,
can stay under water for up to
30 minutes. Humans, it tune
out, are also barn «ith an aM-
lty to tnlsrtate perilads at lorr
oxylfen, which helps them sur-
vive birth. This refhrx, acti-
vated by tbe shack af cd
Vrater, ia Strnngttet ha hafanta
snd chlhhea, statistically tbe
mast frequent drnrsahag vtc-
eims, but it dimhahabas with
~ ge-

Dr. Nemiroff cites the case
af aa Ann Arbor %year~
wbo had been natsslng from bis
IahnsMe bame for nearly 30
rnharcas before he was found
floathag face down in the icy
water. His ~ was blue and
he gave every sign of being
dead. Rahrsing to believe it,
his mother hetfan mcaMo.
mouth resuscltathna and chest
massage and hept it up
tbroaIghts» the am bahur
ride ta the hospftaL The next
mcrradng the baby was sent
~ brfgbtaadciaserftaL

People who are Ssbad out of
cahl water and ~ to be
dead � ca@. bhae. with fhred,
dthstnd pupls and no pubae-
may not ba. "We have strrtbecl
nearly IN cases over the past
two years," Dr. Nenalruff said
receaatly, "and we are very ofa..
timhctic abaut full recovery of
these pathatts, par8cuLarly lf
they ware ln cubi eater and
aae gfvea barras@ate, affg~
siva treatnarart. Tbe caaa who
Nd poorly were the cares who

reamcltatiian without chest
camprenahra or the other way
ruuntL Uarfortuaantefy, that
happens with same regularity.

-lt's nat rmusual far a pur-
est tones a idd at the bctttoraof .
a swhamiag paul and eall tbe.
ambulance and v ctt for pro-
fessional help to rescue tbe
child." he continurvl. "In that
case, the outcome is usually
fatal. But we believe that wltla
immediate resuscitation ef-
forts. 75 to N percent of infant
drowning victims can be re-
vived without brain damage.
I'd certainly take the chance lf
it were my child."

Last January, Dr. Nenairoff
joined Dr, Hayward at a ~
day conference on coM-water
survival at the Unlvereity ot
Rhode Island that was spon-
sored by the Rhode Island
Boating Council. The purpose
was to reduce col*water
deaths by acquaintlng water-
safety instructors with new ln- I
formation on drawning causes, I
hypothermia treatment and
in-water survival techniques I
and equipment.

with the doctors were Lt.
Cmdr. Smith of the Coast
Guard's Boating Safety
Branch in St. Louis, Mo..
Comdr. Alan Steinrnan, a spe-
cialist in emergency and avia-
tion medicine for the Coast
Guard in Washington, D.C.,
and Frank Pta, a New York

lifeguani who has written sev-
erai ardcles and produced ~o
films on ctrowning.

The first day, the tive m-
structors conducted a seven-
hour demonstration class for
7S selected conference partici-
pants: certified instructors in
water-safety or firstMd p~
grams, Then. the next day, in

tradition, these 78 mea and
women demonstrated what
they bad learned to IOO other
fishermen, firemen, pleasure
boaters and paratnedics from
across the country.

"Them is a lot of myth," Dr.
Hayward told them, "about
how long you can last in cold
water. It is actually much
longer than people think, I
have been in 50'F water for
close to an hour and was only a
third of the way co death." He
explained that cooling pro-
ceeds at a fairly linear rate,
making it possible to predict
survival time ln water ranging
from 32 to 80 F. "Your life ex-
pectancy," he said, "depends
on three variables besides the
water temperature: who you
are, how you behave and w
you are wearing." ln 50
gree water, those variables
can make the difference be-
tween living one hour and
nine.

Sex, age, size and body type
are all crucial factors, Dr.
Hayward said. A really fat
person might last five to six
hours in water that would
freese a truiy skinny person in
one to two hours. The bigger
your build, the better your
chances; even though women
are apt to have more body fat
than men, their smaller size
works against them, as ac noes
for children.

Sobriety also matters; many
ctrowning deaths are associ-
ated with alcohol consump
tian. Originally, Dr. Hayward
said, lt was believed that a}m-
bol in the bkxxl hastened in-
water death by speeding the
body's cooling rate. But his
latest research has shown that
this happens only if the per~
has drunk enough to reach the
legal impairment level. StiU,
he emphasized, booze a ~
water do not mix: "For
thing, it makes you more
likely to fall into the water ln
the first place, and once you
are in it, alcohol impairs judg-
ment and coqrdinaoon."



ln-water behavior can also
determine survival rates.
Swimming and thrashing
around in panic hasten hypo-
thermia. A swimmer produces
� and loses � almost three
times as much heat as some-
one who remains still. Though
the swimmer may feei better
temporarily, he is defeating
his "cold reflex." the physio-
logical reaction that shuts
down circulation to the outside
of the body in order to save it
for the core tissues, A swlrn-
mer cools 3S percent faster
than someone holding stiil in
cold water. Dr. Haywaraf's
tests have shown that in SMe-
gree water, the greatest dis-
tance an average swimmer
can cover before he succumbs
to hypothermia is 0.85 miles.

I His advice, then, is that unless
the distance to shore is less
than that or the water consid-
erably warmer than 50 F, it is
better to stay put and hope for
rescue.

At the conference, Dr. Hay-
ward tried to show the partici-
pants how to slow heat loss.
Heat escapes quickly from the
chest cavity because there is
little fat or tnuscle aiong .he
sides of the thorax. The groin
area also loses heat quickly
because it has large blood and
lymph vesseLs near the sur-
face. To help protect these

I areas, Dr. Hayward and his
, researchers developed a pos-
I ture they call HELP  Heat Es-
' cape Lesserung Posture!. lt is
~ like the fetal position: upper

arms pressed against the
' edges of the body's ventral

surface � or just to the front of
the sides � thighs pressed
tightly together, knees drawn

, up to close off the groin region.
I Hoiding still in this position

can increase predicted sur-
vival time by close to SO per-
cent. Dr. Hayward said.

But there's a catch: One
must wear a life jacket or
other flotatian device to main-
tain that position in water
Like the Coast Guard, Dr.
Hayward believes there is no
excuse for not wearing a flota-
tion jacket around open water.
Witlaout one, a persan faces a
much mare immediate danger
than hypothermka � death by
drowning

Pageos

Without a fiotatkna divtce. a
neaeerfanmer is advised to usa
txae of two tachadques to heep
fraan drtsarnbaa evaaa though
both wIII speed his cooling
rate, The fbet, treading water,
malaes the body chill 34 per-
ceaat heter than hoMing stiH
does. The other techniqaae, ad-
vcsuated by meat Iffaaeavhag tn-
gnnisatkaas, is caIed drawn-
paoo5ng and involves 8otathag
limply in a octad-vert~ potd-
tkna with the fnce in tba water,
hangs fiHed with air and arms
estasadad. Every 11 to 15 mo-
ands the haacl Is raiaatl to eatpel
air and babe in another I~
fuL

'%re knuar it's a wamderful
technique in warm water."
Dr. Hayward said. -It can
ltaep a swimmer from
datrwaafng fbr bourn. Unhappi-
ly, we found that ha cahl water
it causes the fastest causing
rate we bad ever maasaaed."
Because. tha bead is a major
heat laaa area, kaaphag it sub-
mergedspaeds the body's cotd-
iag rata by 82 perctnat in SMs-,
gree waaaar.

The doctor and his Univer-
sity of Materia team have also
Inweugaated tbe affect ot I
chtlafng and fkataatkna devices
on survival tbne. They found
heavy cbathing a maanuraahle
help in debaybag hypothernda
and recasnmend that people in
caM water stay clotlaed. Kapok
Iffa jackets and looaa4itdng
foam vesta do not retaha heat,
whereas tlgbb4tthag foam
vents and fknaat5on jackets
with foean insubation can ex-
lead psedicted saarvlvnl ibne
by50to 75percent.

After their enmr, tha tdaan
detdgned and patented the
UVIc Thermo5oat Jacbet. a
device that ctnaverta to a short
~ with hood tn protract all
the major heat~ arma
These jackem, Dr. Hnywnrd
says, can natne than douMe

~ 1~~ ~ au~ ~
not . effecti the

cumbersome fta$4ody suits,
desflfned primarily for mili-
tary and ctnaamercbal uae, that
cam beep a person in coM
water alive 3 to 105maa bnagar
thaaa a pefeoaa wftb no ~
tkaL

Fbaaily, there aae peat-res-
cue prahfema In many cases,
peaple whta are rmcxaad fraan
the coM ~ waters dfe of

aftenlhey" wftbba A hours of
hebag rewnrnaarL "What we
found was that yau can actaa-
ally make people coMer if yea

4~
~ Near Yare'rtnaa aaapraeart~io, rvav

don't rewaarm them ctnrece-
ly," says Connnaader Steha-
naanat the Coast Gunrat

Treathag a rescued person is '
tricky; as stsua as skin tem-
geraltute is restored to nornaal,
the padern Seeks fle. The mas-
sage."I atn coM" doaan't goto
the hmln unbam the skin is
chgletL Nevertlaebass, caraa
'tenapafanafe conthauaa to
dray, even aut of water, as in
creased clrculadan drives
cold, stagnant blood fram the
peripheral thluea tn the inner
body. If the body' is rewaraaaed
from the outside ba, rather
than from tbe insMe out, it can
causa the fatal afterdrop.

After laearfng ot Dr Hay-
ward's work. Caanmandar
Stehnnan flaw to Sritkah ~
Iunabha to dbacuss Canst Guaraf
post-rescue praactsfures on
boats or beifcofaters where
mescal fnciiftbaa are IimftaxL
"For starters," Casnmander
Staimnan said, "we neadcd to
knaar how to heep the care
teanieraature fraan
by itself while we were getting
tba vtctbn to a boapitaL" Tbe
folloaring year, the U.S. Coast
Guard and the Uadarersity of
Victoria collaborated on a
study of rewerndng methods.

They compared five tech .
aalquea for warming the body
from the hlide aut and faund
that inhalatksa of mohst, waI
air caused the least amaunt of
aftardrop ha mild hypother-
mia, a metthod aurw routine}y
usetl in hospitals. As an aM to
emarlnau:y treatment, Dr.
Hayward bas ahao daadfpaed a
port aMe anygan unit for use in
tbe Sekl, and this ba currently
being testetL

Lacking waaraaml oxygen.
the doctom advise using any
gentle l net bod warm, naolst
cloths ar bbankajts. hat drinks
 exctudhag alcohol!, hot water
bottles, hot tdts baths, even the
rnnnaar's own body hant�
that wII warm the trunk and
inaar argnns ha prets to
the extaemitbas.

As research canthn'aaa, It Is
clear' that ctnataraaoces like the
U~ty ot Rhode
workshop fill real ~ -In
the 10 years I ve been bere. I
have never seen people so
eager far infaarmat5on as this
group wns." said Neil Ross,
spechaiisa for marine ra~n-
tian in tha U~ty's Marhae
Advtatny Service. Since the
ctsafe he haa learned
that the water~ profes-
aiaaah and rescue erorkere
who participated have spread
the weal in their home states
tlaaaugb tbe Red
schools, Y~C~'s, fire de-
partanants, ctmnnescdal ~
eranma 5 orgalaksatlnas and tha
Iaoadng hadustry. Fan its part,
the Unlveradty at Rhode Ishmd
wIII host a secand training sas-
siraa nest January fn conjuno- .
tkna with an Iaatnraaatbaonl ctaa-
ferenca taa hyptabarmfa re-

"So much knowledge has
been gained abaut coM-water
survtvsj in the past five
years," says Dr. Hayward,
"that naturally we are anxious
to saa It being used by tha pub-
Ilc." ~
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10 swim at
Pt. Judith

aud emerge
warm dry

m'gan!L lt hiw meNCd us le Pi!DPN to nir-
vlve up m 30 mlnmes under wmcr wIO-
Dut permmssm brain damage.

they sbo knew whal wss mesat by
N.EJ..P. gloat eeeape lessemng pomure!
cild huddgng latin her wsy of Iccmning
heat lass! hfout of them clre¹fy knew
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aud CPR  Cardfrvpclomesty rceucdm.
ties!

NARRAGANSETT � tcs vulun tom;
drcmcd ltl bnght mil Dirc.piece rubberi?w
nuts swam aroundiu Ihc SSdcgrm water
Df the Pant Judith I truer Of Refuge yes
tvrday
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When they emergui fmm the water
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era Sf DCL When lully uPP¹l up, the suite
werc wsterught snd Imulalsl  hell' wear.
Cre agmum tint COld water.

They ~ pcn D  the Northesm Re
gksml Conf Crests Du cold water Survival
snd hy~ which concluded yus.

PISRERRIEIL police cnd Ammm were
SmOng Spfuommmely I 80 men sod worn.
eu wlw underwent the cold-wmer turviv.
al nstmog Cnd rbvmved Rhode Island
Bouueg Councd cerUAcauu sb ether In-
clnxur-trahers Df lncnuctore ici cokf.
wuer survival Iechuiuues.

Seventy peOP e selected to be Inn Inc.
tor.umnera umk 7", hOure D  tr¹niug
Ssmrdey St OR I's Ttmtcli PhyelCCI Kdvcs.

' tloa Center. Yestrrtlay those Dime people
, helped tram tbe otbcre iu e uenas D  Ig
' half-lmur uu¹ons in Ue Cabana Lgub
area Ssd around Lhe PCD! m thc ODD¹
tan. Gsgke,

By the due the amfercncv enden thry
lmd added ~ kC Df ilCw verde to their bby
csba lanes. They learned about hvpother.
miL the lowmtng Df the are tempcrmmu
of Ue hwty ia pmlonged cxnosum to cbxd
mr Dr cobt water, and dw ~
dhilng rsOCX Ca imunnlvs reactkm m
Whkh Ue hts y atmbm bund in tbe vital

yf WIIL BE sane thne before thc con-
ference ic tully eve usted. But even u bile
it wce under way Saturday, fcm lead@A
memoerx Dl the Rhode kland Beating
Coundl, which specuoed the confereaca.
and the Ave kargng cxpcns ln tbe workl
on drowning, cold-water ¹uvival sml
~ treatment. who hsd lent
their expcium to Ue' twochty gslhcliag,
hsd met at the Dutch hn here cnd sgrewl
it should ha raymtcd Sn a litfgcr CCSIC.

fhe CCP¹CS Imve Sgmcd Db return
Dciit lvhimr m c date mgt ~cd for
ca eagan&d prugram wfdch will prob.
ably iadude m I~ cooferesmi
Do h~" smd Nei I W Ress n  thc

Llaivm¹ty ol Rbede  clead h srlnei Adbv-
mry Smvke. Who le chahman bf Ue
Rhode lamed Bondag Coancii

Rom said thee la slay ~ pcmibithy Uw
Cede lelsad COuadl win run Sdmdonnl
cold-water nsbtvsl progrsaw later this
usurer bt thc Dmch  Du fer spcdslvaus
cet gree m

-We'm been aaked m ny rO Drgmdee
mmemlag for ~ fluuag pumps
cnd iuvhcpe iommhlag cuuN be nese lit-
er  Dr pokes and Atcmcn.* Rmu ICLE

~ b ~
WHEN TNE HORN bmmdm St I ycb-

tcnlay sfternooa, coding the sis-hour
program, the peak pants wmv asked to
fig Dut qumdmmmreu svaiumlng tbe
Speekcm Sad the pmgrmn Snd msk Og
¹Iggemme for t~ It.

The Rlmdc lsbmd Boedug cnunul had
OO remen to expea DCher dma u very fa.

"Psopk have been askhtg vs 'tubes are
yuu gbmg to do It agahy Smd Rom.
"leobsdy sskk 'Ars ynu gumg io do lt
agent'

Jmuing Ross iu Drnanitfag the ccn Cr-

mice werc Edwmd Bbvuc frmo tlul Dlvl.
Sinn Of Cosmsl Reeauab Rhode Island

partment Of Euvknnnteqtct Manage-
meaL Mnnuel POlm Jr. Di the Rhode hb
lisd Canoeing Amccfsuon, snd Hank}
Aadarssn Iran the PIOvidence Chbnier Of
tbe Ameriubn Rcd Cibmb BLvcn bervcu ab
chal mes.
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tcifsl and did the IuiUal true ng were Dr
John Hayward from thc Dcpamnsnt D 
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bncbigaa Hospital III Atm Arbor, inch.
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SUMMARY OF COLD WATER SURVIVAL COURSES

Robert Stuart Pratt

Marine Biologist
Maine Marine Advisory Service

Sea Grant

The Maine Marine Advisory Service developed and carried out courses in
cold water survival during the winter and spring of 1979. Twenty-five lectures
were offered to over l700 people from January 12 to April 25. The. course in-
cluded a one and one-half hour lecture on the survival situations most often
found in Maine's cold water. Information on various products, tec hniques, and
survival methods was included. A slide show produced by the University of
California on hypothermia was used in conjunction with a film on the survIval
suits. An additional two hours were used at poolside and/or dockside to
demonstrate the survival suits, rafts, and other flotation devices. The students
were encouraged to don the suits and practice floating as well as entering the
raft.

A survival race. was developed called "The Great Survival Gear Race" to
promote survival training. Before an audience of over two hundred and f'ifty
people, six teams of six competed for donated prizes at the Fourth Maine
Fishermen's Forum. The race was such a success that it will become an annual
event with out-of-state teams competing.

A preliminary course has been developed and tested for EMTs, ambulance
attendants, and SCUBA divers. Lectures appeared to generate positive feedback.
Therefore, the program will be improved and presented.

A test of Project ALIVE was conducted with Central Maine Power's Envir-
onmental teams in Belfast. Man overboard drills were conducted, survival
suits were donned and tested, and an inspection of gear was carried out. CNP
felt that the knowledge and experience was a valuable lesson for their crews.

The program conducted at Brunswick Naval Air Station had a dramatic
impact. Safety Officer, Lt. Cmdr. James Sinz, is pushing to cancel orders
for 5,000 QD-l suits and replacing them with the less expensive, faster donning,
and warmer survival suits.

Benefits from the Program

1. Maine Maritime Academy plans to include a float coat as part of their uniform.

2. At the Brunswick Naval Air Station there are plans to replace their QD-l with
survival suits.

3. Two survival dealerships were set up.

4. One raft and boat dealership was set up.

Equipment estimated to have been sold or to be purchased in. the future as a result
of the program:

5,025
3
'P

4

800

Suits

EP! RBS

Raf ts

Boats

Jackets

The Cold Water Survival Course was taught by a Marine Biologist for Maine's
Sea Grant Maine Marine Advisory Service  MAS! and was probably the most successful
project of this type ever offered to New England watermen. The program received
praise from many fishermen, sailors, and educators.
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JOHNSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT

"WATER & ICE RESCUE"

ATTFNTION: Engine 6 with the board, rescue 4 with the board, engi.ne 5 with
the boat, respond to OAK SWAMP, a.t the GATE HOUSE, report of a
child t?:.ru the ICE.

SERIOUS BUSINESS: FIAKE HASTE SLOWLY: THIS IS A TEAM OPERATION:

EQUIPMENT: Board, picks, suit, line reel.

over strategy on way to call, who will carry the board? Who will catry
the line reel? Who will suit up for the rescue? The rescuer should
dress on the way to the call, when possible, he should not carry the
board or the line reel, he should save his strength for the z escue. At
water or ice's edge the reel man must snap the line clip to t: he board .
He must carefully pay the line out, keeping it loose and free, and
constantly watching that there is line enough to reach the vi.ctim. The
reel man also must be most attentive to every move the rescuer on the
board makes.

RESCUER can propell himself with his hands, dog paddle style, if in water
or with the picks, if on ice. Now he must approach the victi.m carefully.
If the victim is conscious the rescuer need only help him to the board,
if the victim is unconscious the rescuer should position the victim so
his head is out of water and that he can keep an open air way. The reel
man must now slowly and steadily pull the board back to shore. AFTEF.
the rescuer on the board waves an arm as a signal to be pulled in.

THE

POINTS TO PONDER

It is extremely important to have all your equipment, otherwise your
safety and your success are in jeopardy. The surfboard was designed for
a fast entry and exit in a water and ice rescue, it is built rugged but
handle it with care. The survival suit will keep you warm, ciry, and
~boy ant. Should the suit tear and fill with water, it will .;till be
bouyant. The suit's bouyancy come's from the material not from trapped
air. The suit corn!s in one size, and in one piece. When the wearer i.s
in. the water, the pressure of the water will fit the suit around the
wearer. Also there is a life ring that can be installed on the suit, if
one cares to have it on it will add more buoyancy, but it must be filled
with air. While on the board position yourself to the rear of the board
on the way out to the victim, to give the board an up angle on the front
to be able to c limb onto ice or iceflows. The same for the return trip
~onl position yourself and the victim to the front of the board to gi.ve
the rear of the board an up angle, to be able to get on top of the ice
emergency with one board to be in the standby position and to enter t: he
water or ice on~1 if need be. The followup treatment for the victim is
very important. DO NOT lose a victim on the beach after you saved him
from his first peril. DO NOT give up easily; keep working on your vi.ctim,
many people have come around after long period's of time in the water.

"PLEASE BE CAREFUL YOU ARE NOT EASILY REPLACED"

Pvt. Vinny Monti

Johnston, Rhode Island

While this is going on the back up board and crew have been in a standby
position, ready to assist the first board ~onl if need be. Also on the
beach preparation for follow up treatment is being readied, be it for
shock, exposure, or CPR,



EMERGFNCIKS

In time of emergency,
a good marine band, VHF-
FM two-wav radio is worth
every penny of investment.
 See page 4 for emergency
frequency information.! But
if you dan't own a radio,
there are several accepted
methods for seeking help
such as shooting aff emergency flares or blowing rapid
blasts of horn or whistle. Another method is to stand in the
baw of the boat, stretch your arms out to the sides and raise
and lower them as if flapping.  Don't just wave; you may
aniy get a friendly wave in return.!

~ Engine Breakdown - One of the most common
emergencies is engine failure. Most breakdowns result
from lack of proper preventive maintenance. Attempt ta
make repairs yourself or seek assistance from craft
around yau. After exhausting these possibilities, signal
for help.

~ Boat Sinking - If your boat swamps or springs a leak, in
most cases it will still foat, so stay with it.  Yau should
know your boat's flotatian capabilities before venturing
aut; check with the manufacturer or dealer.! First, find
out where the water is coming from. Attempt to plug
leaks with anything handy � a towel, shirt or cushion-
and begin to pump ar bail. If this fails, signal for help.
Most boats today have built-in flotation so staying with
it makes sense Yau will be easier to spot by search
teams and will be able to keep more of your body out of
the cold water,

e Hypothermia  exposure! is an ever-present danger on
Lake Superior. lt is a lowering of the body's core tem-
perature caused by immersion in cold water  less than
70' F! ar, out af the water, by a combination of wet,
cold and windy weather, If the core temperature drops
more than 20' F, death will soon follow.

Except for shallow bays and beaches, the water
temperature in the lake seldom reaches 55 F �3' C!, even
during the hottest summer weather. Should you fail in,
even at this temperature, your survival time without a PFD
would, on the average, be less than two hours. There are
certain steps yau can take ta increase survival time,
however,

1. Wear a PFD when you are an the lake. It cannot be
overemphasized that wearing a PFD will give you a
better chance of survival after an accident.  PFD's are
now designed to be practical and stylish, some as
fishing vests and full-sleeved coats.! If yau da fall in,
they will nat only float you, but will retain body heat,
particularly the vest and full-sleeved models using vinyl
foam for flotation,

2. If yau aa enter the Water, try tO Climb baCk in Or On tap
af your craft. The more of your body you can get out of
the water the better off yau are as water takes heat
away from the body 25 times faster than air at the same
temperature. In addition yau will be easier to spot by
anyone searching for yau.

3. If yau can't climb back in and you are wearing a PFD,
curl your body by tucking your knees and keeping your
arms closer to your sides. This will decrease loss fram
the three highest heat loss areas af the body, the head,
ribcage and grain, and double your survival time.

4. Swimming is generally nat recommended unless yau
are a mile or less from shore and na other help is avail-
able. The average swimmer wearing a PFD is capable of
swimming no more than a mile in 5P' F water before
succumbing to hypothermia,

5. If yau rescue someone who has been in the water for
any length of time, here are rhe important points to
remember:

o Get the victim aut of the wind and rain. If the victim
is in the water, use care ir rescue ta avoid being
pulled in yourself.

~ Replace wet clothing with dry.
~ If the victim is conscious, give hot, sweet drinks.

Under no circumstances should alcohol be used,
since it speeds up the heat loss of the body.

~ If semi-conscious or worse, try to keep the victim
awake. If there is difficulty in breathing, insure an
open air passage. Administer mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation if breathing stops altogether.

~ Rewarm the victim by the best possible method,
utilizing body-ta-body contact in a sleeping bag, a
heated room or, if possible, use a hot i105'-1'IO Fl
bath, leaving the limbs out,

~ Seek immediate medical attention.

Storm - lf a storm hits and you are unable to reach shore,
some emergency procedures ta remember are:

~ Put on your PFD.
~ Head for the closest shore, if possible.
~ The bow of the boat is designed to take waves, sa head

into them at an angle. Reduce your speed to keep head
way and lessen the pounding on the boat,

~ Seat all passengers as low and as clase ta the centerline
of the boat as possible.

~ Keep the boat free from water by bailing or using a
bilge pump.

~ lf your motor fails, trail a sea anchor on a line from the
bow to keep it headed into the waves. A bucket or a
shirt with neck and sleeves knotted together will do in an
emergency.

Rescue - Use simple rescue techniques ta avoic'
endangering yourself, Often a rope, PFD, aar or the boat
itself  be careful of the propeller! can be used to easily
rescue someone who has fallen overboard. Only as a last
resort should you enter the water to retrieve a victim and
then only with the aid of a PFD.

Fire - First put on your PFD's if you don't have them on
airesdy, Keep the fire downwind.  f the fire is aft  ta the
rear!, head the boat into the wind. If the fire is forward, put
the stern ar back af the boat into the wind. This keeps the
fire from spreading. Act promptly to extinguish the flames.
Aim the extinguisher at the base of the fire, while sweeping
back and forth.

Float Plan - This plan for baaters is similar tc the tlight plan
filed by airplane pilots. It need nat be forrnal or lengthy, but
shauld contain such items as name. boat number, whether
yau have a radio on board, where you' re going and when-
you' ll return. It is designed to he!p the Coast Guard a
other SearCh-and-reSCue unitS IOCate yau if yOu' re overdue.
Leave the plan with the marina OperatOr, a relative ar friend
and tell them who ta call if and when you are either
overdue ar an emergency arises.

Pvblished as crn i'niarvnarion;rervice of the ivlinriesota Sea Grmr Extortion Progrcra, University oihlinnesato, Duluth



LMNG ABOARD

Coping wNh Cold7J 1 I ~

Some chilling fan& about
off-season boating

by Bob Arrvmtrong

~ lsus rfrpeaa fargvlr On «ro facrcrsr Ae fernfuroaae Of Cbe Naclr oae! Chr
~ of Ar ullusl.

77N graph shoau ~ sst tsas  in sr /or sn assrapl OAwk amis al water sf
denvnr Canasrumrvs. 77N ggnrrs are baled on hokffngcrflfbl osesn wafer, Nearing o
oaaafard pfrf! gore«at innv N owrvee«f by esnu fsnfy fat, ~ by comfier b«fy
ncr. ftocmur Sf ffn'C. IOSOWn Nfg hear 4 If!!rh4!y charter laranut OS«. Rnd Shddrsh OWS
isss,

774 mbfe sholro As ofgrs Cl of osri«t bohsclsr Sn aN Serswaf Sf Ae Oemr Chevor are!
P«son la 8!P F N'C! wooer.

!aysra A lightweight shirt acuI a light-
wmgbt a»sacer are better chan one
heavy shirt or suuacor. Because o  the
~ and therma! inau!utica it pCo-

"Local meu missing sad presumed
drowned" � a too sad, too frequent
b«ullnls this tbns of year lu northern
arses 1n spite of dutuaishod boating
activity in tbs O8'-season. Coast Guard
figures show that nearly half of sll
boatiag fatabties occur in che colder
months bet«ssn September and Msy.

Wbyy f7le answer is as sssy ss fs!I.
lag Off a boat. t7!u Colnnlcn SCclderlt.
which csa be merely uncomfortable
~ nd embarrassing in warm water,
cakes ou a whole nes aspect «ben chs
water turns cold.

Actually, cold »ster presents s
"good ne«s-bsd news" situation. First,
the bsd news. I a addition to tbe "wet"
din«Rings in which water i ~ inhaled
into tbe !ungs, Snd "dry' drown!ngs
«bere the victim bss littis or no watar
in the lungs but suffocar~ due co
b!ockage of the bcesthmg pssmg8, cold
water can kBI in two other ways: by
shock-induced heart attack, snd by
bypotbernua, or reduction of the
body'S COre telnperaCure. This process
Clarta ilnmediatsiy on entering cold
water as the alan snd ectremities be-
come ooo!od very rapid!y, but it takes
10 lo 13 minutes before tlm internal
organs bagul to cooL Iatelue shlvermg
occurs in an attempt to counteract cbe

video ul addlnoa Co buovsncv. ~ goat
rtmt i ~ tha ideal oucm garment for caid
eeacbor boacing. Wiring boch a Soec
coat aad a PFD greatly incressm your

!argo beat Iom, unconscioum~ be!p'ns
«ben the deep body temperature fa!!s
tc 89.6'F �2 C!, and heart failure
usual!y rmu!ts when the bodv mmpsr-
scurefsbsbeio«86'F<30 Cl.

Statistics shoe thar cwo-thirds of
all drowuiag victims cannot ser!m. Ac.
curd!ng lO the American Red CrOOS.
vicchns usually di ~ 10 fear. or less from
safecy, and Coast Guard scudim indi-
cate that loss than 7 percent of the
people who tell from beam were wear-
iag Personal Flotacion Devicm
 PFDO!. g'urther scudiee have indi ~
sated that actions tahea within tbe
gmt 10 Sesenda ef catty mto the water
usuagy dsssrtabco survival or death.
Thb gcba pubic actual' Iaiags us ts
the good news. Yau can survive if you
~ ro CopscscL

54uch ef whse we know about cohl
water survival colaas frual research
coadccccod by Dr. John Hayward and
his associates at the University of
British Cohuabia. Among tbe facts re-
vealed by their studies, the most im-
portant to chem of us on boats relace
dbucc!yto theuseof PFDR

Researchers found that tbe more
energy you expend. the mors rapidbr
your core tempmutmu drops. For ex-
ample, ~ pemsn treading water hss a
coobng rRts 34 palcsnt faster than ~
person ho!dktg scil! in a !ifs jackec. Tbe
"dro«uprooting" coctuuque of fBlmg
the lungs with air aad t7oating tace
doom, l!ftmg ths head to breaths every
10 seconds, is usefu! only in esrm
water. This activity resu!ts in ~ cool-
ing rate 62 percent fascsr than holding
still in a life jacket aud. in sttnhes so
tar. Rppasm to ba the fascmt wsy lo di ~
from bypocbermia.

In view of tbme facts, PFDO shou!d
be not merely availabls, but toorvi
when boating in cold weather any time
you am on tmds cbo escuricy of s cabal
lf you used furcbm iacuativs, realise
that even traiaed Swimmera gad lt im-
!nnmlds to doa PFDO in tbs water in 10
cecondL

Another factor in cold water surv!v.
a! is dressiag warmly. preferably in

cns ness of survtvaL

When yeas iccg ht
If vou do ead up in tbe «ster, think

sure!vsL Keep mov«neat to s mmi-
mum aud do evsrytbmg sio»iy. This
»III rsduss beat loss snd md in the re-
tsauon c! the air trapped inside your
clothing. «bleb provides both f1ots-
ciou and uwulatio a.

Roast cbe urge to warm your bands
sad feet which «III hurt snd become
numb. By stimulating vow ostrem-
ltisa, they will fee! better ac warm
bhuid from your body's core onnss lo
the surface. buc this»III ultimately
mean quicker !mat lom, Rs cold blood
mcmns to the core.

Don't swim unless you' re very c!oeo
lO vOur beat. tbe Shura. Or SOmsthlag
lo shag m. Although the body produc-
es almost three cimes as much heat
«hen swbmaing as ebsa hoidhig scilL
thjc extra heat i ~ qmck!v lost because
of increased cbcu!anon to the armL
!egs and skm. Teem have showa thee ia
50'F '10'C! water. cbe average person
can swim oa!y s !itt! ~ over sight.
tenths ef a mile before beiag incapsei-
laced by hypochecmm.

Infrarsci phocograpbs sho» that
hest !Om ls Nueteat ~ C the head. ORCk
~ ides of the chest and the groin.
K!r LP. IReac Kscaim assoaing Pos-
ture! N one Cechmque tbsC deiaya





N
ear Jackson, Mich., last winter,
an 18-year-old college student

driving alone "lost it," went side-
ways off the road and plunged
through the ice of a deep pond. The
rolling car eliminated any hope that
air might be trapped in the passen-
ger compartment. The youth strug-
gled, took on water and lost con-
scio us ness.

Luckily a following driver spotted
the accident and alerted the author-
ities. It was 38 minutes later, how-

ever, before rescuers pulled the vic-
tim from the water, There was no
apparent pulse; no signs of life. He
was declared "dead at the scene."

Voile the body was being loaded
into the ambulance, however, the
"dead" man gasped. Startled res-
cuers immediately began revival ef-
forts. At the University of Michi-
gan Hospital in Ann Arbor, Dr.
Martin J. Nemirotr and a team of
colleagues worked over the boy for
two hours. After 13 more hours of

respiratory support. the student
"woke up." He instantly recognized
his mother, who was at his bedside.

Brain-damage protection
Attendant doctors, who had ex-

pected brain damage in anyone de-
prived of oxygen for more than four
minutes, were even more surprised
when the same lad picked up his
college career and completed it with
A grades.

The auparently "unusual" case, it



HELP position can extend survival tkne.

Ltarked araoe lose body heat to cold water.

70 'a'g, &:

.::!.<. 'e ~j ~t ':..: 'TgsnpiftavvffEOROI%%s s ... 4.'! '-

Ctert indlcatee wrvtval time loat In cold water thrOugh swimming and other esertion.

Ocn't gun It whil ~ standing near transom.

Improperly worn gfe vesta lift out of wa Foam belt pad.protects thorax from cold,
tar, wedge noses, lose buoyancy value. keeps head high, Ia worn under clothing

New huntkrg jacket PFD lnsulates body, Ski belt pads are not approved aa PFDe
Nests. Hood warms the vulnerable head. since they provide tco liNe buoyancy

turns out, isn't so unusual at alL
Today, after several years of scien-
tific investigation prompted and en-
couraged by the U,S. Coast Guard
and the Michigan Sea Grant Pro-
gram, investigators know that sud-
den contact of the head and face
with "cold" water  anything below
70' F. is classified as "cold" by the
Coast Guard! may touch off a prim-
itive response in humans known as
the "mammalian diving refiex."

The frigid water triggers com-
plex physiological responses that
shut down the blood circulation to

most parts of the body except heart,
lungs and brain. Though the blood
contains only a limited amount of
oxygen, it can be enough, investiga-
tors have learned, to sustain life
and prevent damage to brain tissue
for considerable periods of time,
once the body's internal tempera-
ture has dropped. A cooled-down
brain needs less oxygen than one at
normal temperature.

! Even whales do It
The latter phenomenon has long '

been known to researchers as the

one that I hermits deep-diving rnam-
mals like whales, porpoises and
seals to remain active at frigid
depths for long periods.

In humans, unhappily, the phe-
nomenon is not quite that conve-
nient � despite the unique l if ewx-
tending time it may provide iz rare
cases.

Hypttthermia a threat
"Hypothermia," the medical term

for dropping the body's internal
temperature below its normal 98.6'
F., can produce a number of disas-
trous results. While it may take IO
to 15 minutes before the "core"
temperature starts to drop, surface



tissues cool quickly. A victim may
experience labored breathing s,nd
stifFness of limbs and hands.

As core temperature drops to 95'
there will be violent shivering; at
90' to 95', mental facilities cloud;
at 86' to 90' there's muscular rigid-
ity and loss of consciousness. Below I

I

86' comes diminished respiration
and possible heart failure. Below
80, respiration becomes almost un-
detectable and death is imminent.

Investigators now believe that
something like a third of all the
boating drownings rept tea in one
recent year according t t. st avail-

he principles of a procedure
known as drownproofing un-

doubtedly have saved many lives
in shallow, sun-warmed lakes and
pools where water temperature
climbs above 72' F. in summer-
time. The technique involves
floating almost motionlessly for
long periods, relying on the natu-
ral buoyancy of the body and its
tendency to hang in a semi-verti-
cal position in water, head just
breaking the surface. Pctentia!
drowning victims tend to thrash
around in futile efforts to "climb
on top" of the water, but the
drownproofing concept teaches
thee to stay alive through maxi-
rnum conservation af energy.

Instruction in the technique
usually begins at poaiside, prac-
ticing the correct position � head
forward, arms down, legs togeth-
er. With a friend to help at the
poci's shallcw end  top!, the stu-
dent kneels on the bottom and
tilts head back to bring nose and
mouth above surface to inhale
fresh air, then tilts head forward
to exhale. Finai step  center! finds
student hanging suspended  arms
and legs positianed as in the
bottom photo! in deep water by
herself � nose and mouth above
the surface where they can take
air as needed � without need for
exertion. At that point, the student
has been "drownproofed."

In water below 72' F., however,
- forget drownprccfing, says the

U,S. Coast Guard � unless you' re
caught with only bathing attire
and nc flotation gear. In caid
water, the greatest body heat loss
is from the head and neck. Since
drownproofing requires irnmer-
sion of those areas, the onset of
hypothermia, followed by death,
can be brought about with dis-
tressing swiftness.

If you are unfortunate enough
to go overboard without attire
containing same insulative or
buoyant potential, then drown-
proofing, treading water or swim-
ming may be your only chance.

able estimates, 'prob;ibly were not
drownings at all but deaths due to
hypothermia. E ven more tragic,
they suspect t'.at in some 20 to 30
percent of th< te cases, the victim
probably was not dead when found,
even though there w;is no discerni-
ble pUise, no apparent breathing,
eyes ..e dilated, color was bluish
and r «dity had set in � all usual
signs vari death in far iliar warm-
water drown.ngs.

Threat to hunters

For the past few years, Lt, Cmdr,
David S. Smith, state liaison officer
for the U.S. Coast Guard's Second
District headquarters in St. Louis,
has been traveling the country
spreading a new gospel about these
discoveries and what people can and
should do about them. Recently, he
pointed out to Popular 3feckanr'cs
that the primary cause of deaths in
autumn hunting accidents is not
gunshot w ounds, bu. "drowning,"
and that many of those so-called
drownings are death from hypo-
thermia.

"Some victims don't even have
water in their lungs," he reveals.
"We lose all kinds cf them every
year. They make a blind out of a 14-
foot boat, stand up to shoot, lose
their baiance and gc over the side.
Water in many lakes seldom gets
above 60', even in summer. During
spring and fall floods it may get
down to 40'. "Worse, those guys
usually are hypothe.rmic to start
with from sitting there on a cold
morning waiting for the ducks. On
top of it, they' ve been drinking to
keep warm. The birds come over,
the nimrods stand up, stifF and
wobbly, fire, aud over they go, The
cold water hits them aud that's it."

Another favorite gaffe, Smi
points out, is to reach over with o: .
hand, while standing, goose the out-
board throttle, and get pitched over
the transom when the boat surges
ahead.

Actually, it isn't even necessary
to be r'n the water to become lethally
hypothermic. "Just last spring,"
Dave Smith recalls, "we had a
young canoeing ace who spilled an a
practice ruu. He was wearing a T-
shirt and jeans, and was in the
water 10 minutes before we fished
him out and put him back in the
canoe. He paddled a bit, then he
passed out and fell backward. On
the beach we cheeked his pulse and
finally picked up a heartbeat~nce
every eight seconds. We rushed him
to the hospital where they treated
him for hypothermia and brought
him around."

How do you protect yourself in
 Pfea'e turn ta page t30i

47



cold water7 For boatmen. the Coast
Guard emphasizes "personal flota-
tion devices" i now the preferred
term for lifejacket'I. "And you don' t
just carry them along," says Dave
Smith. "You roear them." In tests,
Smith has found that even experts
sometimes take 10 minutes trying
to climb into a lifejacket in the
water.

The commander and his crew
have been running testa on a new
family of PFDs, scientifically de-
signed far flotation and warmth in
cold water. "The medical people,"
he says, "have found several body
areas extremely vulnerable to the
cold � head, sides of thorax and the
groin  diagram, page 77!.

lnaulatlon vital
One new PFD is an insulated,

hooded hunting jacket with built-in
flotation. A strap goes around the
crotch ao it can't ride up. Other new
devices are foam plastic pads laced
in place beneath outer garments.
Both types will keep a man's head
well above water; the hooded jacket
protects it from weather.

Though not as insulative, ap-
proved life vesta are even a help in
an emergency. "Unfortunately,"
Smith observes, "most people don' t
know how to put them on properly,
In tests, even Coast Guard person-
nel didn't know kids' from adults'
sizes, and one Academy instructor
tried to put on an approved vest
inside out,"

Actually, ordinary woolen cloth-
ing will provide flotation if the
person in the water doesn't panic
and force the air from the fibers,
Smith says. And despite what you
may have heard, a fisherman's chest
waders will pop his feet up and fioat
him if he doesn't thrash.

Cold water dOa aIMf don'ts

Dor
1. Wear a Ioat coat, a PFD or
several layers of clothing when
you' re hunting or fishing in a boat.
When the water temperature is 50'
F., a clothed person can survive an
average of three hours in a PFD.
2, Try to keep lungs fllled with air
to maintain buoyancy,
3. Use minimum movement to pre-
vent the escape of trapped air in
your clothing. An average person
who is treading water or swimming
in a PFD will lose body heat about
35 percent faster than he would
when holding still.
4. Take advantage of floating ob-
jects, such as boats, paddies and so
forth for added buoyancy.
5. Maintain HELP  Heat Escape
Lessening Posture � see diagram on
page 77! until help arrives, If two
or more people are in the water,
huddle.

DO NOT:
1. Panic. Most victims are conscious
when they enter the water; most
drownings happen only 10 feet away
from safety; action taken in the
first, 10 seconds can mean srrrvival
or death.
2. Struggle. You' ll squeeze out air
trapped in your clothing. Ingesting
of cold water may constrict the
breathing passages and induce "dry
drowning."
3. Swim for land that's over a mile
away.
4. Remove clothing.
5. Use so-called "drownprooSng"
techniques in water that's colder
than 72' F.

FURTHER INFORMATION
On hypothermia: Dr. Jo hn Hay-
ward, Dept. of Biology, University
of British Columbia, Victoria, B.C.
On resuscitation in hypothermia:
Dr. Martin J. NemiroIT, Pulmonary
Div�University of Michigan Hos-
pital, Ann Arbor, Mich, 48104,
Slide lectures; Second Coast Guard
District, 1480 Olive, St. Louis, Mo.
63103, attention of Lt. Cmdr, D.S.
Smith,
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Body-temperature drop is cited
in woman's underwater survival

survival under prahnged. extreniely cold
conditions," said Anderson,

"Many people who would have been
givm up for dead a few years ago are be-
ing saved because of an inc~ aware-
ne«Lof the possibihties af survival in very
cold condiitiqus," he said.

Anderson said that even if there are no
visible sigini of life, the rescuer should
give the victim "the benefit of the
doubt... na matter how long it appears
'they have been under water."

Anderson said that proper first aid,
after removing the person from the wa-
ter, is to try to warm the body's care-
the torso and hip area � as soon as possi-
ble and then get the victim to the hospitaL
..Four passerby, David Moore, John

Bowen, Wiiham Ross and Blward Nash,
aH of Hopkinton, Hope VaHey Fire Chief
Frederick Stanley and Deputy Chief
Thomas Rekowski, along with state po-
licemen from the Hope Valley banaijts,
were credited with ~g in the rescue.

Canoe with two brothers
overturns; one drowns

By PEXHI MANCUSI
SawasNSasua ain't Wiser

SESTET; Mass.� An lg-year~
coHege student drowned yesterday in

j 'South Watuppa Pond as he was trying to
awhn to shore with his brother after their
canoe overturned in rough water about
3$ feet from share.

The body of Paul Hagahan, a freshmm
it Bastaa State College, was fnmd by
ts«ue mits at MO p.m. a few feet from

whee the canoe overturned. His

frigid cotxgtions, who spoke at the. Uni-
versity of Rhode Island last month on the
tapic, csHed this abHfty of the body
"hypothermia."

"It's very deanitefy possfble that fhe
ytxmg wanum waa saved because her
body was sa cokL" said Dr. Nemirotf,
wha hi an- ~ piofessor of interuaI
m«gdne at the Ijniversity of hHchfgan.
"How Iong a person can survive without
breathing in extremely cold conditians the spotdepagk on how young tile person fs. i ' ' ~ DavkL 25 who managed

I know ot a case in Jlckso< Mich», " f ' spacb share was unbtjured
when an Ig year~ bog/ sutvfved for 38 ',, DavkL a ~ at Southeastern Mas.
minutes whHe he was totaHy sub '.'; '- sachusetts University, told pagce Paul'

5Dlmtf ~ . 3 ~ -IN> ~~ h,m f~ th, day

vMRS. SEILINS said Mhi Thfbadeau'h

sba arrived at Westerfy Hosp' Isa i - ' ., ".',. PW'." .
Tht1xxhiats was revived when Hope Val-
hty fireman Robert Stanley S . ~ jas Evetsbsg ~ F
tered meCb~ah retuacftstioL

Providence Jo~

By GRK66 KRUPA
SownsLhaixein sistr wrlxe

HOPKINTON � An expert an cold-
witer survival atxf a registered nurse said
yesterday that a Hopkinton woman who
was ~ by Hope VaHey firemen and
passersby from the icy waters ot Surface
Brook Saturday may have survived be-
caum' har body teaq.erstme was hwered
.by ahuost 20 degrees

Reports by 0» state police and firemen
f~ that Jo Ann Thibadeau. 22, was
tfnderwater in an overturned car for at
least IO to 15. minutes after it chished
.through a ~1 an the Cananchet
Brook Bridge. Miss Thibodeau was Hated
in stable and satisfactory condition last
night in Westerly HospitaL She was
trtmsferted from the intensive cate unit at
the bospitaf yestenhy.

A state poHc» spokesmen had speculat-
ed earger that Miss Thibodean survived
because an air pocket formed in the over-
turned car, which rested in five feet. of
water.
'iht Dr. Martin J. Nemiroff of the pul-

monary divLion at UOIIr«sfty Hospital in
Ann Arbor, h6ch�and Andrea Segms.
night nurse supervisor at Westaiiy Hospf-
ta4 both said the woman may weH have
been saved because her body temperehm
was ~ drssticagy in the cohi water.

Dr. Nmhoff, an expert an survhqH in

"When people go into very coll water
their body temperature drops aad they
need less oxygen for survivaL" Mrs. Sel-
Hns explained.

Dr. Nemiroff said Mhe. Thibadeau
probably afsa benefited front a phenom-
enon called the "maimnalian diving re-
flex." Nemiruff said the ieffex is common
among aH air-breathing 'aquatic manmuiis
and haa been inherited by human beings.
The reflex shws down the breathing and
diverts oxygen~ng. bkxxi from the
extremities to the vita! organs, induding
the brain, helping it survive long periods
under water without permanent. damage.

Hatokl Anderson, director of safety
services for the Providence chapter of the
American Red Cross, said the agency is
working with Dr, Nemiroff to help prove
his theories, which are currently being
given dose scrutiny by the ~ com-
munity.

''We have instructed, aG of aur local
' chapters to send Dr. Nemiroff aH cases of

ed to spend the aftenxln on the pand
amL shortly after 3 p.m., set out in the l l.
foot canoe ftom the FaH River Rod anl
Gnn- Cub, not far horn Devil's tented
htx»e at l7 Plymouth Blvd. Another
brother, John, who also Hves at the house,
stayed behitxL

"The water was pretty choppy and
they thought they had better turn ara~ ."
a while after they got out there," sa~d
Westport Pogce Sg. Alfred Candelas.
"When they staned heading for the
share, though, they went right over."

The brothers were able to gtssp the
bottom of the capized canoe. h» after
savend minutes in the 4khgree water,
and with no help in sight, they decided to
swim tor shore, DavM, a weak swimmer,

. started out Hrst. He told pages be thaught
hi4 brother, who was a strong swhnmer.
wm right behind him.

Tired and coki, David turned around
for the first time when he reached share,
but there was na sign ot PauL He ran to
hia house, toM Ms brotlm ta eall pogce,
atxi then passed out from exhaustion, ac-
cording to Candeias.

Rescue crews using emergency boats
from the FaH River and Westpan Fire

' De~airtu»nts were aided in the. search by
several af David's neighbors.
' Qeafdeo,fds parents, Mra, and Mis, Da-
Q HaHahm at I I CeHa Road, West Rox-

-bury,,and bsothets David and John, Paul
leaves tunr other fxothers and four sia
tats.JHs body waa taken fastnfght totHO.
Pbtbsr Fanaraf Home ha Weatfort.'
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SURVIVAL IN WINTER
CAMERON  ;. BANGS, H. 0.

The human body normally functions within avery narrow
temperature range of 97a to 99oF  Normal 98,6o!. It main.
tains this temperature range through a very delicate balance of
heat production and heat loss. Heat is produced by the metab-
olism of food which is influenced by metabolic rate and mus-
cular work. Heat lass occurs through a carefully regulated sys-
tern which includes respiration, circulation and perspiration,

Heat loss from the body is controlled by many environ-
mental factors. These include   f i rate of sweat evaporation in-
fluenced by humidity and air movement. �! Convection or
air movement which carried the irisulating envelopment of warm
air from the bady. �! Radiation which is the direct transfer
of heat through the atmosphere and �! conduction which is
the transfer of heat by direct contact or touching.

Under normal circumstances heat is lost from the body
at the same rate it is produced and we stay in bala~ca at a nor-
mal temperature. When expased to a cold environment and
heat loss is increased the body prcduces more heat and we again
remain in balance, If the exposure is prolonged and severe, the
body may be urreble to keep up the accelerated production and
heat lass will exceed heat production. This causes the body
temperature to drop below normal, e condition called hypo-
rhermia.

Under these circumstances the body does nat function
normally. If the body temperature drops to very low levels,
for example less than 96aF, the mind and muscles function
poorly. Soon the heat production decreases and temperature
drops at an accelerated rate resulting in death from cardiac stop-
page or ventricular fibrillation.

Under extreme situations it is important to conserve
every possible calorie of heat. The essence af winter survival is
understanding the mechanisms of caloric iass and avoiding
them,

Saturday

On Saturday morning November 3, f973, Scott
�8! end Diane �1J Mclntire and their dy month old
daughter Emily left metropoli ran Portland, Oregon
for a days auting at the Bagby Hot Springs. Before
leaving they had called a friend to ask directions, thus
notifying someone oi' their plans.

in ro rheir f966 Chevy wagon they loaded a wool
blanket and a hand made baby b!anket, a lunch of 2
pastrami sandwiches and a thermos of hor chocolate.
Emily had been breast fed since birth so lunch for her
was no logistic problem. As both Scorr and Diane
worked for an advertising firm, photography was a
way of life for them and they therefore included a
camera. Thus equipped they drove the 25 miles to
Bagby Hot Springs, talking and thinking about the
137o hot natural bath waiting for them.

One of the hazards in the mountainous Northwest is the
failure to realize that violent weather canditianscan occur with.
out warning within a very small radius of a metropolitan cen-
ter. Because af high altitude, staims are a year around threat.
The basic element of survival is preparation.

The experienced autdoarsrnan in this ari!a won't drive ta
the Coliseum without their essentials. Waterproof matches and
fire starter, compass. maps, whistle, fueled stove, cooking pot.
sleeping bag, flares, flashlight, and insulated waterproof ground
cloth. In addition, highly recommended are rain clothes, sun
screen and insect repellent, water bottle, pocket knife with cen
opener, and extra warm clothes, These things make up inta >
small package and shauld be left in the car or kept packed an"
ready ta go, There is no substitute for preparation.

Scott, Diane and Emily enjoyed rhe mile and a
half hike into the hot springs under overcast skies.
There were patches of snow on the ground. but it
wasn't snowing. At the springs they lounged in the
ancient hand carved hollow logs fil!ed wi rh 137o nar-
ural spring water. As they lefr rhe springs ro re turn to



their car, they noted that the weather had cooled and

parking lot it was snowing heavily and had begun to I
pile up. At the parking lot they noticed a large con-
ver terl self contained bus with a propane h eater as we/I
as several other cars and campers. yyhen leaving they
saw two sets of tire tracksin the snow, one belonging
to the Yofkswagon of two reliable appearing people
they had met on the trail. They ate their sandwiches
and started home,

At 8. 00 a.m. by the car clock, they discussed
the dilemma and made their decision. The snow was
knee deep but pessablei the weather, snowing hard but
with little wind and "not tao caid." They thought
they were five miles from the Ripple Brook ranger
station and they felt sure help eras on the way. For
these reasons they elected to walk out. They nursed
the baby, left a note in their car and then placed the
baby in har backpack covered by a large umbrella.
They took their camera and diaper bag and left the
car.

la I CHAR L Q RUBE'R
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tn some cases "there is safety in numbers." Many unfor.
tunate experiences have occurred because someone gat separ-
ated from the group. By combining resources and equipment
several small ill equipped groups can sometimes become one
well equipped group. ln time of trouble stay together,

4'ithin short order after starring to drive, they
began to have trouble with traction and sliding. Scott
was frequently forcecl to get out and push while Diane
drove. Scott recalled that he had had a flat tire a I'ew
weeks ago and the old spare was still on the back wheel
whileagoodradial rire lay in the car. Because the old
tint did most of the slipping he decided to change it.
After going through ail this effort, the repaired radial
was flat and had to be rechanged. This was very dis-
heartening, in addition to getting him wet and tired.
After changing the tires, they let same air out of the
tires, ta increase traction, used the wool blanket for
further traction and with Scott pushing. Within one
half hour, they skidded into the ~ight hand ditch and
were permanently stuck. Ar this point Scott was
dressed in wet levies. waffle stompers wi th two pair of
co rton socks, a Pendfeton wool shi rt, and a zipper fight
wool coat. He had single thickness leather gloves and
a wool kni tted stocking cap, Di ane's feet were dressed
like her husbands, but she had on woolen parlts of
medium weight; a woolen sweater, a leather three
faiths length c'oat, and a large windbreaker to her
knees. She had handmade woolen mittens and a cap
similar to Scott's. Emily wasin paf'ames and new snow-
suit with hood which zi ppered and totally covered her.

Clothing is one of the most important aspects ta enjoying
and surviving in the outdoors. Ideally, clothing shauld be worn
in layers, using several lightgarmentl rather than one heavy one,
to allow for versati!ity. Layering provides more insulation per
weight because of the air trapped between layers,

All areas of potential heat loss must be covered, especially
the head which is all tao frequently forgotten. The scalp and
back of the neck carry much heat close ta the surface because
of the large blood supply here. Hats should be capable of being
pulled down over the ears and neck.. Hoods offer excellent ad-
ditional protection from the elements.

Wool deserves special mention because it is the only ma-
terial that preserves any appreciable insulatton when wet. All
areas of the body should be covered by at least one layer of
wool. Wool retains 40% of its insulating value when wet. Cot-
ton and down may drop ta 1' or less of its dry insulating
value when wet. Down, in addition to losing insulation value
when wet, absorbs lartle quantities of water making it nearly
impossible ta dry aut of doors Down does have tremendous
insulating qualities for its light weight when dry and therefore
makes excellent cold weather clothing. Sleeping bags are usually
of down, but must be kept scrupulously dry if they are ta re-
main useful.

At least one layer of stockings inust be of wool. Care
must be taken that stockings do nat constrict the feet and irn-
pair circulation, If boats are toa tight sometimes removing a

pair of sacks will warm the feet, Mittens and gloves must
similarly be non-constricting.

The outer layer of clothing must be windproof ta diminish
the chill factor. Preferably it should also be wat.r repellent.

There they were soaking wet. stuck in the snow
at dusk with one quarter tank of gas, a wet wool
blanket, a nursing, four and one half month ofd girl,
and the hope that someone would notify authorities
that they had not returned They ran the car and heat.
er for about one half hour at a time and were able to
dry all the wet lhingS exCept the WOOl blanket.

They spent the nigh tin the car, nursing the baby
and occasionally starting the engine ro warm the heat-
er. By morning the gas tank was down to one eighth.

Sunday

lt is usually the strong swimmers who drown after a boat.
ing accident because the weaker one. stay with the boat, Each
situation is different and each requires independent judgment
and decisian. In general the statistics show that staying put in
previous sheller offers the best chance of survival.

Continued.
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As they left they noted that a/l car tinr tracks
had been covered with snow. Scott usually led and
broke trail but they s~itched /eads occasionally. At
10i00 a.m. they found parita/ shelter next ta a tree
and stopped to nurse Emily, The nursing was accom-
plished by sliding Emily under r.':e outer garments
without much exposure of Diane ta the elements.
OuriiIg the nurSing Diane be."arne thirsty and ate large
r/uanri tiesof snow. She felt that this was necessary to
keep up the production af milk.

Here is probably the crucial point in this heartrending
story of a young mother giving ner life to her infant daughter,
Replacing fluid loss by eating snow and ice costs a large amount
of calories. It takes 80 calories to convert 1 Gram of ice at
32oF to 1 Gram of water still at 32oF, In another illustration,
it requires about the same amount of heat to convert snow to
one ounce of freezing water as to heat an ounce of soup from
room temperature to boiiing. The heat loss required to melt
snow can tip the delicate balance of heat regulation.

If you have a choice, drink cold water from a stream,
rather than eat snow. If you have no cihoice but to replace your
fluid loss with snow then in most circumstances you are better
off to become dehydrated. You can survive two days or more
without water,hut you cannot survive at lowered body tem-
perature.

A t noon they again stopped to nurse Emily ana
again at 2:00 p,m. By this time the snow was nearly
waiSt deep and they Were beginriing tO get fatigued.
They particularly nared thai' their upper /egs or thighs
were aching fram constantly stepping into deep snow.

When the threat of having to spend the night in the wilds
occurs it is best to build camp early. When one waits until they
can go no further, they are usually too fatigued to build a pro-
tective cam p.

Diane was particularly tired at this point. She
had been carrying her camera but naw no /anger could
do so and cast ir aside, She /arer a/so discarded the
diaper bag.

Remember that metal conducts heat much more readily
than air or more porous material, In the cold avoid direct con-
tact with any metal, Even when insulated by a boot or mitten
the heat losses are increased. Skiers, climbers and hunters often
carry metal objects and must use caution.

By midafternoon they came to a sma// road
junction. The right hand road seemed the more likely
route and they took it, starting down e long hill. After
a while they thought this route was wrong so they re-
turned uphill to thejunction and proceeded left. This
too seemed wrong and they then returned to the right
hand road. They proceeded dawn the long hil/ and at
the bottom found ani mpassible snow drift just where
the road started uphil/. Scort tried unsuccessful/y to
ga around rhis.

During this lang trek af inare than two hours,
Diane frequently dragged bodi handsin rhe waist deep
snow. Scat t mentioned this to her an sever al occasions
but unfortunately she lost both gloves.

The early symptoms of hypothermia  low body tempera
ture! include stiff uncoordinated muscles which lead to stagger-
ing, stumbling and falling. Minor mechanical tasks such as tyii,
knots become difficult and prolonged. Think'ng becomes slow
and time seems ta drag. Decision making presents problems
and even simple choices seem insurmountable.

As body temperature drops. muscu ar activity. walking,
etc., become more difficult. Decisions not only seem difficult,
but are frequently incorrect, These symptoms can be observed
in others but even more important can be recognized in your-
self. Just as you can recognize the symptoms and changes as
you get intoxicated with alcohol. vou can recognize the changes
of hypothermia. With alcohol intoxication you can take steps
to avoid trouble, walk slower, check decisions carefully, avoid
certain people. You can do the same thing with early hypo-
thermia. When you recognize slow thinking oi lack of coordin-
ation in yourself, check each decision carefully and move rn
cautiously. When you see it in yourself, che=k others in your
party and discuss it with them. Watch their decisions and steps
carefully. People have been known to rerriove their boots,
coats or take obvious wrong routes when hypothermic.

Just about dusk on Sunday evening Ihey decided
they Cari/a' ga nO fiirrher and had ta C Imp. TO the
right of the road there was a lagged ove; area where
they found the butt end of a /og. They were able to
scrape what little snow there was under Iyie log away
to bare ground. They ley beneath the log, perpendicu-
lar to it and wens able to p/ace the umbrella and a
sheet of plastic at their heaos to keep tl;e wind aut.
Their feet stuck out into the snow so they placed
their four feeti nto one large plastic bag, The bag ex-
tended to their knees so they put the baby blanket
from their knees to their waists. They lay on their
back with Emily on their belly beneath their outer
garments,

The requirementS for a shelter are baIiCa  y three. It
must �! keep you dry, �! keep you out of the wind. and �!

14 OFF BELAY NUivIBER 18



insulate you from the surrounding snow or ground.
To keep you dry, a shelter must be properly ventilated.

One person loses about two pints of water a day through breath-
ing and another two pints from the skin. Without ventilation
this water condenses in the shelter and drips down to soak the
occupants.

Ventilation must be provldeal without allowing excessive
air movement or wind. Wind removes the protective envelope
of warm air around each body and causes greater loss of heat
or "wind chill." For example with an actual still air tempera-
ture of 30oF and a wind of 10 mph an effective temperature
of .30oF is produced.

Insulation from surrounding snow, ice or ground is the
most frequently overlooked requirement. Here can be used
tree boughs, ropes, wool blankets, back packs iwatch the metal!,
foampads or sleeping bags.

Scott had paper maps with him and matchers He
was able to scrape some dry bark from the log and
attempted to build a fire. Unfortunately all his
matches were wet arid unusable.

lylatches must be kept dry, preferably in a waterproof
container. A less reliable alternative is to carry them in several
packets thus increasing the chance of a dry one. Fire starters
or candles help a great deal here. In fire building nothing sub-
stitutes for practice and experience. Practice building fires in
fireplaces at home with wet wood. wood shavings, bark moss,
pitch, etc,

Sunday evening was spent shi vering beneath the
log. Both were soaking wet to the skin from the waist
down. Emily who had been adequately nursed had
no change of diapers so her urine soaked down to wet
her parents from the waist up. They had been wet
since shortly after leaving their car twe/ve hours earlier.

Water is the killer in cold situations. Water conducts
heat away from the body 240 times faster than air. A nude
man can survive temperature of 32oF over 24 hours if he re-
mains dry and active but it was found during World War Il in
the cold North Atlantic that survival is less than 5 minutes in
sea water at 32oF.

Survival success m the cold depends on how dry you re.
main, This is why rain clothes and extra clothes are so impor.
tant. This is why layered clothing is necessary to prevent ex-
CeSSiVe perspiratien. ThiS iS Why ShelterS muSt be Ventilated and
why wool is life saving.

Once beneath the log and settled down for the
evening, they noted they were still shivering but were
able ro talk quire freely They discussed many things
at length. They borh felt there was a likely chance
thar they would not make it. They stated that they
"loved each other very much" end that they "had e
good /ife together." if they didn't make it, they "had
a better two and one half years than most people do
in a lifetime." They couldn't understand why this had
happened. This was rheir firstunfortunate e/rperience
in life and generally.!ife had been very favorable to-
ward them, They did not l'eel thar they were being
punished in arty way end had no guilt feelings for any
of their previous behavior. tyeither of them were ex-
tremely re/igious, although Diane had attended church
es a chi /d and still went occasionally. Durt'ng Sunday
eveni ng she did pray occasiorta//y and asked that "the
Lord help them. " They both concluded that they were
there only es a result of a "crazy accident" which was
pure happenstance of them,b eing in the wrong p/ace

at the wrong time. They felt ther there were a few
things that they could have done differertt/y which
would have made arty difference. They wished that
the tires on their car had been in better con di tion and
that they had had better first aid equipment. They
both discussed the  act that they would probably lose
their feet due to frostbite. They had been making
plans for redea'gning their kitchen at home and Scott
planned how they would alter these plans to accom-
modate them after they lost both feet. Scott similarly
made plans as to how he could continue work as an
artist without feet. These same thoughts regarding
loss of feet were continued during the entire experi-
ence,

One of the elements of success in a survival situation is
the psychological emotional reaction to it. When one main.
tains a reasonably calm. realistic, hopefully optimistic attitude,
the chances of success are enhanced. With loss of self control
comes erroneous hurried decisions, wasted energy and wasted
body heat. Lack of will to live or depression is known to de-
crease metabolic rate and thus heat production�

To stay calm and in control is easier to write about than
to practice. Certain guidelines may be helpful: First and fore-
most is the ability to understand yourself and to recognize

Continued.
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when you are not in control. A stern reprimand to yourself.
sometimes in a spoken voice may~emedy the problem, Second-
ly comes confidence in yourself that you are capable of meet-
ing the demands, Confidence comes only from experience,
preparation, and knowledge. These things must be achieved in
advance. Anyone who roams the challenging Northwest should
study and practice his techniques at home.

They noted at rhis time that their feet were
quite "clvb-like" but not at all painful. They became
less and less aware of their feet as numbness pro.
greased. Scott took his shoes and one pair of socks
off for a few ininutes ro rub his feet. Diane did nor
do this, During the night they were able to sleepin
stretches of fifteen to twenty minutes. They were
quite afraid to sleep for longer periods because of the
fear that if you sleep two or rhree hours you may nor
be able to rewarm yourself on awakening, The baby
awakened frequently during the night and was nursed
by the morher. yyhife the mother was nursing, Scott
would feed his wife snow. Diane complained of severe
stomach cramps made worse by eating snow. Scott
also had cramps but to a 'ess degree, since he was eat-
ing less snow.

Scientific studies show that most people stop shivering
when they drop off to sleep, This lowers the metabolic rate
and leads ta less heat production. Therefore avoid sleep in a
critical situation or at least keep it to a minimum. Cold, hypo-
thermia, and muscutar fatigue all lead ta desire far more sleep.
Sleep also provides temporary escape from discomfort and is
therefore sought after by trapped people, Be aware af this and
do nat remain idle and sleeping for prolonged periods of time.

Medications which produce sleep shou/d be avoided for
the same reason. Alcohol is deadly in a cold experience be-
cause of its sedating and depressing effect. It causes more blood
to go to the skin surface  blushing! and this leads to mora heat
loss

Monday

Diane had talked of dying more Afonday after-
noon than previ ousl'y and they borh became more con-
vinced thar they would nor survive. Scott seemed to
accept the fact that they would not survive and did
nor become hysterical or panicky about it. He had
the Feeling that he was expected to survive longer
than Diane and would probably do so. He did not
feel, however, that he would survive if she did nor.

As rhe evening wore on Diane became more and
more deli ri aus. She had periods during which she was
lucid end rational, but other periods of Xe/lrium

Scott went to sleep wi th Emily on his stomach.
Ill/hen he awakened, he noted rhat Diane was nor
moving. He grabbed her wrist and thcught immedi.
ately that she had died. He tried to feel her pu/se, bur
covidn't. He felt below her nose and noted that there
was no air moving. He accepted her death asinevitable
and fair no sudden grief, remorse or gui,'t. He did not
feei an increase in anxiety or panic at her death but
felt "whatcan l do." He did nothaveanyimmediate
thoughts as to the future i f he and Emily should svr-
Vlva'.

He fair that he and Emily wovld benefi t greatly
by vsing Diane's windbreaker and he made an attempt
to remove this from her. She way lying on her back
and the ripper of the w/ndbreaker had previously been
ripped and tom. He tried to ger the sleeve off the
right shoulder and was able ro pu/l i t down approxi-
mately six inches; he arremprad the left shoulder but
found diat he was roo weak to move rhe windbreaker
at all. At this point, he abondoned the idea of remov-
ing the windbreaker. He spent the rear of the night
sleeping off and on as he had before.

As body temperature drops to BooF ar lower, the inind
sinks into complete delirium, First come short spells of de-
lirium alternating with lucid periods. Sonn the delirium be-
comes constant. When body temperature drops this low, the
ability to produce heat is gone. If rescue occurs, the body
must be rewarmed by adding heat. Prevention of further heat
loss by blankets is not enough, lf no other heat is availab!e,
the insulating clothing must be removed from the victim and
warm rescuers and they should be wrappacl together in blankets
or sleeping bags. Any means af external heat is valuable, in-
cluding hot water bottles and hot food, or liquid. Cold food
inay stimulate metabolism slightly but ta no great degree.
Placing someone indoors at room temperature I68aF! at this
point is ineffective because they cannot produce heat.

Once rewarming has started there is saine danger of "re-
warrning shock." Blood flow to the skin increases rapidly
leaving too little for the core. When outside of a hospital, slow
rewarming is recommended, currently at 1oF per hour.

Bear in mind that after one has experienced profound
hypothermia they may have poor control a ' body temperature
for several years and should be extremely cautious in a -ntd
environment, Once a person has been rewarmed he n
carefully observed to see that temperature does not fall as may
occur even in a warm room.

Hypntherrnia, because of the slowing of both pulse and
respiratian. may mimick death. Hypothermic deaths shoutd be
carefully evaluated before abar, doned.

Tuesday morn/ng

His sleep at this point was influenced primarily
by Emily's sleeping and waking parrern. She would
s/aep f' or an hour or an hour and a half end then wake
up crying. He would pur snow in his mouth to meit
it and then attempt ro nvrseitinto Emily s mouth.
either using his curled up tongue or his lips Initially,
she took water quite vigorously and retvrned ro sleep.
Bur as the day wore on, she became i'essinterested in
the water and took very little.

Each time he would fill his mouth with snow,
he would swal/ow some himself and then devefop se-
vere belly pain followed within minutes by vomi ting.
Vomitus was smail in amount and uas a brownish,
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coffee ground-like material which ha fait was probably
blood.

His activities during this period consisted pri-
marily of sleeping, melting snow to feed Emiiy and
standing to urinate, He found ther in order to stand,
he had to reach a branch on the log, pul/himself up
and than lean against the log. Ha was too weak to
stand without support and as rime went by he had
greater and greater difficulty st~ding up. His hand
motions becameincoordinate and at timeshe had great
t/i fficu/ty undoiirg his zipper. t   also seeined to hini
that it took a tremendously long time to perform any
menial task. such as urinating, or putting snowin his
moulh.

During this time, Tuesday morning, he was aware
oi commercial airliners flying overhead and also of
some small planes flying by. He did not at any time
think that the small planes were searchirrg for him,
since they seemed to by flying direct/y from one poi nt
to another. It was also too overcast to be of much
value. He had no reel thought about what was going
on in the planes but j ust felt "they are up there and I
am down here."

He kept Emily on his own stomach during the
day except when he wou/d have to stand to urinate.
At this rime, he would put her onto Diane. He felt
thethe and Emily contributed to each others survival.
He had defini te feelings that her body heat benefited
him as much as his benefited her. He felt that he had
an obligation to see that she survived and that her
"precious life" shou/d be saved. He did not dwell on
though ts of death.

Rescue

A t approximately two o'clock Wednesday after-
noon he heard a helicopter overhead. He knew im-
mediately that he had been rescued and he felt great
relief. He put Emily on Diane and immediately left
the snow cave and ran out to wave his hat at the heli-
copter. The helicopter made severe/ passes and he felt
sure they had seen him He then sat down in the snow
and  elt very relieved and relaxed. The helicopter was
able lo land fairly close and thrv.e men including a
deputy sheriff and two newsmen came to him and

asked his name and how he was. He statedimmedi ate-
/y that he and his daughter were fine out that his wife

' had been dead since Monday night. Scott reached
into the snow cave by the log and grabbed Emily by
the snowsuit and handed her to one of the rescuers.
The other two rescuers then assisted him to the heii-
copter. He took one sip of hot coffeein the helicopter
but the belly pain was such that he wanted no more
ofit.

This enrire rragedy took place on/y rwenty three
minutes i'rom Oregon City where they la~ded at Willa-
mette Fa//s Hospital. This hospital has had much ex-
perience in treating cold inj uries and is well equi ppar/
and carefully trained to do so. They were takeir to
the emergency room, where core body temperatures
Of 94OF were reCOrded On eaCh Of them. Tfiey bath
had immedi ate rapid thaw of all extremi ties.

Scott's feet were darkened and disco/ored from
frostbi te and it appears at present that he will /ose part
or all of his toes. Emily was alert and hungry but
amazingly healthy. She had a severe diaper burn
which cleared up in a few days and had no frostbite.

Frostbite should always be rapidly thawed as this leads
to less tissue destruction. The extremity is placed in water at
110oF  by thermometer! and left there for over thirty minutes.
The water temperature should not be allowed to go below 105oF
before it is warmed or replaced. This process is painful but
after the first few minutes becomes tolerable.

It is sometimes difficult to recognize frostbite early.
Whenever the remote possibility exists, all four extremities
should be rapidly thawed. After thawing. the extremities are
very delicate and must be protected and not used. It does lit-
tle harm to walk on frozen feet, but once they are thawed the
person must be carried.

There is no question that Diane died and the others lived
because she had to eat snow to nurse her baby. The tremen-
dous amount of heat that she lost doing this exceeded her
body's heat production. Diane gave her physical warmth and
life to her child, ! f her story, told here. prevents other such
tragic deaths, then she did not die in vain.

� Cameron Bangs, M.D.
Port/and, Oregon
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Poorly adapted physiologically to
deal with the effects of lowered
temperatures, we are depemlent on
shelter and clothing for protection
from the cold. When these are lack-
ing or inadequate, even for short
periods of time, cold traurrta may
result.

Although most commonly seen
in arctic and subarctic <.1imates,
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Hy Tina Davis DeLspp local cold injuries can ot~r when-
eVer a CatlS«tive COrnbinatit»I
cold, wet, wind, and altitude exists.

The physiological response of
the body to cold is Inost easily
understood by picturing the bod>
as consisting of two In«jor parts; a
core in which heat is produced and

rtlsA DAvts DKLApr, ala�M.s, is assistant prsr-
fnssor of nursing, University of Alaska, rtn-
chorage,

a shell in which heat is conserved or
dissilrattd, tlcpending on the body'i
needs at the time. When core tem-
perature is significantly reduced,
hypothermia results. When shell
tissues  skin, subcutaneous fat, mus-
ctrloskeletal components, vessels
«Isd nerves! are subjected to low
temperatures, local trauma may re-
sult.

The physiological response of
shell tissues to cold is vasoconstric-



Chilblain

Immersion I'oot

tion. with a decreased blood flow
and a proportionate decreiise in ox-
ygen supply to the tissiies. The
vasoconstrii.tion is caused in part
bv a direct effect of cold on the
blood vessels and in part by a con-
current sympathetic response. The
degree of vasoconstriction depends
on the duration and severity of
exposure and on the siisceptiliility
oi the indivfdiiai�!,

The effects of vas<rconstri«tion
are many and varieif, 'I'he <lecresscd
voiiii»e of warming Iilood flowing
through the part Further reduces
the temperature of the tissue. This
temperature reduction produces a
characteristic inuscie weakness and
a decrease in local sensation.

Direct damage to the vessel
'wall from the cold resiilts in piasina
Huid leaking into the interstitial
spaces. The resulting hemoconcen-
tration, together with the narrowed
lumen, promotes the development
of small clots. These clots block the
smaller vessels. When the blood
How f~ obstructed, either hy clots or
by closure of the precapillary
sphincters, the arteriovenoiis shunts
open, allowing blood to bypass the
pait. The cooled tissue thus be-
comes essentially avascuiarf I!.

Skin is the Hrst tissue to be-
corne cooled. Muscles, nerves, and
vessels are also highly sus;eptible.
Heiatively resiktant tissues include
connective tissue, tendons, and
bone, The parts most fmpiently
subject to cold trauma are the
hands, feet, and facial skin, particu-
larfy the ears, cheej«s, and nose l!.

Seen most commonly on the
dorsal surfaces of the hands and
feet, chilblain resiilts from interrnit-
tent exposure to teinperatures in
the range of 33 to 60'F., often in a
humid environment. Generally, the
exposure is fairly short, although it
must be long enough to produce
the physiological cold response.
Cold response varies with the envi-
ronInental temperature, the degree
of humidity, and the individual.

Shortly after vasoconstriction,
a brief, intense vasodilatfon that
raises the temperature of the tissue
above that of unaffected ti<sues oc-
cur>, Vasospasm produces typii;al
edematous, reddish-bi«e patches
that itch rind hiini. Th<-' itchy, f>rirn-

ing sensation becoines inore intense
with increased warmth�!. General-
lv, the lesions siibside in a few
days.

Repeated exposiire may result
in a chronic condition, In which the
characteristic lesions develop as
cold weather approaches. The con-
dition goes into remission sponta-
neoiisiy in the spring, when envi-
ronrnental tern peratiires rise. Al-
thoiigh the appearance of the Ie-
siorrs vririe» with the room temper<i-
tive arid the degree of depeiideii«e
of the limb, they do not expand at
the border or spread to other parts
of the body. This condition may
occur perennially for several years.

Pathological specimens show
intense edema of the papillary der-
mis, which tends to separate in
places from the epidermis. Endo-
theiial proliferation is evident in
the small dermal vessels, with the
deeper vessels demonstrating a
mild vasculitis and perivasculi-
tis�!.

Treatment consists of raising
limb temperature, Rewarming can
be accoinplished by placing the
limb in «dependent position in a
warm water bath, not to exceed
I08 F. Because temperature sensa-
tion is decreased in the aflected
limb, the water temperature inust
be measured. The warin water is
likely to increase the intensity oF
pruritus and burning, so analgesics
may be necessary. In general, the
faster the rewarining, the inore se-
vere the pain. Vasodilators have
been used as a treatment in bath
aciite and chronic cases but with
minimal success�!,

A second type of nonfreezing
injury is immersion foot, a condi-
tion producM by prolonged expo-
sure of the extremities  usually the
feet! to cold and wetness at temper-
atures below 50'F. Development
of symptoms is associated with im-
mobility and dependency of the
lower extremities and with expo-
sure times exceeding 10 to 12
hours.

A variation of iinmersion foot
is trench foot, a condition seen in
shipwreck survivors and in soldiers
exposed to wet but not freezing
cold for long periods, such as in
trenches. Tropical immersion foot

SUSCEPTKBKLETV
FACTORS

Local rnturres caused by co/d expo-
sure are almost totally piwventable,
partrcuiarly u the numenous factors
that p~isp<~ the inc'<vidual to
these inturies are attended to.

~ Wind markedly increases the
rate of heat loss from expose<f skin. If
literaify blows away the thin. insuiai.
ing layer oi boun<fary air thai ordi.
<Mrrfy surrounds Ihe body. Boundary
air aiso is absent when the air is still
but the body is moving "apidiy, as
during skung or when tr<rvefrng by
snow machine. The absence of the
insulating layer of bouna iry air has
the effect of lowering the tempera.
ture fa which the skin is exposed.

~ Moisture increases heat Ioss
via conduction. When protective
clothing becomes wet fr om rain,
snow, or perspiration. the enclosed
parts jose heal ai a faster rate than do
body parts covered by several layers
of warm, dry clothing, Afro, wet skin
increases the cooling an<3 freexrnq
rate.

~ Using <ifcohoi or ni<=otine in a
cold environrr<ent increases the hkeii-
hood of cold injury by opposite
mechanisms. nicotine use results rn
perrpheraf vaivoconstrfctron, decreas-
inq the ffow of warminq bjood to the
pen phery.

Alcohol, on the other hand,
causes peripheraj vasodrfatron, which
increases the rate of heat loss from
the skin. Individuals usir,g alcohol
may feel quite warm and:afl to pro-
tect themselves adequatefr<, thus in-
creasing the danger.

~ Disease conditions such as
peripheral vascular disease, that slow
the rate of bicvod flow to .he penph-
ery predispose the individual to caid
injuries. Severe generals' dehy-
dration also slows blood flow by
increasing the viscosity of the biood.
Arteriolar vasoconstriction occurs at
high altitudes, even at ncrmaI tem-
perature. High altitude is <ijso a pre-
disposing factor because the lowered
oxygen tension of the au causes an
increased resforratory rate and thus
promotes increased flui fess.

~ Excessive washing and shav-
ing increase the possibility of injury to
superficraf faciai tissue by cornpro-
rnising the skin integrity. After-shave
!oiion further dries the skin and re-
inoves oils thiit partially protect the
tissue from coid injury.
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Frostbite

occurs in individuals whose extrem-
ities are immeixed in warm water
for long periods. These victims ex-
hibit similar symptoms and patho-
physiology and are treated in a
manner similar to cold water im-
mersion vfctfals�!,

HOOF TO FRRVE
COLD IN JURT

~ Piafl &ctlvlt es c&refuUy 'to I
time of exposure,

~ Always let someone know
you are and when to expect
back.

~ When passible. use a bu
rem when our in the ~s~kf.

~ Dress for the weather. Pro
more imporlant than fashi<

~ Avoid vigorous washing oi
and shaving the beard u
the day's outing.

~ Apply protective cream ta
prior to exposure.

~ Wear several layers of lao<
clothing  rather than a sine
layer!.

~ Use hand protection. Mii
generally more effecti
gloves.

~ Carry extra socks. Keep b<
dry and male sure wet <
thoroughly dry before usir

~ Avoid alcohol and cigaret
~ Avoid becoming wet wit

rain, or perspiration,
~ Pcice yourself to avoid b

unduly fatigued.
~ Pay attention to the messa

body sends. If yau note s
and color changes in the s
shelter.

~ if freezing does occur, ave
ing the part until refreezin<
inated as a threat.

~ Do nor use snow, ice, col
or excessive hear to thaw fi

e Seek medical attention as
passible when freezing v
ours.

Cold water immersion injirry
develops in three phases. In the
flrst, the prehyperemic or ischemic,
vasospastic phase, the extremities
are cold, swollen, white ar blue,
and pulseless. Tactile serisitfvity is
decreased or absent.

This is followed by the hyper-
emic  warming! phase, character-
ized by extremities that are hot,
dry, and red with baundi:ng pulses
and severe pain. The time it takes

for hyperemia to develop depends
on the severity af the insult and the
individual's susceptibility. This
hase may last from 4 to 10 days

in severe cases may result in
muscle weakness, atrophy and ul-
ceration, or gangrene of superficial
distal areas.

In the last phase, the posthy-
peremic, or recovery phase, color
and pulse gradually return ta nor-
mal. In severe injuries, some depig-
mentation may occur, especially if
the individual is dark skinned. Hy-
persensitivity to cold or pain on
weight bearing may develop and
last for several years.

Although the pathophysiology
of iminers/on foot is fxxirlv urxfer-
stood, it is clear that the vasocon-
strictive response to cold results in
tissue anoxia and subsequent dam-
age to the vessel wall and nerve.
Capillary permeability is thus in-
creased, resulting in edema. Hyper-
emia may occur as an exaggerated
response by compromised neuro-
vascular mechanisms.

After careful rewarming of the
aflected extremities, treatment is
primarily supportive. The indfvidu-
al is kept in bed with the affected
feet moderately elevated, and the
affected part is kept clean, Phen-
oxybenzarnine hydrochloride  Di-
benzyl inc!, an alpha-adrenergic
blocking agent, may be used to
decrease spasm.

During the hyperemic phase,
judicious cooling af the part may be
necessary to decrease pain and ta
lower oxygen requirements of the
tissue to prevent gangrene. If gan-
grene does develop, amputation
may be necessary, although this is
usually delayed until the full extent
of tissue loss is cle&5!.

Obviously the best approach
ta cold injuries is prevention.
Nurses working in schools, irxiiis-
try, and private clinics are in a frosi-
tion to provide potential victims
with information regarding the dair-
ger of immersion arid nonfreezing
cold.

Frostbite, a freezing caid inju-
ry, occurs when tissues are cooled
to the point that ice crystals form in
superficial or deep structures. De-
pending on the severity and dura-
tion of the freezing and on the efli-

ciency of treatment, varying de-
grees of tissue loss and function
may occur with frostbite injury 8!.

In this condition, ice crystals
form in the extracellular spaces,
causing the extracellular fluid to
become hypertonic in relation to
intracelluiar fluid. This results in

Ruid being pulled from the cell.
When approximately one third of
the cellular fluid is lost, injury to
the cell from dehydration and dis-
ruption of enzymatic processes oc-
curs�!.

The clinical manifestations of

frostbite injury vary. depending
upon the severity of the injury. If
superficial � involving only the skin
arxf siibciitaneoiis fat--sharp. iich-
ing pain h common. The part is
white or blanched, and frozen on
the surface, but when gently
pressed feels soft. After thawing,
the part becomes flushrxI and some-
times deep purple in color.

When frostbite injury involves
deeper structures, the part appears
white and feels solidly frozen on
palpation After thawing, it may be
blue, purple, ar black in color. The
severity of the inju> cannot be
assessed prior to thawing.

Large blisters filled with se-
rous Ruid generally form within the
first 24 to 48 hours after rewarm-

ing, These blebs are frequently
large enough ta restrict motion of
the part, If bleb formation does not
occur, this usually indicates that
adequate circulation is lacking, Tis-
sue loss often results.

The bleb fluid begins to be
reabsorbed within 5 ta 10 days,
often followed by the tormation of
a hard black eschar layer that also
can interfere with inability. The
eschar layer is insensit,ive and may
occur over areas where blebs don' t
farm.

Within a few weeks, a firx. of
demarcation «ppears. This line
marks the point [below which tissiie
i» riot viable and makes it possible
ta «stirnate the extent a  probabie
tissue loss. Abave the line of dernar-

cation, the eschar layer separates,
revealing the new underlying skin,
The shiny, babyiike skin is often
abnormally tender and sensitive to
temperature; «i>narmai sweating
may occur for a time. Within two
to three months, however, the ap-
pearance becomes normal.

The eschar does not separate
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Rocov erin' trosza Frosthito

l. White or blanched frosen parts
are rewarzned in s whiz'lpool bath.

4. In third week, hardening
eschar must be slit to free joints,

ix'low the liile of  loni;in", t ioii.
Rather, deeply injured tissiies re-
main hard, black, and insensitive
and eventually undergo autoampil-
tation without surgical interveii-
ti oil 8j.

The clinical course and prog-
nosis of frostbite injury varv consid-
erably with clinical management.
Experiences over the past 20 year~
have led to the developmerit of a
treatment method that minimizes
tissue loss and dysfunction.

Prior to 1955 in Alaska. frost-
bite was initially treated with
variety of methods, including rub-
bing with snow, thawing in «n ice
or snow bath, gradual, spontaneous
thawing indoors, and rarely, immer-
sion in warm fluid. This was fol-
lowed bv all tvpes of rnanagelnent,
ranging from near total neglect to
early surgery, which often resulted
in linwarranted tiSSue IOsS�'. Tre:lt-
III 'III t XI iy iz s :ul ll l  IIX ' i uil i I c

Suits in a Inure iaVOrill>lc oiiti<ink.
In mediate first «id begi is with

2. Biebs develop within 48 hours
unless circulation is iznpaired.

5. Debridement occurs naturally
ond because of treatments.

thc rem<lval of the <'lient to a shcl-
tererl area lO prevclit refreeZiug Ol
traulnatized tissiie. His or her tem-
perature is taken immediately to
assess the presence of hvpothermia.
If the temperature is below 94'F.,
the treatment of hvpotherrnia re-
ceives priority because of its life-
threatening effects.

Once there is no chance of
refreezing and hypothermia has
been treated, the frozen part is
rewarmed by immersing it in well-
agitated water at 100' to 108'F. A
whirlpool bath is ideal for this pur-
pose. For injuries involving the face
or ears, warm moist soaks  change<i
frequently to maintain the desired
temperature! are applied 8k The
rewarming is continued until the
part is colnpletely flushed.

Rewarming is usually a painful
process that requires sedatives and
analgesics. Fiirther, because the cli-
 'll    II 'I! ls  'llllhsl:ui� w 't, g 'Ilcr,il
rewall Ill lllg Illeasilfc;s ill<.' ludlcal .'ck
These include provi fii    dry «lath-

3. Within 10 days, Buid reabsorbs
and hard eschar layer forms.

6. Appearance at 6 weeks; gross
anatozny, function are preserved.

ing, adjiisting the environmental
teinperature accordingly, and en-
couraging the client to dri.nk warm
liquids.

Some authorities support the
judicioiis use of a small ar iount of
an alcoholic beverage, which acts
as a mild sedative and encourages
peripheral vasodilation l!. The use
of alcohol, however, should be re-
stricted to clients who are being
monitored by medical personnel.
Alcohol as a treatment without pro-
fessional assistance may prove haz-
ardousus.

Once the Iewarrning process is
complete, the client is hospita/ized
and placed in protective isolation.
The affected parts are placed on
sterile sheets, A bed cradle protects
the tissues from the presstire and
friction af top overs. No dressings
are used, although sterile cotton
pledgets may be placed between
III<.I -sw III  I»fig its Ir> mini »izr.
I'ricthin a«d thils <lccrease the likeli-
hood of bleb mpture. If protective

Amenran journal *t Nura ng/ianuar  I' u<i $0
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isolation is not possible, some phv-
sicians apply an «»I i-infective
cream to the part and wrap it loose-
ly in a Kerlix dressing, again using
cotton pledgets to separate the dig-
its.

Rupture of the blebs is careful-
ly avoided. Infection i< prevented
by cleansing the part daily in a
warm whirlpool bath between 90'
and 98'F. to which «rniiid disinfec-
tant soap has been added. The
whirlpool with its gentle debriding
action stimulates circ cd ation and
encourages active motion of the
part.

If the eschar that forms is so
stiff that it prevents niovement of
the part, it may be gently split on
the sides or on the dori»rn of the
digit. No additional debridernent is
carried out; this is left to natural
progress and to the gentle action of
the whirlpool. When the eschar be-
gins to slough, protective isolation
is discontinued, although the daily
whirlpool baths ond active exercise
in the bath are conti>rued.

Where tissue loii is inevitable,
no debridement is done urrtil sporr-
taneous sloughing of the soft tissue
iS virtually COrnplete, Any rernoiii-
ing mummified portion may then
be surgically removed. 'I'his delay,
often as long as three to four
months, markedly decreases the
danger of retraction «nd infection
and reduces the need for later skin
grafting and st»nip revision�!,

Increasingly, arteriography is
being used to assess the extent a»d
Severity Of VaSOsp«sni i» frostbitten
tissues. If arteriograms demonstrate
significant v «sos pasm, «vasodilat-
ing agent, such as reserpine, may be
injected into the artery. This cre-
ates a local medical syrnpathecto-
my that avoids the pernianent sys-
temic side effects of surgical sym-
pathectomy. Although studies eval-
uating this treatrnerrt are limited in
mope «»d nirrr!l>er, those p»hlished
have demonstr«ted n>;Irkc l relief
frO»I v«SOSpasru;»I i «<<<<ocr«te<l
svrnptom<  QI.

Anticoog» larlt therapy h«i
been attempted in «Ir eHort to pre-
vent sliidging in the rni:rocircula-
tiO», l»!t With littl ' d<!»1»rrstr«l!tt
eRect. At Ie«St Orle i»I tlIOrrtv Slrg-
gets that anticoagulant therapy.
combined wr'th platelet «nti«dhe-
sive drugs, might be irrcceisf»l in
preventi»g damage frorri i»trilv«i-

Cular COagrrlatioir if institrrted e�i-
rl�  IOj.

Basically, fewarr» ing with
want! water hath, followed by pro-
tective isolat i»JI,  l«il v whirl pooli,
and avoidance of early surgic«.l in-
terVentiOn remain the cOrrierstO»e

Of rnanageme»t,   jn  e therC iS Jr<>
threat Of refreezirrg the part, i»itial
rewarming sho»id riever l>c del«yed
until the clie»t is transferred to «
special treatment center. Bather,
therapy should be institirted prior
tO the tranSfer, with nie«Sures being
taken to protect the injured part
and to prevent rcfreezi»g during
transport.

NrrrSing care d»ri»g the re-
Warming phase is corrcer»ed pri-
»1«rily with pl<»>I<>ri» < co»>l<>rt;l<1 l
with observing the client's res po>ise
tO the thawing prOCedr re a»d tO
comfort measures.

During the tinie that the l lieut
is in protective isoiatio» the» irse
«ttenrptS ta prevent cOmpli .;It iOils
from immobility arid sensory depri-
v«tiOn. Nursi»g history i»l'Or»I«tior>
shor>id be iro <!rl!<>r;Itc l i>It ! th .
plan Of Care, «»d «i »1 icl> I»dupe»-
dence as thc client's physical and
emOtiO»al state peru!its shor>id be
encouraged.

Diversi»»al «ctivitiei, irr< lud-
ing frequent contacts with friends,
family, and mrrsing st«8 assume
special importance during iiol«-
tion. Explaining th» reasons for iso-
lation and demonstrating the cor-
rect procedure for gowning and
handWaxhing Ofterr r»;Irk di V i»-
Cre«Se the COrrrfOrt of visitors. Ac-
tivities such as needlework, pliz-
zles, and model building can be
continued in the isot«tion ri»it.
When the hands are «ffected,
adaptive devices r»ay be use i to
increase independence.

During isolation, the client is
Waiting fnr the eXte»l Oi tiiirre lOs»
to become clc«r. 'I » d ail with piv-
chologl .'ol pt' >t>il'tria  l Ir>Ilg thii
time, Open  'Or»»r»1>i ",It i !» f<>I tl>c
elle»t to   xl!I 'si lc 'llllgs, Ir»  I'I'rill >-
ties, i»id ft'. lri Ji eii .'Irtl«I. PI 'I'l'<llli-
srte to open c JI>lr»I»l>cat>»» Is the
establish»re>it <>f  nrst betwee» the
ellen't arid at le«it one Of two I'rle»1-
I» rs Of th<r»»riirrg it, H'. 'I'hii I»;iy
hc Crllirirrl'C l l>V llr»lt>rig t IIC  »I»1-
her of staR rrre»!her<< assigned to thc
care of the clier>t «»d l!v m«i»t«i»-
i»g conti»uitv»t c;rre.

If there h; i l> .ei> ii <1>ifi  ai>t

tisiue loss, the hospital nurse en-
s»rei that,lppropriat<: referr«IX I'ar
fch«bilitat ror1;Ifc I' lade, I»clad rig
physical <>r occ»pational therapy,
Referral to,r public health riurse
and possibly to vocational rehabili-
tation services may be necessary.

Thc pn!g»osis i» frostbite inju-
rv ii highlv variable, everr if o»lv
rniirimal I iss lie loss occrirs. Late

results include hypersensitivity to
even uiildly cold we; ther «rid hu-
midity, increased susceptibility to
repeat frostl!ite inju.ry on subse-
quent exposure, and pain and pares-
thesias in the injured area. Phantom
Iir»b pair  m«y fOlluw amputa-
tion l I!.  :hildren may suffer
epiphyseai <I;lrrrage that later re-
'rritx iri defOrrr Jiti«S; tl1ix is cape  ial-
lv corn »OI! i» the frn>Jers l2!.

It is likely that a   old «cclirna-
tization mechairism does exist. This
is defined a» «n i»crea; ed metabolic
heat prO h>CtIO» in reepOnze tO eX-
tended periods of intermitterit ex-
p»a»re t» I trigid envirOnment l I!.
I'or sonic people, the combiried
 .II<!  I Of ir>cre:lxcd he:it prO l»CtiOn
«rrd hetter knowledge a»d use of
proteCtive nreaSureS increaSe abili-
ty to withstand cold temperatures.
StarvatiOn aii i fatigu ; m«y '»egate
the cold a  ciir»atizotion mecha-
niSm by lirrriting the abilitv tO
increaSe heat produC iOII�!.
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M/inter trauma

Acci lental hypotherniia, a condi-
tion associated with a core tem-
perature of 34.4'C  94"I } or lower,
results when an individual loses
more heat to the environment

than he produces. Heat loss may
occur rapidly, as from immersion
in cold water, or slaw1y, as from
prolonged exposure to wet, cold
weather. Drugs, disease, or fail-
ure of the temperature-regulat-
ing mechanism may be underly-
ing factors.

Although you will rarely en-
counter hypothermia, it's some-
thing you would not want ta miss.
!f you' re presented with a coma-
tose or sernicomatose patient, who
has a history of exposure to cold
or wet, rule out hypothermia ~ith
a low-reading thermometer. A
rectal reading is a much more ac-
curate representation of core
temperature than oral or axillary
reading. If the temperature is
34.4'C  94'F! or lower, you' re
faced tvith an emergency situa-
tion requiring immediate inter-
vention. The patient may be vol-
urne-depleted and in metabolic
acidosis; he niay develop serious
arrhythmias, including atrial and
ventricular fibrillation.

You do have one thing going for
you, however, par ticularly if the
hypothermia is due to prolonged
rather than acute heat loss: The
patient is literally in a metabolic
icebox, which gives you time to

Prepared in Consultation with.
'.ay out a plan of action. f rnce you
begin rewarming the victim,
clranges will occur fast, rt quiring
quick and sure actions.

In the following article, you
will find pointers on the diagno-
sis and management of hypo-
tllerrnia, a discussion of its physi-
ologic changes, and tips for help-
ing outdoor enthusiasts avoid hy-
pothermia.

Cameron C. Sangs, MD
internisl. Oregon City; clinical ins ruclor of
medicine, Unrversity of Oregon Medical
School. Portland

. Murray P. Hamlet. DVM
director, exqerimentat pathology division,
U.S Army Research tnstitute of
Environmental Medicine. Natick, lvlass,

william J, Mills, Jr., MD
orthopedic surgeon, Anchorage, Alaska

Staff editor: Rebecca Skinner

� ex peess sTop

ft1afting the diagnosis: The people
most susceptible to hypothermia
include drug abusers, trauma vic-
tims, those with debilitating dis-
eases, and unprepared or injured
hikers, hunters, and mountaineers.
The person with hypothermia fnay
present as withdrawn, depressed,
and uncoordinaled, with slurred
speech; he may be in a state easiiy
mistaken for death. Anyone with al-
tered consciousness after cold
and/or wetness exposure should
have his temperature takeri with a
low-reading recta! thermometer,

Anything that modifies the
body's ability to regulate temper-
ature can contribute to tht. devel-

opment of hypothermia in the
patient exposed to cold � not nec-
essarrly freezing � temperatures
and/or wetness. Some of the more
cotnmon contributing factors are:
» Drugs Same drugs, such as al-
coliol, may render the person who
abuses them u»able or unwilling
to seek she1ter. Barbiturates,

r~iitir in r.w.nr rara vs~ i ~ is ixrr,
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Hypothermia

SXPRKSS STOP

morphine, and phenothiazines
niay actually decrease body tem-
perature.
» Disc<tse A debilitating dis-
ease � particularly di Tuse- skin
diseases and metabolic disor<lei s
such as myxedema � will make an
individual more prone to develop
hypothermia,
» Tt'<l1<11<g An iildividua] who

suEers a head injury, fracture, cr
blood loss in a situation where

rescue is delayed may become hy-
potherinic. If an accident while

,ting or skin <living in cold ~va-
ter docsn t result in drowtiing,
it's almost sure to res~it in hypo-
thermia unless the victim is re-

moved from the water in min-

utes.

» Extrentes of age In premature
births, hypothermia is a serious
problem. In the very old, arterio-
sclerosis or central nervous sys-
tem disease may impair the tem-
perature-regulating mechanism.

Other people at risk are those
whose occupation, avocation, or
life situation exposes them to
cold and jor wet. More hvpo-
thermia. occurs in cities aniong
derelicts and older people than in
the wilderness among healthy
people  see the patient,-educe.tie n
aid, "Hypothermia: Rare butdan-
--".ous," at left!.

~pelunkers and speleoiol:is ts
are at risk. The camper, hiker,
mountaineer, or hunter who is

pe7l~TC.LAC r Fr< W~1S, rp77

unprepared for ivcather condi-
tions or wlio gets injured or lost is
susceptible. The big killers are
moisture and wind; fatigue, dehy-
dration, improper clotl.ing, and
ignorance about buillling shelters
or fires are accomplices.

How the patient with hypo-
thermia presents dellends on how
cold he is. Unless tlie patient is
unconscious due to head injury or
<lrunkenness, marked shivering,
witlidr;iwal, apatliy, «nd depres-
sion occur l'irst. Provided no fur-

ther cooling occurs, a patient.
Ivith these syniptoms is»ot in se-
rious trouble; his temperature is
proba.bly over 34.4eC  94 F!.* At,
about 34.4'C  94'F!, the victim

will become indecisive, irritable,
and uncoordinated. Shivering
may stop. With a teniperature of
31. 1 � 32.2 C  88-90'I'!, a person
may either be lethar ic or comba-
tive. He may have hallucinations
or be delirious. Under 311'C

 88'F!, the patient will become
progressively delirious and un-
coordinated, eventual 1 y corna.-

tose..

The severely hypotliermic pa-
tient is often mistal<e» for dead.
He may be in a state oi rigor in a
flexed or huddled position. He' ll
be cyanotic and pale, aiid his pu-
pils may be fixed. You lnay fi 1d no
audible heart sounds, palpable
The <t'mpern<uree pfeeiden err penerel jruplrllrleli,

Secre peeple ere eereeteee ~ < '33..'I C  !i' I'>; ethera ere
eeeee>oue e< 3IYC I8G'F3.

pulses, or visible respiratory ex-
cursions.

Rescuers sometimes find the
semicomatose or corn' tose pa-
l.ient in a state of un<iress, The

victim of hypothermia often at-
l,enipts to remove clothing, which
ni;iy lea<l police  o suspect sexual
<assault.

IIypothcrinin is inore common
t,han realized. Suspect it ~vhenev-
er;i p;iticnt ln csents with an al-
tere<l coiisciousness fol.'. !wing ex-
posure to col,l «n<l/or ivetness.
Think of it iii an older person
found uiiconscious in a poorly
heated «partinent, The diagnosis
Is made by taking the patient' s
:empet ature, A los-reading ther-
mom'eter is essential, and a, rectal

! eading is preferable. A tentpera-
ture of 34.4 C  94*1"! or below is

hypothermic.
In general, tne healtliy person

has a good chance of re.overy. If
alcohol or drug abuse is involved,
his chances al.e lowered. The in-

dividual with severe disease who

develops hypothermia. has a very
poor chance of recovery.

initial steps in care: Handle the pa-
tient gently. Ensure a patent air-
way; intubate only it necessary.
Evaluate and plan your approach.
Vionitor temperature, ECG, and uri-
nary output. Gct a CBC,-s.rum elec-
trolyte determination, blood gases,
and serum glucose determination.





Hypothermia

� EXPRESS STOP

Check for other diseases or inju-
ries. 8egin correcting voiume de-
pletion in ail patients except those
with acute hypothermia.

FIospitalize the patient ~vith hy-
pothermia as soon as possible. As
you treat tlie patient, keep in
mind two ger>eral principles:
>> Excessive manipulation of the
patient can cause ventricular
fibrillation, so handle him very
en tl y,

» Most problems ivill resolve
cutaneously wi th rewar mi ng;

be conservative and do not over-

tre at.

Establish a patent airway. If
endotracheal intubation is neces-

sary, use extreme caution to
avoid fibrillation. Anesthetize
topically. If the patient requires
oxygen, consider administering
100 percent humidified oxygen,
heated to 46.2'C �15'I'!, using
positive pressure respiration. Do
not overventilate; to do so in-

creases the chance of ventricular

fibrillation. Some physician.;
have observed that many pa-
tients with hypothermia exhibit a
thick mucus that requires aspira-
tion for adequate respira,tion.

Tkororr 01tlrJ er;acuate the pa-
tietrt. Look for predisposing fac-
t~s such as drunkenness or con-

,itant injuries that may aKect
rewarnling methods or require
additional care. If pottttibie, find.

ygT>mT*I st. "iYi&'IICXR tC, >Drt

out, how cooling occurreil. Except
itl rlcal-dr'owning vrctnns, raprd
coolirig results in fewer nietabolic
alterations than slow cooling.

Pfo.n ryon.r rr!!proa<:h. Your nla-
jor corlce ms, beyond t. eturrilng
the tcruperature to normal, will
be correction of volume rnid aci-

dosis and avoidin serious car-

diac problems. Once rewarming
begins, complications can arise
quicklv. Tlie first 20 minutes of
treatment are the most critical,

Bc J<l n nu
titorinJ< tetn perature,
ZCG, a»d ttri>rary or<tpt<t. As soon
as possible, start an IV; a cut-
down may be necessary. Try to
obtain enough blood for a CBC,
serum electrolytes, arterial blood
gases, and serum glucose, At-
tempt a CVP reading, br<t do not
insert tlute catheter tip into t!re
heart. That can cause fibrillation,

Remember to have the lab cor-

rect the results of blood "ases for

temperature. Insert a urinary
catheter.

Unless sudden immersion in

very cold wa.ter caused the pa-
tient's hypotnermia, suspect vol-
ume depletiori. rXot only does heat
loss increase diuresis, but usually
the patient's intal e is reduced.
Begin volume expansion prompt-
lv, exerting caution if tlie fluid
contains potassium. !Var m the
fluid in a blood warmer to 36.7-
43.3'C  98-110'I'!, so tliat it runs

in at about normal body tempera-

ttrie. Try to hold the central ve-
rrous pressure at 5-10 cm FI~O.
An otherwise healthy patient
may require up to one liter of
f!uid in the f rst hour, IIyper-
glyceniia  blood sugars up to 400
mg/rll! is not uriusu rl because in-
sulin is relative ly inactive at low
temperatures. 13o not administer
insulin. IEypol..lycemia has also
been reported in liypothermia
victinis; treat l>ypoglycemic pa-
tients ivith dextrose.

Rewarming: With a patient with hy-
pothermia due to rapid heat loss or
with a core temperature above
32.2-33.3"C  90-92'F!, rewarm ext-
ernaily in a warm water bath. For
other' patients, internal rewarming
may prevent a dangerous afterdrop
in tempera-ture. But with careful
monitoring, external rewarrning has
been successful even in patients
with very tow temperatures. For in-
ternal rewarming, heated peritoneal
dialysis with potassium-free dialy-
sate fluid is used most often.

lilith careful moriitoring; of the
patient, rewarming can b begun.
Although the rrethod of ~ ewarm-
ing is a matter of controversy, all
authorities agr'ee tllat a !iy pa-
tient whose temperature is over
3r.2-33.3'C �0-9'I"! carr be re-

warnied externally ivi tli little
risk of complica.t,ions attr;butable
to the reivarming procr.ss. The
patient with a, lower tern perature
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lure, ECG. blood Pres-
sure, blood gases, and se-
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Hypothermia

Quiz A.nswers

Questions on page 13

1. neonatal tOtal bloOd exChange

2,  d! t,000

3.  d! 20

4.  c! dextran

5.  d! hypersplenism

6.  b! false, 'Or every unit of lost blood replaced by packed red cell, on y 3
percent ol the body albumin is removed,

7.  d! t2-l4

8. stop the clotling ccnsumplicn by administration Of heparin: decrease the
clotting depiction by adrninistraiicn ol fresh frozen plasma ana platoiet:
9.  d! factor-IX concentrate  prothrontbin complex!

10.  e! all of the above

11,34 4 C 94 F!

12, immersion iri cold water.

13. within fiv days

14. peritonea! dialysis.

15.  b! false; asthma is not a psychologcai illness; its physiologic factors,
usually built on a chronicity from immunologic and other levels, evoive aS
the patient sets up pathways through which he can expreSS anxiety. No par-
tiCular type Of perSOnality StampS a perSOn aS aSthma prOne.

'le.  b! false: refer patient and family for psychological evaluation as soon
as you suspect that no medicat management will work.

17. the Jacobson progressive relaxation procedures; breathing exercises
may also help.

1e.  c! s-e

19. Palpation of the muscle posteriOr tO the upper last molar will produce ex-
quisite pain if spasm is present.

20.  a! true

21. elicit a positive jump response at the pOint of max~mum deep hy-
pe ra Igesia.

22.  a! dull and constant.

23.  c! ice packs

24. restore affected muscles to noirr al length.

sslei Ied ituizres tro n past issues oi PH igni
ieri, write'psiienl Caie Quir Biioi., $61riornd,

due to cold ~vater immersion can

a!so be re~varmed extcrr. stiiy ivitb
safety.

Some authorities maintain that

external methods sucli as immer-

SiOn ln vertu Water may be harm-
ful to some patients. The contro-
versy involves the rem am'.in@ of
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a. patient with a core tempera-
ture under 32.2-33.3'C  90-92'F,'1,
whose condition is due to pro-
longed exposure. Many physi-
cians prefer internal rewarming,
for the following reasons:
» ln the individual whose boily
lras cooled over a long period oL
time, acid and potassium have ac-
cumulated in the periphery of the
body, which is also the coldest
area  sec "Thc physlolol'y of hy-
po th cI m i a, page Lii!.
» 1"xtcl'nal rcwarming results in

iphcral vasodilation so that
l..eod frOm the cOre moveS tO the

periphery, and cold, acidotic
blood moves to the core. Tl>is may
cause a drop in pH and in core
temperature afterdrop of O.ci-.
1.7'C �,3'F! and a. rise in sei'um

potassium. A type of hypovolemic
shock  rewarIning shock! may de-
velop, and the patient's already
life-threatening condition may
worsen.

A consultant for this article
with considerable experience in
treating cold injuries in Alaska'
reports using external rewarm-
ing successfully for patients with
temperatures as low as 23.99C
�5'F!, p articu1 arly those wh o
suft'er both hypothermia and
frostbite."" Rewarming in a tub
of warm water �2.2 � 4.1'C t90-

See "'IVheri your iraaieat aul7era fraatbite." Cat~cat
Care, February i. i977, page 199.

Pt Ii%7 near eee! i,'nf ll ip 92'i77

10ti F]! treats both prob lelYls at
once. Prior correction oi the vol-

ume depletion with warm Iluids
and of acidosis with bicarbonate
forestalls afterdrop in tempera-
ture, he says, and constant moni-
toring of the very rapid chan< es
caused by thawing in a tub of
warm water enables qilicl. correc-
tive action «s necessary.

The preferred nietho i Of exter-
nal rewarming is partial irnmer-

sion in warm water �2."-41,J. C
[90-106'F]!. Immersing just the
torso � rigging up a sling system
to keep the hea:l, legs, and arms
out of the wat r � may prevent
some after<lrop in temperature
by warlning only the parts closest
to the col'c. Ilc wcvcr, y 3u 131ay
,vant to immerse the whcle body
when frostbite af feet or llands is
a con|plication, A I cvi'arnling
blanket set at 4l!.0-43.390  L04-
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1 rtlt rirt hypothi
s t>y tirit ltotton
ic hit;il trt tho s
Ita 1, wl1OrO il i
t lii dialysalo I
od lo nIDOUt 'l:
l hy ri>nninrg;1
rt-warrninrt coil
rrtod in a but:r
!er twO titerS O
i in and then sr
tia.oiy withdraw
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110'F! is less effectiv therapy.
For lnfortlal rclvat iriliig, many

mefliods h:ive been eniployc<l suc-
cessfully, buf, heated peritoneal
dialysis is used most often, 'Lieut
regular potassiuin-free dialysa'.e
f't iid to 43.3 C �10'F! by runnirig
it, through a blood->varying coil
immersed in a bucket of ivatei at
54.4'C �30'I"!. Add hot ivater to
the pail as needed to keep the wa-
ter at the pt oper temperature. {If
time permits, the quid may be
heated in a ~vatcr batli,!

Run in twc liters of Quid as rap-
idly as possible � in about 10 in:ln-
utes � and then inimediately re-
move it via the same trocar.
Pepeat the exchange as nec s-
sary. Usually six exchanges l,'12
liters of Quid! are sufhcient, kiut
one patient required 18 liters of
heated Quid to bring the core
temperature from 26,7'C  80'It'! to
%.6 C  96'I"!.

Because you need to dialyze
the patient for only about two
hours, the risk of infection is low-
er than for longer or repeated di-
alysis. But culture the first, fi:,'th,
and tenth exchanges,

Other effective techniques for
internal reivarming are of limI ted
usefulness because they require
an expertise not readily available
in many community hospitals.
Examples are cardiopulmortary
bypass and femoral A-V shunt;.

Internal rewarming techniques

PA, iIi<1 OIA ,' PCCC1>rirA 15. I ti77

that have proved ineffective
when used alone include warmed
IV fluids, hot enemas, and heated
inspired air. These techniques
are good adjuncts to other re-
v arming methods.

During and after rewarming: Con-
tinue respiratory support, correc-
tion of volume, and monitoring tem-
perature, ECG, blood gases, and

serum elcctrolytes. Ob:ain any oth-
er tests that you feel are necessary.
Correct aciclosis cautiously. Vost
cardiac problems re.,olve spon-
taneously, but lidocaine HCI may
be indicatecl for ventricular prema-
ture contr" clions. Dofibrillation
only worlds on warm heart . Ensure
adequate renal perfusion, u" ing
mannitol if necessary. Complica-
tions such as pneumonia or renal
failure will occur by the fifth day.
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The physiology of hypothermia
What happens as the body loses
heat? The cutaneous sensors lor

hot and cold send their messages
to the hypothalamus, which serves
as a "compuler" for lemperature
regulation; the information is inte-
grated, and impulSeS are transrrlit-
ted to the various effector organs to
correct for heat loss or gain. When
the body comes in contact with a
cold environment. the somatic and
autonomic nervous systems and
the endocrine systems are all in-
volved with counteracting the cool-
ing process, If these responses fail
and the body continues to cool be-
low 34,4'C  94'F!, the metabolic
rate slows, oxygen consumption
decreases, and heart rate slows.

Twa Of the defenSe mecrlaniSmS
against the cold � vasoconstriction
and shivering � are of particular
concern clinically because of their
roles in the development of altera-
tions in pH, electrolytes, and vol-
ume. Vasoconstriction causes fluid

to move from the periphery of the
body, where heat is easily trans-
ferred to the environmerit, to the

During rewarming, continue res-
piratory support, correction of
volume, and monitoring of tem-
perature, ECG, blood pressure,

d gases, and serum elec..
.ytes. A determination i se-

rum or urine osmolality will, help
you monitor volume. Other Itelp-

core, thereby preventing heat loss.
The body interprets this shift as
overhydration and shuts off the
production of antidiuretic hormone,
The resulting diuresis produces
volume depletion. In most cases,
the individual does not replace the
lost fluid.

Shivering, an involuntary muscle
contraction that is sometimes vio-
lent, produces a considerable
amount of heat. Shivering may ele-
vate the basal metabolic rate five

ful tests to follow include CPC,
platelet count, prothrombin, fib-
rinogenn, BUiV, and serum glu-
cose, amylase, calcium, and cre-
ati ni ne determinations.

After rewarming the patient,
obtain chest X-rays to check for
pneumonia and skull X-rays to

times increasing the muscles
need for oxygen and glucose. I ac-
tic acid and other metabolites ac-
cumulate.

When the body cools enough for
the metabolic rale to slow down,
oxygen supply is depressed, con-
tributing to met- bolic acidosis.
Cardiac irritability occurs, ir part
due to electrolyte imbalanc= and
the Slowed heart rate. At this saint.
the incfividual exhibits the symp-
toms of a slowed metabolic rate�
altered consciousriess and incoor-

cfiration, eventually coma.
TIIie longer the body is cold, the

more severe the metabolic altera-

tions. The patient whose heal ioss
is acute due to cold water irnrner-

siort exhibits only the effects of a
slowed metabo!ism. On the other
hand, the patient with slow heat
loss from exposure exhibits severe
disturbances of pH and elec-
trolytes as well as cf volume. ihese
abnormalities are often aggravated
by an underlying condition sut=h as
diabetic ketoacidosis or alcohol in-
tax ICatian.

riile out any hea.d injury.
Most victinis of hypothermia

are in metabolic acidosis.  A cau-
tion: Patients «.ho have under-

gorie considerable stress may
[ref'ely] exhibit a  .urlini: s ulcer
apd alkalosis.! 'El lood gas and elec-
trolyte measu r en>ents change
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rapi<lly as rewarming pl ogresses;
get, repeat readings at 15-20 rnin-
ute intervals for an hour, tlien;is
often as you feel is necessary. Re-
mind the lab to correct. blood gasfi
readings for temperature. Cor"
rect the acidosis with sodium bi-

en;bonate, but move cautiously.
Do not try for normal measure.
ments; as the patient rewarmsa
he will revert to normal spon-
taneously. Too vigorous correc-
tion niay result. in alkalosis.

Avoid cardiac complications by
not, inserting the CVP or Sivan-

Ganz catheter tip into the heart�
bv correcting volume and pH, and
by carefut rewarming. Cardiac
stimulants are rarely indicated,

Atrial arrhythmia or fibrilla-
tion is a conimon complication of
hypothermia. Sometimes the
ECG exhibits a positive deflection
in the ST segment � a J-wave or
Osborne wave. The Q-T duration
is usually prolonged. These ab-
normalities will make you feel
you should be doing something
about them, but in hypothermia,
do liothillg. Antiarrhythmic
drugs are ineftective and poten-
tially toxic; atrial arrhythmias
and ECG abnorma,lities will re-

solve with rewarming.
Ventricular arrhythrnias and

fibrillation also may occur. The
treatment of choice for ventricu-

lar premature contractions is lid-
ocaine HC1  Xylocaine!. The heart

will not respond to defil» illation
wilen the patient is cnhl, lf fibril-
lat,ion occurs, use closed chest
colnpression during internal re-
warming or put the patient on a
heart-lung machine. 0»ce the
temperature reaches 32.2'C
 90'I !, defibrillation may work.

Ensure adequate renal perfu-
sion, using mannitol  Osinitrol! if
1'lee e ssa l'y,

Pneumonia is the inost common

Sequela Of hypothernlia. It is
probably a result of bronchor-
rhea. Manage it or any other in-
fection that develops with appro-
priate antibiotics.

A concomitant injury resulting
in hemorrhage may require the
administration of blood. GI bleed-

ing may be a consequence of hy-
pothermia.

For several days � maybe even
weeks � after resuscitation, the
patient's temperature-regulating
mechanism will function poorly,
and he should avoid temperature
extremes, His temperature may
fluctuate 2-3'. A few patients who
recover from severe hypothermia
complain of temperature-regulat-
ing problems for years.

Renal failure rarely occurs if
renal perfusion is maintained
and hypovolemia is corrected.
Hypertension is a warning sign.
Very rare complications include
pancreatitis, disseminated in-
travascular coagulation, episod es

of hp potension, perit,oneal infec-
tioi, 'fron> di;dy -.is, ileus, psychia-
tric disorders, and myocardial in-
farction.

I ly poth crmia alone d oes not
cause brain damage � even in pa-
tients wlio were comatose.

Kith niild h,.potherm Ia � over
33.3'C  9"'F! � you can silnply re-
wai'm the patient. and si.'nd him
home, unless he has other inju-
rieS requiring ti.eat,nient. The pa-
tient ivhose temperature is below
33.3'C  D2'F! sliould be monitored

very ClOSely fOr 24 hOulS. i!IOSt
should remain hospitalized for
3-5 days after rewarming. Com-
plications, if tliey occur, usually
do so by the fiftl i day.

As a general rule, see the pa-
tient again about a week after
the injury. Further fbi!low-up
varies, depending on other inju-
ries, such as frostbite or frac-

tures, or underlying factors such
as diabetes or alcoholism.
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Winter problems

When your patient suffers frostbite
Prepared in consuitation with:

Cameron C. Bangs, MD
interi.ist, Oregon Ci!y; cknical instructor of
medicine, University of Oregon Medical
SChOOI, POrtland

John A. Boswick, Jr., MD
chief, l-,and surgical ser;ice, University of
Colorado School of Medic,ne, Denver

Murray P. Hamlet, OVM
director, experimental pathology division
U.S Army Research Institute of
Bnvironmentai MediCine, NatiCk, MasS.

David S. Sumner. MD
professor of surgery, Southern I!Iinois
University School of Medicine. Spnngfield

R.C.A, Weatherfey-White, MO
assistant clinical prcfessor of surgery,

rsity of Colorado School of
ine, Denver

Rev'ewed prior to publication by:

William J, Mills, Jr.. MD
orthopedic surgeon, Anchorage Alaska

Hazards of frostbite extend beyond winter anc subtemoerate zones,;his oatier.t was locked
lor 24 hours in a railroad refrigerator car with a:emperature of � 20' I '-2B9' C',. His lect
were most severely affected because boots const«cted the circulation

Staff W for: Rebecca Skinner
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'With winter resorts drawing
weekend ers from thousands of
miles away, you don't need to be
in an area where temperatures dip
below freezing to see patients who
have suffered partial or total
freezing of tissues, Anyone ex-
posed to subfreezing tempera-
tures without adequate protection
is a candidate for frostbite. Espe-
cially at risk are sports enthusi-
asts � hikers, skiers, hunters, and
skimobilers. Also at high risk are
those individuals whose sensorium

is disturbed by alcohol or other
drugs.

In the following article, author-
ities in the care of the victims of
frostbite provide a review of the

fundamentals of prevention and
therapy. They also discuss new
modes of therap'> now be.tng in-
vestigated and current thinking
on controversial procedures pur-
ported to minimize tissue loss
from frostbite.

Other highlighrs of the article
include a patient educati.n aid,
"How to avoid frostbite," on page
136, which you may reproduce for
your patients; "Rapid thaw for
frostbitten extremities," on page
140, describing this tissue-saron
technique; and, on page 141, a
concise discussioft of hypothermia,
the life-threatening condition that
in some instances accompanies
frostbite.



� EXPAESS STO

Basic treatment: Hospitalize the
patient. Treatment of hypothermia
 indicated by rectal temperature!
has precedence over frostbite ther-
apy. For frostbite, begin rapid
rewarming in 100'-110'F �7,8'-
433 C! water; continue rewarming
until the tips of the part flush. Pre-
scribe an analgesic for pain. The
mainstay of postrewarming therapy
is whirlpool baths, with an antisep-
tic solution added, for 20-30 min-
utes, 2-3 times per day. Active
physical therapy helps prevent
contracture. Avoid dressings.

While still frozen, even severely
frostbitten tissue may appear al-
most normal. Frozen tissue usu-
ally looks pale and feels firm to the
touch. Sometimes a slight ptuylish
discoloration and insensitivity to
light touch are the only utliications
that a part is frostbitten. As a
rule, the patient describes the aj'-
fected part as bulky or "clublike,"
implying numbness, He may also
report ths,t the part was very
painful before it became numb,
Often, however, the frostbitten
area vdl have thawed before you
see the patient. In that case, h
will tell you that as the area
warmed he felt throbbing, burn-
ing pain, and a "pins and needles'
sensation. Blisters may not ap-
pear for a day or two after injury.

Patients with frostbite often
suffer from hypothermia, the
treatment of which  see page 141!

takes precedence over � and
sometimes conflicts with � frost-
bite therapy. Also examine the
patient for other injuries such as
fractures or dislocations.

You will not be able to judge the
extent of injury when you first see
the patient. To get some idea,
however, take a car eful history of
the kind and length of exposure;
ask about protection fr om clothing
and verify the temperature and
>~md velocity at the time of expo-
sure from the local weather sta-
tion. Also flnd out about his
preinjury physical condition, par-
ticularly relating to the vascular
and peripheral nervous systems.

Hospitalize every frostbite vic-
tim. The first step m emergency
care is rapid rewarming in water
at 100'-110 F �7.8'-43.8'C!; use a
thermometer and keep the water
temperature within this range
 see page 140!. Slower rewarm-
ing � starting with cold water and
slowly adding warmer water�
contributes to tissue loss. Re-
warming at temperatures
higher than 112'F �4.4 C! may
add burn injury to the frostbite.
An ear or nose may be thawed by
pouring warm water over the
part, Continue the rewarming
process until the tips of the part
flush, which may require 45 min-
utes or longer.

During rewarming, aspirin pro-
vides sm%cient analgesia for some

patients; others require as much
as 100 mg of meperidine HCl  De-
merol! or 15 mg of morphine sul-
fate in order to tolerate the treat-
ment, Remember, howe rer, that
hypothermia may prolong opiate
metabolism.

After rapid rewarming, the
mainstay of therapy is vigorous
whirlpool baths in a solution to
which an antiseptic such as poxi-
done-iodine  Betadine! or hexa-
chlorophene has been added.
Repeated for 20-,'<0 minutes, 2-3
times a day, whirlpool therapy
debrides the injury safely, allevi-
ates pain, and helps control iMec-
tion. While the patient is in the
whirlpool, active, continuous,
complete range-of-motion physical
therapy should be done to prevent
flexion contracture dur:ing the
healing process.

Keep the patient hospitalized at
least until you can estirrIate the
severity of injurI:. Home care is
satisfactorv for most superficial
injuries that are limited to ears,
nose, and knees. >fore severe in-
juries and most i1njuries to hands
and feet may require pe«haps
several months ~f hospita...ization.

A fairly accurate estimate of
extent of injury can be made by
palpating the pul=es, ordering a
Doppler scan or I echnetium-99mm
studies, and noting evidence of
tissue demarcatI.on and necrosis.
Researchers are investigating the
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Frostbite

in healing
J Mari ed eoema and:ister ',ormation deni.-ate deep

fros;b;te. The blisters are reddish and no! t anslucent

2 Two cays later. the a ea has been debriaed. and '.he '.is ue
underneath is red and sensitive locking.

3 . en days after frostbite areas of thick black crusts appear,

4 Twc Aeeks postfrost'cite, it is obvious that ",c tissue css
on Ine ear will ensue. This patient, however. ost all
finge.s cn both hands as a result cf his xpcsure to co.'d

PATIENT CARE / PesRLJARY 1, 1977

use of infrared thermography to
help determine the severity of in-
jury, make early decisions on sur-
gery, and assess the progress of
therapy,

If the feet are invOlve, pre-
scribe bed rest and a cradle to
keep bedclothes off the injury.
Elevate frostbitten hands on pil-
lows or with a sling. Separate fro-
zen digits with small wedges of
cotton. Avoid dressings, but
loosely wrapped sterile towe'..s are
permissible to help protect the
extremity. Make sure sterile
sheets are used on the bed.

Forbid smoking for the patient

recovering fr om 'rostbite; vaso-
constriction caused by nicotine
may aggravate the inju v.

Authorities disagre~ on
whether removing blisters ~r

medica! folk belief ever given you
an insight that helped patient care7
If you have an amusing cr ir terest-

s alSO inStruCtive,

e Bc i ter, Patier.f

C;role, P.O. Box

06820 If we pub-

cu $25.

leaving then. intact best prevents
infection. All agree that punctur--
ing the skin and allowing the blis-
ter to collapse without debriding
invite infection, The patient may
'oe more co&ortabie tvith large
blister= ro.;!r.ved. 4Vhen blisters
do break spontaneou.ly, be sure
to debride them to avoid over-
hanging edges.

Tetanus prophylaxis* is indi-
cated for patients with frostbite,
but prophylactic antibiotics are
not. If signs of infec"ion de:clop
around the injury,� do a Gram's

«See nte who, «hat, and when of tetanus pt«sphy-
laais." Pausai Ca;~. August 1, 'i!ITS page l44,



Instructions for your patient

How to avoid frostbite

Wind chill factor chart

Actual thetmorneter readingEstimated
wind speed

 ln mphj!
'F  'C! 'F i 'C!
0 <-17.8! -10  -23.3!

'F <'C!
50 <10!

'F  'C!
40 �.4!

'F  'C!
20 <-6.?!

1F   ~ C!
10  -1 2. 2!

'F  'C!
30  -1.1!

EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE

50 �0> � 4! i 0  -12.2!30 - I 1! 0  -'I si20  -6,7! -1: i � 233!calm

,'37 �.g!

28  -2.2!

6 i-144!

-9  -22.8>

-5  -20.5>

-24  -.,1.! I

27  -2.7!

16  -8.9!

15  -e 9!

4 -15.6!

48  89>

40 � cl

- l5  - 5 I!

-33   � 36,1!10

'- -'32  -'-S,o!36 �.2! :: -45  -42.8!

-53  -c/ 2!

15 � 18 t-27 8>

-25 -31.7! '-

9   � 12.7!

4  -15,6>

� 5 I � 20.6>

� 10   � 23 3!

22  -5,6!

'8 -7 8!32 �> � 39  -39.4! '

-59  -50.6!

-63   � 52.8!

30  - I 1!

28  -2.2!

-44  -42.2!

-48  -44. 4!

� 29  -33 9!

-33 <-36.1!

0  -17 8>

-2  -18.9>

16   � 8,9!

".3   � 10.6!

� 15 l � 26. 1!

--18  -27.8!

-67   � 55!

-6!9  -56. 1!

-35  -37.2!

-37 <-38,3!

27  -2.7!

26  -44!

-51  -46.1>

-53   � 47.2!

'i1   � 11.7!

0  -12,2>

� 4 i � 20!

-6  -21 1!

-20  -2I3 9>

--21  -29 4!

 Wind speeds greater
than 40 mph have little
additional effect >

INCREASING DANGER
Danger from freezing of exp. sed tlesh.

LITTLE DANGER
 for properly clothed person!.
Maximum dangei of false sense of secutity.

ffote ftypothermia. trencnfoot, and immerardn tOOt may occttr Kt any point on thiS chart

This patient educaiion ard may be reproduced oy office copier for distribution by physicians to their oaeents. Yyritte~ permission is required ioi snr otiter use
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To avoid frostbite when you are ex-
posed to subfreezing temperature,
you must protect yourself against not
just cold but also the conditions Ihat
increase body heat loss: moisture and
wind, Because moisture conducts

heat, it is of utmost importance to re-
main dry. Wetness, whether from rain,
snow, or perspiration, speeds I eat
conduction away from your body,

Wind has a marked effect on heat

toss. If the thermometer reads 20'F

  � 6.7'C! and the wind speed is 20
mph, the exposure is comparable to
-10 F   � 23.3 C!. This is called the
wind chill factor, A rough measure of
wind velocity is: If you feel the wind on
your face, the velocity is about �
mph; if small branches move or dust
or snow is raised, 20 mph; if large
branches are moving. 30 mph; and if
a whole tree bends, about 40 mph. To

obtain an idea of the relative degrees
of danger according to combinations
of wind speed and thermometer read-
ing, study the wind chill factor chart.

Proper clothing for winter weather
provides insulation from cold, ventila-
tion so that perspiration can evapo-
rate, and protection against wind, rain,
or snow. Rather than one bulky,
heavy, or constricting garment, wear
several layers of light, loose clothing
that will trap air, a very effective in-
sulator, and provide adequate ventila-
tion. Wool and polyester down
substitutes retain some protective
value when wet; cotto~ and goose or
duck down do not.

For ideal protection, wear under-
clothing made of cotton  or cotton-
lined!; it will absorb perspiration.
Wear layers of wool or synthetic down
between underwear and the outer

layer of a water-iepellent a-d wind-
proof coverng.  Waterproof clcthing
is not recommended since i'. holds in

the moisture produced by your body.!
Protect your head and neet; with a
scarf and a hat or hood and your lace
with a mask Wear two pairs «f socks
� both wool or one cotton and the

other wool � and well-fittir,g boots
high enOugh ta prateCt your ankleS.

Your hands are better protected by
mittens than gloves, but keep n mind
that since mittens limit what you can
do with your finge s, you may need to
remove them frequently. By wearing
lightweight gloves under mitiens,
you will still have protection against
heat IOSS if you remave the;TiittenS.

Be sure that your clothing is not
tight. Heat in your extremitie is sup-
plied by your blood and anything that
hampers blood flow will increase the



Frostbite

~PRESS STOP

'F  'C!
-ao  -34.4!

F'  C!
-20  -28.9!

risk of frostb te For this same iea.on
do not remain in a sitting or kneeing
position for long periods of time.

Many people suffer frostbite wt en
their cars break down in freezing
weather, Be sure to keep protective
clothing in your car if there's any r sk
of breakclown in an isolatecl area.
When working on a car in the cold,
a' oid getting gasoline on your hands.
Wl ile it doesn't freeze, it takes on the
temperature of the surrounding area
and cools skin by evaporation Avoid
bare skin contact with metal; don't try
to make repairs without gloves.

Don't walk through the snow in lo
shoes, If you lack proper protectiv
clothing, stay in the car, As a rule,

� rescue team is more likely to find yo
.f you remain close to your vehicle.

For whatever reason you' re stran
ed in the colcl, if possible use the al

PATiENT CARE / PESRUARY t,1QTT

heater with a window open slightly to
guard against caro-�- monoxide
poisoriing or' build a fir=- protect your-
self from the wind as n-i ch as possi-
ble; if there is no she.'I=r, make one
with tree boughs and/or snow. But
don't work so fast that you gel wet
from perspiration or over'.ired, both of
which make you more susceptible to
cold in!ury. Insulate,.=.self from the
ground with tree boughs.

Don't drink alcoho,'ic Leverages "to
keep warm." Alcohol makes your
face red ancf gives you a warm feel-
ing, but the warmth is deceptive, By

stain and cujture and prescribe
antibiotics accordingly. Staphylo-
cocci, streptococci, and P~ct do-
moTt, as are the most common in-

fecting organisms. If an e~the-
matous response typical of strep-
tococcal infection appears, it is
permissible to start penicillin or
alternative therapy itr.mediately
and modify the regimeri as culture
results ind>cate,

Some authorities feel a patient
who has undergone rapid
rewarming and has no tissue loss
may be discharged as soon as es-
chars are dn if treatments can be
contmued at home with a portable
whirlpool,

New or controuersia! therapy: Med-
ical sympathectomy with intra-ar-
terial reserpine is showing promise
in initial investigations. F asciotomy
is being reintroduced as therapy for
frostbitten extremities that sweil
enough to occlude circulation. Less
support can be found for the use
of low-molecular-weight dextran,
surgical sympathectomy, heparin,
or hyperbaric oxygen.

Tissue 1oss from frosti ite is re-
lated both to thrombosis of the
microvascular nutritive vessels
and to direct cellular in.ury from
dehydration. enzymatic action,
and the mechanical effect of

crystals. Frequently, the vascular
damage is the cieciding factor,
since damaged cells are often
capable of survival if they are
given an adeauate blood supply.
Years of research have r.ot yet
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to the hospital and l epeated every
'-3 days over the;:~'st tveek. Gen-
erallv, reserpine has no systemic
effect, but some ~ a odllatton may
occur in other extl emities.

Phenoxybenzar.,ine HC1  Diben-
zyline! also appears to be effective
in achieving me<",.cal sympathec-
tomy. The sug ested regimen ls
10 mg/day, incre..sed gradually to
20-60 mg!day if:.ceded,

F'asciotomy, «r. old treatment
for frostbite. is iow being rem-
Mills WJ: Summand of in a ment of the caid injured

panent, +ountain Medica. c.tnpoaiuta. Seat
caber 9-12 1976.

Recognizing and treating hy, ctherrnia
Any pa'.ient with a history of exposure should hav:
his temperature taken, prefe ably with a Iow-readin"
rectal thermometer If his temperature is 94'F
�4.4cC!, or below, he is hypothermic, and aggres-
sive treatment should be Instituted immediately,

Find out the type ancl length of exaosure. Acu'.e
hypothermia from rapid heat loss, such as occurs
ir. coid water immersion, may be treated wtti- aaic
external reittarming; in chronic hypothermia, ha';
ever, rapid external rewarming may be fatal. Chror. =
hypothermia results fram a series of small hea.
losses. In attemptir g to conserve heat, blood vessels
constrict and warm blood is shut ted inward: the
periphery af the body � 40-50 percent of the body
by we'gl t � becomes volume-depleted, The perion-
ery is also:he ccldest area and is the area wne e
acid and potassium accumulate. To further compli-
cate the situation. most victims of chronic hypothet-
rnta are dehydrated.

External rewarming causes a per aheral vat 'o
tion. Blood from the core moves to the periph
and cold, ac:datic bloocl moves to lh care resu
in a drop in core temperature and pH As bl:o
shunted to the periphery, a type or hypavole
shock  rewarming shock! may deveicp; the er d
suits may be cardiac arrhythmia ard death.

Specialists in hypothermia mancgement rec
mend a two-foid .'reatment consisting of volume
pat sian and rewarming fron. the core aut. Any
of volun;e expander may be used t'methods u
for rewarming include heateci peritoneal dial
administering warm fluids IV. heated extracorpo
circulation  taking t;lood out, I;eating t, and ou
it back in!, or hea'.ir.g:nspired air. 'v",hen rewarm
frcm the care out s not feasiLle, au:,,arities re=
met d warming only,he trunk and nor the extrer-

ihe patient recovering 'rom hypothermia st
be monitored for cardiac arrhythn-iias. the
ca se of death 'n hypothermia. Blood gase-, st
potassium. and serum glucose also should bE
lowed closely.

The cat en', actn nycctnet- a r eed -ct have -een eapcsea;c s 'ctteez'«
tentaera:U eS 1 inC bitt ae' C: ne.ttiCiert CtCtt tng, Cr tattgue Can Cree C
irate nyCctherrn a at teniCte-e',utes .vet at ore «eezing
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wielded a sure way of improving
the microcirculation folio ~~ng
freezing,

Specialists in frostbite manage-
ment have begun using intra-ar-
terial reserpine to provide tempo-
rary medical sympathectomv.' It
is said to achieve vasodilation
xiithout the complications of sur-
gical sympathectomy. In one regi-
men, 0.5 mg of reserpine is in-
jected intra-arterially proximal to
the frostbitten limb on admission
'Porter JM. et al. intra-arteriai svtnpathetlc btocitade
in trcattnent of c~rcat frostbite. Am J curtt 1:-2:625-
36. 19i6.

traduced,* It is performed when
sch elling in a t'rostbitten extremity
occludes circulation. The proce-
dure increases blood flow into the
extremity, a benefit that out-
iveighs the adrled risk of superfi-
cial inf ection.

Low-molecular-weight dextran
 Dextran 40, L.4I.D., Rheoma-
crodex, etc.! is thought by some
physicians to be of value in pro-
moting microcirculation. Immedi-
ately after rewarming., they start

ills WJ Frostbite: A. discussion of the prabtetn and
a rcxzea. of an Afaakan etperieni e Aiocka .'Ited
15:2T-59. 19ia.
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Instructions ior your patient

How to tell if it's frostbite carried will delay your getting to a medical facility
If you' re caught out in severe cold without adequate by several hours, it is better to walk cn it.
protection. you may end up with frostbite. You can If you must thaw the part yourself  remember, do
tell if part of your body is frostbitten by the way it so only if there is no chance of its refreezing!, follow
feels. If t feels numb � what many people describe this procedure to minimize tissue damage: immerse
as "clubiike" or bulky � freezing of tissue has proba- the p"rt in water at 100'-110'F �7.8'-43.3'C!; il a
bly occurred. Some people report the part was thermometer is not available, keep tl.e water al a
paintul at first. then became riumb; however, don't temperature that teels comfortably I ot to nor ~ai
think that because you feel rio pain, you are not tissue; continue the rewarrning until the tips of your
getting frostbitten. toes or fingers flush; a foot takes 20-45 minute; to

thaw There may be pain as the part gets warm.
What to do about it Oo nor immerse tne injured part in cold water aid
Get'to a physician or hospital as soon as possible. add warmer water gradually.
Only if you can't get medica' help should you attempt Oo not put the affected part in a warm oven, close
to thaw f~ozen tissue yourself. and even then only to a heat source, or in water hotter than normal tis: ue
when you have reached shelter where there wfi/ be can stand  over 112'F or 44.4'C!. Frozen;issue loi es
no chance of the parr being refrozen Having a part its abi ity to feel; you can add a burn to the frostbite
of your body frozen solid for severai hours poses Injury without feeling it.
much less risk of severe injury titan improper thawing If bl;sters form quickly after thawing, co not try to
or refreezing after thawing. break them. Also, do not put bandages, salves, or

Protect the frozen part. Oon't rub it to restore ointments on the part. Separate thawed fingers aid
circulation, and especially do not rub it with snow,;oes with wedges of cotton or small pieces of clean
which only adds to the damage. Massage increases cloth. And, if necessary, while traveling to a medical
the injury to frozen tissue. If you suspect your foot ',acility, protect the part from refreezing with towels
is frostbitten, avoid walking on it However, if being or blankets.

ThiS Patient eCtuCaticrt aic may Ce reorOCtuoed Ciy OtfiCe COPier far diSlribtitiOtt Oy OhySioi>riS tO the» Pasenta Written PermiSSiOn iS requiem rpr arty OtrtSr Oee

low-molecular-weight dextran,
giving 1.5 gm/kg IV on the first
day followed by 0.75 gm/kg IV
daily for five days. The rationale
for the use of low-molecular-

weight dextran is that it may
stimulate flow in the damaged
capillaries and venules if begun
withm hours of the thaw. Some
authorities � because they feel
there is insuflicient clinical evi-

PATIENT CARE r FEBRIJARY I. 1977

Emergency treatment for fros<bIte

dence supporting efficacy, and be-
cause dextran infusion is not
without risk � recommend dex-
tran for only those patients in
whom tissue loss is likely.

Surgical sympathectomy as an
early measure �4-48 hours after
injury! is supported bv only a few
experts in frostbite treatment.
Advocates of early sympathec-
tomy contend that the procedure

relieves vasospasm and results in
more rapid resolution of edema
and earlier distal demarcation.

Opponents counter that possible
adverse effects of sympathectomy
such as impotency are too g.eat
a penalty for the possible benefits.

Administration of an antico-

agulant such as heparin may be
helpful, but its use is corttrctver-
sial. Diathermy, in the experience
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of some physicians, only increases
tissue loss, and the use of hyper-
baric oxygen has not been estab-
lished as efIicacious.

� EttPRESS STOP

Prognosis: The course of recovery
depends on the extent of irljury.
Permanent tissue loss is unlikely
with superficial or partial-thickness
skin loss injury. Deeper injuries
may require grafting or amputation.
Most victims of frostbite experi-
ence sequelae; the treatment of this
postfrostbite syndrome is largely
symptomatic and supportive�al-
though medical sympathectomy
shows promise.

Ta provide vasodilation. eserpine may t:e ir.lectect in tne lemor-i artery or a patient with a
froslbitten foot, leSSening vain anti parestl,esia. Administer E mmeC;ately after:he part ttiaws.

PATIENT CARE .' FEBRUARY i, 't977

In a sUperficial injuryt swe,.ling
and tenderness subside over a pe-
riod from several days to several
weeks. Fingertips or toe tips may
heal in a few days to a week, but
if the entire foot is involved, the
patient may require bed rest for
three weeks or more. Skin peeling
may occur,

With partial-thickness skin loss,
blisters form anywhere from min-
utes to hours after the injury and
enlarge for severa1 days. After
~-1G days, if they have not been
punctured, they become soft and
rupture; infection is likely to occur
at this point. Thick black crusts
may develop and separate, leaving
eddish, sometimes sensitive skin.

Joints usually stifFen.
In a deep injury mth full-

thickness skin loss, blisters, if
present, are small and dark col-

ored and situated proximallv.
They do not extend to the tips of
the digits.  Lack of blisters is
usually a poor prnmostic sign.!
The skin becomes black and de-

velops a tough eschar, which may
require incision to prevent con-
striction. When the eschar sepa-
rates, a layer of granulation tissue
will be left. If there is a large area
of involvement, it may necessitate
grafting, and, possibly, amputa-
tion.

When the injury extends into
the muscle and bone, there are no
blisters and no edema. The part
remains cold and bloodless; it is
senseless, and the patient is un-

able to move it. The skin becomes
dark and loses . olume. ln time the
part will amputate itself; how-
ever, most patients prefer sur-
gery to auto imputation. Surgical
intervention ' oo early tnay result
in more tissue loss than is neces-
sary. Do not consider:.mputation
for at least six weeks after frost-
bite injury unless there is infec-
tion present or there is a clear line
of demarcation of destroyed tis-
sue.

Regardless of the de,gee of in-
jury, any patient ivith frostbite
may develop paresthesia, cold
sensitivity, excess sweating, cau-
salgia, and svmptoms similar to
Raynaud's sv»drome, In deeper
injury, bone and joint <.hanges
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may occur, including small,
punched-out areas in the bone.
Loss of subcutaneous tissue,
which may also occur, @rill result
in a reduction of sensitivity in the
affected part.

Treatment of frostbite sequelae
is largely supportive and sympto-
matic, but researchers are inves-
tigating the use of intra-arterial
reserpine in tl;e postfrostbite
syndrome. Initial re ports show
gratifying results, with most pa-
tients obtaining instant, lasting
relief.

%hen frostbite involves the,

epiphyses in a child, you can ex-
pect growth impairment. In black
patients loss of pigmentation is
not uncommon; in milder cases,
this sadl be temporary, but in
more severe cases, it may be
permanent.

t I A retdevr of
theortes and thev apoticatjon to '=ea
Conn 5fed 39:8-10, 1975.
Gage AA, fshtkatva I, '4'inter PM:
mental frostbite and htTterbarie oxygs
Sargevtt 55:1044-50. 1&i9.

3. Gralino BJ, Porter Jhf Roach J; Angh
I in the diagnOSia and theranv Of frOStb

diofoffy 119:301m, 1975.
Holm PC, Vanggaard L.t Frostbite, P

19 is,
xperienoss in the r

A study of 1:tt
l.
man RM: Seve
th survtval afts
53 506-10, 19Ti
void. Ktaertrra
i 76.
: Treatment ol.'

tetra-erterhti
Sa rttery 77; 557-5
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